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ABSTRACT III 
This thesis is a study of the changes which have taken 
place in the Tiwi language of Bathurst and Melville Islands. 
These changes , apparent in the speech of young people and 
children, are due mainly to language and/or culture contact. 
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the general historical 
background and the present situation, with particular 
reference to the school system. Th is is followed by a 
discussion of the present language situation in terms of 
the verbal repertoire of the Tiwi speech community. The 
characteristics of the "languages" used are briefly dis-
cussed. 
In Chapters 2 to 6, two varieties of Tiwi are compared 
and the changes considered. These varieties are: 
Traditional Tiwi (TT), spoken by older people, and Modern 
Tiwi (Mr), spoken by young people. Where relevant mention is 
also made of two sub-varieties: Less Traditional Tiwi, an 
"imperfectly learned" TT, and Children's Tiwi (CT), a 
developmental stage of MT. 
Chapter 2 gives a brief description of TT Phonology, 
the changes found in MT, the influence of English on MT 
phonology and a description of the overall MT phonology. 
Chapter 3 gives a description of the word classes of Tr 
and MT and the changes within these classes. 
In Chapter 4 the changes in the verbal constructions are 
considered, comparing, in turn, the inflected verb in 
TT and MT (showing the loss of complexity) and the verbal 
complex (consisting of a free form verb and an inflected 
auxiliary which may be omitted in MT). It is the almost 
exclusive use of this latter type of construction, often 
with an English loan verb as the free form verb, which is 
the main defining characteristic of MT . 
Chapter 5 looks at the structures of phrases in both 
TT and MT. 
IV 
Chapter 6 is a description of the clauses and simple 
sentences giving a comparison of the different clause 
types and the clause constituents. In particular, the 
ways in which the nominal arguments of the verb are indi-
cated in MT and TT are compared (i.e. the different 
syntactical devices used) . These constitute the basic 
change in the structure of the language. In this chapter 
there is also a brief look at mo re complex sentences with 
subordinate clauses in the three var ieties. 
Chapter 7 gives a summary of the changes and their 
interrelationship. 
In Chapter 8 language contact phenomena in general 
are considered and the different types found in the wider 
Australian scene briefly discussed. The Tiwi contact 
situation is considered and how the different language 
contact phenomena apply to it: with particular reference 
to bilingualism, language "death", pidginization and 
creolization. Because of the drastic changes in Tiwi, 
particularly in the verbal morphology (compared to changes 
found in a language which is simply being replaced by 
another), it is believed that MT is not just an i mperfectly 
learned version of the traditional language but is a new 
code, "creolized" Tiwi. Whether this new code lives or 
dies is still an open question. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Tiwi language is spoken by about 1,500 - 1,600 
people, most of whom inhabit Melville and Bathurst 
Islands, about 65 k.m. to the north of Darwin. 
1 
In any language, change is normal and the speech of 
the young people and children usual ly varies in style and 
vocabulary to some extent from that of the older people. 
'Language change is natural, inevitable and 
continuous and involves sociolinguistic and 
psycholinguistic factors which cannot easily 
be disintegrated from one another.' 
(Aitchison, 1981, p 221). 
However, in recent years Tiwi has undergone, and is 
still undergoing, change which is greater than normal, at 
least in such a relatively short time, so that the actual 
structure of the language is changing. Tiwi has been in 
contact with English for about 70 years. 
'Languages in contact provide dramatic 
instances of changes in language structure 
and use. Within one generation, contact 
situations can lead to extensive rearrange-
ment of language structure.' (Blount and 
Sanches, 1977, p 6). 
Traditional Tiwi is a pOlysynthetic language, with 
the verb ha~ing an extremely complex internal structure. 
The verb is able to take a number of affixes, mainly 
prefixes, indicating such things as person of subject, 
object and indirect object, tense, aspect, mood, time of 
day and location. There may also be incorporated forms in 
the verb which may be either nominal or verbal in 
character. These forms are different from the corres-
2 
pond ing free form nouns and verbs. (See also Capell, 
1967, p 43). 
This can be illustrated by a sentence which consists 
of a single verb. 
e.g. 1-1 
a - ni wa tu - wujingi 
she - non-past - loc morn - durative -
rna jirrakirningi yangurlimay - ami 
with - light walk - move ment 
'She (the sun) is shining over there in the morning' 
(Lit: 'She is walking over there in the morning with 
a light') 
The Tiwi used by young people is not polysynthetic. 
In their speech most of the verbal inflection is lost, 
with periphrastic, analytic verb forms replacing the 
complex inflected verbs. The language has become mainly 
isolating. Concepts which are expressed in the verb in the 
traditional language (sometimes by a free form word as 
well) are expressed only by a free form word (a O noun, 
pronoun, adverb, locative or time word). This is 
illustrated in example (1-2), which is how example (1-1) 
might be rendered in the speech of young people. In 
example 1-2, the words, japinari 'morning' and kutawu 
'there' are Traditional Tiwi words which could also have 
occurred in example (l-U. However, in example (1-2) words 
and constructions from English (or Pidgin English) are 
used. 
e.g. 1-2 
japinari [wokapat/ 
mup )' 
morning 
kutawu with 
there with 
(Walk} 
t move 
layt 
light 
a 
she - non-past - dur - do 
'She (the sun) is walking/moving o ve r there in t he morning 
with a light' 
The type of change to which I am referri ng is not 
that to which Pil~ing (1970) refers. He claims that much 
of the vocabulary of the Tiwi language is changed over a 
period of time because of the taboos on the use of words 
which are similar to the names of people who have died. 
Through this custom/ loan words have probably come into t he 
language and stayed. However, as Black (1979) points out, 
the change is not as great as Pilling makes out, at least 
(1) 
in the traditional language of the older people. 
No single reason can be given for the changes, though 
they can be seen to be a result of contact, which has 
brought about a change in the culture as well as the 
language. The various types of language contact phenomena 
and their relevance to the Tiwi situation are discussed in 
Chapter 8. 
The remainder of this first chapter is concerned with 
the historical background of the Tiwi people, the present 
geographical, anthropological and educational situation, 
the reasons for and the methods of investigation into the 
changes in the language, and the organization of the body 
of the thesis. 
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1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE TIWI 
Before the early 20th Century there was little 
contact between the Tiwi islands and the mainland, which 
was regarded by the Tiwi as the home of the dead. 'They 
regarded the inhabited world as composed of their own two 
islands and on those islands the y lived a self-contained 
exclusive existence.' (Hart and Pilling, 1960, p 9). This 
lack of contact can be seen in both their culture and 
de."'-'.oV\srve>\ r J 
language. No other Australian language has been founa to 
be closely related to Tiwi, although it shares some 
feature~ such as a similar sound syste~with other 
Australian languages. Tiwi is more closely related to the 
languages of the north-west of Australia, in that it has a 
similar type of pronoun system and shows some similarities 
in the type of verbal inflection. 
Like other Australian Aboriginal groups, the Tiwi 
were traditionally nomadic hunters and gatherers. However, 
the culture of the Tiwi, though fundamentally that of 
mainland Aborigines, has some features which are distinct. 
'Male initiation ceremonies on the mainland 
focus on circumcision or subincision or both; 
neither custom was practised by the Tiwi,.who 
instead included in their initiation ritual the 
forcible plucking of the pubic hair of the 
novice; the degree of plural marriages achieved 
under their marriage rules was far greater than 
anything reported for the mainland; the absolute 
prohibition of any female, regardless of age, 
being without a husband was unknown elsewhere 
in Australia; certain features of the kinship 
system fail to conform to any of the mainland 
norms, and so on.' (Hart and Pilling, 1960, p10). 
There are also differences in their . material culture, 
such as the absence of spear throwers, didjeridoos and 
boomerangs, which are found in nearby groups. 
'Tiwi art, too, (as on the elaborately painted 
and carved ceremonial graveposts) is very unlike 
that of the mainland, being more conventional-
ised and indeed almost non-representational.' 
(Osborne , 1974, p 1). 
It seems that, in general, contact with outsiders 
such as Malays, was hostile, though Malay influence can be 
seen in the material culture, as i n the use of dugout 
canoes. Throughout the 19th Century the Tiwi increasingly 
came into contact with other people, particularly 
Europeans, through expeditions to the islands and through 
shipwrecks. The a t tempt by the militia, in 1824, to 
establish Fort Dundas, near the present site of Garden 
Point, was unsuccessful. In order to communicate with the 
Tiwi to prevent them spearing personnel and buffalo, the 
commander of the fort repeatedly tried to capture and keep 
a Tiwi in order to teach him English. However, all such 
attempts failed and no effective communication between the 
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militia and the Tiwi was established. The hostility of the 
Tiwi, as well as the death of many personnel from disease, 
was instrumental in the abandonment of the fort in 1829 
(Hart and Pilling, 1960, p 28). 
Despite the ineffectiveness of the contac~ gradually 
the 'Tiwi were drawn out of their hostile insularity by 
curiosity and their desire for iron .' (ibid, p 100). The 
Tiwi people began to accept the intrusion of Malay, 
Filipino ' and Japanese pearlers because of the iron tools 
and trinkets they exchanged. This opened the way for other 
outside contact as well. 
Another intruder, Joe Cooper, who had earlier been 
chased out, returned to Melville Island in the early 20th 
Century to hunt the buffalo which had become wild since 
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the fort had been abandoned. With him he took a strong 
force of Iwaidja men, equipped with horses and guns. 
Cooper had previously captured two Tiwi women so that his 
men could learn the Tiwi language in order to communicate 
with the Tiwi people. It was through these Iwaidja men 
that the Tiwi mainly learned more of the outside world. 
The influence of the Iwaidjas can sti l l be seen in the 
number of Iwaidja loan words in the Tiwi language, such as 
karluwu 'no, not', which is commonly used in place of 
the Tiwi equivalent, arnuka. 
In 1911 a French priest, Father Gsell, founded a 
Roman Catholic mission on the south-eastern tip of 
Bathurst Island, opposite Paru, the last ca mp of Joe 
Cooper. Father Gsell took some Filipino workmen with him 
and over the years other priests and some nuns joined him. 
It was not until the nuns joined the mission that Father 
Gsell was accepted as a 'big man ' by the Tiwi whose wealth 
and status were measured by the number of wives acquired. 
The Tiwi women and children were then allowed to go to the 
mission. (pye, 1977, p 34). 
It seems that Father Gsell did not try to convert the 
older Tiwi people who were set in their ways but 
concentrated on the younger people and children. with the 
arrival of the nuns a school was established. The Tiwi 
marriage customs were affected by the action of Father 
Gsell when he bought a young girl as a 'wife' in 1921, 
after she had repeatedly fled to him for refuge, rather 
than become the thirteenth wife of an old man. This was 
the beginning of a practice which continued for many 
years, so that Father Gsell later became known as the 
~bishop with 150 wives" (pye, 1977, pp 41-42, see also 
Gsell, 1956). The girls were brought up in a dormitory by 
the nuns and when they reached marriageable age they were 
married off to younger men, but apparently still through 
traditional channels (Hart and Pilling, 1960, p 108). 
This dormitory system for girls operated at the 
Bathurst Island Mission until the e nd of 1972. The Tiwi 
were never compelled to put their daughters in the 
dormitory and there was never one for boys, though there 
was a school which the boys could attend. The effect of 
both the dormitory and the school on the language is 
discussed in 8.3.1 (p 521) and 8.3.3.1 (p 550). 
Following World War I, another outside contact had 
considerable effect on some Tiwi of southern Melville 
Island. Japanese pearlers provided a lucrative source of 
trade. In exchange for goods the Japanese had access to 
the Tiwi women. In the early 1930's the Australian 
government broke up the camp on the south coast of 
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Melville Island and sent patrol boats to discourage the 
Japanese. However, the Japanese simply moved the centre of 
their operations to the north, near to what is now Garden 
Point or Pularumpi (Hart and Pilling, 1960, p 105). In an 
effort to prevent the continuation of the trade a 
government ration station was set up there in 1937. This 
was later moved to the site of Snake bay or Milikapiti in 
1940, after an orphanage was established at Garden Point 
by the Roman Catholic Mission at the instigation of the 
government. This was for part-Aboriginal children, from 
among the Tiwi and from other R.C. areas in the N.T. 
Late in 1967 the orphanage was disbanded and the 
children sent to Darwin, though some, who had grown up and 
married, stayed at Garden Point or later returned. A 
number of Tiwi people were transferred from Bathurst 
Island Mission on a voluntary basis. These . together with , 
some Tiwi who had lived in the area all along and the 
part-Aboriginal people who had remained, as well as a few 
Mission personnel and government wo rke rs, formed a new 
( 2) 
settlement. 
1.3 THE PRESENT SITUATION 
Over the years since contact the Tiwi have gradually 
ceased their nomadic life, so that today the Tiwi 
population centre s around these three settlements: Nguiu, 
formerly the Bathurst Island Mission, but now a town; 
Garden Point, which became known by one of its traditional 
names, Pularumpi, in 1980; and Snake Bay, officially known 
as Milikapiti. There are also a few Tiwi, mainly men, at 
Pikataramoor, a forestry village in the south of Melville 
Island (see map, p XX) and a number living in Darwin at 
Bagot Reserve, but these have not been consulted in this 
study. 
The three main settlements have a certain measure of 
independence, under the control of an elected town 
council. Each place has its own character, although there 
is considerable movement from one to the other. It is 
difficult to get an accurate picture of the population 
size of each place partly because of this frequent 
movement and visiting back and forth. Nguiu (Ng), the 
largest community, had about 1200 people in 1980, 110 of 
whom were non-Tiwi (mainly Europeans). Garden Point (GP) 
and Snake Bay (SB) are roughly the same size with 300-400 
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people each. In 1978 there were about 20 adult Europeans, 
working at GP in a regular capacity or married to someone 
who was. I am not sure of the number of Europeans at SB 
but believe there were more than at GP. At GP, there were 
also four part-Aboriginal families, the parents of which 
had been brought up in the orphanage there (see 1.2, 
p 7). Most of these had some grown up children living at 
GP and also children in the school. Since 1978 other 
people from the orphanage have returned with their 
families. The Europeans who work at each place stay for 
varying lengths of time, some staying for a few years, 
others only for a week or two. 
At Nguiu, there are a few industries established, 
such as silk screen printing, pottery, an artefact-making 
operation and a sewing factory. Although various 
industries have been attempted at the other two places at 
different times there do not appear to be any that have 
succeeded very well. In all three places, many of the 
people are employed in maintaining the community in some 
way, as: teachers, health workers, garage mechanics, store 
employees and council workers, etc. Others receive 
unemployment benefits. In the last few years wages and 
une mployment benefits have been equivalent to those 
received elsewhere in Australia. 
Over the years the society has changed from a 
hunter-gatherer one to one based on a money economy. Most 
people live in fairly substanti~l houses with electric 
stoves and washing machines and in some cases a 
refrigerator (or even a freezer). Most families have a 
transistor radio and many have a cassette recorder and/or 
C' () ( 0 ~II' ( 3 ) 
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television (perhaps even a eolouf~d one). 
Food is mainly bought at the store, being basically 
meat (when there is plenty of money), white bread (or 
damper made from store-bought white flour), rice, tea and 
sugar. People will often buy food at the 'Take-away' 
rather than cook it, particularly when their stove is 
broken and it means cooking on an open fire, though some 
women prefer to cook this way. 
Hunting and fishing are still carried on, but mainly 
at weekends. Unemployed men and women sometimes hunt 
during the week, or workers sometimes after work, to 
supplement their food bought from the store or because 
they have very little money left out of the pay cheque. 
Corning from a hunter-gatherer culture/people tend to 
spend or gamble their money soon after it is received. 
For four weeks in June and July (during the dry 
season) when the schools are on holiday most people ~go 
bush h , for at least part of the time. These days '~oing 
bush" means getting a ride out to one's "country" in a 
vehicle, together with one's luggage, including bl ankets and 
spare clothing, as well as basic "tucker ": flour, tea, 
sugar and some tins of meat. During this time, the people 
do spend a lot of time hunting and gathering bush f ood, 
such as: wallabies, possums, carpet snakes, turtle eggs, 
fish, crabs, oysters, whelks, mussels, mangrove worms and 
yams. These days this seems to be the main time when 
stories are told around the camp fire. 
Many people are now Roman Catholics, though there are 
still some who are unbaptised and not all who are baptised 
are regular church goers or have strong convictions. 
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Although the church has tried to discourage the old 
ceremonies some are still continued. In particular, those 
concerned with the death of a person, the pUkumani 
ceremonies, are considered important, even by practicing 
Catholics. The significance of them appears to have 
changed for some people who see m t o regard them simply as 
"memor ial:' ceremonies. Most people, e ven young ones, take 
some part in these, though it seems to be only the older 
( 4 ) 
men and women who do the actual singing. Children are 
still taught some of the dances. 
The kulama ceremony or ~yam" ceremony is still 
performed though in a more limited way than the death 
ceremonies. This ceremony is supposed to be performed only 
by initiated males and is associated with initiation. 'The 
kulama ceremony is part of the sequence of events and 
rituals participated in by young male and female Tiwi in 
order to achieve the status of full adulthood.' (Goodale, 
1980, P 220). At Snake Bay, some initiation was still 
taking place in the 1960's but not much (ibid, p 225). I 
am not sure when initiation ceased at Nguiu but it seems 
to have been earlier than this, though the kulama ceremony 
is still performed each year by some people. 
The making of artefacts connected with the ceremonial 
life is still carried on by some older people. Some of 
these are used in ceremonies though most of them are made 
for selling to tourists, museums and artefact shops. 'The 
young ones do not want anything to do with traditional art 
such as bark painting and carving ceremonial spears and 
other such things' (pye, 1977, p 23). 
The Tiwi are caught between two cultures, wanting to 
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keep some of the old ways but desiring the benefits from 
the new ways. Most seem to want their children to learn 
English but many desire that they retain Tiwi as well, 
hence the wish to have it taught in the school. 
1.4 THE SCHOOL SITUATION 
At Nguiu, there are two schoo ls under the control of 
the R.C. Mission. St Therese caters for boys and girls up 
to and including grade 5 and for girls in grades 6 and 7 
and Post Primary. Xavier Boys' School caters for boys in 
grade 6 through Post Primary. Apparently 'education in 
their own language goes back to Father McGrath', who was a 
dominant figure at the mission from 1927 to 1948 (pye, 
1977, p 63). 
From all accounts Father McGrath was a fluent Tiwi 
speaker and often used the Tiwi language in the church 
services. However, it is not clear in just which way the 
language was used in the schools. It would undoubtedly 
have only been oral teaching, as there was no written form 
of the language until recently, and it probably consisted 
of teaching assistants using the language to instruct 
( 5) 
children and perhaps in the telling of stories. 
In 1975, with the approval of the Tiwi people, a 
bilingual programme was commenced at St Therese School, 
under the direction of Sr Therese Ward and with the help 
of the SIL linguist, Marie Godfrey. Although it was 
realised that the children and young people were spe~king 
differently from the older people, it was decided that the 
medium of instruction should be the traditional language 
in the early years with a gradual transition to English. 
This meant that an extensive oral programme needed to be 
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devised for teaching Tiwi, commencing in the pre-school 
and extending through the infants and primary years, with 
( 6) 
reading in Tiwi being taught in grade 1. 
Both the Garden Point and Snake Bay schools are 
government controlled schools. Snake Bay has never had a 
bilingual programme, though at the time of my first field 
trip (1978), there was some time se t aside each week for 
cultural studies, which seemed to consist mainly of an 
Aboriginal teacher telling a Tiwi myth, followed by the 
children drawing a picture of the story. During this 
time the Tiwi language was apparently supposed to be 
( 7) 
spoken. 
The Garden Point community asked for Tiwi to be 
taught in the school and the programme from St Therese was 
introduced. It seems that the children responded better to 
lessons in the vernacular than they had to lessons in 
English. However, difficulties were experienced with the 
programme, possibly due to the lack of training for 
teachers and assistants to implement such a programme and 
even a lack of understanding of the type of programme it 
was. 
Post-primary children from SB and GP go to Ng to 
attend the schools there (living with relatives) or to a 
high school in Darwin (living in a College). Some have 
gone even further afield, to Catholic schools in Melbourne 
and Townsville. 
1.5 REASONS FOR AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION OF THE 
CHANGES IN THE LANGUAGE 
The question of the viability of the bilingual 
programme at Garden Point was raised because of the 
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apparent lack of comprehension and use of hproper" Tiwi by 
the children. There was a need to know if what the 
children were speaking was in fact just a developmental 
stage of the language with some loan words thrown in or if 
it was a changed form. For this reason I was employed by 
the NT Department of Education to study what the children 
were speaking in relation to the trad itional language. 
This period of employment was spent mainly at Garden Point, 
from June, 1978 to March, 1979 with two very brief trips to 
Snake Bay and three slightly longer trips to Nguiu. A 
further field tr ip was sponsored by the AND. from May -
June, 1980. 
In view of the limited time of the original field 
work, the fact that I had very little knowledge of the 
Tiwi language before the study and very little background 
in sociolinguistics, the original aim of the thesis (first 
submitted in July, 1981) was basically a description of 
the changes, with a brief attempt to explain the changes in 
terms of the socio-cultural conditions and to relate the 
Tiwi situation in some way to the wider scene of language 
contact phenomena and linguistic change. 
With this aim in min~my field work was spent in 
gaining some knowledge of the traditional language and in 
collecting data on the young people's speech, mainly from 
children of about 6 years to 15 years but also from young 
adults. 
Some of the traditional language data and material 
are from my own elicitation and observation and some are 
drawn from Osborne's book, The Tiwi Language (Osborne, 
1974, hereafter referred to as Os.). For most of the 
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traditional language data I am indebted to Marie Godfrey 
who made available to me a number of her tape recordings 
and texts. Much of my understanding of the traditional 
language has corne from Osborne's analysis, particularly of 
the verbal structure , and this has provided the groundwork 
of my own description, with some re-analysis, variation 
and modification. Discussion and c orrespondence with 
Marie Godfrey has also been very helpful and many ideas 
and suggestions have corne from her, either directly or 
indirectly. Where possible I have tried to acknowledge all 
work which is not my own. 
The data collected on the young people's speech are 
mainly in the form of: 
(i) tapes of stories, collected in a fairly formal situa-
tion at school or in a more informal setting, (ii) tapes of 
spontaneous , conversations, normally with me absent, (iii) 
more formal elicitation, and (iv) some tests designed to 
measure informally the comprehension and production of 
'Traditional Tiwi by children. The tapes were transcribed 
with the aid of two main language helpers, Jacinta 
Woneamirri and Lydia Burak, as well as some other people. 
A called-for revision has meant a more in-depth look 
at language contact phenomena and the relationship of the 
Tiwi situation to these. Also, since several months of 
1982 were spent at Nguiu as a member of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics, I was able to look more closely 
at some sociolinguistic aspects of the situation. 
Unfortunatel~ lack of time and resources has not permitted 
a detailed sociolinguistic study. 
Subsequent to the further research and wider reading 
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the next section of this chapter and the final chapter 
have been considerably revised from the original 
submission. The descriptive chapters (2-6) are basically 
unrevised though some changes have been made in accordance 
with the examiners' suggestions and also as I have gained 
greater insight from the additiona l research. 
1.6 THE PRESENT LANGUAGE SITUATION 
The present language situation among the Tiwi is a 
very complex one. It has been shown above (rather briefly) 
that the culture of the Tiwi people has undergone (and is 
undergoing) rapid change through contact with 
European-Australian culture. So too has the language 
situation changed. However, the present language situation 
cannot be simply attributed to the influence of English on 
the Tiwi language or be described in terms of a ~simple" 
bilingual situation. 
;~ ~e. ~e.....se. of we,,,,~e.,d) 
Tiwi and English are indeed in contact (as Weinc9ich, 
1970, p ~ -proposes) in that they 'are used alternately by 
the same persons'. Nearly all Tiwi people (except perhaps 
the very youngest and some of the oldest) are bilingual to 
some extent. 
However, the extensive linguistic variation that 
exists in the Tiwi speech community is not simply due to 
the influence of one language on the other but must also 
be attributed to the change in cultural and social 
factors. Largely through the work of sociolinguists, $uch 
as Hymes (1961), Ferguson (1959), Fischer (1958), Labov 
(1964, 1972a, etc.) and others, it has been seen that even 
in '~onolingual~ societies variation is the norm rather 
than the exception. As Labov says: 
'The existence of variation and heterogeneous 
structures in the speech communities 
investigated is certainly well established 
in fact. It is the existence of any other 
type of speech community that may be placed 
in doubt.' (Labov, 1972a, p 203). 
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As a society becomes more complex, with people having 
a greater number of "communica t ion roles l ' within the 
society, the language diversity te nd s to increase 
(Gumperz, 1968). 'Community bilingualism, speech 
stratification or major stylistic variation seems to 
become possible only as the economic base expands to allow 
economic stratification.' (ibid, p 467). In the case of the 
Tiwi , other factors (which are directly or indirectly 
related to the economic situation), such as education and 
age, need also to be considered. 
The verbal repertoire of the Tiwi speech community can 
be characterised by at least four 1I 1anguages" or "codes". 
These are: Traditional Tiwi (TT) , Modern Tiwi (MT ) , which 
is an anglicised Tiwi, Tiwi-English (TE), which is a 
Tiwiised English, and Standard Australian English (SAE). (8) 
Throughout the thesis other varieties are discussed where 
relevant but these are not considered as distinct 
"languages" but as varieties of the others. For instance, 
Children's Tiwi (CT) and Children's Tiwi-English (CTE) are 
considered as developmental stages of MT and TE. Less 
Traditional Tiwi (LTT) , which : i~ typically spoken by 
the 30 to 50 year old age group, is considered as 
"imperfectly learned" Traditional Tiwi. The styles of 
LTT seem to be fairly idiolectal with people having varying 
abilities in ~raditional Tiwi. 
Modern Tiwi , on the other hand, appears to be an 
energing new code ( a "creolized" Tiwi ) . MT is typically 
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spoken by young people less than 30-35 years, though older 
people also speak it (as a second language). It would 
seem that most young people under about 30 years of age 
have not had their primary socialisation in TT " (even a 
"baby talk " style of TT ). The reasons for hypothesising 
this are discussed in 8.3.3.3, p 561ff). 
I am using the term ~verbal repe rtoire u as Gumperz 
defines it, Le. 'the totality of linguistic forms 
regularly employed in the course of socially significant 
interaction' (Gump~rz, 1964a, p 138). By the Tiwi speech 
community I am referring to those people who normally live 
on Bathurst and Melville Islands, who are Tiwi by birth 
(with at least one Tiwi parent) and whose primary 
socialization includes a Tiwi-code. For the purpose of 
this study I am not including Europeans or part-Tiwi whose 
(9 ) 
primary socialization has been mainly in English. 
The closest parallel to the Tiwi situation which I 
have found discussed is that of the Cree community of 
(10) 
Calling Lake, Alberta, described by Darnell (1971). 
Darnell discusses this situation in relation to the 
problems Indian children have in a predominantly white 
school system. She speaks of the necessity 
'to define the linguistic repertoire of Calling 
Lake in terms of at least four, not merely two 
languages. Only then can the continuum of 
bilingualism be classified meaningfully by 
characterising each individual's competence 
(a social as well as a linguistic matter) in 
two or more of these "languages ".' . (Darnell, 
1971, p 157). 
She briefly discusses these four "languages" 
(Standard English, Cree-English, Anglicised Cree and 
Traditional Cree ) but does not describe them nor how they 
differ from o ne another. 
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There are some differences between the Cree and Tiwi 
communities. In the case of the Cree community 'many 
adults are virtual monolinguals in Cree while others are 
virtual monolinguals in English.' (ibid, p 157). This is 
not true of the Tiwi community. While there are some 
adults who have no or little command of an English code 
there appear to be very few (if any) who have no or 
l 'ttl d faT" d (ll) · k h'ld' 1 e comman 0 lWl co e. Ll e some c 1 ren ln 
the Cree community, most Tiwi children have some command 
of English when they enter school (or pre-school) but it 
is not the English of the class room. Darnell notes that: 
'many Indian children seem to have virtually 
interchangeable syntactic constructions in Cree 
and English.' (ibid, p 164). 
Although I have not studied the English of the Tiwi 
community in any depth, it would seem that this is the 
situation .here as well. The Tiwi spoken by young children 
(CT) (and also the Casual MT of older children and young 
people to some extent) converges with their Tiwi-English 
(CTE) , in that syntactically they are almost identical. 
Unlike the case of convergence in India discussed by 
Gumperz and Wilson (1971), much of the lexicon of these . 
two codes overlaps, as there are many loan words from 
English assimilated into MT (and hence CT). However, there 
are sufficient differences to regard them as two distinct 
codes. One of these is the use of TT-derived versus 
English-derived pronouns and interrogatives. 
e.g. 1-3 
CT: ~ kilim tha, kwani 
CTE: a kil 
I hit 
~, meyt 
you mate 
'I'll hit you, mate' 
The transitive marker -im, borrowed from Pidgin 
English (with which there has also been considerable 
though intermittent, contact over the years, see 8.3.1, 
p 521), always . occurs on transitive loan verbs in MT 
(and CT) but need not occur in TE (see also Chapter 8, 
note (71), p 584). 
Even though the codes can be seen to be 
distinct, in that there are features which are 
characteristic of each, they overlap to some extent. 
Perhaps they can best be represented dragrammatically as 
in Figure 1.1. Children's Tiwi (CT) and Children's 
Tiwi-English (CTE) are shown separately from MT and TE 
respectively, because they converge syntactically and I 
wanted to show this in the diagram. 
Figure 1.1 The verbal repertoire of the Tiwi Community 
TT 
LTT 
MT 
CT 
CTE 
TE 
SAE 
The more formal styles of MT have features 
(particularly phonological) which overlap with TT, so that 
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example 1-4 is representative of both TT and formal MT. 
e.g. 1-4 
kuwan 
who(m) 
awarra? 
that(m) 
'Who is that?' 
(12 ) 
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Although TT has polysynthetic ver bs, consisting of a 
verb stem and a number of possible affixes, there also 
exists a periphrastic verbal construction consisting of a 
free form verb and an inflected auxiliary verb (see 4.3, 
p 325) . This auxiliary may take the same affixes as the 
inflected independent verb. However, the minimally 
inflected verb (either independent or auxiliary) need 
(13) 
only have prefix(es) marking subject person and tense. 
This means that example (1-5) is representative of both TT 
and more formal MT. 
e.g. 1-5 
kalikali Yi - mi 
run he:p - do 
'He ran' 
MT is characterised mainly by the exclusive use of a 
free form verb, which may be preceded by loan aspect 
words, and which, in the more formal styles of MT (as in 
elicited speech or in recorded stories), is followed by a 
TT-derived auxiliary. The LTT styles are characterised by 
the use of Tiwi verb stems and verbal inflections, though 
there may be less of these than in TT or they may be ' 
changed in some way. These LTT styles have not been 
studied in detail and so the features noted for LTT (in 
Table 1.1) are mainly impressionistic. 
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CT, typically spoken by children under 7 or 8 years, 
is a developmental stage of MT and so differs from child 
to child, though there are some common features (see Table 
1.1). It is mainly characterised by the non-use of a 
TT-derived MT auxiliary or by the non-standard use of one 
(see 4.3.1.2, P 327). 
The style I am calling Casual MT is similar to CT, in 
that a TT-derived auxiliary is normally not used and the 
(15) 
past tense word, pin, may be used, as in CT. In 
both these varieties there is a rigid SVO word order. 
Casual MT differs from CT in that the phonology may be 
closer to TT phonology (unless it is being used as a "baby 
talk d ) and in the complexity of sentence structure (i.e. a 
greater use of relative and other subordinate clauses, see 
6.9, p 465t 
Casual MT could be a later historical development 
than the more formal style of MT, which does have a 
TT-derived auxiliary, perhaps replacing the more formal 
style. However, there is no clear evidence that this is 
indeed happening. 
Table 1.1 gives a summary of the various varieties in 
the Tiwi verbal repertoire. The Tiwi-English column carbines 
features from the whole range of Tiwi-English (i.e. from 
styles close to Pidgin English to styles closer to SAE). 
The verbal repertoire of the Tiwi community could be 
regarded as a continuum (as discussed by Bickerton, 1975), 
particularly for the English end of the spectrum. There 
seems to be no clear boundary between the upper limits of 
TE and the lower limits of Standard Australian English 
(or Colloquial Australian English). 
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_. - --"-'~-" --_ .. -- ----- _ .. _ ..... ._---- -- ------- --
_ .. ___ n_ - ___ .. __ ..... _ .. __ ....[ 
Traditional Tiwi (TT) Less traditional Modern Tiwi (MT) Children's Tiwi (CT) Children's Tiwi- Tiwi-English (TEl 
Ti wi (LTT) English (CTE) 
TlEicalll sEoken bl Ee oEle: 
over about 55 years between early 30s between 10 and under 10 years under 10 years over 10 years 
and 55 years early 30s 
T~Ee of language: 
;:>o lysynthet i c i nflectional mainly isolating with isolating with isolating mainly isolating 
some inflection little inflection with little inflection 
Verbal Forms 
Inflected verbs with 1 fa f l e c t ed verbs Seme inflected verbs No inflected verbs English verbs, no English verbs, 
large variety of wi th less variety but limi t e d number of (from TT) standard Eng. t standard Eng. 
aff i xes; nominal & of affixe s; f ewer aff i xe s; no i ncorpor - inflec tionl inflections. 
Iverbal i ncorporated i ncorporate d ate d forms; sma ll no. 
forms fo rms of verb ste ms. 
Small class of free As for TT + some Large c lass of free form verbs 
fo rm verbs, Eng. loan verbs (some TT forms, some TT imperative forms, 
many Eng. loan verbs) 
Pi dg i n English trans i t i ve su f fix, -im , on trans. Eng. verbs. t - im on trans. verbs 
+ auxiliary verb with inflections as t auxiliary ve rb no i nflected aux. 
for independent verbs auxiliary verb 
t aspect words:-~) 'try'. s( t ) a t 'start' t aspect words t s tandard Eng. 
Ei n 'pas t' (Casual MT and CT only) as for C;T auxiliaries 
Noun classif i cation 
. I 
Ge nder distinction, masc . vs fern. : Gender distinction, masc. vs fern. : Semantic distinction of masc. vs fern. 
human nouns on basis of natural sex, human nuuns and some only human nouns on basis of natural sex (unmarked on 
non - h \lfIlCl n nouns on othe r semantic non- human ones a s for nouns) ; 
c riteria. Agreeme nt of mo s t modifiers TT. Modifier agre eme nt some confusion re no agreeme nt of modifiers. 
li n gender , numbe r for human nouns . for human and s ome non modifier agreement 
huma n noun s . 
I 
I 
IV 
W 
Table 1.1 (continued) 
'IT L'IT MT cr 
-- - r-
Pronouns 
minimal-augrrented systen singular-plural systen as for MT rut sound 
1+2min.:- rr.uwa ~> (ng)awa 'we' changes fran 'IT rore 
1 + 2 aug .:- ngilwa general, ego ~ 'we' 
Inte:-r~ati ves 
interrog. pronouns:- 'who?' - m, f, pl; 'who?':- m, f, pl; 'which?'~ - ore form (m); 
'which?' - m, f. Other parts of speech, Other parts of speech as 'IT basically but sore 
e . g . ~unoana 'how?' sound changes, e. g. awungana > awana 
~TI::.a.,< 
Basic I.Ord order SVO but nuch variation. More ridid SVO order Rigid SVO order 
Transitive clauses (with Direct Object) & Tr~s.~ trans. (with 00) 
semitra:lSitive , (with Secondary Object) senu. trans . 
All narinal argurents for cla\:ses (except sate Borrowing of sore Eng. loan prepositions to marl< 
locatives) are urrnarl<.ed for case. sore cases, e.g. fu/f~ fran, with(U 
Large mrnber of conjunctions and clitics in Fewer conjunctions and clitics; change in 
discourse. the functions of sore. 
-Phorology 
Typical Aust. phonerre inventory: 5 stop , 9 >C; It) > Its/, IS:!; Ir/, If I > Ir/? 1 
nasal contrasts: p, t, ~, S' 1<., m, n, ':' fI, 1)1 g> 0, y, w, h; N I S/ > lSI; 9> 0, y, w, /.-
+ prenasalised stops; rhotics: r, r; laterals: + fricatives: f, s, s; 
1, !: sem!-'\I(7,o,els: y, w, & velar fricative, g. 
Four vowels: i, a, 0, u. As 'IT + e, and ~ 
Syllable patterns; CV and V (C) (C)V(C) (C) 
Borrowing 
Borro...w objects and Only a few coined No coined \ooOrds 
concepts by coined words I.Ords 
~~ loans fran lwaidja, Loans fran lwaidja etc are generally accepted as Tiwi -..ords; 
ay et.c " English. 
Loans are Il'ainly no\.D'lS; I Some Eng. loan verbs More English loan verbs and other parts of 
" other worns speech; 
Loans normally have 'ITpnonoregy Older loans and loans in rore formal MT have phon-
ology closer to To', newer loans have rore Eng. 
phonology. 
erE TE 
Eng. pronouns, often Eng. prooouns I 
no case or generally case , 
geroer sho.m gerrler sho.m 
Basically Eng. rut Eng. rut maybe 
why?_ wa sore semantic changes. 
what?/ -
Rigid SVO order Basically Eng. -..oro 
Clauses basically as Eng. I lack of infinitive 
construction (with 'to') oc:rmon; 
More Eng. preps, Basically p.--eps as far 
e.g. in, on, to. standard Eng. 
Basically English conjunctions 
Basically as far cr, Variation fran speaker 
no voicing contrast; to speaker - sore 
few a: clusters; not close to Eng., others 
as many vowel glides not as close; not as 
many vowel glides. 
(e) (e) V (e) (e) Basically as Eng. 
Basically English vocabulary rut sate 
Tiwi \¥Ords. 
Eng. norma lly modi fiBj Eng. often modified 
towards Tiwi. to....ards T iwi • 
--_ ._-
N 
~ 
Individuals in the Tiwi communit y command a ra nge (or 
ranges ) of the verbal repertoire and as mentioned 
previously , most are bilingual in at least one code of 
Tiwi and at least one of English. Very few people under 
30-35 have a good command of TT but most older people have 
a command of MT, which they normally use in addressing 
young people. Very few people have a good command of 
Standard or Colloquial Australian English, though most 
people's understanding is better than their production. 
Some people, particularly young people (teenagers and 
those in their twenties) have a reasonable understanding 
of the Standard Australian (or even American) English 
(16) 
used in films and TV. Throughout the history of the 
mission at Nguiu~the teaching of Standard English in the 
schools has been stressed and Pidgin English (PE) was 
(17) 
not "permitted ". However, there is a considerable 
amount of PE spoken, though normally among themselves or 
(18) 
with other Aborigines, not usually with Europeans. I 
am not sure of the relationship between this PE and that 
(19) 
spoken elsewhere in the NT, since I have not studied 
it in detail. I am not distinguishing it from TE (at 
least one style of TE). The Tiwi situation regarding 
English seems to be very similar to that described by 
Elwell for Milingimbi, at least as far as the 'continuum' 
is concerned, though there is little Pidgin English at 
Milingimbi (E lwell, 1979, pp 96ff). 
The language situation of the Tiwi speech communIty 
is further complicated by the amount of code-switching 
which occurs. At times it is difficult to determine 
whether code-switching is occurring because of the amount 
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of code-mixing there is in MT, particularly in Casual MT, 
in which English loans often have a pronuncation the same 
(20) 
as or similar to their pronuncation in TE. There 
appears to be both external and internal switching 
occurring (Hatch, 1976 ) . External switching refers to the 
switching which occurs accordi ng to domains of language 
behaviour determined by social fac tor s (such as setting, 
interlocutor, etc.). Topic, too, may play an i mportant 
(21) 
part in language choice. Internal switching 'concerns 
language factors, fluency of the speaker and his ability 
to use various emotive devices' (Hatch, 1976, p 202). The 
type of bilingualism and code-switching which occurs is 
discussed in more detail in 8.3.2.3, p 539). 
1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
Chapters 2-6 are concerned with a description of the 
changes which have occurred in MT, compared to TT. These 
are discussed with respect to Phonology (Chapter 2), Word 
Classes (Chapter 3), Verbal Constructions (Chapter 4), 
Phrases (Chapter 5), and Clauses and Simple Sentences 
(Chapter 6). In each of the chapters 3-6, there are sub-
divisions in which a description of TT is given followed 
by a description of MT and the changes. In Chapter 2 a 
description of the whole TT phonology is given followed by 
changes in MT. Also a brief description of English 
phonology is given followed by a discussion of the 
realisation of English loans in Tiwi and a summary of the 
overall phonology of MT. Throughout the thesis an attempt 
has been made t o distinguish between forms which occur in 
young people's LTT styles and those which normally occur 
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in their formal MT, though these overlap to some extent 
(see Figure 1.1, p 20) . . 
NOTES ON CHAPTER 1 
(1) Black (1979) by comparing a word list collected by 
Spencer (1914) and that of Osborne (1974) shows that 
there is little change and many of the tabooed words 
seem to have come back into the traditional language 
of today. 
(2) Further information on the histor y of the islands 
and the culture of the people can be found in: 
Campbell (1834); Spencer (1914); Harney and Elkin 
(1943); Hart (1930); Hart and Pilling (1960); 
Goodale (1971); pye (1977). For others see 
bibliography in pye (1977), pp 110-113. 
(3) These modern appliances a~e often broken and some-
times discarded. 
(4) See Goodale (1971) for details of the pUkumani 
ceremony. 
(5) From reminiscences by some Tiwi women who were 
taught by Father McGrath, he appears to have taught 
English using Tiwi, comparing the two languages. 
(6) In 1980, 'exper ience read ing' wa s introduced in 
grade 1, but I am not sure how this is being done, 
i.e. whether the teaching assistants are actually 
writing down what the children say or if they are 
changing it into 'more proper' Tiwi. I suspect 
that the latter applies. 
(7) I have not returned to Snake Bay since 1978 and so 
do not know what is happening there now. It seems 
to be the general feeling of Nguiu people that more 
English is spoken at Snake Bay. 
(8) See Elwell, 1979, pp 97ff, for a discussion of SAE, 
in relation to an Aboriginal community. 
(9) This study is primarily concerned with the Nguiu and 
Garden Point communities and what is said about the 
Tiwi speech community may not always apply to Snake 
Bay. However, some examples throughout the thesis 
are taken from data collected at SB and reference is 
occasionally made to the situation there. 
(10) The situation described by Douglas (1968) for the 
south-west of Australia, regarding Nyungar, 
Neo-Nyungar and Wetjala could be thought tO,be 
similar. However, the Neo-Nyungar he descrlbes is 
more like the Tiwi-English code than Modern Tiwi •. ~ 
situation similar to this may develop among the T1Wl 
(11) 
(12 ) 
(13) 
(14 ) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17 ) 
(18 ) 
(19 ) 
(20) 
(21) 
if Modern Tiwi is replaced by Tiwi-English: 
is discussed further in8.4, p 875). 
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(This 
I am not sure about Snake Bay. There may be some 
Tiwi there who are monolingual in English. However, 
if so, they are likely to be bilingual in at least 
two English codes. 
A final I i i has been elided from kuwani. 
In some cases there are 2 ore fixes and in other 
cases a fused prefix (~ee 4.2.3 . 1, P273). 
with women it is older. Very few women seem to be 
recognised as 'proper' TT speakers. It is well 
recognised that 'women are about a generation ahead 
of men in some changes' (Bailey, 1973). In the Tiwi 
situation the dormitory system has also had an 
effect on women's speech (see 1.2, p 7' and also 
Chapter 8, p 564). 
This is borrowed from Pidgin English (see Chapter 8, 
note (71), p 584). 
Some Tiwi read English novels and magazines, though 
most who read limit their reading to comics. 
Again I am not sure about the situation at SB. 
Some older people who do not comm and a style close 
to SAE use a Pidgin English (or 'basilectal') style 
in speaking to Europeans. This English code is 
similar syntactically to Children's TE but there are 
other differences, particularly phonologically. 
The Pidgin English, Aboriginal English or Creoles 
spoken elsewhere in Australia are discussed by 
various people under these different names (e:g. 
Hall, 1943; Fraser, 1977; Jernudd, 1971; Hudson and 
Richards, 1976; Hudson, 1981; Sharpe and Sandefur, 
1976; Sandefur, 1979; Sommer, 1974; Vaszolyi, 1976; 
Crowley and Rigsby, 1979). 
I am using 'code-mixing' here much the same way that 
Gibbons uses it for the speech of students at the 
University of Hong Kong (Gibbons, 1979), i.e. in 
forming a new code. (See also Canfield, 1980, for 
code-mixing in Navajo-English). Whereas 'code-
switching' refers to the choice of one code versus 
another. These codes may be alternated even within 
the one conversation or speech. 
Many studies have been done on code-switching and 
the social factors determing this (e.g. Ferguson, 
1959; Ervin-Tripp, 1964; Gumperz, 1~70; B10m and 
Gumperz, 1972, and others). 
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CHAPTER 2 PHONOLOGY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In considering the total range of the verbal repertoire 
of the Tiwi speech community it is difficult to define an 
overall sound system. At the two ends of the continuum are 
the sound systems of traditional Tiwi and English. Through 
the range between the two extremes there is a complex 
intermingling of these two systems, producing in some cases 
new phonemes or new allophonic variations. In general, a 
greater influence is exerted by TT. Tiwi who speak a 
version of English close to standard English still usually 
have an 'accent', particularly in their vowel quality and 
their production of some English consonant clusters. On the 
other hand, TT is influenced very little, if at all, by 
English phonology. 
TT is like other Australian languages in most aspects 
of its phonology. In common with typical Australian languages, 
it has the following consonantal features and points of 
articulation: lack of contrast between voiced and voiceless 
stops; and bilabial, lamino-dental, apico-alveolar, 
lamino-palatal, apico-domal, and velar stops and nasals 
(Dixon and Blake, 1979, pp 19-20). It has a single laminal 
series with lamino-dental and lamino-palatal stops being 
allophones of the one phoneme, and with the nasals following 
the same pattern. There are two rhotics and two laterals 
and the semi-vowels, wand y. In general, Australian 
languages lack fricatives but a few in the north-west have 
a velar fricative, e.g. Iwaidja and Maung (Capell, 1962, 
P 129). Tiwi is another of these languages. As in other 
Australian languages there are only a few contrastive 
vowels, three or four, depending upon the interpretation 
(see (Lee, n.d. (a)) . 
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The incorporation of new sounds from English is largely 
dependent on age and education. Older people, particularly 
those for whom TT is the norm, when using loans in Tiwi 
usually use a 'Tiwiised' version such as /pi~ipi~i/ for 
'fish' or /~ukUfi/ for 'school', even though they may use 
a more anglicised pronunciation when speaking English. On 
the other hand younger speakers will often use an anglicised 
version, such as /fis/ (or perhaps /pis/) and /skul(i)/, in 
their style of Tiwi. The version chosen by young people often 
seems to depend upon the formality of the speech or the age 
of the addressee. The forms with Tiwi phonology seem to be 
used more in the stories given and the elicited data or when 
speaking to older people, and the more English forms in 
spontaneous speech with their peers. The influence of 
English sounds on Tiwi is discussed further in 2.4, p 7~· 
While new sounds from English are coming into the Tiwi 
l~nguage some sounds from TT are tending to drop out, such 
as the apico-domal (post-alveolar or retroflex) consonants 
and the velar fricative. Others m3.y be changed in scne way. 
These changes are discussed in more detail in 2.3, P 4S • 
Even with TT, .it is difficult to posit a simple uniform 
system as there seems to be much variation from speaker to 
speaker and even within the speech of one person. This 
variation is probably due to changing forms or perhaps there 
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.may be sociolinguistic differences, though this has not been 
studied in detail. TT itself is not a stable entity , so that 
what is considered 'correct' or 'proper' Tiwi nON was probably 
not so 'proper' 20 or 30 years ago. Even in the few years 
since Osborne did his fie ld work, 1966 and 1971-72 (Os., p 
ix), there seem to be changes in s ome words. For instance , he 
claims that the word for 'friend (m)' is mantani, always 
having a prenasalised stop (Os., p 20), but I have often heard 
it without the prenasalisation, i.e. matani [m~t~ni]. Some 
people seem to fluct uate between the two versions. 
In comparing word lists, given by investigators over the 
years, it is hard to determine what changes may have taken place 
because of the variation in symbols used for transcription. 
It is difficult to tell to what extent early invest i gators 
heard and recorded the differe nces between dental, alveolar, 
palatal and post-alveolar consonants. A. comparison of the 
symbols used by Osborne, Godfrey and myself are given in 
Appendix 3(a). 
By the compar ing of Spencer's word list (Spencer , 1914) 
and the TT spoken today, there do appear to be some changes 
eithe r in phonemes within different words or in allophonic 
variations. In many of these there does not seem to be a 
regular pattern but individual words have a phone me changed 
here or t ere, e.g. makijaba (Spencer) > wakijapa (my 
orthography - see Table 2.11, p 107), 'bitter mangrove wonn ', 
punkinyi > ~(!!)kinya [pA(f')k(n~] 'first time'. A few 
changes do seem to be more regular, in that they occur in 
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several words, such as n > w / a __ u,i, e.g. mindanunga > 
(1) 
mintawunga 'stringy bark', anuluara > awulagha 'yesterday', 
burabanili > parripawurli 'mud'. Some of these variations can 
possibly be explained by the practice of tabooing words 
similar to the name of a dead person. The words which are 
tabooed appear to come back into the language generally but 
perhaps when they come back they may be slightly changed. 
Some of the variation apparent today may be due to fo~ 
regional dialects. Pilling says that the 'native speakers 
do not recognise any strictly local differences or dialects' 
though there is considerable ideolectal variation in the 
phonemes (Pilling, 1970, p 258). However, Pilling does give 
some examples of variations which can be traced to particular 
(2) 
groups living away from the Mission, such as napi instead 
of kapi 'toward' and ar lapa instead of arnapa 'wait'. Although 
he recognises that 'the Tiwi denial of dialect variation, 
mentioned ear lier, is of course, not proof that local dialects 
were formerly absent in their speech' (ibid, p 259), he ~s 
that the emergence of dialects is relatively recent, in that the 
examples of differences he found were given by people under 
thirty. 
It seems that the Tiwi people rarely met or acted together 
as a tr ibe and 'for daily and yearly living the important group 
was the band or horde, of which there were nine' (Hart and 
Pilling, 1960, P 11). These bands were regional gr:oupswhich 
were united in their tie to a particular territory, or 
'country.' It seems unlikely that there was no regional 
variation in the language, particularly between the two 
extremes of the islands. However, there was considerable 
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movement between bands and, in particular, a wcrMm might ~ge 
her band residence frequently during her life (ibid, p 12). 
Because of the fluidity of movement, regional variation was 
probably not very great but consisted mainly of differences in 
vocabulary or in the pronuncia tion of words. 
Regional variation is evident to some extent between the 
three settlements of today. For instance, in some vocabulary 
tests conducted, Snake Bay children tended to give / pilbUdti/ 
I (3) 
[ p l II IJ k l t i] ""- [p III IJ k l t i ] for' cry' w h i 1 e Nguiu and Garden 
Point children tended to give /pilikiti/ [plllk[ti] / [p<. l lkLti] 
Although adults were not tested these tende ncies appear 
to reflect adult usage noted in the three places . Osborne , whJ 
did most of his work at Snake Bay records the word as 
pirlinkiti, whereas in 'Nginingawila Ngapangiraga' (1980), 
which is largely indicative of Nguiu speech, it is listed as 
pirli(n)kiti (i.e. /pi!i(~)kiti/). 
Since the nine bands have now mainly congregated around 
the three settlements and there is a lot of movement between 
them differences which may formerly have been regi?nal now 
show up as variation between individuals within the totli Tiwi 
speech community. At .the same time, new reg ional var iations 
may be emerging. These va r iations pose problems in the 
analysis of the phonology of TT before even considering the 
variations due to the influence of English. 
2.2 SUMMARY OF TRADITIONAL TIWI PHONOLOGY 
This summary is based upon consideration of my own data 
and observations and an evaluation of earlier descriptions, 
in particular those of Osborne (Os., pp 9-21) and Godfrey 
and Leeding (Godfrey and Leeding, 1974). A detailed 
discussion of these analyses and my own conclusions is 
presented in another paper (Lee, n.d.(a)). 
2.2.1 STRESS 
Primary stress (/), is pred ictable and therefore 
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non-phonemic, occurring on the penultimate syllable of the 
(4) 
word. In words of more than three syllables a secondary 
stress (') occurs on the initial syllable. In these words 
the positions of other secondary stresses are more difficult 
to predict as the situation is different for nouns and 
verbs. Osborne gives a detailed discussion of this, saying 
that in verbs with incorporated forms a secondary stress 
falls on the penultimate syllable of the incorporated form 
(as well as on the initial syllable of the verb) and gives 
the example: 
e.g. 2-1 
, '. \ / t i - ni - pa - kop1 - wami ni - ama~nipa, 
'she came over 
2.2.2 INTERPRETATION 
for some cooked oysters' (Os., p 21) 
(i) Retroflex consonants and homorganic nasal-stop 
~lusters a~e each interpreted .as . single . segment~ (see 
Lee, n.d. (a) ) . . 
e.g. ' 2- Z. - (a) [mLn8mAti] 
• 
Iminimati/ 
• 
'generous' 
/kara"'pi/ 'far away' 
(ii) The phonetic sequences of labialised consonants followed 
by a low vocoid (i.e. [CWA], [Cw~] or [Cwo]) 
are interpreted as ICol and the sequence [Cwi:] as ICuyil 
{see Lee n.d. (a)). 
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2-3 (a) I /po~a/ 'bone' e.g. [pwptl\] 
... 
(b) I [A!lpWA] /alipo/ 'coconut' 
• 
I (c) [kwi:] / kuyi/ 'towards 
(jii) ~he sequence of /w/ f ollowed by a low vowel is 
interpreted as /wa/ (see Lee, n. d. (a)). 
e.g. 2-4 (a) /wata/ 
. 'bush' 
(b) 
'alone' 
(iv) The unstressed high vocoids, [i] and [~], 
are interpreted as allophones of Iii, except where they 
fluctuate with the high back vocoid, [u], because of the 
environment (e.g. contiguous peripheral consonants and/or a 
back vowel in a following syllable, particularly a stressed 
syllable). Where [a] fluctuates with [1\] in unstressed 
syllables it is interpreted as /a/ (see Lee, n.d). 
e . g. 2-5 
(a) 
(b) [m~rakapap0ni]""'- [murl\kupup0ni] 
/ki~i~ini/ 
'small (m)' 
/murakupupuni/ 
'country' 
(v) Word initial high vowels are interpreted as. /yi/ and 
/wu/ (see Lee, n.d.(a)). 
e.g. 2-6 (a) [ Lkw5ni] ""'- [ .yikw~ni] /yikoni/ 'fire' 
I I (b) [Upu 91\] "'\,., [wupu9t\] /wupunga/ ~grass' 
(vi) Vowel glides and the long vowels, [i:] and [u:], are. 
interpreted as sequences of two syllables with the intrinsic 
semi-vowel as a phoneme between the vowels (see Lee n.d). 
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e .g. 2-.7 
(a) [y~i ] /yoyi/ ' dance' 
(b) [ki:~[I!i ] /kiy i 5ini/ 'small (m) , 
(c.) [ I nt-I) k i:] / ni l') k iy i / 'then' 
(d· ) [ t: u : l UI\] /tuwuluwa/ 'head' 
(e. ) I ( t~m lJ :] /tamuwu/ 'sit!' 
2.2.3 PHONEMES 
The number of phonemes posited is: 22 consonants and 
four vowels. These are shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
TABLE 2 . 1 TRADITIONAL TIWI CONSONANTS 
Apical Laminal PeriEheral 
alveolar post- dental/ dorsal labial 
alveolar palatal 
stop t t , ~ k P 
prenasal-
ised stop n t t:lt J1t; IJk m p 
· 
nasal n n p I) m 
· 
l ateral 1 1 , 
rhotic v r r 
· 
semi- (5) 
vowel y ~ w 
TABLE 2 . 2 TRADITIONAL TIWI VOWELS 
Front Back 
High u 
Low a o 
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Examples of Phonemic Contrasts 
The contrasts are shown where possible between the 
stressed vowel /a/ and a final /a/ or Iii. The examples in 
parentheses are between unstressed (or weakly stressed) ~ls 
t 
t 
. 
k 
p 
n t 
t}t 
. 
a - a 
/tilJata/ 
/wa~a/ 
/pira~a/ 
/Siraka/ 
/anapa/ 
. 
n /mama tal 
n /waota/ 
. 
(/maJ1~aI)a/) 
'beach' 
'bush' 
'rice' 
'wallaby' 
, wait! ' 
'friends' 
'true' 
'stick' 
'new (f) , 
II m p (/a pafuwu/) 'widow(er)' 
n /mamana/ 'slowly' 
~ /ara~a/ 'be careful' 
p /mapa/ 'alright' 
ry /ki"tarya/ 'foot' 
m /kama/ 'why?' 
1 /kapala/ 'boat' 
~ /~ampinata/ 'cliff' 
~ /~apa~a/ 'moon' 
r /mampara/ 'first time' 
• • 
y /kamaya/ 
/kama~a/ 
w /qawa/ 
'why?' (to a 
man) 
'why?' (to a 
woman) 
'we' 
a - i 
/ ti lJati/ 
/~a)ilJa~i/ 
/pika~i/ 
/~aliwaki/ 
/pap i/ 
/-wanti/ 
/yuwal)~i/ 
/pufaJ1~i/ 
'sand' 
'young man' 
'sword fish' 
'bush potato' 
'come out' 
'smell' 
'water goanna' 
'like' 
/ta~ki na~ki/ 'white-breasted 
sea eagle' 
/ka~a!llp i/ 
/piyani/ 
/-kuruwani/ 
. . 
/kunapi/ 
/ ka9i / 
/a~ami/ 
/kali/ 
/kapali/ 
• 
/ka~i/ 
/~apina;-i/ 
/yi~ikipayi/ 
/-mina~i/ 
/awi/ 
'far away' 
'sleep' 
'greet' 
'smoke' 
(preposition) 
'maybe' 
'run' 
'fail to hit' 
'when' 
'morning' 
'crocodile' 
'dance' 
• hey 1 (pI)' 
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vowels 
Primary stress (penultimate) Secondary stress (initial) 
i Ima5iral 'playing card' Itiryatiryal I going along 
beach' 
u I)u~al 'church' Itu'Jkur:iryal 'type of 
snake' 
v 
'horse' Ita9afimal 'camp' a I~aral 
0 1aJ1)o~al 'male wallaby' Ito9u1akal 'canoe' 
2.2.4 PHONETIC REALISATIONS OF PHONEMES 
In this section I am not dealing with the phonetic 
realisations of phonemes in detail, particularly with regard 
to the vowels. For a more detailed account see Godfrey and 
Leeding, 1974. 
2.2.4.1 CONSONANTS 
(i) Stops. There is no contrast between voiced and~iceless . 
stops and the amount of voic ing var ies from speaker to speaker. 
The stops seem to be basically voiceless and unaspirated, 
hence the choice of the voiceless series of stops for the 
phonemic symbols. Voiced variations often occur inter-
vocalically, particularly the prenasa1ised stops. 
(ii) Lamina1 consonants. The laminal stops, nasals and 
prenasalised stops have dental and palatal allophones. 
Normally, the palatal variant occurs before the high front 
vowel Iii and the dental variant before the other vowels, 
though there may be some variation in this. Often Ipl is 
realised as [p] initially or is in fluctuation with [Q] 
before vowels other than Iii (see Lee, n.d. (a)~. 
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e.g. 2-8 
I I /.r0 9a/ (a) [P:>9 A] 
'"'"' 
[Q:>I)A] 'other(f) , 
(b) [mulUklp(ni] / mulukipini/ 'pot be11ied(m)' 
I / mulukipa/ 'full (c) [mu1ukLnt. ] (of food) , ,. 
(d) [~fti] /)i~i/ I bad (m) , 
I v v 
'moon' (e) [tt.pArA] / )apara/ 
" 
( f) Iv [)6~A] /)u~a/ 'church' [ turtd 
""" " 
(iii) The alveolar rhotic, /~/ , has two allophones. 
v 
rhotic flap, [r] and rhotic trill [r]. These 
fluctuate or vary from speaker to speaker, with the flap 
being more conunon. 
(iv) The velar fricative, /~, is usually only lightly 
articulated although it is voiced. It is often hard to 
distinguish from [w] but there is a clear distinction, at 
least for older speakers. 
e.g. 2-9 (a) 
(b) 
2.2.4.2 VOWELS 
[n~ryketA~~] /na~kita~a/ 'there' 
[9Aw~] /~awa/ 'we' (6) 
The realisations of the vowel phonemes are shown in 
Figure 2.1. The symbols used do not necessarily represent 
sounds exactly corresponding to the cardinal vo~ls represented 
by the symbols. Because there are so few contrastive vowels 
in Tiwi, the range of the allophonic variation fot each vowel . 
is much wider than .for the corresponding vowel in English. 
It is beyond the scope of the thesis to go into great detail 
about the quality of the allophonic variations and all the 
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possible environments in which each variation occurs. Only 
(7) 
the more obvious ones are noted. 
Figure 2.1 PHONETIC REALISATION OF TT VOWELS 
(1) 
/i/ The basic allophones are: 
(8 ) 
[i], the high front close vocoid, 
eel, the mid front close vocoid, 
[L], the high front open vocoid, 
luI 
/0/ 
[~], a high central close/open vocoid (un rounded) 
[9], the mid central close vocoid 
The allophonic variations in the various positions in 
the word are: 
(i) syllables with primary stress: 
[i] occurs contiguous to /w/ 
I 
e • g • 2 -1 0 [ t f i win l ] ! y i ~ i win i / ' co 1 d ' 
[i] occurs before /y/, i.e. phonetically before 
another vowel, 
e.g. 2-11 I [IJit\] /IJiya/ , I ' 
[i:] occurs as a final stressed vowel but interpreted 
as /iyi/, (see 2.2.2(vi), p 
I 
e.g. 2-12 [A!atawi:] /a~itiwiyi/ 
, and Lee, n°. d. (a) ) . 
'female wallaby' 
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[l] occurs elsewhere, 
e.g. 2-13 
I [mwD~lkl] 
[ Vi .] I\Url nl 
/ moliki/ 
. 
'bathe' 
/awu~ini/ 'man 
(ii) finally, [i], [e] and [ l] fluctuate, (particular l y in 
fast speech). [i] is more common. 
/ 
e.g. 2-14 [I\ta~ll/-ni] 'hermit crab' 
[Lkw~ni] "'\" I [ l kw:) ne ] "" I [ l kwonl ] 
/yikoni/ 'fire' 
(iii) initially [i], [l], and [yi] fluctuate and are all 
interpreted as /yi/ (see Lee n.d~) 
e . g. 2-15 [ • V I. ] lra kape.l "" 
/yi~ikipayi/ 
v k I.] [Lra a PE.l 
'crocodile' 
(iv) in initial syllables, /ei/, where e is not /y/, [i] 
occurs before /y/ and [t] normally occurs elsewhere. 
e.g. 2-16 [lJiuw0ni] 
[kL n t~l)"] 
/qiyuwuni/ 
/kintarya/ 
'my older brother' 
'foot' 
(v) in other weakly stressed syllables [l] normally occurs, 
though [e] may also occur in some environments, 
e.g. 2-17 /aritilani/ 
'hermit crab' 
'egg' 
(vi) in unstressed syllables [i] and [a] fluctuate, 
(see Lee, n.d.(a». 
I I 
e.g. 2-18 [kAkap~~iwi] -., [kl\ki;i:tjiwi] /kakifi~iwi/ 
'children' 
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/a/ The allophones are: 
[a], a low central open un rounded vocoid, 
[A], a low central close unrounded vocoid, 
[~], a low front unrounded vocoid, 
[t], a mid front open unrounded vocoid, 
[0], a mid back open rounded vocoid, 
[p], a low back open rounded vocoid, 
[a], a mid central close unrounded vocoid 
[eJ and [~] fluctuate before /y/, ([e] is more common), 
I 
e.g. 2-19 [t€.ik~ppi] /tayikuwapi/ 'many' 
[ IV. J 
-w€.yor1 ~ [ Iv. ] W<R.yorl /-wayo~i/ 
[eJ, [~J, and [A] fluctuate following /y/ 
'ask' 
e.g. 2-20 /yati/ 'one' 
, 
[te.yt\mA] /tayama/ , dingo'. 
If) 
[A], [0], and [oj fluctuate following /w/, though finally the 
(9) 
normal realisation is [AJ, 
I I /wata/ 'bush' e.g. 2-21 [WAtfo.] 
"" 
[WP~AJ 
• . 
[wptlk en i] I /wa~kini/ 'dog (m) , ,....., Cwo') k l niJ 
[ -yu~niJ "'\J [ -yupniJ /-yuwani/ 'younger 
l;>rother' 
[A] and [ ~] fluctuate in unstressed or weakly stressed 
syllables, particularly in fast speech. 
v I. J .., I. J /la~ika!ani/ e.g. 2-22 [terak31Anl "'\J [tArlkAl"nl 
... . " . turtle' 
I 
/ kitatawini/ [katat"Unl ] 
'" 
[kltJ\tAwiniJ 
. . 
'bread' 
Elsewhere the allophones [A], [a], and [~J fluctuate, 
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the quality often depending upon the environment, such as [~] 
near a laminal or alveolar. 
e.g. 2-23 
I I [AfL~LIAni] 
"" 
[A~I.~LlCE.ni] /afiijilani/ 
I [ l!)~~i] [LI)"~i] 
"'" 
/yi~a~i/ 
/ / [kulAtA~A] '"'v [kul"~ a'ja] /kulala'ja/ 
• 
( 3) 
lu/ The allophones are: 
[u], a high back close rounded vocoid, 
[u], a high back open rounded vocoid, 
[a], a mid central close unrounded vocoid 
[u] occurs fluctuating with [u] before /w/ 
'hermit 
crab' 
'plenty' 
'hunt' 
e.g. 2-24 I I • [mUAnil "v [mut\n1] /muwani/ 'goanna' 
[v] and [e] fluctuate in unstressed or weakly stressed 
syllables (see Lee n.d 
e.g. 2-25 [Af~kalAni] 'V [l\fLkvl~ni] 
[v] occurs elsewhere, 
e.g. 2-26 
I [upuryl\] rv [wupury"] /wupurya/ 
[mu9kw~91\] /murykorya/ 
'II v [muruIA] /murula/ 
/arikulani/ 
. 
'big (m) , 
'grass' 
'stone axe' 
'hair' 
There are no occurrences of lui finally, except folla,ying 
Iw/, when it seems norrffiJ.ly to be realised as [v ]. Long vcx::oids 
[u:] or [u:] are interpreted as IlMIll (see note 4, p , arrl 
Lee, n. d. (a) ) . 
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e.g. 2-27 / nar)kitawu/ 'there' 
(4-) 
/ampa~uwu/ 
'wi dow(er) , 
/ 0/ The allophones are: 
[0], a mid back close rounded vocoid, 
[~], a mid back open rounded vocoid, 
[p], a low back open rounded vocoid, 
[A], a mid central close unrounded vocoid. 
[ft], [D], and [~] fluctuate following phonetic labialised 
consonants or peripheral consonants (Lee, n.d.(a». 
e.g 2-28 
, m ' , m , [m 1..11\ PWb-!"I\J ""\.. [mLL" pW"F I\J /mi1ampo-!"a/ 'foot' 
[pwl\~[ni] ~ [pwb~LniJ /po~ini/ 'urine' 
, , 
[pLPW~J ~ [ptpWbJ /pipo/ 'chest' 
[0] normally occurs contiguous to Iy/, unless the other 
contiguous consonant is a peripheral consonant, 
e.g. 2-29 [y~ni] 
[y6i] 
[0] occurs elsewhere, 
/yoni/ 
/yoyi/ 
'other(m) , 
'dance' 
e.g. 2-30 [t?'kwomp{niJ "'" [t6k"mp {ni] 
Itokompini/ or. /tokampini/ 
n /..,-[,,~ tor ... ] 
", 
2.2.5 PHONOTACTICS 
(10) 
'bird (m) , 
'male wallaby' 
(II) 
The only phonemic syllable patterns in TT are V and CV. 
The V syllables are only filled by the vowel, /a/ , and 
(12) . 
only occur initially in a word. There seem to be about a 
hundred such words (excluding the verbs beginning with 
non-past third minimal subject prefixes). 
I 
e.g. 2-31 [I\flph] la. rLpal 'right(hand) , 
• 
I [l\lAUf~] la.la.wu.ral 'boss (m) , 
• 
[ A t1 t umA] 
• 
la. r) ~u. mal 'hat' 
TT words can generally be formulated as (C)V(CV)n, 
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where n can be any number. The longest number of syllables 
in any word found in the data is 20, occurring in a 
verb with a large number of affixes and an incorporated 
form (see example 1-1). 
In general, nominal forms do not have such a large 
number of syllable (though up to ten may occur, 
Darticularlv in DrODer noun~ 
2 32 ( ) I n, v' , k I e.o - a a"~l.rl.ga.~l. a 'parrot' 
(br la'fi.ki'Si.ryi.li.yi.po.yi.nil 
'male of the white cockatoo clan' 
All consonants may occur intervocalically but there 
are some restrictions on which consonants may fill word-
initial position. Those consonants which do not occur 
initially are: 
(i) ' post-alveolar stops and nasals. This is common in 
many other Australian languages also and Dixon suggests 
that in these languages the alveolar and post-alveolar 
apicals are neutralised in the initial position of a 
word (Dixon, 1980, p 168). 
(ii) rhotics. These are also neutralised initially, but 
it is the post-alveolar rhotic If I which may occur 
initially , while the alveolar rhotic Irl does not. There 
are very few occurrences of initial If I (about 10-20 wordsl. 
e.g. 2-33 / ~i)i9a/ 'sugar glider' 
(iii ) the velar fricative /~/. 
Its occurrence is very restricted, being limi ted t o the 
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fi nal consonant in the stem of a word, i.e. norma lly between 
between t he stressed vowel and the f inal vowel . When 
suffixe s are added the /~/ is reta ined . (13) 
e.g. 2-34 I-Capina~il 
• 
'sneak up on' 
I pi - :i - rna - ~i~ofirni - . yapi~a~- anil 
they:p-cv- con:rn- spear - sneak:up:on-p:hab 
'They would sneak up on it with a spear' 
(HeW 1.1) 
In addition to these consonants, the consonants Ill, 
Inl and Ipl have a low frequency of occurrence word-
initially. There are only about 3 or 4 words with 
initial Ill , about 20-30 words with initial In/ , and about 
12-15 words with initial Ipl. 
2.2.6 ALTERNATION OF PHONEMES 
There is alternation between stops and their 
prenasalised counterparts, which are regarded as separate 
phonemes, because of clear cases of contrast ~ This 
alternation seems to occur in about 100 instances (compared 
to about 400 ins t ances of prenasalised stops without 
variation and about 800 instances of non-nasalised 
(14) 
stops). 
e.g. 2-35 I pilikitil or Ipili9kitil 
• • 
'cry' 
I pupunil or 'good' 
Besides these, there are other examples of alternation 
of phonemes. Most of these alternations have probably ari sen 
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because of previous regional variation (see also Section 
2.1, P 29 ). In most cases the alternations are in individual 
words though there are some regularities in the alterna-
tions. There appear to be only a handful of words in each 
case. Some examples of these alternations are: 
(i) between alveolar apicals or post-alveolars and the 
corresponding laminals, 
e.g. 2-36 
(a) /nimparyi/ or /pimparyi/ 
(b) /ma(n)tatawini/ or / ma(Jl\atawini/ 
(c) /-u~ayi/ or /-uyayi/ 
(d) /-Cakuiuwuni / or /-Cakuiuwiyi/ 
(ii) between nasals and laterals, 
e.g. 2-37 
(a) 
(b) 
/manulaka/ or /malulaka/ 
/anapa/ or /alapa/ 
. . 
'goodbye' 
'policeman' 
'find' 
(15) 
'see' 
'clean water' 
'wa it! ' 
(i U . ) between /f3"/ and /w/ or /~/ and /~/, 
e.g. 2-38 
(a) /afl~if~/ or /aflSif uwa/ 'midday' 
(16 ) 
(b) /yil~/ or /yilowa/ 'abdomen' 
(c) /muna~/ or /muna9a/ ' (finger)nail' 
(iv) Between /p/ and /t/ and between /p/ and /1/, 
e.g. 2-39 
(a) 
(b) 
/pokayini/ or /tokayini/ 'play' 
or /qaluku;ayirya/ 'good hunter(17) 
(f) , 
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(v) between / w/ and / ry / , (initially) and between /ryo/ and 
(18) 
/wa/ (medially), 
e.g. 2-40 (a ) / wunirya/ or / IJuni9a/ 'possum' 
(b ) / wupurya/ or / IJupuIJa/ 'grass' 
(c) / pa1u9oni/ or /pa5uwani/ 'die' 
(19) 
(vi) between / a/ and / 0/ , 
e.g. 2-41 (a) / alipa/ or /alipo/ 
. . 
'coconut' 
(b) /pipa/ or /pipo/ 'chest' 
2.3 CHANGES FROM TRADITIONAL TIWI 
It has been pointed out in the introduction to this 
chapter that it is difficult to tell where TT begins and 
ends, particularly with regard to the phonology, as there 
are so many variations. within the speec~ of the young 
people, as well as there being new sounds introduced through 
English, there are changes in the sounds used in the words 
from TT. Many of these changes are fairly general trends, 
while others are more individualistic. 
In the following discussion of changes from the TT 
phonology a wide range of speakers is considered. If just 
one speaker or even a few speakers had been considered ~e 
would not be such apparent variation and fluctuation as 
shown. This applies with regard to the later sections as 
well, when the influence of English is discussed (2~4, 
P 71). 
In Tiwi a particular word may have a wide range of pro-
nunciations because of the variations possible for each so..md 
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within the word. For instance, the TT word /yati/ 'one(m)' 
I I / I I 
can be realised as [Yl\tl.), [y"ti), [y~ tL), [y;le ti), [yetL), 
/ (20) 
or [y!ti). 
o 
In some cases the variations in a partlcular sound in a 
word may be regarded merely as a variation between allo-
phones of the one phoneme in one style of Tiwi. However, 
in another style of Tiwi the same variation may be 
considered as the alternation between two phonemes. In TT 
the different manifestations of the first vowel in /ya ti/ 
are all realisations of the vowel /a/. However, in Ml' there 
is emerging a separate phoneme, lei, with the realisations 
[ e ), [£), and [c£), on the basis of contrast in other 
words (see 2.6.2, p 9 6 ), 
e.g. 2-42 [f"nl.) = /fani/ 'funny' 
[fzn) "- [fe.n) = /fen/ 'fan' 
This means that the pronunciations of the TT /yati/ can 
be phonemicised in two ways in MT: 
(21) 
= /yati/ 'one' 
/ I I / 0) [y~tL) '- [y~ti) '" [y£tL) " [y£.t1 = /yeti/ 'one' 
Another example of the possible ranges in a word is the 
verb stern 'to see'. This stern contains four consonants and 
five vowels (as well as a consonant initially which varies 
according to the morphological environment). The first ~l 
is a low central vowel and)although it may have some 
variation in phonetic qualit~ is always /a/; the following 
consonant is always /k/, another consonant is always /w/ and 
5 0 
the final vowel is always Iii. The remaining consonants can 
be given as Land N, where L represents a lateral and N 
represents a nasal and the remaining vowels can be given as 
1+ ~9hj so that the stem can be given as: -C a k ~ ~i9h;l L 
1+ h~9h/ w A h~9h/ N i, whe r e L has the range III or Ill; N 
. . 
has the range Ipl or In/; and ~ h~gh~haS the range Iii, or 
lui. 
In general, the variations result from differences 
between speakers, but some individuals may fluctuate over 
the range of the varying phonemes. In this particular 
example very traditional speakers would use the I!/, Ipl and 
Iii alternates of L, N, and ~ hr9h~ i.e. I-Caki!iwipi/, 
whereas younger speakers fairly consistently use the Ill, 
(22) 
Inl and lui variants, i.e. I-Cakuluwuni/. Speakers 
between the two extremes may use different combinations, 
such as Ill, Inl and lui . 
• 
The changes apparent in the speech of young people are 
ongoing changes, some being fairly general but by no means 
used by all young people in all situations. Some of the 
differences in the speech of very young children cannot at 
this stage be descr ibed as changes in the language but are seen 
as due to stages in their language development, such as If I > 
Iy I (see 2.3. 8, P 63 ) • 
Some of the changes result in, the loss of traditi onal Tiwi 
phonemes, such as the retroflex consonants (2.3.1, p 51 ), the · 
velar fricative (2.3.2, p 52 ) and the prenasalised stops 
(2.3.3, P S 4- ). Other changes result in changes in the 
allophonic variations of phonemes (such as the change in the 
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labialisations of consonants (2.3.4, p 55» and sometimes 
i~ the change of allophones of TT phonemes and the 
redistribution as allophones of other phonemes, such as [yl 
/f/ > [ts) /ts/ (2.3. 7, P 60). 
2.3.1 CHANGE OF POST-ALVEOLARS TO ALVEOLARS 
Because of the difficulty in de termining whether 
consonants are retroflex or not, particularly when working 
with children who may not repeat an utterance, it i s hard t o 
tell to what extent this change has taken place. However , i t 
does seem to be a fairly general change, though not in all 
words for all young people. Two young women in their early 
twenties (first cousins with very similar backgrounds) both 
showed evidence of the change in some words, but often in 
different words. 
e.g. 2-43 
TT 
/moliki/ [mwPl(kiJ 
• • 
/kulala~/ [ku lAlA~AJ 
. . 
'bathe' 
'hunt' 
Woman A 
[kulAla: ] 
. 
Woman B 
I [mwplLki] 
• 
[kull\la:] 
There are a number of words in which the change seems 
t o be c onunon. 
e.g. 2-44 (MT) 
(a) /~arika~ani/ > /~arakalani/ 'turtle' 
(b) /ma1-ani/ > /malani/ 'shade' 
(c) /arana/ > /arana/ 'be careful!' 
• 
(d) /maputiti/ > . /maputiti/ 'devil' 
• 
(e) /~a~iI]a~i/ > /~atsil)atil 'young man' 
However, there are some words in which the post-
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alveolar is retained even by young chiJdren. I am not 
certain why this is so, as the words concerned are not ones 
which form minimal or near minimal pairs with words with 
apico-alveolars. Since most of these words contain 
post-alveolar stops while many of the ones which have 
changed contain post-alveolar latera ls or nasals, it may be 
that post-alveolar stops are not as susceptible to change as 
(23) 
the lateral and nasal. 
2.3.2 LOSS OF VELAR FRICATIVE 
The phoneme /~/ is changing in various ways, normally 
dependent upon the phonological environment. It has already 
been pointed out that the velar fricative has a very 
restricted occurrence (see 2.Z.S (iii), p45); possibly /~ 
has already been lost from other positions, such as 
initially. The change evident in the speech of the young 
people would seem to be a completion of change begun 
earlier. Some of the changes given below are also evident in 
the speech of older people. 
Many of the TT words containing /~, particularly the 
verb stems (see note 13, pliO», are no longer used by young 
people bu t where they are retained the /~/ is lost. The loss 
may be interpreted differently depending upon the 
surrounding vowels: (i) when the environment is /a/---/a/, 
the normal <:hange is that the [~] is dropped, resulting in a 
final stressed long vowel, [a:]. Osborne mentions this 
change (Os., P 24). This can be interpreted ~s tv.o segrrents 
phonemically, as the long high vowels -are interpreted in TT, 
but with no intervening consonant, giving a final V 
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syllable. This would be just extending the distribution of V 
syllables, already established by word-initial /a/. Another 
interpretation is to treat this as a final stressed vowel, 
marking the stress, as Osborne does for final stressed high 
vowels in TT (Os., p 21). Since the stress in MT is 
not as predictable as in TT, because of the retention of 
English stress on some English loan words, this solution is 
more acceptable in MT than in TT. 
For some speakers, a TT /a~a/ becomes [Ah] or [ah], 
where it seems the change has been a~a > aha > ah (or ~ > 
(24) 
~ >ah). The stress is retai ned on the final vowel /a/, 
/ 
so the second solution given above for the long vowel [a:] 
(i.e. to mark phonemic stress on the final vowel) fits in 
with this change. 
e.g. 2-45 (a) 
/kula~a'J"a/ 
I 
> r /kulala/ 
1 /kulalah/ 
{ 
/mik£/ 
> /mik~h/ 
(25) 
'hunt' 
(26) 
'fence' 
When one of the vowels contiguous to /~/ is /i/ or l ui, 
/~ becomes either /y/ or /w/, according te the intrinsic y 
(27) 
or w glide which results through the loss of [~] , 
i. e. /~i/ > /ayi/ [€.i] or [E.y i] ; /i~/ > /iya/ 
[il\] or [iYtd; /i~i/ > /iyi/ [ i : ] ; /~/ > juwa/ 
[VA] or [uwtd; /~i/ > /uwi/ [ui] "'-' [vwi] 
e.g. 2-46 (a) /yint~i/ > /yitayi/ 'behind' 
(b) /muli~/ > /muliya/ 'angry' 
. 
(c) /-Cawufi~i/ > /-Cawuliyi/ 'fall' 
Cd) /af1~i~~/ > /at~iruwa/ 'midday' 
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In general , the changes seem to be able to be surrnarised as: 
{~ } / a - a; a > 0/ h-' 
Y /[ ~-~ /~/ ) l. -l. 
W / [U-_i (28-) U --a 
2.3.3 CHANGE IN PRENASALISED STOPS 
I t has been rrentioned briefly in 2.1 (p 29 ) that even in the 
speech of older people tcrlay there appear to be changes in the 
prenasalisation - of stops, i.e. that some words previously 
containing obligatorily prenasalised stops now contain 
optional nasalisation. This change seems to have gone even 
further with the young J)eople. Gcrlfrey has ccirrrented that the 
children seem to be leaving out the nasalisation generally. 
She found it difficult, in compiling readers, to find words in 
which children retained the nasalisation (private 
communication) . I found that a number of children did put 
(29) 
in nasalisation but it seemed to be optional and the 
pre-nasalised stops no longer have phoneme status. The 
optional nasalisation appears to be lexically de~ed, i.e. 
occurring in words which in TT are either obligatorily or 
optionally _ 
-nasalised. However, there are sorce cases where 
a previously non-nasalised stop is optionally prenasalised 
(at least by some speakers) see example 2-47 (b). 
e.g. 2-47 
(a) TT: 
> / yikiti/ 
'food' 
I f1 I . [L k l.ti ] ,...., [L'Jkltl.] 
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TT: Iwaqata~itil lwoqAtA~[ri] 'sepa~ate' (b) 
> /wa:Jatat~iri/ [w:>:lAt"t~rri] '"'- [w.:>9"" nt,...ts~ri] (30) 
I (31) 
TT: Ipupunil (pup~ni] or Ipumpunil [pumpuniJ (c) 
'good (m)' > Ipup·unil [pop0niJ ,....., [pump0niJ 
The trend is to delete the prenasalisation, as in 
examples (a) and (c), rather than to add it, as in (b). 
The regarding of prenasalised stops as allophones of 
the corresponding non-prenasalised stops also extends to 
English loans with some speakers. One young woman, although 
saying [ts indz m] for 'change' wrote it as jayijim, 
leaving out the prenasalisation. (32) 
2.3.4 LOSS OF LABIALISATION OF CONSONANTS 
There is a tendency for · yO\:ll1g people, particularly children, 
to drop the labialisation of the peripheral stops and nasals 
in the TT phonetic sequences [CWA), [CWD], and [Cwo]. 
In most cases the vowel following such a consonant is rounded 
in MT and is classed as an allophone of the phoneme, 101, 
in contrast to la/. This does not repre~ent a change 
in the phonemic system; as these phonetic sequences are 
analysed as ICol in TT as well (see 2.2.2(ii), P 34 ), 
but it is a change in the phonetic realisation of the 
phonemic sequence ICo/, where C is a peripheral consonant. 
e.g. 2-48 (MT) 
() [ v"] a . p:>ts\..n~ 
(b) 
/potsini/ 'urine' . 
/pat~ipat~uwu/ 'egg' 
, ". ]) (TT : [pl\~lPAtU: 
In some words speakers have an unrounded vowel, which· 
must be interpreted as la/, thus giving some words with 
alternation between the phonemes lal and 101, as is the oase 
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with some older people as well (see 2.2.6 (vi), P 48). 
e.g. 2-49 (a) TT: /mo~iki/ I [mw.b~ l k l] 'bathe' 
> MT: /moliki/ [m~ILkl] or /maliki/ [mAllkl] 
(b) TT : /~arumoka/ 
> MT: /tarumoka/ 
The quality of the vowel sound in these words~nd some 
others) seems to vary from speaker to speaker but does not 
seem to vary within the speech of the one individual. 
2.3.5 CHANGE OF ALVEOLAR STOP TO ALVEOLAR RHOTIC 
This is a common change, particularly among children, 
but it is by no means general. The change occurs inter-
I · ~ 1 ~ ~ 11' t ) rV / V-V. (34) voca lc~a y, 1.e. 
Since the change is fairly generally restricted to 
children, though not just young children, it can perhaps 
be classed as a feature of children's Tiwi (CT) rather 
than a change in MT, which tends to retain the [t]. 
e.g. 2-50 
(a) TT: [m l/u p~ti] /miputi/ or /muputi/ 
) MT: [mupvti] /muputi/ 
> CT: [mvpGri] (/mupuri/ 7) 'fish' 
(b) TT: [L IJkLti] /yiI)kiti/ > MT: [l(l))k~ti] 
/yikiti/ > CT : [l(n)klri] (/yikiri/ 7) 'food' 
(c) TT/MT: [kvtvpi] 
[kur~pi] 
/kutupi/ 
(/kurupi/ 7) > CT: 'jump' 
It is ~ot clear whether the change of [t] to [r] 
represents a phonemic change or just a change in the 
allophones of /t/. " Sometimes children who say [r] in 
fast spontaneous speech give [t] in slow careful 
speech, but not in all cases. This may be an 
indication that the [r] is a fast speech allophonic variation 
of /t/, or it may be an indication that these children are 
aware of the 'proper' form and so give it in elicitation. 
In support of the latter there are some cases where the 
reverse rule i. e. [~] > [t] is applied in careful speech. 
These cases are individualistic and appear to be ~les of 
hypercorrection, 
e.g. 2-51 
(a) v /~ara/ > 'he' 
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(b) /yiraSirima/ [lr"~ l r~ml\l > [y£tAt~lr~mI\J 'three' 
(c) I~aliwara/ > /t.atiwala/ > [t""tvw~lt\] 'trousers' (35) . 
.... -
The phone, [t], does occur intervocalically and can 
be seen to be in contrast, at least in the speech of some 
chi~dren, indicating that the [~] is a separate phoneme, 
/~/. There is no contrast between It/ and /1:/ initially, as is 
. (36) 
also the case with TT (see 2.2.5, P q-.4- ). 
e.g. 2-52 [ Iv. ] mupur~ /mupuri/ 'fish' 
'head cold' 
Most of the instances of intervocalic [t] are from TT 
/~/, indicating that the change, [t] > [r], is prior 
to the change of post-alveolar stop to alveolar stop. 
See also 2.3.1, p S I , in which it was indicated that post-
alveolar stops may be more resistant to change than other 
'post-a1veo1ars, and hence older young people may retain /~/ 
as a separate phoneme to · /t/ (and " this /~/ is not changed to 
It/ in CT). The style of the older young people's speech in 
which It I is generally retained is given as Less Traditional 
• 
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Tiwi (LTT - see Table 1.1, p 23 ), though there is no clear 
break between this and MT. 
e.g. 2-53 
(a) TT/LTT: /tatuwali/ 'shark' . 
> MT: /tatuwali/ [ tAtuw~li] 
(b) TT/LTT: /~ikiputi/ 'head cold' 
> MT: /ts ikiputi / [t~LkLP~ti] 
(c) TT/LTT: 
> MT: 
/kitatawini/ 'bread' ( > /ki ta tawini / ?) 
/ki~atawuni/ [kLl ... tl\(w)L~ni] 
(37) 
(d) TT/LTT: / maput iti / 'devil' 
> MT: /maputiti/ 
/ . [ml\putLtl] 
> CT: /maputi~i/ [ml\putLri] 
There is at least one example of TT /t/ to /r/, given 
by a five year old boy. This seems to be a case of over 
generalisation. 
e.g. 2-54 /tatuwali/ 
2.3.6 CHANGES INVOLVING THE VELAR NASAL, /ry/ 
In TT an initial velar nasal is often only lightly 
articulated so that only nasalisation on the first vowel 
is heard. In the speech of young people, particularly 
children, this initial velar nasal, /ry/, is generally 
dropped. Before the high vowels /i/ and lu/, this can' be 
(38) 
interpreted as initial /ryi/ > /yi/, and initial /9u/ > 
/wu/. An optional [y] or [w] can sometimes be heard in these 
circumstances (cf 2.3.2, P 5~ ). Generally che changes are; 
[ /~/ /w/ /#-a /#-i /11 -u 
5 9 The rule could be given as /~/ > ¢' where y and ware 
phonetic onglides. However, the rule has been given in 
this way to tie in with the interpretation of initial [I... ] 
rv[yi] and [wu] ~ [u], being interpreted respectively as 
/yi/ and /wu/ in both TT and MT (see 2.2.2 (v), P 35,* and 
2. 6 • 3 (i i) J P 100). 
e.g. 2-55 
lawai I (a) /9awa/ > [AWA] 'we' 
(b) /rya)iti/ > [/at~iti/ [AtS(ti] 
/atsiti/ vlv 'don't! ' [Ats~ri] 
(d) /ryiFimi/ > /yir;imi/ [(Y)LrLmi] 'I did' 
I (e) /9 ini / > /yini/ [(Y)lni] , if' 
I (f) /9u"tuwuFiyi/ > /wunturiyi/ [(w)unturi:] (39) 
'we went' 
With the pronouns for 'I' and 'you(sg)', it is more 
Common for the whole first syllable, i. e. /lji/ to be drof)P=d 
i n CT. 
e.g . 2-56 
I { /yiya/ [(y)iYA] (a ) /~iya/ > 
'I' /ya/ [YA] 
(6) 
{ /yit:Sa/ [ (yh (!:I) tA] IYJiP ~al 
" I you ( sg) , (4 0) > 
It-sa/ [tal 
'" 
In a medial position /ry/ is dropped by ~ ~ers in 
some words, leaving an intrinsic w glide which can be 
i nterpreted as /w/ (cf 2.3.2, p 5.l ). 
(41) 
mainly between unstressed vowels. 
e.g. 2-57 
(a) /pularyumoni/ > /pulawumoni/ 
(b) /-Ca9u~imayi/ > /-Cawulimayi/ 
This seems to Qccur 
'dog (m) , 
'walk' 
The TT phonetic sequence [qw] commonly becomes [w], 
Le. /ry.o/ > /wa/ (see 2.2.2(ii), p 3+). 
e.g. 2-58 
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I V V I /pa~u~oni/ [Pt-.~uqwpnL] > /patsuwani/ [pt-.tsuwAnL] 'dead' 
/ IJ u / > / w i / { see 2. 2. 2 ( i i), P 34- ) 
e.g. 2-59 
I 
/I]uyi/ 
/wuI]/ 
[IJw i: ] > /wiyi/ 
I 
[wi: ] 'in the future' 
> /w/ 
e.g. 2-60 
> /awani/ 'like that' 
2.3.7 CHANGES INVOLVING LAMINALS 
The young people seem to be using the alveolar 
affricate [t~] in place of the TT [1]· Furthermore, 
because of contrast produced between [t~] and [t] through ~ 
the introduction of English loans (see also 2.6.1{i), 
P 90) these two phones may be regarded as two separate 
phonemes, at least in the speech of some young people. The 
beginning of this change is apparent in the speech of some 
(42) 
older people. 
e.g. 2-61 
[~A II ) I {TT: m ( a) /~apaka/ pt-.ktd 'house' Itja paka/) 
/tsamp/ v [tsl\mp] 'jump' 
(b) /ta1iwata/ Iv 'trousers' (as TT) · [tA1lwArh] 
" 
,.. 
/t~a1at~i/ [t~I\IAt~i] 'jealous' 
An allophone of the new phoneme /f~/ is [~], at least 
for some speakers, occu s ing in fluctuation with [t~] in 
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English loans. 
e.g. 2-62 Vi vi [tsAkl m] 'V [sAklm] / tsakim/ 'throw' 
Another allophone is [dz], occurring following nasals. 
e.g. 2-63 v [lndzLn] /int~in/ 
(43) 
'engine' 
An allophone of /t/ is /9/, which occurs in fluctuation 
" 
with [t] in certain English loan words. 
" 
e.g. 2-64 (a) [tti:] ,....., [9 ~i:] 
'" 
/ttiyi/ 
'" 
'three' 
[fetAl '"'"" [feeA] 
'" 
(b) /fe ta/ 
" 
'feather' 
Some young people still seem to have just the one phonerre 
with the two allophones, [t] and [tS], as they fluctuate 
'" 
in the use of these loans. 
e.g. 2-65 /tsan imani/ 
'Chinese man' 
It seems that the change to two phonemes is typical of 
children's Tiwi while MT still retains the one phoneme 
of TT (with the changed phonetic variant, [~] > [tS]). 
In TT, the phoneme /p/ has a low functional load and 
many of the TT words containing this phoneme are not used by 
younger people. within the TT words which are used in MT 
a number of changes occur with the /p/. These are: 
(i) ( [p] or [n]) before Iii becanes 11.1 ([t])· ,.. ini tial /p/ 
This particular change has been noted only in one very cornron 
word, viz. Ipiral [p~~/\] "'"' [plr:,,] 'she' > I!;ifal [1.:,(fl\] 
However, there is a corresponding change in the feninine fonn 
of the definitive, which is related to the feminine pronoun 
(see 3.3.4.2, p )86), This change involves more than a single 
phoneme, with a syllable, Iwu/, being lost as well. 
e.g. 2-66 
/awupira/ 
U Iv ["Jun.] 'that (f) , 
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(ii) Some speakers (children) change an intervocalic Ipl 
([p]) before a stressed /i/ to /t~/ ([ts] or [.nt~l) 
e.g. 2-67 
(a) /mu~ukiJ1inil [mu~ukl.r(ni] 'fat(m)' 
> /mulukitsini/ [mulukLt sLn1) 
(b) /ki.ri~i/ [kl]llri] . 'faeces' 
> /kit~iri/ "[ kl(nt:S [r i) 
(iii) In some other words an intervocalic /)1/ ([p] 
or [n]) becomes /n/. 
,... 
e.g. 2-68 
(a) /mapuryuli/ 'blood' 
[m"nury~li] (or [m~nuw0Ii]) > /ma nuryuli / 
(b) /ma~ipi.ri9· a/ I [m"~lpl.rLry"] 'bicycle' 
(c) 
(d) 
I 
> /malipinirya/ [mAILpLnLryA] 
I /mapa/ [m~Q"] 'go ahead' 
I /pakipa/ [p~kL~~] 'first' 
> 
> 
/mana/ 
/pakina/ 
(iv) Other cases of [p]. remain as [p]. 
I [mAn~] 
I [p~kLn~] 
e.g. 2-69 Ikupupi/ [kUP0j1i] 'canoe' (as TT) 
(v) In 'the speech of young people there appear to be no 
occurrences of [n] remaining. As well as thos~ disc~ssed 
" {4il 
under (iii), initial [n] before fa/ also becomes /n/. 
n 
e.g. 2-70 
/patiqa/ 
I 
(a) [ !:l" t lIyd 'one (f) , ( 45) 
> /natiI)a/ I [nAtlIJ"] 
(b) /.ramuli/ [n"m01i] 
" 
'cup' 
> /namuli/ [nAm~li] 
(vi) In some words [Q] becomes [p] (mainly inter-
vocalically). I am not sure why this happens in these 
words and not in the words discussed in (iii). 
e.g. 2-71 
(a) /yuwupawu/ I [yu:n"U] 'he threw (it) , 
" 
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" [Y\J:n~U]) > /yuwupawu/ [yu:p~.u] (or > /yuwunawu/ 
/yimpa!-i.ra / 
, 
(b) [l mpAl L nA] 'woman' 
. " 
> /yipalipa/ [l(m)PAILp"] 
(4 b) 
I (c) /poqa [ Q:>IJA] 'other (f) , 
> /poI)a/ 
, 
[p:>9A] 
(d) /kupani/ [kUQ'<ni] 'deceive' 
> /kupani/ [ kup;ni] 
In general these changes can be summarised as: 
r~l [ts] 
.., 
" , [s] , [dz] 
/)/ [t] ( [t] , [9] , [~] ) ,.., ,.., 
rr1 ( [ .r] /p/ [ n] 
" 
/n/ ( [n] ) 
2.3.8 CHANGES INVOLVING THE POST-ALVEOLAR RHOTIC 
In general it seems that the phonetic quality of the 
post-alveolar rhotic is close to the rhotic of Australian 
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English [r], i. e. not retroflected, at least with sorre young 
people. There are also a number of instances where /r/ > rt/. 
e.g. 2-72 
(a) /pakitifil)a/ > /pakiti~iIJa/ 'rain' 
( b) /ki~uwafiIJa/ > /kuluwatilJa/ 'sting-ray' 
/alawufa/ 
v 
'boss' (c) > /alawura/ 
This may be a more general change in which the two 
phonemes /F/ and /r/ are falling together in the speech of 
young people as allophones of the one phoneme /r/. This 
(47) 
"needs more investigation. " 
Austin notes this as a feature of a dying language, 
Ngiyambaa (Austin, 1981, pp 10-11, citing Donaldson, 1980, 
P 2 1 ) . 
Another change which is common with young children, as 
well as in the speech of adults to young children, is the 
change of TT /r/ to /y/ • 
• 
e.g. 2-73 (CT) (48) 
(a) /pi~a;a/ > /pitaya/ 'eye' ,.. 
(b) /tafilJa/ > /tayiIJa / 'snake' (49) 
(6 ) /~apurafiIJa/ > /~apurayiIJa/ 'bicycle' 
This appears to be a feature of lbaby talk I and, in general 
older children do not make these changes. The substitution of 
one sound for another is common in the 'baby talk' of 
Anindilyakwa (Leeding, 1977) and probably other Australian 
(50) 
languages. 
There are some examples in TT of /F/ becaning /y/ be~en 
two front high vowels. These may have originally ~ I~ 
talk' forms, which have been retained in the normal form of 
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the language. The forms with /f/ are also retained. 
e.g. 2-74 (TT/ LTT) 
(a) ([ki:s{ni]) 'small(m)' 
(b) ([k!:t/\]) 'a little bit' 
" 
The young people normally use the second forms, often 
with the long [ii] reduced to [L] (see 2.3.9(v), p 65). 
2.3.9 CHANGES INVOLVING VOWELS 
Because of the indeterminate nature of the unstressed 
vowels in TT it is often difficult to determine What ~nare 
a central vocoid may be (see Lee, n.d. (a)). However, in 
the speech of young people some central unstressed vocoids, 
which in TT can definitely be interpreted as . /i/ or lui, 
rather than /a/, are lowered and so become allophones or (51) 
/a/. 
e.g. 2-75 
(a) /~arika~an i/ > /tarakalani/ 'turtle' 
(b) /a!i~iraka/ > /ali~araka/ 'frog' 
(c) /~arumoka/ v > /ta ramoka/ 'road' ,.. 
There are some changes of vowels in the stressed syllable 
or in weakly stressed syllables. These seem to be 
individualistic changes rather than general ones. 
e.g. 2-76 
(a) /kapaka/ > /kapuka/ 'carryon shoulders' 
(b) /kurampali/ > / karapali/ or /katapuli/ 'house' 
(c) /ami(n)tiya/ > /amataya/ 'and' 
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Most of the cases seem to be cases of assimilation to 
nearby l a! s. 
2.3.10 ELISION OF SYLLABLES AND VOWELS 
In normal fast TT speech, vowels and even syllables, 
are elided. In the example below, Line A represents 
Godfrey's transcription of a line of text, but in my 
phonemic symbols. ·Her transcr iption is der ived fran the text 
tape being played back and the text repeated by a Tiwi 
speaker at a slower speed and more precisely. Line B is as 
close a phonetic transcription as I can get to what is 
actually said on the tape for this line. 
e.g. 2-77 (A) 
(B) 
ryintuwafima~iryulupumuwani/ 
\ \ \ . I (52) [ry L n two lm"'9 ulupumwfl n i] 
'That is we tried to move around having 
ceremonies for the dead' (F.P. 2.1) 
This type of contraction in the speech of yOlli1g people· 
also very common, though probably no more so than in TT. 
Other types of contraction may apply in both TT and Mr. 
(i) A final vowel may be elided in normal speech when the 
following word begins with a vowel. This occurs where the 
two words are in fairly close grammatical relationship or 
are in the one phonological phrase. This seems to be to 
preserve an overall CVCV pattern. 
e • g • 2 - 7 8 TT : 
(a) /l)a.~aH- a.~u.ka/ 
he not 
.., 
l)a • . ra.!}u.ka 
'he (does) not 
(b) /~i.ti~ a.fi:mi.fi.rya.~a/-----4) 7i.ta.fi.mi·ri.rya.ta 
~ad he:s1ts . he hates' 
e • g • 2 - 7 9 MT : 
(a) I tji-ta# 
she 
(b) l a.ri-ku.la.ni ~ 
big (m) 
a.moml 
eats 
(53) 
t' v --~) ./. r a • mom 
she is eating' 
yi.mi/ ~ a.ri.ku.la.ni.mi 
he.was 'he was big' 
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This kind of contraction in .the last exanple also occurs ' 
in TT, where the initial vocoid is [L] but is interpreted 
as Iyil (see 2,, 2 .. 2 (v), p a5). 
(ii) Final syllables may be elided in normal speech where the 
following word begins with a consonant similar to the final 
consonant. 
e.g. 2-80 TT: 
Iku. wa. ni # 
who(m) 
e • g • 2 - 81 MT : 
I~a ~ rna. ka ,t;:. 
you(sg) where 
na.ki I 
this(m) 
----~> ku.wa.na.ki? 
'who is this?' 
ku I ~ ta.ma. ku? 
go (where are you going?' 
(iii) A final high vowel, Iii, may be dropped. In TT this 
appears to be only in certain circumstances, such as utterance 
finally (see note (11». In MT this dropping of final 
high vowels seems to be more common and is not limited to 
utterance finally. 
e.g. 2-82 MT: 
(a) kapi kurapali ~ kap kutapali 
in house 'in the house' 
(b) pat~uwani t~imi 
.., t~im ) patsuwan 
die she:did 'she died' 
(c) api kiyi ~ ap kiyi 
so then 'so then' 
(d) arikulani kirila arikulan kirila 
big (m) gorilla 'a big gorilla' 
(iv) This dropping of the high vorwels often happens within VAJrds 
in serre ymmg people's speech. Nonnally the vorwels deleted are 
tIDstressed ~ls. 'Ihese could just be instances of the type of 
deletion nentioned at the beginning of this sulrsection (see 
exanple 2-77), in Yklich it seems to be the high vorwels 
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which are deleted. However, it seems to occur as well in 
elicited speech, which is normally more precise. It is not 
clear whether the speakers think of the deleted vowels as 
part of the word or not. More investigation needs to be done 
on this. Since CC clusters are retained by some speakers 
in some English loan words, it is possible that these TT 
words are being reduced in their number of syllables by 
allowing consonant clusters. 
e.g. 2-83 
(a) /pilikiti/ or /pilikiri/ (TT: /pi~ikiti/) 
---7 plikiti 
(b) /pirimi/ 
or plikiri 'cry' 
(TT: 
(54) 
/pirimi /) --7 prim (or prim) 
• 'they did' 
(c) /kakiritsuwi/ (TT: /kakiri~iwi/) 
~ kakritsuwi (or kakfit~uwi) 'children' 
(d) /pumurali/ (TT: /pumurali/) --4pumrali 'lightning' 
(e) /niminaki/ (TT: /nimi(ryi)naki/) --inimnaki 'something' 
(v) A type of contraction occurring in TT is that involv-
ing the deletion of I~ I between two high vowels in tmstressed 
syllables (see 2.3.8, p 63). In the speech of young 
people and also in that of many older people, a further 
step occurs, where the phonetically long vowel resulting 
from such a deletion is reduced, i.e. [i: ] (/iyi/) > 
[l] (IiI). In some words there is often a reduction of 
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the sequence /V~V/, where V is a high vowel, seemingly 
without any intermediate step. These alternatives are 
used by some older people also. 
e . g. 2 - 8 4 ( TT ) 
(a) /ki;-itjini/ ----) /kiyi~ini/ ---4) /kitjini/ 'boy' 
'children' (b) /kakiri)iw~/ ----., /kaki~iwi/ 
(c) /-kuFu(iyi/ ~ /-kuf iyi/ 'finish' 
(d) /-miFi9a~a/~ /-mi9a~a/ 'sit' 
These contracted forms, or some of them, occur in 
young people's speech more commonly than the non-contracted 
forms. 
(vi) Other contractions occur in the speech of young people , 
some of which also occur in the colloquial speech of older 
people. 
e.g. 2-84a 
(a) TT: /Siyimi/ > MT: /tsimi/ 'she did' 
(b) TT: /Suwu~iyi/ > MT: /t~uriyi/ 'she went' 
(c) TT: /-maruriyi/ ( v . + -uriyi) marl-
. 
with • go 
(55) 
> MT: /ma'tiyi/ 'take' 
(d) TT: /tuwawarya/ > MT: /tuwarya/ 'again' 
Some other examples which seem to be fairly common in 
children's speech bu t are not as general as those ab:>ve are: 
e.g. 2-85 
(a) /kalikamini/ > /kakamini/ 'nothing' 
(b) /awa"fa/ > fatal 'that(m), (56) 
(c) /Yira~ilima/ > /ya~itima/ 'three' 
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2.3.11 MISCELLANEOUS CHANGES 
There are a number of miscellaneous changes which affect 
odd words. Some of these involve variations similar to the 
variations of phonemes in TT (see 2.2.6), but apparently in 
different cases from the TT examples, and with serre different 
phonemes varying. Most of the examples are not general to all 
young people, but some have been given by more than one person. 
e.g. 2-86 /1/ --7/r/ 
/pi1i/ (TT: /pili/) ~ /pi ri / 'because' 
e.g. 2-87 
/n/ ----7/1/ 
(a) /punikapa/ (TT: /puQikapa/) ~ pulikapa 'meat' 
(b) /pinipaka/ (TT: /pi~ipaka/) ~ pilipaka 'bad, rotten' 
(c) /anikita/ (TT: /awuniyiki~a/ 'he comes in the ,.. 
eveningi'}--7/alikita/ 'he is caning' ,... 
e.g. 2-88 /t/ --7/1/ 
/mitaya/ (TT: /mitaya/) --7 /milaya/ 'steal' 
There is at least one example of phoneme swapping, 
e.g. 2-89 /~aliwara/ (TT: /~a1iwata/}~/~a~iwa1a/ 
'trousers' 
2.3.12 CHANGESIN STRESS 
Basically stress is unchanged in TT-derived words in 
the speech of young people. However, there are a number of 
words in which the stress is changed. These words are 
mainly those which, in TT, have a final long stessed .high 
Vowel. In TT these long vowels are interpreted as /uwu/ and 
/iyi/ (see 2.2.2(vi), p 35). In MT these final vowels are 
normally shortened to /u/ and /i/ respectively. 
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e.g. 2-90 
I (a) TT: / kafuwu / [kl\~u: ] > 
/ ka1u/ 
I 
> MT: [kl\lv] 'no, not' 
/ tamuwu/ 
I (b) TT: [tl\mu:] 
> MT: / tamu/ 
I [ tAmu] 'sit!' 
There are some other words in which stress change is 
apparent (cf 2.1, p 33). 
2.4 SUMMARY OF ENGLISH PHONOLOGY 
'Ihe Tiwi of young F€ople is heavily influenced by English as 
w:!ll as by Traditional Tiwi. In order to see this influence rrore 
clearly a summary of English phonemes and phonotactics is included. 
2.4 .1 ENGLISH OONSONANTS 
These are set out as in Table 2.3 and exarrples of each given 
beiow, in the three positions, initial, nedial (intervocalic), and 
final , where possible. (57) 
TABLE 2.3 ENGLISH cx:NSCNANTS 
Labial Inter- Alveolar dental 
Alveo"': Velar palatal 
stops/ p t ~ k 
affricates b d c1Z g 
fricatives f e 
v· 
s S 
v ~ z 
..., 
Z 
nasals rn n 1) 
laterals 1 
seni.-~ls w r y h 
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ExamE1es 
Initially Medially Finally 
p pier copper cap 
b beer cobber cab 
t tear plot ter cat 
d dear plodder cad 
ts cheer catching catch 
dZ jeer cadging cadge 
k cane locker lock 
g gain logger log 
f fail loafer leaf 
v veil over leave 
9 thistle ether cloth 
~ this either clothe 
5 sink racing lace 
v 
shin meshing lash s 
v 
z measure 
m male camel ram 
n nail channel ran 
9 c1anger rang 
1 late millet mill 
w what away 
r rot array 
y yacht 
h hot unhappy 
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2.4.2 ENGLISH VOWELS 
In considering the vowels and vowel glides, I am 
considering Cultivated Australian (CAE) vowels and vowel 
glides, with General Australian (GAE) vowels and vowel 
glides given in parentheses where re levant. (These terms 
corne from Mitchell and Delbridge, 1965.) The vowels (pure 
vowels) are given in Figure 2.2, with examples following and 
the vowel glides with examples are given in Table 2.4· 
FIGURE 2.2 
(59) 
Examples 
i beat 
l bit 
e bet 
~ bat 
1\ but 
a Bart 
AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH VOWELS (compared with the 
( 58) 
cardinal vowels) 
(GAE at) u boo t (GAE 3~ ) 
OJ . put l~U; GAE If 
:> bought 
):> pot 
~ Bert. 
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TABLE 2.4 ENGLISH VOWEL GLIDES 
CAE GAE example CAE GAE example 
eL i\L bait ow Al boat 
al. lH bite ju. j.U', beaut 
Ld L : beer :H' :>a' boar 
E..a e,: bear OL :>l boy 
aw Cl.a' bout wa ~~a tour 
al.~ »l3 tire aW3 C£ ~a tower 
jW3 ja-a pure 
2.4.3 PHONOTACTICS 
Whereas TT syllables generally only have a V or CV 
pattern, English syllabl~s can be very complex, having both 
initial and final consonant clusters of two or three 
consonants. 
e.g . 2-91 (a) 
( b) 
/str t'f)/ 
/gh.mst/ 
'string' 
'glimpsed ' 
Eng lish words may be composed of one or rrore syllables 
but, in general, do not have a very large number of 
syllables compared to some of the TT words, particularly 
verbs (see 2.2.5, p 44). 
2.5 INFLUENCE OF ENGLISH ON TIWI PHONOLOGY 
The influence of English upon the Tiwi sound system is 
similar to the influence of English on Creole, described by 
Sandefur (Sandefur, 1979, p 29 ff). As he points out, when 
English first came into contact with· Aboriginal language~ 
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English words borrowed 'were pronounced by Aboriginal 
speakers in terms of the sound systems of their own' 
language (ibid). As time went on Creole (or pidgin at this 
stage) was influenced in turn by English, but this 
influence has been in stages, resulting in a continuum of 
sounds. He says that the 'AL [Aborig inal Languages] sounds 
that had replaced the English sounds in the formative stages 
of Creole began to return to or level toward the original 
English sounds.' (Sandefur, 1979, p 42.) 
This levelling process is apparent in the Tiwi 
situation. Although the language spoken by the young people 
cannot be regarded as an En;lish-ba.sed creole (or pidgin), it is 
certainly more heavily influenced by English than that of 
the older people. Some young people's Tiwi is more 
influenced by English than that of other young people. The 
situation portrayed in this section shows a wide range of 
data, collected from a large number of individuals and 
therefore much variation and fluctuation is apparent. If 
only one individual had been considered there would not be 
such diversity as indicated. 
2.5.1 PHONETIC REALISATION OF ENGLISH PHONEMES 
Some of the phonemes of TT and English overlap, 
although the realisation of the corresponding phonemes may 
not be exactly the same. However, there are also a nunber of 
phonemes which do not correspond. In borrowing words' from 
English, older people generally fit them into the TT 
phonological system, even though they may pronounce the 
W9rds with their English phonemes (or close approximations 
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to them) when speaking English. Non-Tiwi sounds are changed 
into the closest Tiwi sound. Fricatives become stops, such 
as: f & V become p; s, z, ~, 'f, ts and dz become I~I ([ t.l or 
[~] depending usually upon the phonological environment); 
the vowel glides [e.l], [at] and the vowel [CE] (when it is 
lengthened before a voiced consonant) become layi/([~i] 
or [E.l 1). 
Also, since consonant clusters cannot occur in TT, CC 
clusters from English loan words have a high vowel, Iii or 
lui inserted depending upon the phonological environment, or 
have one of the consonants deleted. Since consonants do not 
end words in TT, a high vowel, Iii, is added to 
consonant-final English loans or in some cases the final 
consonant is deleted. 
e.g. 2-92 
I ( a) Ipi layikil [pLI€iki] 'flag' 
(b) I~uku~il [~uk0!i] 'school' 
(c) I~i~uwil [t;l)~wi] 'sisters' 
(d) Ikapimanil [ki\plmAni] 'government' 
I (e) Ipayitil [p€.iti] 'fight' 
In young people's speech the loan words are generally 
closer to the English pronunciation, particularly in more 
informal styles of Tiwi, such as in casual speech. Modern 
Tiwi contains a large number of English loans, verbs as well 
as nouns. These vary widely in pronunciation; the more 
formal the style of Tiwi used, the closer the form is to 
traditional phonology. For instance, in the formal 
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vocabulary tests for the word 'fight' (elicited by showing a 
picture of two boys fighting), most children gave /payiti/ 
/ [peiti]. However, in the tapes of spontaneous speech the 
anglicised version [fa~t] occurred more often, even in a 
basically MT sentence. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 give the English 
phonemes and their realisations in the Tiwi of young people. 
The realisations and the examples given come from a wide 
spread of young people. No one ind i vidual v.ould realise each 
phoneme in all the ways given. Most of the realisations 
given occur in the English of the young people as well, 
though normally the realisations which are closer to TT 
phonology do not occur in the English styles. 
This phenomenon (of newer loans having a phonology 
closer to the source language) has been noted in other 
language contact situations, particularly where there is a 
process of language death occurring. This is noted in 
Sayula Populuca (Clark, 1977) and Isthmus Nahuat (Law, 
1961) • 
As can be seen from Tables 2.5 and 2.6 there are a 
large number of phones added to the repertoire of the young 
people's speech. Because of the instability over the whole 
range of speech patterns, it is difficult to determine a 
uniform phonemic system for MT. The idea of each word 
having its own range of sounds, discussed in 2.3, p 49 , can 
be extended to the loan words used by young people. The word 
for 'frightened' can be represented as: [pel) R A t(n(i)], 
v 
where P can be [p] or [f], R can be [r] or [ r ] (see 2.3.8), 
A can be [a] (or [A]), or [all. The variations at either 
Table 2 5 
:English 
phoneme 
Tiwi 
phone* 
Realisation of English Consonants in MT 
Examp~es (phonetic) Tiwi Examples 
p p pl.l«. .. p~h 'pig' pn:nsil 
h ' 
b p 
t t 
d t 
.., 
r 
It It 
It 
f p 
v p 
, 
[POt 
" !Pp 
pol 
, 
te\..pvli 
m:>p 
p~tim 
£pOt 
~Hm 
wvt 
v' ts",kim 
, 
peit! 
lap 
~i: 
m"VS. 
, 
rv. t 1.1) 
8ri: 
'airport' 
'shop' 
f 
'ball' b 
'table' 
'mob' 
'table' 
'put' 
'airport' 
'put' d 
'door' d 
'spider' 
'wood' 
'bird' 
'hit, kill' 
'throw, chuck' 
'cake' 
'girl' g 
'pig' 
'flag' 
'fight' f 
'funny (fellow)' 
'laugh' 
b 
'Virgil ' v 
'give' 
, five' 
'three' t 
'mouth' 
'nothing' 
'three' 
'mouth' 
)tp ot 
Lph 
IIl:lb 
th~\..bVI 
ll'th " 
""th 
, 
idim 
do 
, 
ridic 
gil 
flxg 
, 
fl\ni 
.. , 
EIHin (t) 
lit 
, 
b.-.idi 
, 
vidzi! 
tri: 
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(phonetic) 
'pencil' 
'airport' 
'shop' 
'pelican' 
'ball' 
'table' 
'mob' 
'table' 
'letter' 
'eight' 
'eat' 
'door' 
'read' 
'hit,kill' 
'cake' 
'th row , chuck' 
'girl' 
'pig' 
'flag' 
'funny' 
'elephant' 
'fight' 
·Virgil' 
'five' 
'three' 
'mouth' , 
'nothing' 
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Table 2 5 (cont inued) 
English Tiwi Exameles Tiwi Examel es 
, 
ftt" & S. fa~" 'father' t 'father' 
~ 
dt'" fet" 'feather' 'feather ' 
~ ~ f:~" (} faG", 'father' 'father' 
, ~ 
s s ulim 'sell' ~ ~l~'" 'sister' 
p~s dC3d; ~ 'cat' p~llcn 'cat' 
, 
trasl.s 'trousers ' s p JsLlcn 'cat' 
ts d~t" 'sister' 
, ~ ~ 
tratsl. ts 'trousers ' 
z s su 'zoo' z zu 'zoo' 
p~si 'busy' , pl.zi 'busy' 
ts tsu 'zoo' 
S l ~~tim 'shoot' tl ts';tiru 'shoot' 
PI.~101) 'fishing ' ....- I.., • Pl.tSIoPl.tSl 'fish' 
fl.~ 'f ish ' p~nl.d 'finish' 
~ '.., 'v !ArvkAri 'shortcut' 
ts ts 
, 
." ~~iru t'S"kim 'th row , chuck' s 'throw' 
k~tsim 'catch' ' ~ stt syu , statue' 
tots 'torch ' 
d! ts t~NIIP ' jump ' ~l d~"mp ' jump' 
So !AmP ' jump' 
h 0 ~tl.l) 'hunting' h hll 'hill' 
r " t H : 'three' rCLn 'rain ' r r 
. '"" . 
'Mar ie ' prvm 'broom' II1i'r l 
w~I"'ts5n , 'Marie ' w 'Rona ld John ' I!V\r i 
9 IJ .. / " tSLI)" 'sing out' 
'" fl.sl.!) 'fish ing ' n f~hn 'f ishing ' 
* The phones in the left-hand column are normally more common than those in 
the right-hand co lumn. 
Tllble 2 6 Realisatioruof English Vowels and Vowel Glides in MT 
English Tiwi 
Ehoneme p~ 
i i 
(GAE: 
,n ) 
I. 
£. 
e~ 
" " 
A a 
b 
o 
v 
u 
u 
o 
Examples 
, 
idim 
lif 
" ' !.1Hint 
pinsil 
, .. 
xJ.Hint 
Finsil 
, 
~pl.ll 
fl~ 
, 
~pvli 
.. , 
lee~nt\.n(i) 
, 
f"ni 
.. , 
w:?kApat 
Ivkim 
lys 
su 
tQ 
(phonetic ) 
'eat' 
'leaf' 
'funny' 
'Indian' 
'give' 
'elephant' 
'pencil' 
'elephant' 
'pencil' 
'apple ' 
'flag' 
'apple' 
'carry ' 
Tiwi 
phone 
I. 
u 
u 
£ 
ExamEles 
, 
Y. 
¥~ru 
, 
pvlt im 
!oles 
pele 
'shop' (canteen) ,,'-
'hunt ing' v 
'funny' 
' jealous' f 
'father' 
'after' 
'log' b fz:.eg 
'hospital' /\ 
'follow' 
'alr ight ' 
'walle' '" ' pllrvp~l v 
'for' f~ 
, 
'walle' u kill!.. 
'put' 
'see, loole at' 
'lose, lost' 
'zoo' uwv t'!;~n 
'shoot' o 62.0 
'door' 
(phonet ic) 
'eat' 
'funny' 
'funny' 
'funny (fellow)' 
'build' 
'engine' 
'wet' 
'helicopter' 
'jealous' 
'eggs' 
'flag' 
'machine gun' 
'bag' 
'bag' 
'leookaburra' 
'Chinese man' 
(China man) 
'jealous' 
'frog' 
'hospital' 
'corroborree ' 
'always' 
'football' 
'for' 
'claw' 
'school' 
'June' 
'zoo' 
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Tat:le 2 6 
Enqlish Tiwi 
~ i: 
(GAE: 
,,' ) 
(CAE : 
.h' ) 
(GAE: 
i: ) 
(GAE: 
c.' 
a 
i 
f. 
(!) ~ 
v 
o 0 
(GAE: 
v 
a 
(GAE: 
kJ') 
(w )V 
a 
(continued) 
Example~ 
hif{n(t) 
ptnsH 
)cLal 
g~l 
J 5~kVl 
I ~)i 
I ~ spo..t~l 
~ntSal 
, , 
olLt~ 
J (s) paLt" 
fla l 
tr~ 
I 
SpL a 
c.:b 
spi 
St 
"' ", J f.rLpl~n 
~p6t 
p~t 
/ Q.lim 
I 
wo..ntQ.. 
I , 
~pl.ntm 
; 
tvm:> rl\ 
, ,~ 
!!ts" t 
m~ntl.n 
I 
k(.1I,"n 
'elephant' 
'pencil' 
'girl' 
'girl' 
'circle' 
'early.' 
'work' 
'hosp ital ' 
'chain ' 
'angel' 
'hol iday' 
'cake' 
'cake' 
'eight ' 
'gate' 
'spider' 
'fly' 
'climb up' 
'try' 
'spear' 
'here' 
'spear' 
'chair' 
'aeroplane' 
'airport' 
'boat' 
'hold' 
'window' 
'open' 
'tomorrow' 
'outs ide' 
'mountain' 
'clown' 
, Tiwi 
E 
L 
o 
£ 
l 
£" 
Examples 
• {kIJl 
" , 'l~fYl (t) 
, I v p~hp~ri 
t ~!Jll (In 
, 
mant~n 
, , 
)CokQnJ't 
'lifn 
'nt~al 
t~~n 
" , t!Jtwuati 
, 
pdti 
p~~i 
... I d~nunNli 
b,,'di 
fl"t 
I 
sp~ 
I 
L." 
I" , 
"rtm 
ts c." 
... ... ' 
" !:!n,pl~ln 
OV poVt 
u 
a 
£ 
; 
oVlim 
" v w~ndQ.. 
, oJ 
w .. nt~ 
I 
aVts" It 
I 
maoJntl.n 
, 
It£poi 
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'circle' 
'elephant' 
'bird' 
'aeroplane' 
'mountain' 
'coconut' 
'coconut' 
'circ le' 
'chain' 
'angel' 
'chain' 
'angel' 
'take out' 
'fight' 
'fight' 
'Chinese man ' 
'fight' 
'fly' 
'spear' 
'here' 
'hear' 
'chair' 
'chair' 
'aeroplane' 
'boat' 
'hold' 
'windo\.' ' 
'open' 
'rope' 
'window' 
'outside' 
'mountain' 
'cowboy' 
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extreme are: [ 
I. Il plratln1] (close to TT) and [fra tln] (close 
to English) with various forms in between. There are some 
restrictions on the co-occurrence of various phones, in 
that, when the more English phones are used there is 
generally no high vowel added between the consonants of a 
consonant cluster or at the end of a word. Normally, though 
not always, the more English vowel sounds do not co-occur 
with the more Tiwi consonants, though for instance the 
variant [pr~ltln] has been heard. These observations seen to 
(61) 
apply to loan words in general. 
Different people organise the phones into different 
phonemic systems, which will be discussed in more detail in 
Section 2.6, P S.9,in summarising the phonological syste;mof 
MT. 
2.5.2 PHONETIC REALISATION OF ENGLISH VOWEL GLIDES 
The vowel glides in English loans are of two kinds. In 
the older or more Tiwiised loans the glide is the length of 
two syllables and may be interpreted as two syllables, as 
are the vowel glides in TT (see 2.2.2(vi), p 3S , and 
example 2.92(a) and (c). 
In the newer English loans the English glides are 
realised differently by different people. For instance, the 
English glide [e l ], as in 'bait' (see Table 2.4, p 74-), may 
be realised as [e.l ], [ae l ] , [Al] , [e.:] or [CiIt:]. 
Most young people have a contrast between their 
realisation of the English glide [e l ] and the English glide 
[all, as in 'bite'. 
e.g. 2-93 
Speaker 1 (PJl2) 
k~lk 
Speaker 2 (BP6) 
kAlk 'cake' 
lAlt lalt 'light' 
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The English vowel [eel is also realised in the ~ way 
as the English glide [ell in some words. This seems to be 
when the [~l is lengthened in Engl ish before a voiced 
consonant, e.g. MT: [pelkl 'bag'. 
2.5.3 PHONETIC REALISATION OF CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
Table 2.7 gives the realisations of some of the 
consonant clusters in English loan words in MT. The 
list is by no means exhaustive, as new words are being 
borrowed continually. In the table, the consonant clusters 
are grouped according to their occurrences in English, which 
do not necessarily coincide with their occurrence in Tiwi . 
For instance, some consonant clu~ters which occur finally in 
Eng lish may occur medially in MT, because the words 
in which they occur finally are verbs which take the 
transitive suffix, -im, e.g. ask in English becomes askim. 
In the table the clusters are grouped according to their 
position in the word: 
A: those clusters which occur only initially (or perhaps 
medially across syllable boundaries); 
B: those which can occur initially, medially or finally; 
C: those which occur medially or finally; 
0: those which occur only medially, i.e. across syllable 
boundaries. 
From Table 2.7 some general patterns can be seen: 
(i) Most consonant clusters may be retained in MT, 
at least in the speech of some young people. Voiced stops 
Ta bl 2 7 R Ii t ' e ea sa lons 0 f some E l ' h nq 1S 1 consonant c uster s in MT 
Eng lish Tiwi ExamEles (phonetic) Tiwi Exam~le s (phonetic) 
A 
gr 
B 
C 
0 
• 
flltg 'flag' ~ 
, 
fl fl plltilti 'flag' 
-
fr fr from 'from' 
, 
pw pw;")hpw.:>~ki , 'frog' 
E!: prom 'from' ~ 
' , puoklp~roki 'frog' 
, 
U kl klalT\J\p 'climb up' It 1.1 kl.lu 'claw' 
kr kr kr£Hm 'crash' It lor ,kuli 'cry' 
gr kr krin 'green' k\r klrin 'green ' 
I I 
bl pI pltnk~t 'blanket' pl.l pl. hnkLti 'blanket ' 
-
, p~'tl\ sp sp sp"'t,, 'spider' p 'spider' 
)spltl\l 'hospital' thp ;t~~plot~li 'hospital' 
t~LP tSlp{li r:l ' spi ll ' 
st st stLk 'stick' t Uk 'stick' 
, , 
p"sti/1ll\p 'bust up' 
f~st 'first' a hs 'first' 
ts p~tsi~p I 'bust up' ~ ~t~A. 'sister' 
sk sk skul 'school' tlivk 
.., , 
tsvkvli ' school' 
~skim 'ask' tSl..k ~thk'im 'ask' 
, 
p,",sklot ' basket' It P~lt 'basket'· 
mp mp tS"r:lP 'jump ' 
w~ntim 
, 
nt nt 'want' n w.)nim 'want' 
, I , , 
,HElnt 'elephant ' t.ltfin 'elephant ' 
nts nts t~f' nts im 'change ' d t!!i'tsim 'change' 
I 
'angel' p :It]lvl 
ld 
, 
'fall down' 1t pvltim 'build' t potan 
1 oHm 'hold' 
I 
1t 1 s~mLs;)l 'solMlers ault' 
, , 
k\.ts ' ' ks ks flksim ... p 'fix up' plkltlimAp l 'fix up' 
II SI.S 'six' 
gs ks l,ks 'eggs' 
kst ks n(ks 'next' s n£s 'nex!' , 
mb mp ~mp"k 'humbug' mb ,\mbl\k 'humbug' 
mt lilt (mt! 'empty' 
ne I 'Samantha' !:!~ sc m(!l ~" 
kt~ kt~ p~kt~" 'p icture' tl pltl" 'picture' 
ktr ktr I It.ktnk 'e lectric wire' tr 1Ltnk 'electric wire' 
This mily actually be Ir.ean t to be 'bucket' but it was given for a picture of a 
basket. 
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normally become voiceless where a cluster is retain~d. The 
fricative [f] may be retained as [f] or may become [pl. 
(ii) Across syllable boundaries non-homorganic clusters 
generally seem to be retained, though some may have the 
insertion of a high vowel, often with the consonants being 
'Tiwiised', e.g. flksim~E or EL~Lts imAE 'fix up'. 
(iii) A high vowel may be inserted between consonants, 
(when the clusters are initial or medial). The high vowel 
inserted is generally Iii but may be lui, being assimilated 
to a nearby lui. A high vowel appears to be inserted only 
when the consonants are 'Tiwiised', i.e. close to a TT form, 
e.g. tsukvli but skul 'school'. 
(iv) One of the consonants may be dropped. This dropping 
of consonants seems to follow some kind of patterning, at 
least in some cases: (a) for a cluster, lsi plus a stop, 
initially or medially the lsi may be dropped, e.g. [tlk] 
'stick', [pakLtJ 'basket'; finally, the stop may be 
dropped, e.g. Ifasl ' f irst'. 
(b) for a lateral plus a stop: finally, the stop may be 
dropped; medially, either may be dropped; e.g. somisol 
'sommersault', olim 'hold', potan 'fall down'. In this 
latter case the voiced stop has become voiceless as well. 
(c) for homorganic nasal plus stop clusters, It I may be 
dropped leaving Inl, e.g. Ipayniml [p~lnlm] 'find', fn] 
may be dropped, leaving Its/, ItseytCn)tsiml [tseL(~tsim] 
(62) 
""" [tse~s im] 'change'; for labial and velar homorganic 
sequences, both nasal and stop appear to be always retained, 
though these may turn out to be variable on further 
investigation. 
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(v) clustersof three consonants may retain all three 
(though this may depend upon the actual components) or drop 
one consonant. There are only two examples of these in the 
data i.e. /kst/ and /ktr/ (see Table 2.7, p 54-). 
2.5.4 PHONOTAeTIeS 
As can be seen from Table 2.7, there are a number of 
consonant clusters in MT which cannot be regarded as 
single segments as the phonetic clusters in TT can be, e.g. 
fl, pr, sp, etc. These must then be interpreted as two 
segments and so the phonotactics of MT can be seen as 
different from those of TT. The TT syllable patterns ev and 
V are expanded to include patterns such as: 
eve 
eev 
eeve 
10k 
tri 
from 
'log' 
'three' 
'from' 
ve 
vee 
evee 
os.pital 
eks 
f~st 
'hospi tal ' 
'eggs' 
'first' 
There do not appear to be any examples of eevee. It is 
difficult to decide whether the homorganic nasal-stop 
clusters appearing in MT are to be regarded as single 
segments (as in TT) or as phonemic sequences of two segments 
(as in English). In the syllable~by-syllable enunciation of 
words containing such clusters, some children have given the 
nasal as closing the first syllable, in both TT and English 
words. 
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e.g. 2-94 
(a) ml\n.tl\.I)", 'friend(f)' 
;I' [mfltflI)l\] ) 
(TT: /mantal)a/ or / matarya / 
(b) t~ary. kul 'jungle' 
others leave out the nasal, ln syllabifying words. This 
is particularly so in words from TT (see 2.3.3, P 54-) but 
may also occur with some English words given by some 
speakers . 
e.g. 2-95 
(a) rna. ta.rya 'friend' (given for either 
/ ' [ml\tflryl\] or [ml\nt"I)"]) 
(b) tse.yLtsim 
vI' v for [ts€..l nts im] 'change' 
Because of the now common eve syllable pattern in MT 
it seems best to interpret the homorganic nasal-stop 
clusters as a sequence of two segments /N/ + lSI, except in 
the words from TT, which seem generally to have either lost 
their nasalisation or to have optional nasalisation (see 
2. J. 3, P 54) in wh ich case the prenasalised stops may be 
regarded as allophones of stops. Since in most examples of 
English loans the nasal is retained (but in some cases the 
stop is dropped), it seems best to regard the prenasalised 
stops in loans as two segments with either the stop or nasal 
as optional , depending upon the word or the position of the 
stop in a word. 
e.g. 2-96 
'friend(f)' 
( a) /matarya/ = 
(b) [tSE\t~im] 'V [t~{lnt~im] = /tseyi(n)tsim/ 'change' 
(c) [w~ntim] ~ [w~nim] = /wan(t)im/ 
'want' 
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2.5.5 STRESS 
Stress is not predictable in English as in TT. Most 
loans which have been borrowed into Tiwi for some time have 
been fitted into the TT stress pattern as well as into the 
TT phonemic system (see 2.2.1, P 34-). 
e.g. 2-97 TT: 
(a) /suku!i/ [SUk0!i] 'school' 
, / ( b) /aSipitili/ ["1LPLtLli] 'hospital' 
\ I (c) /piratini/ [pLr!\tLni] 'frightened' 
(d) /putupuli/ ' v I [purupuli] 'football' 
In the speech of young people many of these older loans 
a r e retained, but often with the final vowel dropped. In 
the se cases it seems that s omet i mes the primary stress 
may remain on the same syllable (now the final syllable) or 
it may occur in the syllable in which it occurs in the 
English word. These may sometimes coincide. 
e. g. 2-98 
(a ) 
(b ) 
(c ) 
[putup01i] 
[sukUli] 
[pLri\tLni] 
> 
'1/ I I v \ [purupul] or [purupul] 
v , 
> [tsukul] 
/ 
> [pLratLn] 
'football' 
'school' 
'frightened' 
More recent acquisitions from English generally 
mai ntain the English stress, which mayor may not coincide 
with TT stress. 
e. g. 2-99 
(a) 
(b) 
/ \ [~SPLti\l] 
O,ll k~PtA] 
'hospital' 
\ I v 
or [!\It k:>Pl rll] 'helicopter' 
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(c) [f~ ni] 'funny' 
I (d) [kLll.m] 'kill' 
(d) [ts~ LtsLm] 'change' 
2.6 MODERN TIWI PHONOLOGY 
Considering the whole range of Modern Tiwi, a uniform 
phonemic system cannot be postulated, as has been pointed 
out before. Even one individual may have different phonemic 
systems operating over his different styles of speech, so 
that a person may di3tinguish between [p] and [f] in English 
but in h is Tiwi may not distinguish between them in loans. 
For instance, a person may always say [faLt] for 'fight' in 
English, but in one style of Tiwi (such as .casual MT) he may 
fluctuate between [falt] and [palt], and in a more formal 
I 
style of Tiwi may say [p£itL]. Another individual may never 
distinguish between [p] and [f], even in English, while 
still another may always distinguish between them, so that 
all English loans with an If I are pronounced with an [f], 
while all loans with a Ipl are pronounced with a [pl. 
This type of stylistic variation is reported in Creole 
situations, where there is a continuum from the basilect 
(the style closest to the Abor ig inal language) to the 
acrolect (the style closest to the prestige language; see 
Fraser, 1977; Sandefur, 1979} 
Even in monolingual speech communities people adj.ust 
their way of speaki~g depending upon:the topic of the 
speech, to whom they are speaking, or the formality of the 
occasion of the speech. These factors often influence the 
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phonological, choices a~ wel~ as the choices of the lexical 
items (cf. Fischer, 1958; Labov, 1964, 1972bi Burling, 1970, 
pp 91-99). 
Although it is not possible to postulate a phonemic 
system which is common to all young people, an attempt is 
made in the following pages to show the tendencies and to 
give a system which is fairly general f or the normal speech 
of many young people (about twelve ye~rs to the twenties). 
2.6.1 MT CONSONANTS 
Considering- the MT data as a whole, including 
words derived from TT and from English, there is a wide 
range, of contoids, i.e. phonetic realisations of consonants, 
which are shown in Table 2.8. Those marked by an asterisk 
are not very -common. 
TABIE 2.8 CONTOIDS IN MT 
Bilabial/ Lamino- Apico- Apico- Lamino- Dorsal-
labio-dental dental alveolar domal palatal velar 
stops h t h kh p 
p t t t* t.* k 
" 
~ 
b* d* g* 
prenasalised 
stops rnp !:it nt 1ft ]11) I)k 
,.. .. 
affricates ts 
d~ 
fricatives f e 
't.; 
S S 
v* ~* z* «J* 
nasals m n* n 
-
n* 
.r IJ • 
laterals 1 1* 
• 
rhotics .., /~ r r r* 
• 
semi-vowels w r Y h 
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As a l r eady pointed ou t, not all these c ontoids are 
used by ~very individual. The contoids are grouped 
and c o ntrasted differently by different people, some of 
these gr o upings and contrasts are discussed below. 
(i) Stops and fricatives. The aspirated voiceless stops 
are only fluctuations or variations of the unaspirated 
voiceless stops or, in the case of the bilabial, of the 
f ricative, [fl. Contrast between the stops and fricat i ves 
is more common than contrast between voiced and voice l ess 
stops. With the labials then, the phone mes /p/ a nd /f/ can 
be set up, as they are contrasted by a number o f young 
people. 
e. g. 2-100 (a) /pensil / 'pencil' 
(MT) /fens/ 'fence' 
(b) /pafalo/ 'buffalo' 
/papi/ 'arrive' 
A contrast between /p/ and /b/ is made by a few young 
peop l e in English loans but it is more common for [p] and 
[b ] (and also [ph]) to be variants of the phone me /p/. 
e. g. 2-101 (a) /pol/ [pol] ;"V [boll 'ball' 
(MT) (b) /apat/ I I [I\pat] ,...., [I\bat] 'about' 
Similarly /t/ and /s/ are contrasted by most young 
peopl e, while [d] is normally a variant of /t/. 
e. g. 2-102 (a ) / telim/ 'tell' 
(MT) (b ) /pitapita/ 'abdomen' 
( c ) / to / [ to] rv [ do ] 
/selim/ 'sell' 
/ pisi/ 'busy' 
'door' 
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The voiced and voiceless velar stops [g] and [k], can, 
in general, be regarded as allophones of / k/ . Though some 
young people dis'tinguish between them, this is not common. 
e.g. 2-1 03 
(a ) / ka l / [kal] 'V [gal] 'girl' 
(b ) / pikipiki/ , I. ,/ [plklPlktl "" [plglpLgi] 'pig' 
Although some young people seem to make a distinction 
between the voiced and voiceless fricatives [v] and [f] and 
[z] and [s] (see Table 2.6), again, this is not general, so 
neither /v/ nor / z/ are considered as separate phonemes for 
MT. 
Similarly the velar fricative ~], while being used 
by some older young people in more formal styles of Tiwi, 
i s not a normal phoneme in MT (see 2.3.2, P 52). 
(ii) Lamino-dental and lamino-palatal stops, affricates and 
f ricatives. Young people, in general, seem to be using an 
a f fricate, [ts] (or [1js]) rather than the palatal stop [~] 
(see also Lee, n.d). While in TT the phoneme /~/ can be 
r egarded as having allophones [~] and [~], in MT, and 
particularly in Children's Tiwi, this appears to be split 
into two phonemes, / ts/ and /~/, in the speech of many young 
people (see 2.3.7, P 60). 
The voiced and voiceless dental fricatives [~] and [9] 
ar e very rare and usually are in variation with [~] (or 
sometimes [t]), and so are not separate phonemes in 
general in MT (see ~able 2.7). 
e.g. 2-10 4 (MT ) 
(a) 
(b) 
/~ri ( yi }/ 
/feta/ 
1'\ 
[tri:] "" l'~ri:] 
1'\ 
'three' 
'feather' 
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The occurrence of [s1 is more common and in most cases 
seems to be contrastive to v [ts] and [5'] However, there is 
still quite a lot of fluctuation between [t~1 and [51 in 
English loans and some fluctuation between [s] and [~1 (see 
Table 2.7). Even so, many young people have a contrast 
between ItSVand I~I (sometimes with the lsi phoneme being 
derived from a merging of the English Itsl and lsi 
(63) 
phonemesl particularly in newer loans. 
e. g. 2-105 
(a ) Itsimil [ ~ I • 1 tSlml 'she did' 
Isital ~ I [sib\] 'cheetah' 
(b ) Itsitil [tsiti1 
(or Itsirti/) 
'bad(m) , 
~ Isatl ~ [sa t1 'shirt' 
(ii i) Apico-domal (or retroflex) consonants. Young people's 
speech still contains ~ome examples of these (see 2.3.1, 
P 5 1 ) bu t the general trend i s for them to be los t . I n the few 
word s in which retroflex consonants are retained even by 
children, these could be interpreted as two segments Irl and 
It/, as Osborne interprets them for TT (Os., p 12). This is 
acceptable in MT as there exist 'non-suspect' CC sequences 
(see also the discussion in 2.5.3, p83, regarding prenasalised 
stops). . 
(iv ) Rhotics. The retroflex rhotic [;1, in general, is 
being replaced by one closer to the English, [r]. It is 
not clear from the evidence I have whether this rhotic, [:], 
and the alveolar rhotic flap, [r1 are falling together 
into the one phoneme Irl (see 2.3.8, P 63). (The alveolar 
rhotic trill occurs only in fluctuation with the flap.) At 
this stage I am separating the two rhotics as separate 
phonemes, as in TT, as there appears to be contrast. 
e •. g. 2-106 (MT ) 
IkutupLlranil [ k' v "1 u ru pu rl\n  'frill-necked lizard' (TT: I kurupurani/) 
. 
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(v) Prenasalised stops. Those from TT-derived words are 
normally in fluctuation with non-prenasalised stops 
(see 2.3.3, P 54-) (except in the subj ec~-tense pre fixes of 
verbs (see 4.2.2.2, p ~66» and in these cases are regarded 
as allophones of the corresponding stops. Where they occur 
in English loans and are not in fluctuation with 
non-nasalised stops, they are regarded as a sequence of two 
phonemes, INI and lSI (see 2.5.3, P g3). In either case the 
pr-enasalised stops are not regarded as phonemes INS/. 
(vi) Nasals. The retroflex nasal, in general, is not 
regarded as a separate phoneme in MT, its occurrence 
normally being restricted to the more formal Tiwi of older 
young people. 
The dental nasal has become either Inl or Ipl 
(see 2.3.7, P 60 ) • There is clear contrast be~en Inl and 
Ipl only in one or two examples, as there are very fe.v cases 
of [pl remaining in the speech of most young people (see 
2.3.7, p bo). 
e .• g. 2-107 (MT) 
(a) I 'woman' lyipa1ipa/ [ l (m) pA1lJlI\] 
I i 
'.Lina' /1ina/ [1lnl\] '" [ lin,,] 
(b) Ikupuni/ [kUPSpi] 'canoe ' . 
/tokopuni/ 
I [t:>k~puni] 'bird' 
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given in parentheses 
2.6.2 MT VOWELS 
with regard to the vowels, the problem of postulating a 
uniform system is even more complex, since there are so many 
different vowels in the English loans, which are contrastive 
in English but not necessarily so in MT. These are realised 
in different ways by different people (see Table 2.7, p g~). 
(65) 
Figure 2.3 shows the cardinal vowels and the way in 
wbich these appear tc be grouped to form phonemes in MT. 
There is some overlapping since for one person a vocoid may 
be grouped with one phoneme, while for another person it may 
be grouped with another one. For instance, one young girl's 
total vocoid inventory was lower than usual, so that her [£] 
was equivalent to another person's [l], and her [~] to [t]. 
e.g. 2-108 
(a) 
(b) 
[m~n] 
[ ke.1~m] 
(BP6) _ [men] 
(BP6) _ [kl1im] 
The main vocoids in MT are: 
/men/ 'man, men' 
/kilim/ 'kill' 
[i] a high front close unrounded vocoid, 
[t] a high front open unrounded vocoid, 
[e] a mid front close unrounded vocoid, 
[E] a mid front open unrounded vocoid, 
[~] a low front open unrounded vocoid, 
[i] a high central open/close unrounded vocoid, 
[a] a mid central close unrounded vocoid, 
[~] a low central close unrounded vocoid, 
[a] a low central open unrounded vocoid, 
[u] a high back close rounded vocoid, 
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[u] a high back open rounded vocoid, 
[0] a mid back close rounded vocoid, 
[:> ] a mid back open rounded vocoid, 
[p] a low back open rounded vocoid 
FIGURE 2.3 PHONETIC REALISATIONS OF VGWELS IN MT 
-
The vocoid [3] causes a problem. In some cases it can 
be - regarded as an allophone of /i/ or /u/, where it 
fluctuates with either [L] or [u]. These are generally in 
unst ressed syllables (as in TT, see 2.2.2 (iv), p 34-). However, 
ther e are other cases of stressed [~], derived from English 
stressed [a], in which the [a] is in contrast with other 
vowe ls, and so needs to be analysed as a phoneme /a/ (see 
example 2-109). 
As well as the four contrastive vowels of TT, /i/, 
/a/, - /0/, and / u/, in general, /e/ is also contrastive in MT. 
e.g. 2-109 
(a) /kilim/ 
/k~l/ 
/k"ali/ 
/kolim/ 
-/kulalaa/ 
'kill' (b) 
'g ir 1 ' 
'run' 
'call' 
'hunt' 
/pitapita/ 'abdomen' 
/pet/ 'bed' 
/pet/ 'bird' 
/apat/ 'about' 
/pot/ 'boat' 
/putim/ 'put' 
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(c) / elifin(t) / 'elephant' /sik/ 'sick' 
/ali/ 'early' /sekan/ 'second' 
/ alipura/ 'pelican' / sakul/ 'circle' 
/olitey/ 'holiday' / sakim/ 'suck' 
Table 2.10 shows the vowels posited for MT. The 
vowel / a/ is included in parentheses, since this has such a 
limited occurrence. Since a following alveolar consonant is 
often retroflected phonetically (e.g. [ Ii] or [ Ii]), 
. 
perhaps this vowel and the following consonant can be 
treated in a similar way to the VC sequences in the few 
remaining words derived from TT which have a retroflex 
(66) 
consonant, but as erC(cf. 2.6.l(iii), p 93). At least 
that is how /~/ is treated orthographically. (See Table 
2.11, P 1°7.) 
e.g. 2-110 (MT) 
phonetic 
( a) , . [t~htl] 
• 
(b) [ -mw.o~i] "- [-m~~i] 
( c) [saku1 ] \... [sak 1] 
( d) [~li] -v h~~i] 
TABLE 2.10 MT VOWELS 
Front 
High i 
Mid e 
Low 
phonemic 
/tsit i / or 
I-motif or , 
/saku1/ or 
/t~irti/ 
/-morti/ 
/serku1/ 
orthographic 
jirti 
'bad' 
-morti 
'son' 
serku1 
'circle' 
/a1i/ or /e r1i/ erli 
'early' 
Central Back 
u 
o 
a 
The allophonic variations of the vowels in MT are 
similar to those of TT (see 2.2.4.2 I P 39) except for 
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l ei and some allophonic variations of /a/. Only the general 
var iations are given: 
(I) 
I i i [ i) 
e.g. 
[ l ] 
e.g. 
occurs finally or contiguous to a medial fyi, 
2-111 (a) [k~ri] /kari/ 'when' 
(MT) (b) [wi(y)~ti] /wiyat i/ 'also' 
generally occurs elsewherel 
I 
2-112 (a) [l(n)kLti] /yikiti/ 'food' 
I /intiyen/ (MT) (b) [lntly£n] 'indian' 
(c) \ ~. [ p L k l P l k ~ .] /pikipiki/ 'pig' 
(2) le/ [t] is the normal allophone, though some people have 
[e) or even [i£] (see earlier); [e.] or [e) normally 
occur finally, 
e.g. 2-113 (a) [t~E] - [t~e] /tse/ (67) 'chair' 
(MT) (b) [me.n] 'V [m~ n] /men/ 'man, men ' 
,I' \ I' (c) [ e.l if i: n ( t)] 'V [ ;lie la fa n ( t) ] 
/elifin(t)/ 'elephant' 
(3) 
/a/ [A] is the normal allophone, sometimes fluctuating 
with [a]; [;Ie.] may occur contiguous to fYi, 
e.g. 2-114 (a) [fAni 1 /fani/ 'funny' 
(MT) (b) [fl\tA] "- [fatA] 
" ,.. 
/fa~a/ 'father' 
(c) [Yl\ti] "V [yae.ti] /yati/ 'one' 
Ilayt/ 'light' 
(Lf] 
./0/ £'0] and [0] fluctuate in most positions: 
e. g. 2-115 (MT) 
(a ) [l:>k] "V [10k] /log/ 
(b ) [y~ni] 'V [y6ni] /yoni/ 
'log' 
'other(m) , 
The sequences [Cwrd, [Cwp], [Cwo] and [C:>] lao 
f luctuate and, as in TT, these are interpreted as / Co/, 
(see 2.2.2(ii), P 34 ), 
e. g. 2-116 
'bone' 
l') 
/u/ [u] is the normal allophone; [u] occurs before /w/, 
e. g. 2-117 (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
I [-yu(w)Ani] /-yuwani/ 
[kuk0ni] 
[mun] 
/kukuni/ 
/mun/ 
2. 6.3 INTERPRETATION 
(i ) Phonetic consonant clusters 
'younger brother' 
'water' 
'banana' 
Homorganic nasal-stop clusters in TT-derived words 
(which, in general, fluctuate with the corresponding stop) 
ar e regarded as allophones of the stop phoneme. 
e .g. 2-118 
(a ) /matani/ 'friend(m) , 
(TT: /ma(n)tani/) 
( b ) I I [pumpunt.] '" [pupunL] /pupuni/ 'good(m) , 
(TT: /pu(m)puni/) 
(c) I I [pA1AmpA1A] '" [pA1ApA1A] /palapala/ 'bed' 
(TT: /palampala/) 
" " (d) [l.m p J\lt.j1"] -"'\.. [l,p"lLjl"] / yipalipa/ 'woman' 
(TT: /yimpa!ipa/) 
The consonant clusters in English loans, including the 
homorganic nasal-stop clusters, are regarded as sequences of 
t wo consonants. 
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e.g. 2-11 9 
(a ) I [ t rek t A] / tre kta/ 'tractor' 
(b ) [ st f\ t ] "-' [ stat] / stat/ 'start' 
(c) I [splllm] / spilim/ 'spill' 
(d) [tnnk] / trink / 'drink' 
(e) [w~n tim] '" [w~n tim] / wantim/ 'want' 
In the few TT-derived words which retain an invariable 
homorganic nasal-stop cluster (i.e. in the subject-tense 
prefixes of inflected verbs - see 4.2.2.2), the cluster is 
regarded as a sequence of 2 consonants. 
e.g. 2-12 0 
[f\mplr{ml] /ampirimi/ 'she does' 
Retroflex consonants which are still retained in 
TT-derived words are regarded as sequences of 2 consonants, 
contrary to TT (cf. 2.2.2(i), p 34, and 2.6.1, p 93). 
I 
e.g. 2-121 [tsLtl] /tsir t i/ 'bad(m) , 
(ii) Initial high vowels 
In TT-derived words these are interpreted as in TT, 
since there is still some fluctuation between them · with or 
loIitnout an initial semi-vowel onglide (cf. 2.2.2(v), 
p 3.5" ) . 
In English-derived words there does not appear to be 
this fluctuation, and since there are loans which are a-, 
o- or e-initial , the loans with initial high vowels are also 
regarded as vowel initial. There are not many words found 
in this category. 
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e.g. 2-122 
(a) [E.1lfln(t)] /elifin(t)/ 'elephant' 
(b) [orn,,'t] /orayt/ '·alr igh t ' 
(c) [lntt.y£.n] /intiyen/ 'Indian' 
(d) [imyu] /imyu/ 'emu' 
(iii) Vowel glides 
In TT-derived words and in older or more Tiwiised 
loans, the vowel glides are interpreted as two syllables 
(with an intrinsic semi-vowel between them (see 2.3.2(vi), 
p 62. and 2.5.1, p }5' ) . 
e.g. 2-123 (68) 
(a) [te.LkwopL] '"'" [te.Lkopt.] /tayikopi/ 'many' 
I 
(b) [pe.itl] /payiti/ 'fight' 
In more recent loans the vowel glides are normally of 
one syllable length and can be interpreted as one vowel with 
a semi-vowel offglide (or in some cases an onglide) /y/ or 
/w/ (cf. Fraser, 1977, p 159). 
e.g. 2-124 
(a) [fa l t] /fayt/ 'fight' 
(b) [pElpt\] /peypa/ 'paper' 
(c) [pol] /poy/ 'boy' 
(d) [poVt] 
"- [PJVt] /powt/ 'boat' 
(e) [:>wll. m] /owlim/ 'hold' 
(f) [im lu ] /imyu/ 'emu' 
(g) [kwe.SLn] /kwesin/ 'question' 
(69) 
(h) [pt t k] /peyk/ 'bag' 
The symbols /y/ and /w/ are chosen rather than /i/ and 
/u/ because these vowel glides are seen as having one 
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syllable nucleus and are not two vowels in two distinct 
syllables, as Osborne interprets the VV sequences in TT 
(Os., p 1 8) . 
This means that CC sequences result, but since there 
are other CC sequences present in MT lsee 2.6.3, p 100 ). 
t his is no problem. It also means tha t there are some 
instances of CCC sequences. 
e.g. 2-125 
(a) 
(b) 
[pOl ntl m] 
[welstim] 
/ poyntim/ 
/ weystim/ 
2. 6.4 PHONOTACTICS AND STRESS 
'point' 
'waste' 
In MT there are a number of 'non-suspect' consonant 
clusters, such as sk, ks, tr, nt. The general syllabl e 
pat tern can be given as (C 1 ) (C 2 ) V (C 3) C4) (see 2.5.2, 
p '82). For examples of the CC cluster s see Table 2.8, 
P .30 • 
In general, the words derived from TT retain TT stress 
(except those few discussed in 2.3.1 I P 51 ) I but most 
Eng lish loans retain English stress (see 2.5.3,p g3)· 
2. 7 SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF TT AND MT PHONOLOGY 
Phonemes TT MT 
Con sonants 
t t t; P k 
· 
ts p k t 
""' 
t 
n n J1 m I) 
· 
n p rn 
n t t:lt Pt; rn I)k p 
s f 
1 1 1 
• 
v 
r r 
· 
y w r y w h 
TT 
Vowels: 
i , a, 0, u 
Inteq:~retation 
(see 2.2.2) 
(i) [vJ "- [wvl IWU/} 
[l J 
'" 
[yil Iyil (._) 
~ I e.g. [vpvl) ,, 1 '\.. [wvpvl),,1 
lwupur;al 'grass' 
I [If)''tl.J'"\... [yil)apJ 
/Yi')atil ' plenty ' 
(ii) [v: J luwul 
[i: J liyil 
, 
e.g. [k/"! v :J Ika!uwul ' no' 
I 
[ki:~"1 Ikiyital 
(iii) [V 1 V 21 IV l YV 2/, 
Y is an intrinsic semi-vowel, 
/yl or Iw/ , 
[ui(n) tlj e.g . Itayi(n)til 
's tand!' 
(iv) 
e.g. Imllntani/--.. Imatanil 'friend' 
(not fluctuating with [SJ) 
INSI 
Iwal)kinil ' dog(m)' 
(v) [CwvJ "'- [CuJ ICu/, 
[Cwi: J ICuyil 
e.g. [')wi:J If)uyil 'future' 
[CWl\j ""\.. [CWDJ "'\. [Cw:>J ICo/ , 
e.g. [l. kW~nl J "'- [lkwbntJ '"'- [l kw;nr. J 
Iyikonil 'fire ' 
[CW"J '"'- [CAJ ICol "\. ICa/ , 
I 
e.g. [/'!l.PWI\J lappol 'coconut ' 
, 
[I\~ LP"J la!ipal ' coconut ' 
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MT 
i, e, a, 0, u, (d) 
(i) As for TT , in TT words and older 
loans; 
[lJ Iii (1_) in newer 
loans, 
e.g. [~ntiy/nJ lintiyenl 
'Indian' 
( ii) As for TT 
, [kI\lv: J [kaluwul ' no' 
Ikiyi1.al 'a little' 
(iii) As for TT in TT words and 
some English loans, 
I 
e.g. [pcitl.J Ipayitil 'fight'; 
In newer loans: [VlV J IYV 2/, 2 
where VI is a high vocoid, 
[Vl
V2J IVIY/ , ~here V2 is a 
high vocoid, 
Y is a semi-vowel , Iyl or Iw/. 
151 in TT-derived 
words (more fluctuation than in TT, 
see 2.3.3, P ) ; 
[NSJ in English loans INI + lSI, 
/ 
e.g. [ .... mp"kJ lampakl 'humbug' 
(v) As for TT but less labialisation, 
see 2.3.4; 
[f)wJ > [wJ 
Ir;uyil> Iwiyil 'future' 
As for TT but less labialisation, 
e.g. [tkw~nlJ '"'- [lk~nLJ 
Iyikonil 'fire' 
As for TT but less labialisation; 
English loans: [CwJ I CI + I w/, 
e.g. [kwinJ I kwinl 'queen ' 
(vi) (<; J IC;I, 
I 
e.g. (mw~~LklJ = Imo!ikil 'swim' 
Allophonic alternations and changes 
(i) 
(ii) (p) 
Inl 
'she did' 
m I~a pakal 
'house ' 
I (kVPllJ1lJ Ikupupil 
'canoe' 
[m~!LPlpt9A) Imalipipinal 
'bicycle' 
I [mv!uKl]1Lnl) Imu!uki]1ini/ 
'pot-bell ied' 
I" .., [I\WlPUA.) lawipiral 
'that(f) , 
[Lmp~~l~I\) Iyimpa!ipal 
'woman ' 
I [ml\~hl Imapal 'go ahead' 
[~~~ ,,) Ipaal 'she' 
U ii) I~I (only V_V) 
e.g. Ikulala~al 'hunt' 
e.g. laP~ir~al 'midday' 
e.g. Imili~al 'angry face' 
(iv) Iql (9) medially 
initially 
Iryawal 'we' 
/I)inil 'if' 
(v) It I [t) initially and 
medially 
e.g. Iyinkitil 'food' 
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(v i) Ie;! > leI (see 2.3.1) 
Imolikil 'swim' 
[~l Irl + leI (see 2.6.2) 
Vi [tsl~L) It~irtil 'bad(m)' 
Cl [ts{mo..J /tsimil 'she did' I t't. I [t~~k+m) /t~akiml 'throw' 
I (~) (~" pAM) I~apakal 'house' 
(~lr,,) I~iral 'she' 
1]11 [kvp6p L) Ikupunil 'canoe' 
I Inl [m"lLpLnl9l\) Imalipini9al 
'bicycle' 
Itsl [(n)t~) [mvluh(n)t~[nL) 
Imulukitsinil 'pot-bellied' 
(n)t [1\(Q)t(!I\) latital 
- .- -
'that (f) , 
Ipl 
, 
[lpAll]l") Iyipalipal 
'woman' 
I Inl [mAnl\) Imanal 'go ahead' 
19 [~t'f"J I ~.i'ra I 'she' 
> Ihl or 0 (a_a), (a) 0 Ih-') 
Ikulalahl or Ikulalaal ' hunt ' 
> Iwl I u-V, 
latsiruwal 'midday' 
> Iyl /; _ V, 
Imuliyal 'angry face' (see 2.3.2) 
191 (9) medially, as TT 
> 0 initially before la/ , 
lawaI 'we' 
Iyl before IiI , Iyinil 'if' 
It I initially, as TT, 
[t) It I medially as TT 
[~) III medially in speech of 
some speakers, see 2.3.5, 
[l$fj) k(tL) Iyikitil 'food' 
[ LIn) k[h) Iyikihl 'food ' 
· (vi) /;/ initially 
/~i1jil)a/ 'sugar 
glider' 
medially 
/pi~ara/ 'eye' 
/r/ medially only 
) 
/1;,apara/ 'moon' 
(vii) h; / medially 
e.g. /pi5a~a/ 'eye' 
Stress 
Primary stress on 
penultimate syllable. 
Phonotactics 
Open syllable stucture: 
V, CV 
2.8 PRACTICAL ORTHOGRAPHY 
/r/ 
( ?) 
[r] initially 
[rlts~ry~] /ritsi9a / 
[r] "'- [r] medially 
[pltArA] ~ [pltArA] 
/pi~ara/ (?) 
(see 2.3.8). 
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/r/ medially, as for TT 
/y/ medially in speech of 
younger child~en, 
[plttyA] /pitaya/ 'eye' 
As for TT in TT-derived 
words; some English loans 
retain English stress, 
others take TT stress. 
Open and closed syllables: 
(C) (C)V(C) (C) 
Throughout the rest of the paper a practical 
orthography is used, the equivalents are given in Table 2.11. 
Most of the symbols used are the same as those used by 
Godfrey (1979, p2). 
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TABLE 2. 11 COMPARISON OF PHONEMIC AND ORTHOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS 
(where different) 
TT phoneme MT phoneme Practical orthography 
nt nt 
t t/rt rt 
· 
. 
I}t rnt 
· 
1,; t~ j 
t. th 
Pt; nj 
np mp 
I)k nk 
n n/rn rn 
· 
. 
J1 P ny 
I) I) ng 
" sh s
1 l/rl rl 
. • 
v ..., 
r r rr 
r r r 
• 
g gh 
er 
2.9 GENERAL MORPHOPHONOLOGlCAL PROCESSES 
When morphemes are joined a number of different processes 
may take place. It is outside the scope of the thesis to 
discuss all the possibilities. Osborne gives a gcod discussicn 
on these (Os., Chapter 2). Two ot the most general processes' 
are given below and, in general, these apply in MT also. 
Other more specific processes, particular 1y in relation to ~ 
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verb, are discussed where relevant throughout the rest of ~ 
thesis. 
(i) Morpheme final vowels are lost preceding vowel-initial 
morphemes (particularly where the initial vowel is la/). 
e.g. 2-150 (a) yi- + mini- + -pi rni + -ani 
(TT) 
e.g. 2-151 
(MT) 
he:p me (00) hit p:hab 
o 0 0 0 ° 'He used to hlOt me' 
--7 Ylmlnlplrnanl 
(b) ngawa + -ila ---7 ngawila 
we emph we:emph 
wuta pupuwi + -ana --twuta pupuwana? 
they good (pI) Q 'Are they good?' 
(ii) Final high vowels are assimilated to the initial 
consonant of following morpheme (particularly Iii to lui 
before Iw/). 
e.g. 2-152 
(TT/MT) 
Yi - + - (~) ur iyi ----i yuwur iyi 
he:p go 'he went' 
NOTES ON CHAPTER 2 
(1) Spencer is not very consistent in his orthography and 
he does not seem to have heard the velar fricative (if 
it was present then). Where it occurs in modern words 
he writes. various letters, as r in the word here~ 
9 in nsag~ 'we' (Osborne's we inclusive form, ~a~a ?), 
or he as no symbol, as in induria 'stalk' (Os50rne: 
j~ntirita 'dry twig' ?) . 
(2) The Inl is possibly In/. Pilling often has Inl where 
others h~ve 19/, even though he has 191 as a phoneme. 
Some speakers still use this form, or at least a similar 
form, Inampi/. 
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(3 ) Th is word varies in its stress pattern, sometimes taking 
the normal TT stress ( i.e. on the penultimate syllable 
- see 2.2.1 ) and sometimes ha v ing the stress on the 
preceding syllable. This latter pattern may be due to the 
possibility that this word was a loan word. Another word 
having this pattern is Milikapiti [mlllk ~ p\,.ti] , the 
word for 'Snake Bay'. This seems to have been a loan fran 
Iwaidja, as Pym gives, Milgabadi for 'Snake Bay' (I am 
. not sure if . this is the Snake Bay on Melvill e Is. or 
another one ) (pym, 1979). 
(4 ) A small percentage of words have a fi nal long high 
vowel which carries the primary stress. These vowels 
are interpreted as the sequences /iyi/ and /uwu/, 
following the interpr e t ation of Godfrey and Leeding 
(1974, plO). (See also 2.2.2(v), poS , and Lee , n.d.(a )). 
(5 ) /~/ seems to fit in the system with the semi-vowels. 
I think that his t orically many instances of /~/ have 
become /y l or I w/ . A possible developme n t may be 
/g/>[~ f ~~ 
w / #_u 
(See Lee, n.d.a) - . 
(6) . Osborne has the contrast, ~ 'we (incl)' and 
ryawa 'we (excl), (Os., p 54). 
(7) For a comparison of the symbols used by Osborne, 
Godfrey and myself see Appendix 3. Godfrey and Leeding 
give a detailed account of the vowels and their 
allophonic variations. (See Godfrey & Leeding, 1974, 
pp 40-53). 
(8) Both Osborne and Godfrey say the actual realisation is 
slightly lower than the cardinal [i] and is between [i] 
and [L], but is clo~e. 
(9) The contrast between the vowels / a/ and /o/ . is 
neutralised fol1.owing / w/ ' (see 2.2. 2L;ji)) P 34- ) • 
(10) For var iation between phonemes see 2.2.6, p 46 • 
(11) Osborne posi ts word medial eve syllables as well as CCV (C) 
and (e) v e (e) syllables etc. (Os., pp 17 -18). See Lee 
(n.d ) for discussion regarding this. There are a l so &ne 
. cases of non-phonemic evc syllable patter ns, which Godfrey 
says occur utterance finally(private communication). 
Where these evc syllables occur a pattern CV.CV can ·be 
reconstructed by compar ison of the occure nee of the 
words elsewhere. Pilling notes that seve ral of his older 
informants occasionally or always dropped the t~l 
I i i of words in which younger informants nearly always 
pronounced it (Pilling, 1970, p 260. ) However , he 
does not give any indication whether this dropping of the 
terminal ' I i i was conditioned in any way. 
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(12) There are some instances of lal occurr ing as a syllable 
med ially when an a-final pre fix is added to al:x:mt 3 or 4 
a-initial verb stems, e.g. taami [t~mi] 'say it! ~ 
(13) 
(14 ) 
Between 50-60 verb stems have been noted as having a /fJ/. 
Most of these seem to have been formed by the addition of 
the causative suffix I-ami~i/, though in rrost cases this 
is abbreviated to I-i~i/. Only about 20 nopns have a /fJ/ 
and about 10 other words. 
These counts are only in the stems of words. Godfrey 
gives a detailed discussion of possible e nvironrrents for 
the variations, but it is outside the scope of the thesis 
to go into such detail (See Godfrey & Lee:ling, 1974, 
P 54 ff). 
(15 ) See discussion 2.3, p48, and 4.2.2.1(a}, P.249, regarding 
the IC/ . 
(16 ) muna~a is given by Osborne and is possibly a Snake Bay 
variant. 
(17 ) Godfrey & Leeding, 1974, p 61. 
(IS) The change in the vowel is due to the interpretation 
of [CWA] "" [Cwp] 'V [Cwo] as ICol and [Wf\] 'V [wo] 
~ [w~] as Iwal, rather than a change in the quality of 
the vowel (see Lee n.dla»). 
(19 ) Godfrey would give this alternation as an alter nation 
in the consonants, i.e. non-labialised and labialised 
consonants alternating (cf note IS). 
(20 ) This applies to English-derived words as well as TT-
derived words (see 2.5.1" P7'1). ' 
. (21) /yati/~ Iyeti/ 'is generalised to cover feminine as 
well as masculine in MT (6ee.3. 2. 6) P 149 ). 
(22 ) 
' (23 ) 
It seems that the change of the stressed vo~~l 
(penultimate syllable) from Iii to lui may be influenced 
by the change of Ipl to Inl, and the preceding vowels 
are in turn influenced by the stressed vowel. 
I am not sure how many there are like · this, probably 
only about 5 or 6. Many of the TT words with post-
alveolars are not used by young people at all, but are 
replaced by loans. 
(24 ) Apparently in Nakara also a fricative [~ often becomes 
[hl (personal communication from Bronwyn' Eather, a linguist 
working on Nakara). 
(25 ) For III > Ill, see 2.3.1, p 61 • 
• 
(26) For l'Jkl > Ik/, see 2.3.3, p5~. 
(27) 
III 
One exception to this is the instance of Iyiloyal 
given by one girl (may be more ?eneral?), for the 
TT Iyil~a/ , originally 'bladder or 'abdomen' nnw 
meaning 'football' as well. Also Iyint~il is sometirres 
given as I yintawi/ 'behind'. 
(28 ) There are no cases of V--u since l ui does not occur 
finally except following Iw/ . It is not clear what is 
the general pattern with o ·-a,i (see note 27). 
(29) The prenasalisation or otherwise ma y be a regional 
fea ture (see 2. 1, p ~9 ) . 
(30) It is not clear whether the young people who 
prenasalise stops which are non-prenasalised in TT 
(and this is not a general trend) apply any rules 
for doing so or if it is a case of over-generalisation, 
and the choice of stops to nasalise is relatively 
arbitrary. 
(31) See Section 2.2.6, p 46 • 
(32) This is discussed further in Section 2.6.2. p 96 . 
(33) The two allophones of the TT I~I may be two separate 
phonemes, It~/and I t I in the speech of many young 
people (see 2.5.1, ~ 7~. 
(34) Occasionally in adult speech an intervocalic, It/, 
is phonetically [~], i.e. a flapped d, which sounds 
like [~]. 
(35) For the interchanging of Irl and I ll, see 2.3.11, 
p 7 0 • 
(36)See also the discussion about the changes involving the 
rhotics in 2.3.8, p 63 . 
(37)This is one example in which most older young people 
also change I t I to Ir/. 
(38)cf 2.2.6, p46 ,/91 '"'"' Iwl 
(39) The nasalisatio~ in this word is generally retained, 
though it need not be regarded as a phoneme, since 
its occurrence is predictable. It could be written as 
a sequence (,see 2.5.2, p 82. ) 2.6.1, p.9o ). rhis word 
is often heard with the subject pronoun . / awal preceding 
it in whic~ case in fast speech it is generally heard 
as [a un tur1:], where syllables have run together or 
been elided. The form l anturiyil [A"tur{:] is also 
used for'we went' (see 4.2.2.2, p26b ) . 
(40) This could be regarded as the phoneme, I~/ , !n the 
speech of some young people separate from It~ (see 
2.3. 7 , P 60 • 
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(41) One young woman in her early twenties gave a TT final 
/ iryi / as [i:], i.e. / iyi / . This did not seem general 
and she retained the initial / ?/ e.g. /ryintipapi)iryi/ 
/ ryintipapitsiyi / [rylntlp"pltSl:] 'I met (her) '. 
(42) See Lee (n.d. (a)) for a .discussion on the 'IT realisation 
of /~/ . 
(43) Where the phonetic sequence of nasal + stop is retained 
in English loans they can be regarded as a sequence of 
two segments (see 2.5.2, p 92) and 2.6.1, p..90 ). 
(44) This change is apparent in the speech of some of the 
older people as well. 
(45) This feminine form is generally not used by young 
people, except in their more formal speech (see 
3.2.6, P/49). 
The variant [f5ry~j is apparent in the speech of many 
older people. Some young people take this even further 
and have [p] > [y], i.e. [y5~~] = /yorya/. 
This is possibly an example of bringing the feminine 
form into line wi th the masculine form . . [yoni] /yoni/ 
(47) Because of my difficulty in distinguishing between 
rhotics, except in very precise speech, there may 
be many more cases of this change. I did not pick 
up the changes until late in my fieldwork. 
. 
(~8) The ph~netic realisation of the sequence / aya/ is [el~] 
or [de,'''l (see 2.2.4.2, p39 ). 
(49) An example fram a four year old imitating his grandmother, ' 
who said [r] (not [y]) • . 
• 
' (50) Also ' at ~ilingimbi, mentioned by Dorothy Buyumini, 
(Buyumini & Sommer, 1978). For further discussion 
see Chapter 7 note (1), p 504. 
(51) Some vowel changes are morphophonemic in nature, 
.e.g. TT: /fjiya/ + /-yuwani/---1/IJiyuwani/ 
'my' 'younger:brother' . 
> MT: / fjiya/ + /-yuwani/ ~ /IJiyawani/ 
(see 3.2.5, p 146). 
(52) I can hear no evidence of /ryini/ 'that is' on the tape. 
It may be that it has been added by the speaker in 
repe~ting . the sentence, to give the text more cohesion. 
The [w::>l 1. for wari indicates that in fast speec~ /f/. . 
may be elided and hence interpreted as /y/ (an lntrln-
sic y glide), cf previous sub-sectio~. 
(53) This seems to be a contracted form of the word 
/ryamufjoma/ [fj"mwu9w~mA], which seems to be an 
onomatopaeic word, possibly a 'baby talk' word. 
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(54) These examples (b) and (c) are some cases of the 
change from /~/ to /r/ (see 2.3.8, p 63 ). 
(55) See 4.2.2.2, P .)66. 
(56) This is falling tog~ther with the third masculine 
pronoun, ara, in the speech of some children (see 
3.3.4.2; p /86 ). . 
(57) The charts and examples are mainly from Sandef~r, 
1979, and Mitchell and 'Delbridge, 1965. 
(58) From Mitchell & Delbridge, 1965, p 35. 
(59 ) Mainly taken from a ha ndout by Tim Shopen, 'Symbo l s 
for transcribing English'. 
(61 ) The more Tiwiised loans have TT stress (see 2.3 . 1, 
p ~J ) and the more English- sounding ones usually 
retain English stress. 
(62) borne speakers may regard all prenasalised stops 
(homorganic) as optiona l ly nasalised. This needs 
further checking (cf 2.3.3, p S4- and 2.5.3, p g3 ) . 
(63) The one speaker may give some cases of the English 
/t~/ as . [~], but other cases as /t~/; cf /~ita/ 
[sita] 'cheetah' and /tsakim/ [tSAkim] 
'throw, chuck', given by the same boy. 
(64 ) The practical orthography used by Godfrey for both 
the retroflex consonants and the laminal nasal, 
and which I in turn use (see Table ' 2.11, p 107), 
i.e. /CI as rC and Ipl as ny, allows for this 
interpretation, in the spelling system. 
(65) 
(66 ) 
( 67) 
(68 ) 
(69 ) 
The symbols used do not represent exactly the same 
phonetic quality as the normal cardinal vowels. 
The [0], in general, seems to be higher and the [i] 
lower (as in TT). 
lei is chosen rather than any other vowel, since [a] 
often varies with a more fronted voco i d (close to [e] 
in the speech of some speakers. 
Most young people do not . make a distinctio~ between 
'man and 'men', those who gave [m~n] gave lt to 
refer to one man usua lly. 
Some of these glides are shortened in fast speech 'b~t 
in precise speec.h are still given as two, though thlS 
has not been tested with many young people. 
See 2.5.2, P ~2 • 
CHAPTER 3 WORD CLASSES 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Traditional Tiwi has a number of word classes or parts 
of speech, some of which may be divided into sub-classes. 
The way in which these are classified and named differs from 
Osborne in some cases (Os., pp 58-59) and basically follows 
Dixon's categories for most Australian languages (Dixon, 
1980, p 271). The two major word classes are nominals, 
subdivided into nouns, kin-nouns, adjectives and numerals, 
and verbals subdivided into inflected verbs and free form 
verbs. Other full word classes are predicatives, locatives, 
temporals, adverbs, particles and interjections. The 
function word classes are pronominals, prepositions, 
sentence introducers and conjunctions. 
The categories for Modern Tiwi are, in general, the same 
as those for Traditional Tiwi, the main differences being 
within the classes or sub-classes. Some classes, such as 
inflected verbs, are much reduced in size, while other 
classes, such as free verbs, are expanded. 
The classes with their sub-classes are summarised in 
Table 3.1, giving the main differences between TT and MT. 
When a phenomenon is clearly a feature of the speech of youn-
ger children versus older children or young adults, this is 
indicated in the table and throughout the text. 
The classes and sub-classes are determined on 
syntactic, morphological and semantic grounds. Although 
verbals are included in Table 3.1, they are not discussed 
until Chapter 4, when verbal constructions in both MT and 
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Tab le 3.1 Summary of comparison of word classes 
Traditional Tiwi Modern Tiwi 
1 . Nominals 
Nouns 
2-dimensional semantic division; In general gender distinctions are 
masc . vs fern. , human vs non- not retained except for human nouns 
human nouns. Many nouns inflected and s ome non-human ones. Plural 
fo r gender , human nouns inflected inflection s often extended to use 
fo r p lurality (gender neutralised). with non-human nouns. 
Kin nounS: referential kin nouns Referential kin nouns take full 
pref ixed by normal personal pro- pronominal forms in most cases. 
nouns or shortened forms in some 
cases. vocative forms take a short- vocative forms normally as in TT. 
ened prefix or no prefix. 
Ad j ectives: small class of words As for TT but extension of class by 
modifying nouns attributively; Eng. loans; TT derived adjectives 
inflec ted for gender or number , inflected for gender or number 
agree i ng with nouns; descriptive agreeing with human nouns; Eng. 
adjec tives: size, colour, age , loans uninflected; more in 
quali t y . each category . 
quanti fying: tayikuwani(m) , -nga(f~ tayikopi or pik mop 'many (units)' 
'many (units) '; yingarti 
'much, many (mass/units) '. kiyija 
limit ing: yoni(m), (yi)nyonga(f) 
yingati ' much, many (mass / un i ts)' 
kiyija/kiyitha 'little bit' 
yoni(m), nyonga/yo nga, nathawan 
yingompa/yingampa (pl) 'some , other~ yingapa(pl) 'some, other', sam 'some' . 
Numeral s : 1-3 infle cte d for 
gende r or numbe r (as adjs ); 
over 3 basically uninflected . 
2 . Pr onominals 
Pe rsonal prono uns 
Mi n i mal-augmented system 
(i ) Normal pronoun s 
Min. Aug. 
1 ngiya J 1+2 muwa n<.Jawa 
2 nginja nuwa 
3m ngarra } 3f wuta nyirra 
Basically uninflected; Eng . loans 
common for all numerals. 
Singular-plural system 
1 
2 
3m 
3f 
Sing. 
(yi)ya 
(yi) ja/ (yi) itha 
arra } jirra/thirra 
Pl 
awa 
nuwa 
wuta / wurra 
Table 3.1 (continued) 
TT MT 
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(ii) Emphatic pronouns: from normal Only with preposition , ka , to mean 
pronouns with suffixes -ila or -~wa. ' to/at one ' s place (as in TT). 
(iii) Alternate pronouns: emphatic Normal pronoun + (la) + -tuwu,'too, 
pronoun + -tuwu ' too , in turn '; in turn ' . 
(iv) Possessive pronouns: emphatic 
pronouns with prefixes , ngin~(m) , 
(ng)angi-(f), kapi-(pl). 
(v) Reflexive, reciprocal pronouns: 
Mainly fem form used with reduced 
prefix, ~-, for all genders (and 
numbers?) . 
t-amiya ' for oneself' emph. pronouns + ... 't th ' -a)1rr1 oge er r-lamiya 'for/by oneself' normal pn + -la jirri 'each other' 
(cf verb suffixes Table 4.3) together' 
Impersonal pronouns 
Interrogative pronouns: kuwani(m), As for TT but few non-human 
-nga(f) , -pi (pl) ' who?', kamini(m), feminine forms. 
-unga(f) 'which , what?' 
Indefinite and negative pronouns Some morphophonological changes, 
are based on interrogative pronouns. Only some forms are used. 
Demonstratives (deictic) 
Stems: na(n)ki, ' near speaker', As for TT but seems to be no 
niyi 'associated with addressee', clear distinction between niyi 
nayi 'far from speaker & addressee; and nayi 
Prefixes : as for pass pns (but 
m: ngi- , pl: kapi(ngi)- ) . 
Definitives (anaphoric reference) 
awarra(m) , awinyirra(f), awuta(pl) 
3. Predicatives 
Small class of uninflected words 
only in predicate of clause as the 
complement. 
4. Verbals (see Chapter 4) 
(i) inflected verb: open class of 
verb stems : tr./ itr., or fern. 
stems depending on subj -tense/ 
obj. prefixes; 3 phonological 
classes . Relatively small class of 
incorporated forms in verb; large 
number of prefixes & suffixes . 
ngi-(m» ~, angi-(f» ~-, kapi(ngi)-
) kapi-; younger speakers:- m/f: ~. 
awarra/arra(m), awinyirra/ajirra/ 
athirra(f) , awuta/awurra(pl). 
Even smaller class, Eng. loans 
borrowed as adjectives not 
predicatives. 
Small class of verb stems (10-20) ; 
No difference between t r./ itr., 
fern. less clear phonological 
classes. 
No incorporated forms; 
fewer possible prefixes & suffixes. 
Table 3 . 1 (contd) 
TT 
(ii) Free form verbs 
Small class of free form verbs 
which take an inflected auxiliary 
verbs . 
5. other word classes 
(i) Locatives 
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MT 
Large open class of free form verbs: 
TT forms , Eng. loan verbs , some TT 
sing. imp. forms; ± inflected aux. 
verb; CT and casual MT: normally no 
inflected aux. verb. 
(iii) Very small class of Eng. 
loan aspect words. 
Distance locatives: 3 points of Only 2 points of reference in 
r e ference (as demonstratives) 
(i i) Temporals 
Small class of words giving time 
r e ference; some have cross-
reference on verb. 
(iii) Adverbs and Particles 
Adverbs modify verb, normally in 
manner or aspect . 
Particles modify clause. 
(iv) Interjections 
Small class of words which stand 
as a sentence or as a sentence 
i ntroducer. 
general. 
Basically same as TT but some being 
replaced by Eng. loans. No cross-
reference on verb. 
Addition of some Eng. loans giving 
aspects indicated on verb in TT. 
Not as many as in TT . 
Basically same as TT. 
(v) Sentence introducers and conjunctions 
In troducers commence sentences ; 
conjunctions join clauses and 
phrase s; some overlap between the 
two. 
Not as many as in TT , some common 
ones retained plus some Eng . loans; 
most TT conjunctions retained but 
some changes in use or meaning. 
(v i ) Prepositions (see Chapters 5 and 6) 
Two basic locative preps, kapi/ Two TT-derived preps , kapi & ka; 
ngampi and kaghi/kangi; meaning no distinction in meaning but 
distinction beginning to be lost; extended beyond locative; number 
some others (mainly locative) . of Eng. loans for other grammatical 
relations marked on verb in TT. 
Most other TT preps lost. 
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TT are described. Similarly, prepositions are discussed 
briefly in Chapter 5 (Phrases) and Chapter 6 (Clauses). 
Conjunctions and sentence intro ducers are not discussed in 
the thesis. 
3.2 NOMINALS 
Included under nominals in gene ral are: nouns, 
adjectives (descriptive, limiting and quantifying), and 
numerals. These are classed together as they take similar 
morphological inflections and they may occur within a 
Nominal phrase, which typically functions as subject, 
object, or some other nominal argument of a clause. The 
nominals may occur grouped as a phrase, with the adjectives 
and numerals modifying a noun attributively, or each may 
(1) 
may occur as a single exponent of a nominal phrase. Nominal 
phrases are discussed further in Chapter 5. 
Most nominals, in particular nouns and descriptive 
adjectives, may be used predicatively (see 6.5, p4 ~O). When 
adjectives and numerals are not used predicatively but stand 
alone or in a phrase without a noun present, the noun they 
modify can be understood from the context. 
e. g. 3-1 (TT) 
(a) kular lagha ngintirimi kirimpika. ngintuwunga 
search:for we:did crab(f) we:got:her 
arikulanga 
big (one) (f) 
'We searched for crabs. We got a big one ' . 
(b) ningani karrikuwani tayikuwanga arimarrimuwu 
today nobody many(f ) he:marries 
(Lit: he:lives:with) 
'Today nobody marries a lot of wives '. (FP6.9-RA) 
e.g. 3-2 kamini naki 
{MT} what? th is {m} 
{2} 
arikulanga? 
big{f} 
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'What is this big {thing}?' {GP1609-EP20} 
All nominals and pronominals are unmarked for case, 
though prepositions are used to mark some locatives 
{3} 
{discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6}. 
3.2.1 CATEGORIES OF NOUNS AND THEIR INFLECTIONS IN TT 
In all varieties of Tiwi, nouns form an open class of 
words which denote physical entities, such as objects, 
places , animals and people, including people with certain 
{ 4 } 
qualities , e.g. arini 'a pugilistic man'. I am not 
awar e of any abstract nouns, such as 'love' or 'generosity' 
in English. Such notions are normally expressed by a verbal 
construction or by the use of a noun, indicating a person 
with that quality. 
e.g. 3-3 
(TT/MT) 
e.g. 3-4 
{TT} 
{MT} 
ngawa puranji arimuwu 
us like he:does 
'He likes/loves us! (Lit: he sits/lives good 
(to) us) 
ngarra minimarti 
{ng}arra minimati 
he generous {m} 
'He is generous,' 
There is no clear distinction between common nouns and 
proper nouns {names of people and places}, except that 
(5) 
proper nouns are normally not modified attributively. 
There is a distinction between general nouns {common and 
proper } and kin nouns, in that kin nouns are always prefixed 
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by a normal personal pronoun (or a shortened form of one) 
when they are used referentially. ~hese nouns are discussed 
in a separate sub-section, 3.2.5'pl46}. They ' are not distinct 
from general nouns with regard to the semantic categor-
isation, which is discussed in this sub-section. 
There is a two-dimensional semanti c division of nouns 
in TT: masculine versus feminine, and human versus non-human 
(Os., p 51). This means there are actually four semantic 
classes : human masculine and feminine, and non-human 
mascu line and feminine. The line between human and non-human 
is a little fuzzy, in that some animals, particularly those 
which are closely associated with humans (such as dogs) are 
treated in the same way as human nouns. 
For human nouns the distinction between masculine and 
feminine gender is on the basis of natural sex, i.e. male 
versus female. For non-human nouns the distinction is 
made on other criteria, normally semantic. I have not 
studied these in detail, but some are given in Osborne 
(Os. , p51) and Godfrey (language notes). (6) Some of these 
are listed below. 
(i) The gender of some objects or animals is determined by 
their role in mythology. Wayayi or pima 'bush curlew', is 
known as the wife of a mythical figure, Purrukuparli, and so 
is feminine; japarra 'moon' is another mythical figure, 
(7) 
a man, and so is masculine. 
(ii ) Osborne says that 'physical size and shape are factors 
controlling the gender assigned to inanimate things. The 
semantic features correlated with masculine gender are 
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"small, straight, thin" and those with fe minine gender, 
"large , round and ample" (Os., p 51). 
e.g. 3-5 
(TT) 
mukoni (m) 'small stone axe' 
mUkonga ( f ) 'large stone axe' 
This does not seem to apply i n all cases. For instance, 
t he term mungarlaka is assigned femin ine gender, but it 
means 'a long thin fighting spear with no teeth'. Most 
spears seem to be feminine, but not all, such as junkol it i 
(m ) 'long heavy spear made of stringy bark wood and barbed 
on one side' (Os., p 165). It is not always clear why some 
obj ects are assigned one gender rather than the other and 
per h a ps some other semantic criteri on supersedes this one. 
These criteria, i.e. longness and thinness for 
masculine a nd bigness and round ness for fe min ine, are also 
app l i ed to some animals and plants. 
e. g. 3-6 (a) arlamini (m) 
(TT ) arlamunga (f) 
(b) jor ini (m) 
jora (f) 
'sma l l barramundi' 
'large barramundi' 
'small thin jungle palm' 
'large jungle palm' 
( ii i) In general, trees (except some small thin ones, as in 
e xample 3-6(b» and p r oducts of trees are feminine. This 
seems to extend to canoes and consequently to boats and 
sh ips, 'presumably because they are placed in the same 
ca tegory as bark canoes' (Os., p 51). Godfrey has also said 
t hat modern means of transport are normally classed as 
fe minine ( language 'notes ) , and this is possibly an extension 
o f this class. 
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e.g. 3- 7 (a ) taka (f) 'tree' 
(TT) (b ) jarrikarli (f) 'wattle tree' 
(but jarri karlini(m) 'young wattle tree' } 
(c) pinyama ( f ) ' wild apple' 
(d) kapala (f) 'boat' 
(e) arripilayini (f) 'aeroplane' 
Another possible extension of this category is the 
as signing of most articles of clothing to feminine 
( 8) 
ge nder. 
I am not sure of the criteria for the assigning of 
gender to nouns which do not fit into the above categories. 
It is not clear, for instance, why arntumori 'a pandanu s 
headdress with dingo tails hanging' shou l d be given as 
femi nine, while japilingini 'a pandanus headdress with 
feathers attach ed at three po i nts' should be mascul ine 
(NgNg, pp 4, 7) • 
(iv) With regard to some an imals there is a distinction 
between masc u line and fe minine in some cases. In general, 
this distinction see ms to be made on the basis of species, 
so that Osborne gives muwani (m) and muwaka (f) both as 
species of goannas, presumably different species (the 
femi nine one probably being bigger). Godfrey has commented 
(private communication) that while this is generally true, 
the distinction between genders can also refer to the 
difference in sex , if this is in focus, so that muwaka ~an 
refer to the ' one which lays the egg ' . 
(v) Osborne claims that 'parts of the body are of the same 
gender as their possessor , except for the genital organs, 
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which are invariably of the oppostite gender to the 
possessor' (Os., p 51). However, it was brought to my 
attention very late in my field work that this is not the 
case, at least at Nguiu. Body parts have their own gender, 
which in most cases seem to be masculine. Time did not 
permit an intensive investigation of this, but older people 
who were asked gave 'mouth' as mascul i ne , irrespective of 
the sex of the possessor. However, in a story given by a 
woman in her forties at Garden Point 'mouth' was given as 
feminine when the possessor was a woman. 
e. g. 3-8 (LTT?) 
Japarra kunji yikirimani yirriputara angi nyirra 
Japarra close he. made mouth which(f) her 
'Japarra closed her mouth (with his hand).' 
This may indicate the beginning of the change evident 
in the speech of young people where gender distinctions are 
( 9 ) 
gene rally not recognised or it may be indicative of 
(10 ) 
dialect differences. 
(vi ) Osborne in his lexicon tries to 'present the vocabulary 
as far as possible as it was before extensive culture 
con tact began, by the exclusion of almost all the foreign 
words which are used by the Tiwi today' (Os., p 117). 
However, one of the aims of this thesis is to describe the 
Tiwi of today and even the speech of the older people cannot 
help reflecting the change in the culture. Some of the older 
'dyed-in-the-wool' traditionalists insist upon giving ~oined 
Words for some borrowed items and concepts, at least in 
their formal speech, in elicitation or anything to be 
written. However, most people use loan words for borrowed 
items and concepts. 
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The loan nouns are assigned gender, on similar grounds 
t o the traditional items, viz. on shape and size. For 
instance, pirijirayita 'refrigerator' and wanjingimajini 
'washing machine' are femi~ine, being 'large, round and 
ample', whereas tayipuli 'table', ~ 'chair' are 
masculine, apparently because they have legs (long thin 
ones?) (cf. p 8 ). Similarly cups, plates and dishes are 
feminine while knives, forks and spoons are masculine. 
As with some traditional items, it is not clear why 
some items are assigned one gender rather than the other. 
While gender is not always overtly marked, there are 
certain endings which normally indicate a masculine 
(11) 
noun , -ni and -ti (or -rti) and others which normally 
indicate a feminine noun, -nga and -ka. The percentages 
of nouns with these various endings are given in 
Table 3.2. The number of nouns counted (mainly taken from 
NgNg ) are, masc.: 358, fern.: 393. 
TABLE 3.2 PERCENrAGES OF NOUNS ill CORPUS WI'IH VARIOUS ENDINGS 
Masculine Feminine 
-ni 55.8 3.1 
-ti/-rti 14.0 0.8 
-nga 1.4 44.3 
-ka 0.9 21. 8 
¢ 27.9 30.0 
Human versus non-human is not overtly marked but human 
nouns (and nouns for some animals and birds) are marked 
(12 ) 
for plurality. As Osborne points out, the numerals for 
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'two' and 'three' also show the distinction between human 
and non-human (see Os., p 52; and see 3.2.6, p 149). 
Ge nder d istinction is neutralised in the plural number 
for human no uns , so that masculine and feminine human nouns 
a r e marked in the same way. Ther e are two distinct plural 
suff ixes, -wi and -Ei, but these do not correlate with 
particular masculine or feminine suffixes. The suffix -wi is 
by far the commoner of the two, with 82.5% of the nou ns 
having plural forms taking -wi, and 17.5% taking -Ei. 
With regard to the suffixes marking gender or nu mber, 
Osborne speaks of these as being: the masculine suffix -Ni 
with morphologically conditioned variants -ni a nd -ti; the 
femi nine suffix -Ka, with morphologically condit i oned 
var iants -nga and -ka; and the plural suffix -Wi, with the 
morphologically conditioned variants, -wi a nd -Ei 
(Os ., pp 52, 53). In each case the first o ne me n tione d is the 
more common one. 
e • g • 3 - 9 ( TT ) 
m f 
(a ) tini tinga 
(b ) ma(n)tani ma(n)tang a 
(c ) pu(n)kirini pu(n)kiringa 
(d ) pUlangumoni pulangumoka 
pI 
tiwi 
'(Tiwi) person' 
(13) 
ma(n)tawi 
'friend' 
pu(n)kiripi 
'greedy person' 
pUlangumowi 
'dog' 
(e) makirringini makirringika 
(f) alawura alawuringa 
(g) nyiyani nyiyaninga 
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makirringipi 
'frightened person' 
alawuruwi 
'boss' 
nyiyampi 
'permissible marriage 
partner' 
When loans are pluralised they take the suffix -wi. 
e. g • 3 -1 0 (TT) 
(a) jija 'sister, nun' jijuwi 'sisters' 
(b) kapimani 'government (man)' 
kapimanuwi 'government men' 
There are a few nouns which mark plurality by a 
reduplicative prefix, Ca-, where C is the same as the first 
consonant of the stem. with V- inital stems the redupli-
cative prefix is simply C, where C is still the first 
(14) 
consonant of the stem. In many cases, there is also 
one of the plural suffixes, or there may be alternate forms 
which only use the suffix, as mantawi or mamanta 'friends '. 
e.g. 3-11 (TT) 
m f pI 
(a) kir ij ini kirijinga kakirijuwi 
'child' 
(b) parlini parlika paparluwi 
'ancestor' 
(c) murru(n)tani murru(n)taka (ma)murru(n)tawi 
'white person' 
(d) awurrini wawurruwi 
'man' 
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One unusual plural form is the form for 'big' or 
'senior person' for which the correspondences are given in 
example 3-12. 
e.g. 3-12 (TT) 
arikulani (m), arikulanga (f), arikakulapi (pI) 
In this case it would seem that the reduplication is an 
infix, but, as Osborne suggests, the masc. stem, arikula-
i s probably a fossilised form derived from a verb, with a-
' he:non-past' (see 4.2.3.1, P219) + the connective ri-, 
which occurs before class 1 verb stems (see 4.2.2.l{a), p249) 
and the verb stem -kula (probably meaning 'to be big'), 
bu t now lost as a verb stem, so the ka- before the -kula 
i s a prefix of that stem, (Os., p 55). 
There are a number of nominal for ms which, like 
ar ikulani, appear to have been derived from verbs, but in 
some cases the verb stem is no longer used in other 
ver bal constructions. A number of these nominals, derived 
fr om verb~ are coined words for borrowed items or concepts 
{a s examples 3-13 (a), (c) and (d», but not al ways (as e.xanp1es 
3-13 (b». 
e. g. 3-13 (TT) 
(a ) a - ri - rna - ji - kuwa - yiti (m) 
he/it-cv-con.m-tree-fruit-stand 
:np 
'fruit tree{s)' 
(b) a - mpi - ri ~ rna - jilupuwi - yiti (f) 
she-np- cv-con.m-paper:bark?-stand 
'crocodile's nest' 
(c) a - mpi - ri - punguluwurri (f) 
(15) 
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she-np-cv-goes:fast 
'car' 
(d) a - wati - mani - rna - ji - rrorlipirri 
he:np-everyone-us-con.m-in-lead/carry 
(16 ) 
(m) 
'biggest boss, God, pope, k ing/queen?' (NgNg, p 5) 
Other nouns are formed by compounding. These for ms are 
ofte n inflected as other nomina l s are. 
e . g • 3 -14 ( TT ) 
mi nangu- pura(n)ji (m), minangu-pura(n)ji -nga (f) 
dance-good 
(17) 
minangu-pura(n)ju - wi (pl) 'good dancer' 
Loan words which are borrowed into TT are fitted into 
the TT sound system (see 2.1, p 29; 2.2.2, P 34), but a l though 
they are assigned gender, they are nor mally not give n a 
typ ical masculine or fe mini ne end i ng . The exception to this 
is where there are masculine and feminine equivalents, as 
for the names of people of other nationalities, which have 
bee n borrowed (Godfrey's language notes). 
e.g . 3-15 (TT) 
(a ) Kurr i (n) jakayi (m), Kurr i (n) jakayinga (f) ( 18) 
'Japanese pe r son' 
( b ) Ma r r i kin i ( m), Ma r r i kin i n g a ( f ) 'American' 
also 
(c) kapimani 'government man, 
kapimaninga 'government woman' 
In some cases the Tiwiisation of a word, such as the 
addition of the high vowel /i/ finally, gives the loan a 
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typical masculine or feminine ending which may fit in with 
the gender assigned (as in examples 3-14 b-c, and as 
for mutika ( f) 'car') (refer to earlier discussion on the 
semantic categorisation of nouns). In other cases an 
ending may be atypical of the ge nder assigned, as for 
arr ipilayini (f) 'aeroplane' and patuku ti (f) 'skirt' (from 
'petticoat') (where -ni and -ti are typically 
masculine endings (see p 1'1 )}. 
3.2.2 ADJECTIVES IN TT 
In TT there is just a small class of adjectives. By 
ad jectives I mean those words which are able to occur with a 
noun and modify it attributively, not just predicatively. 
(C L the class of words called pred ica t i ves, 3.4, P 191.) 
In agreement with Dixon's observation on the range of 
meanings that such a small closed class of adjectives is 
likely to express these adjectives denote qualities, such 
as dimension, colour, age and value (Dixon, 1977). 
Tab le 3.3 gives the descriptive words which have been found 
to behave attributively with a noun. There are possibly 
mor e. 
Adjectives agree in gender or number with the nouns 
they modify. 
e.g . 3-16 (a) kiyijini Eulans umoni 
(TT) small(m} dog (m) 
'A small dog' 
( b) yirruka jarrumoka 
long road 
'A long road' 
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TABLE 3.3 ADJECTIVES IN TT 
Masculine Feminine Plural 
Dimension 
ar ikulani arikulanga arikakulapi 'big' 
t~ (:~~j~niJ tk~(:~~jingaJ kaki(ri)juwi 'small' kly l)lnl klYl)lnga 
yirr ukuni yirruka yirrukuw i 'long, tall' 
karuwuni karuwunga karuwuwi 'short' 
colou r 
murr u(n)tani murru(;1)taka (ma)murru(n)tawi 'white' 
tuniwuni tuniwunga tuniwuwi 'black' 
(19 ) 
yar ini yaringa 'red' 
Age 
awirankini awiranka awirankuwi 'old' 
Value 
pu(m)puni pu(m)puka pu( m)puwi 'good' 
jirti jiringa jajiruwi 'bad' 
pijuwalini pijuwalika pijuwalipi 'beautiful' 
It is not easy to distinguish adjectives from nouns in 
that most of the words which are classed as adjectives can 
OCcur alone as a nominal argument in a clause, as discussed 
at the beginning of Section 3.1. Some of them also o ccur as 
nouns with special meanings, such as the masculine, feminine 
and plural forms of the word for 'small' which also mean 
'smal l boy', 'small girl' and 'children'. Similarly, the 
forms for the word for 'big' may also mean 'adult person' or 
'senior person' when occurring alone. 
As discussed briefly in 3.2.1 there are a number of 
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nouns which have adjective-like meanings, particularly with 
reference to human propensity, but which never appear to 
modify nouns attributively. These nouns have masculine and 
feminine forms and also plural forms when they refer to 
(20) 
human qualities. 
e.g. 3-17 (TT) 
(a) ar ini (m), ar ika (f), ar ipi (pI) 'pugilistic person' 
(but not: arini tini) 
(b) puruwunjini (m), puruwunjinga (f), puruwunjuwi (pI) 
'sick person' 
This last form is probably derived from a verbal 
construction , with gender endings added. 
(Cf. arikulani p ). 
i.e. ~ - ru - wunji - + gender suffix 
they - cv - be:sick 
The morpheme wunji- no longer appears to be used a~ a 
verb stern but it does occur as an incorporated form in a 
verb (see 4. 2.2 . 1 (b), p, 254), a s in : 
e.g. 3-18 (TT) nga - ri - wunji - muwu 
where we(incl)-cv-sick - stay 
'Where we stay when we are sick' 
(viz. 'hospital') 
These adjective-nouns occur predicatively in a stative 
clause, as in example 3-19, or predicatively with a relative 
pronoun, as in example 3-20 (see also Attributive Noun 
Phrases, 5.1.1, p 350, and Relative clauses, 6.9.1, p 466). 
e.g. 3-1~ (TT) 132 
(a) ngarra ~(!!!)puni 
he good (m) 'He is good' 
(b) (karri) ngiya kirijini 
I small/small :boy 
'(when) I was small' or '(when) I was a boy' 
(c) awarra 
he 
minumarti 
generous:man 'He is (a) generous (man)' 
e.g. 3-20 (TT) 
(a) ngintuwu naki ngini pukirini 
like this(m) who(m) greedy(m) 
'Like this one who is greedy' 
(b) awuta kapunginaki kapi puruwunjuwi 
those those who (pI) sick(pl) 
'Those ones who are sick' 
Other adjectival qualities are encoded as predicatives 
(see 3.4 ). The adjective-nouns described before could also 
be treated as predicatives. 
As well as the descriptive adjectives, there is a set 
of limiting adjectives and a set of quantifying adjectives. 
These also agree with the noun they modify in number or 
gender. The quantifying adjective means 'many' or 'all' 
and modifies or refers to (when standing alone) entities 
which are countable. 
Limiting adjective: yoni(m), (1..!)nyonga(f) 'other', 
(21) 
(22) 
'different' yingompa/yingampa 'some, others' 
e.g. 3-21 (TT) 133 
(a) yoni warni:r:ati 
other(m) Friday(m) 'Next Friday' 
(b) n:r:ons a murruku,eora 
other (f) teenage:girl 
'Another teenage girl' 
(c) :r:insom,ea nsi:r:a - mamanta 
some my 
- friends 'Some of my friends' 
Quantifying adjectives: ta:r:ikuwani(m), ta:r:ikuwansa(f) , 
(23) 
ta:r:ikuwa,ei(pl) 'many' (The plural forms are only used 
to refer to humans and some animals). 
e.g. 3-22 (TT) 
(a) ta:r:ikuwa,ei wawurruwi 
many(pl) men 
(b) ngarra - purnayuwi ta:r:ikuwa,ei 
his - wives many (pI) 
'He has a lot of wives! 
(c) ta:r:ikuwansa pitipawumi awin:r:irra jurriyi 
many(f) they:cooked that(f) whistle:duck 
'They cooked many whistle ducks.' 
(d) awarra tayikuwani :r:irriki,ea:r:i 
tha t (m) many(m) 
'Many crocodiles' 
crocodile(m) 
(or perhaps 'all those crocodiles') 
(Os., Text 13, p 102) 
Another set of quantifying adjectives are invariable 
and can also be used as adverbs (see 3.5.3, P<12). These are 
y'insarti 'much, many' and ki:r:ija (or kirija) 'litt le (bit)'. 
These seem to modify or refer to mass nouns or quantities which 
are non-countable. There are examples where :r:insarti is used 
to refer to a count noun but these may be less traditional than 
TT usage. 
3-23 (TT) 134 e.g. 
(a) yingarti pakitiringa 'A lot of rain' 
kiyija pakitiringa 'A little bit of rain' 
(b) jupijupi awi kiyija mirrawu 
soup and little tobacco 
'Soup and a little bit of tobacco ' 
(c) maratinga ••• angi ampakirtirruwa kanijawa yingarti 
ship 
'Ships 
which(f} she:carries flour much 
which carry a lot of flour' (PJ - OK) 
3.2.3 CATEGORISATION OF NOUNS IN MODERN TIWI 
The culture of the people has changed greatly in the 
las t decade or two. Although hunting is still important, 
the lives of the people no longer revolve around it, as they 
are no longer economically dependent upon it. Many men (and 
some women) have regular jobs and those who do not have jobs 
receive unemployment benefits or pensions. The horizons of 
the people have been broadened over the years since the war, 
but particularly in the last few years, by travel, films, 
rad io and more recently T.V. 
As has been mentioned, this change in culture is 
ref lected in the speech of even the older people. It is 
refected even more so in the speech of young people, not 
only in their greater use of English, but also the greater 
Use of English loan words in their Tiwi and the loss of a 
number of traditional words. 
I have not studied the extent to which the 'average' TT 
speaker knows and uses the various terms relating to the 
traditional culture, particularly terms distinguishing 
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different species of plants and animals, or the different 
items of the traditional material culture. The knowledge of 
some terms may have been specialist knowledge traditionally. 
However , many of these terms are more widely known by older 
people than by the young people, whose knowledge of 
traditional terms is, in general, very limited. Some 
traditional terms are even replaced by English loans in the 
speech of young people, e.g. spiya 'spear'. 
For the traditional items which are still discussed by 
today's Tiwi young people, the many synonyms are being lost 
and normally just one general term is used (though more may 
be known). One such word is yingoti 'bush honey' which is 
used by young people compared to the fourteen words 
referring to different types, which Osborne notes 
(24) 
(Os., p 48). 
A number of young people (aged from 12 years to 
mid-twenties) were asked their impressions as to whether 
certain people, animals or things were 'man' or 'woman'. 
It would seem that, in general, only humans and dogs are 
assigned the same gender as in TT (on the basis of natural 
sex). For instance, pUlangumoni was given as 'male dog' 
and pulangumoka as 'female dog'. However, jarrangini 
(TT: 'male buffalo' or 'bu ll '), jarranga (TT: 'female 
buffalo ' or 'cow') and pulika 'cow, bull' were usually 
given as the same gender, though young people varied as to 
what that gender was. 
The gender assigned to some animals appears to be 
fairly consistent, normally agreeing with the TT gender such 
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as y ir r ik ipay i 'crocod ile' (m), tar tuwali 'shar k' (m), 
yilinga 'carpet snake' (f), yuwurli 'mangrove worm' (m), 
and jipojirringa 'walla~~ (m). This last word is given 
as feminine in TT but another word for 'wallaby', jirraka, 
is given as masculine. I am not sure if the terms are 
exactly synonymous and why there is a gender difference. In 
other cases there was no general agreement as to the gender, 
either for animals or other items. At times young people 
said they didn't know whether an item was 'man' or 'woman'. 
However, in the speech of older young people there is 
normally agreement between the noun and any adjective used 
(see also 3.2.4, pl4 2). 
There does not appear to be any general agreement by 
you ng people as to the gender of loan nouns, except for 
those for humans. 
The ability of children to produce appropriate TT 
fem inine and plural endings was determined by a ro ugh test 
des ig ned for this purpose. The test consisted of sets of 
huma n-·l ike figures, an appropr ia te masculine for m be ing 
given for the masculine figure in each case. The c h i l d was 
as ke d to name the feminine figure and the picture showing 
(25) 
thr ee figures together. Table 3.4 gives the mascu l ine 
form supplied to the figure and the feminine and plural 
f o r ms which would be expected, on the basis of comparison of 
analogous forms in TT. The (a) forms are those which are 
most expected, while the (b) forms are those which, while 
consistent with TT morphological processe s are not as 
common, and the (c) forms are those which could conceivably 
be generated but which are not really expected on the basis 
of comparison with similar TT forms. 
TABLE 3 '. 4 
masculine 
(given) 
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EXPEX:TED FORMS FOR FEMININE AND PLURAL NCNSENSE NOUNS 
feminine plural 
1. tangakani (a) tangakanga 
(b) tangakaka 
(c) tangaka 
(a) tangakawi 
(b) tangakapi 
2. panakini 
3. wapatiti 
4. kaparti 
5. palampa 
(a) panaka 
(b) panakinga 
(a) wapatirringa 
(b) wapat(it)inga 
(c) wapatika 
(a) kaparinga 
(b) kapartinga 
(c) kapartika 
(a) palampanga 
(b) palampinga 
(c) palampaka 
(26) 
(a) panak uwi 
(c) panakipi 
(27) 
(a) wapati r ruwi 
(b) wapa(it)uwi 
(c) wapatipi 
(28) 
(a) kapar uwi 
(b) ka par t uwi 
(c) kapar tipi 
(a) palampi 
(b) pa 1a mpaw i 
(c) palampapi 
An older woman tested gave the expected (a) for ms in 
all cases except for item 4, for which the expected for ms 
are based on the analogy with such nouns as - morti( m), 
-moringa(f) , -moruwi(pl) 'child of female person', which 
have a r-final stem (see Lee n.d.a), For this 
item the forms given were the (b) forms, viz. kapartinga and 
kapartuwi. It would seem that this word was not regarded as 
having a r-final stem. The formation of the correspondence, 
-!!! (m) , -ringa(f), and -ruwi(pl) , no longer seems to be a 
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produc ti v e o ne, at least for some people, though different 
results may have been obtained if the feminine form had 
(2 9 ) 
been given a nd the masculine form requested. 
From the responses given by young people and children, 
no clear pattern could be seen. Some children as old as ten 
or twelve years were unable to give an appropriate response, 
though they were able to give the correct forms for a 
control set of pictures, showing a male dog, a female dog, 
and a group of dogs. On the other hand some children as 
young as six were able to give appropriate forms. Of those 
who gave distinctive endings for feminine and plural, the 
commonest endings were -nga and -wi respectively, as 
as would be expected from the frequency of these forms in TT 
compared to the less general forms -ka and -Ei. 
Older children were usually able to give a reasonable 
form with one of the appropriate feminine or plural endings , 
though in many cases the stem was changed or the suffix 
added to the whole masculine form. The commonest forms given 
by the children are given in Table 3.5. Those which coincide 
with the expected forms in Table 3.4 are indicated by the 
appropriate letter following the form. 
Some children gave an appropriate feminine form but 
were not able to give an appropriate plural form, while for 
others it was the other way around (though this was no~ as 
common), so it would seem that feminine distinctions may be 
acquired before plural ones. Interestingly, three young 
people from Snake Bay each gave one plural form with an 
English plural (but no Tiwi plurals) and only one of these 
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TABLE 3.5 FEMININE AND PLURAL FDRMS GIVEN BY arrIDREN 
FDR N)NSENSE OOUNS 
masculine feminine plural 
(30) 
1- tangakani tangakanga(a) - 21 tangakawi(a) 6 
tangakinga 
- 13 'tangakuwi - 15 
tangakaninga 4 tangakanuwi 5 
tangatanga 4 tangatuwi 3 
2. panakini panakinga(b) - 35 panakuwi(a) - 23 
panakanga 5 panakawi 4 
panakininga 2 panakinuwi 5 
3. waptiti wapatinga(b) 
- 30 wapatuwi (b) - 22 
wapatirringa(a)- 5 wapatirruwi(a)- 5 
wapititinga(b)- 2 wapitituwi(b) - 2 
wapatika(c) 2 wapatikuwi 1 
waparringa 3 waparruwi 1 
4. kaparti kapartinga(b) 
-
38 ~apartuwi - 35 
kaparringa 5 kaparruwi 4 
kapartinguwi 4 
5. palampa palampanga - 11 palampawi 9 
palampinga - 7 palampuwi - 15 
palampunga - 6 palampanguwi 1 
palampalinga - 2 palampaluwi 4 
was able to consistently give an appropriate feminine form. 
As can be seen from some of the forms given in Table 
3.5, some children gave an appropriate feminine form and 
built the plural form on it, e.g. kaparti(m), kapartinga(f), 
!apartinguwi(pl). Others built both the feminine and plural 
forms on th~ masculine form without cutting off the 
masculine suffix -ni, e.g. tangakani(m), tangakaninga(f), 
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tangakanuwi (pl ) . This latter phenomenon was very common with 
the form kaparti, with the feminine and plural forms being 
( 31) 
built upon the whole masculine f o rm. 
Some children tried to relate the nonsense words to 
words which they knew and gave forms based on these. For 
instance the plural form of tangakan i was given by one 
8-year-old as tangakuwapi, where she is obviously relating 
it to tayikuwapi 'many', while another child (11 years) 
(32) 
gave tangatayikuwapi. 
In general , the children under 8 or 9 were unable to 
give appropriate feminine of plural forms, though the 
child ren from Nguiu, who were in the bilingual programme, 
succeeded more than children of the same age at Garden 
(33) 
Point and Snake Bay. 
As in TT, there are no distinct feminine suffixes added 
to feminine loan nouns, except where a distinction is made 
betwee n these and corresponding masculine forms 
(see also 3.2.1, p U 9). 
e.g. 3-24 (MT) 
(a ) janimani (m) , janimaninga (f) , janimanuwi (pI) 
(b) takta 
takarringa 
takarruwi 
'Chinese person' 
'doctor, male health worker' 
'female doctor, nurse, female 
health workers' 
'doctors, health workers' 
As can be seen in the above examples, and also in other 
cases human loan nouns are pluralised by the addition of the 
plural suffix -(~) wi. 
e.g. 3-25 (MT) 141 
(a) pata 'priest' « 'father), patuwi 'priests' 
(b) eyinjil 'angel', eyinjiluwi 'angels 
There are some nouns for animals(other than those 
closely associated with humans) wh ich are pluralised. Osborne 
mentions some of these (Os., p 51). The pluralising of nouns 
for animals extends to the loan nouns used for animals 
foreign to the traditional culture and also to the general 
term for 'animal', yanamurli, which is borrowed since 
there is no TT equivalent. This pluralising seems to be done 
by older people as well, though it may only apply to animals 
which are seen to be associated with humans, either those 
which are 'domestic' or those which are kept in a zoo. 
e.g. 3-26 (TT/LTT)? 
kapi murrintawi wunini awuta yanamurluwi 
where whitemen they:keep: those animals 
there 
'Where the white people keep those animals over there' 
e.g. 3-27 
(a) pika 
(LTT/MT) 
'horse', 
(b) pikipiki 'pig, 
( i . e. 'zoo') (Zoo- DK) 
pikuwi 'horses' 
pikipikuwi 'pigs' 
In the speech of young people, the use of the plural 
suffix is sometimes extended to other things besides humans 
and animals (though not in the speech of children who have 
not developed the plural suffix). 
e.g. 3-28 (MT) 
waranga 'stone' waranguwi 'stones' 
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Adjectives are not very common in the speech of young 
people, particularly modifying nouns attributively. Most of 
those which occur in TT (i.e. in Table 3.3) occur in MT, 
(34) 
at least in one form, though some are very rare. The 
most commonly occurring Tiwi adjec tives in MT are the words 
for 'big' and 'small'. 
e.g. 3-29 (adjectives): (MT) 
(a) arikulani yirrikipayi 
big(m) crocodile(m) 
(b) kijinga kiripuka 
small(f) crab(f) 
(c) arikulang:a kurraEali 
big (f) house (f) 
(d) kijing:a thaliwarra 
small(f) trousers(f) 
The examples given by older young people normally show 
the same agreement between nouns and adjectives as in TT, 
even though there appears to be confusion regarding the TT 
gender assigned to non-human n~uns (see 3.2.3, p 13~). 
The plural fOTIffi of these two adjectives only occur in 
the data as a noun or on their own, i.e. not modifying a 
noun. There are very few examples of other plural forms. 
e.g. 3-30 (MT) 
(a) wurralathirri arikulaEi pirimi 
they:together big (pI) they:be 
'They grew up together,' (GP445 
- RJ12) 
(b) kapinaki kakijuwi 
these children 
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In the speech of younger children there are a number of 
examples of adjectives with inflections opposite to those 
expected, even with human nouns. In most cases the feminine 
form seems to be used as a general form. It would seem that 
even though a distinction in natural sex would be known, the 
agreement in adjectives and nouns is not developed until 
f airly late (in some cases not until 7 or 8 years). 
e .g. 3-31 (MT) 
(a) arra kijinga (TB3) 
he small(f) 'He is small,' 
(b ) kijinga (LW7) 
small(f) pope 'a small pope' 
(looking at a picture of the new pope) 
The plural form of the adjective 'big' has become 
ari kulapi, being formed by the addition of the suf f ix -£1 
to the stem arikula-. The reduplicative prefix, found in 
the TT form arikakulapi is lost (see 3.2.1., p '1 2 7). 
Although most of the TT adjectives are used by young 
people it is not uncommon for them to use English loan 
adj ectives, particularly in less formal Tiwi speech. In 
Some cases the suf f ix -wan is used, even when the 
adj ective is used attributive l y. 
e.g . 3-32 (MT) 
(a ) (ngawa meykim) 
we make 
~ 
big 
wo 
war 
'We will make a big war~ 
(b) (thirra apim) 
she has 
pik 
big 
arramukamunga 
something (f) 
'She has something big~ (GPl005-child) 
(c) pikwan fin yiningaji shak 
big:one fin like shark 
'A big fin like a shark's' (GP58l-TP9) 
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Since the TT word for 'big' is very common it may be 
that the use of the English loan word for 'big' is triggered 
by the English loan nouns, neither of which, at least to my 
knowledge, have Tiwi equivalents (or not ones which the young 
people seem to know). 
The class of adjectives is extended in MT to include more 
colours than in TT. 
e.g. 3-33 (MT) 
(a) (angilawa) ~ (wan) 
mine blue one 
'Mine is (the) blue (one).' (GP 811) 
(b) athirra i:elo-wan mutika 
that(f) yellow:one car 
'That yellow car' 
The limiting adjectives are also used by young people 
but the feminine form, (Yi)ni:0nga,which is normally 
~onga even in older people's speech,is often replaced by 
i:onga , which seems to be a regularising of the form to 
conform with the masculine form i:oni 'other'. 
e • g • 3 - 3 4 (MT ) 
(35) 
nai:i kiripuka i:0nga 
that(m) crab(f) other(f) 
'That other crab' (GP333-JVTlO) 
The plural form of the limiting adjective normally 
seems to be yingapa, compared to the alternate forms 
yingompa/yingampa of TT, though there are not many 
examples. There may be variation between yingapa and 
yingopa but it is not distinctive (cf. note (22) p 2..2 
e.g. 3-35 (MT) 
awurra 
'Those 
yingapa 
other 
men 
men' 
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With regard to the quantifying adjectives, the TT 
masculine and feminine forms, tayikuwani and tayikuwanga do 
not appear to be used by young people, and only the plural 
f o r m tayikuwapi is retained. This plural form is only used 
to refer to people, or perhaps animals, and can also mean 
'all' or 'everybody'. The lui is not normally retained and 
so the form is written as tayikopi or even tekopi s i nce 
the phonetic form is [tCLkw~pl.] or (tekl.V~pL-]. 
e.g. 3-35a (MT) 
(a) tayikopi 
many 
(b) yimi kapi 
kakijuwi 
children 
tayikopi 
he:said prep all 
'He said to everybody 
The invariable adjective yingati 'much, plenty' (TT: 
yingarti) is used more freely than tayikopi. As in TT, _ it is 
generally used for mass nouns, but may also be used for 
COu nt nouns, even humans and animals. 
3-36 (MT) 146 e.g. 
(a) anaki yingati wupunga 
this (f) plenty grass 
'This big lot of grass' (GP-MP22) 
(b) i::ingati jupojirringa 
plenty wallaby 
'A lot of wallabies' 
(c) i::ingati men 
'A lot of men' 
The use of English (or perhaps Pidgin English?) loan, 
pi k mop, 'big mob' is also common in the young people's 
speech. 
e.g . 3-37 (MT) 
~ mop pikipiki 
'A lot of pigs' 
The only example of the quantifying adjective kiyitha 
or kitha 'little bit' (TT: kii::ija),. used as an adjective 
in the MT data is in the following expression, which appears 
to be an English expression transferred to MT. 
e . g. 3 - 3 8 (MT ) 
awa 
we 
apim 
have 
kii::itha pakitirringa 
little:bit rain 
'We had a bit of rain~ 
3. 2.5 KIN NOUNS 
These are nouns which belong to the class of numan 
nouns, and for which there is normally a masculine and 
feminine form and a plural form in which the gender 
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distinction is neutralised. These are different from other 
nouns in that they indicate one person's relationship to 
anothe r or to others and, in general, require a personal 
pronou n (or an abbreviated form of one) prefixed to a kin 
term and indicating 'possession'. 
These kin nouns are described as si ngle words, since 
mos t forms cannot stand alone. No general formula can be 
given for either the referential or vocative for ms, because 
in some cases the referential form is prefixed by a full 
normal per sonal pronoun (see 3.3.1, P 15"~) wh ile the 
corr esponding vocative form is prefixed by a shortened 
perso"nal pronoun, or in some cases there is no prefix in the 
vocat ive. In other cases the referential form is prefixed by 
a shor tened form of the pronoun while the vocative form has 
no prefix. In still other cases, there are changes between 
the stems of the referential and vocative forms. Examples of 
some of the different types of kin nouns are given together 
with the first person singula r pronoun in each case. The 
reason for the use of a prefix in the vocative in some cases 
(36) 
but not others is not always clear. 
e.g. 3-39 (TT) 
Referential Vocative Meaning 
(a) ngiya 
- rringani ngi - rringani 'my father' 
(b) ngiya 
- purnayi ngi - purnayi 'my husband' 
(c) ngiya 
- yuwuni yuwuni 'my older brother' 
(d) ngiya 
- yi(m)punga yi(m)punga 'my older sister' 
(e) ngiya 
- naringa ningari 'my mother' 
(f) ngiy 
- uwani yuwani 'my younger brother' 
(g) ngiy 
-
i(m)poka yi (m) poka 'my younger sister' 
(h) ngiy ikalipini kalipini 'my half-brother' 
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In the examples (f) and (g) it appears to be the 
consonant of the pronoun which is retained, not that of the 
kin term, since, with the third masculine singular pronoun the 
the forms are 
ngarr - uwani 'his younger brother' and ngarr - i(~)poka 
'his younger sister'. 
In MT there are some morphological changes in the 
referen tial kin nouns, in that in forms such as in examples 
(f) and (g) above, the full pronoun is retained and the 
first consonant and vowel of the stem is dropped. 
e.g. 3-40 
(a) ngiya + -yuwani TT: ngiy - uwani 
MT: ngiya 
- wani 
' my younger brother' 
(b) ngarra + -yi(m)poka TT: ngarr - i(m)poka 
MT: ngarra 
- poka 
' my younger sister' 
This retention of the full pronominal form is a 
gene ralisation made in other cases, cf. alternate pronouns 
(3.3. 2.2, p166) and reflexive and reciprocal pronouns 
( 3 • 3 • 2 • 3, P ~ 70) • 
Younger children, whose pronouns are being affected in 
general , have even further changes, with the loss of the 
initia l ~ or ngi- from the pronominal forms 
(see 2.3.6, p5~ and 3.3.1.2, pl59). 
e.g. 3-41 (CT) 
(a) ngiya - rringani > ya - rringani 
ngi - rringani > yi - rringani 
'my father' 
( re ferential) 
'my father' 
(vocative) 
(b) nginj~ - naringa > tha - naringa 
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'your(sg) mother' 
(referential) 
I have no examples in the speech of children of the TT 
vocative form nginari for 'mother' but there are a number 
of examples of the use of the English loan mami when 
addressing one's mother or aunt (mother's sister, which in 
TT is the same term as for one's natural mother). 
3.2.6 NUMERALS 
(37) 
In TT there are numerals for the numbers 1 to 10. 
The numerals for 1-3 agree wi.th the noun they modify. For 
the numeral 'one' this agreement is simply in gende r, i.e. 
yati (m), nyatinga/natinga(f). 
e.g. 3-42 (TT) 
(a) yati tini 'one man' 
(b) yati tangini 'one stick' 
(e) natinga tinga 'one woman ' . . 
(d) nating:a jaliwarra 'one (pair of) trousers' 
For 'two' and 'three' there is just one form for human 
nouns and two forms, distinguished for gender, for non-human 
nounS. This ties in with the agreement which other 
adjectives show with nouns (see 3.2.2, p~29) and with the fact 
that non-human nouns are not marked for plurality (see 
3.2.1, p 124). Because 'one' is always singular the only 
distinction shown is for gender, which applies to both human 
and non-human nouns alike. The numerals 'two' and 'three' 
are always plural a~d so the human nouns take a plural form 
in which the gender distinction is neutralised, while the 
non-human nouns take singular forms which show the gender 
. distinction (cf. the forms for the quantifying adjectives 
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(3.2. 2 , p 13 3)}. The forms for 'two' and 'three' are given in 
Table 3.6, together with other numerals in TT. 
TABLE 3.6 NUMERALS IN TT (AND LTT) 
(38) 
one 
two 
t hree 
f our 
fi ve 
six 
seven 
eight 
ni ne 
t en 
Osborne 
yati (m) (non-human) 
nyatinga(f} " 
Yirrara(m}} 
yinjara(f} 
yurrara(pl} 
" 
non-
human 
(human) 
St. Therese School 
yat i (m) (non-human) 
natinga (f) " 
r yirrara (m) 
l yi (n) jara (f) 
yuwarrara(pl} 
" 
Yirrajirrima(mJ 
(non-human) 
jajirrima(f} 
yurrajirrima(pl} (human) yuwurrajirrima(pl} 
yatapinti 
yatawulingirri 
punginingita 
kiringarra (yati) 
kiringarra yirrara 
kiringarra yirrajirrima 
(masc. non-human) 
kiringarra 
+[yatawulingirri 
yatapinti 
kiriyatapinti 
wamutirrara 
yatapinti 
yatawulingirri 
yukurri 
pinginingita 
kiringarra 
(39) 
kir i ngarra yati(m} (LTT) 
walimani (LTT?) 
kiringarra yirrara (LTT) 
pinginingita yirrajirrima 
punyipunyinga (LTT?) 
pinginingita yatawulingirri 
punyipunyinga yati(m) 
punyipunyinga natinga(f) 
wamutirrara 
The other numerals do not seem to vary, though perhaps 
some, which are based on a combination of the words for 
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'one', 'two', or 'three' with some other form (see Table 
3.6~ may vary, as do the numerals for 1, 2, and 3, but I am 
not sure of this. There are variant forms for mos t of the 
numerals but the use of these seems to depend upon the 
individual , arising perhaps from dialect variations. The 
form s given in Table 3.6, for the numerals 4-10, show the 
forms given by Osborne and those used in the bilingual 
programme at St. Therese School at Nguiu, as there are some 
differences . It is not clear where the forms which are 
(40) 
listed in the school material came from. Godfrey has 
found that in some old data she has the same forms as 
(41) 
those listed by Osborne. When I elicited the numerals 
from an older man (in his fifties) he gave me the same forms 
which are in the school material. It seems that they are 
now the accepted forms. 
In these new for ms , which I am classing as Less 
Trad itional Tiwi (LTT) , the yati has been dropped from the 
form kiringarra yati 'six' so that 'six' has come to be 
just kiringarra (given as an alternative by Osborne, Os., 
p 153). The word kiringarra itself is a compound of 
(4~) 
kiri- 'hand' and ngarra 'he(?) " and so it may be that 
kiringarra was an old form of 'five' (or 'hand') (though 
Spence r gives punginingita, or a form of it: bingin id a 
(Spence r, 1914, p 465V. The form for 'six' has been built 
upon this, meaning 'five and one'. Since kiringarra has 
bee n re-analysed as 'six' (at least by some people), 
~iri ngarra yati has been re-analysed as 'seven' (six 
plus one) and kiringarra yirrara as 'eight' (six plus 
two) . 
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The form walimani is obviously derived from the shape 
of the written symbol of 'seven' as it means 'steel axe'. 
The form punyipunyinga for eight is a feminine form of 
punyipunyi 'brain' and I would assume it is derived from 
(43) 
the shape of the two halves of the brain. The form for 
'ten' is a compound formed from wamuta 'hand, finger' plus 
( 44) 
yirrara'two'. 
While many young people seem to know the TT numerals, 
or rather some variecies of the TT or LTT forms, the forms 
for the numbers 4 to 10 are rarely used in their speech, 
except perhaps in a formal situation. Young people seem 
gener ally to use an English loan. 
e. g. 3-43 (MT) 
awa sis men 
we six men/males 
'We six men' (BB8) 
There is more use by young people of the TT numerals 
for the numbers 1 to 3 than of the other numerals. The older 
young people seem to make the distinction between the 
gender s, at least for the numeral for 'one', though this may 
not be general. 
e.g. 3-44 (MT) 
natinga wulanga 
one (f) crab(f) 
'One crab' 
Children seem to generalise and use the masculine form 
yati for 'one' to modify nouns of both genders, even for 
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human nouns for which gender distinctions are relevant (cf. 
3.2.3, p 134). 
e.g. 3-45 (CT) 
(a) yati kiripuka (GP433-PJ12) 
one crab(f) 
'One crab' 
(b) yati tanikini (GP647-AWIO) 
one flying:fox(m) 
'One flying fox' 
(c) yati waranga 
one stone (TT:(f» 
'One stone' 
(d ) yati yipalinya (GP535-RJ12) 
'One woman' 
Since yati is used for feminine human nouns as well 
as masculine ones by young people (who have developed a 
ge nder distinction in these human nouns, as evidenced by 
the ir use of agreement between other adjectives and the 
nou ns they modify), it would seem that this represents a 
change in the language and not just a developmental stage of 
lang uage acquisition. 
It is not clear whether there is any distinction made 
betwe en human and non-human forms in the forms for the 
nume rals 'two' and 'three'. The gender distinction for 
non-human nouns has certainly been lost in these numerals. 
For human nouns and nouns for some animals, young people, at 
least older young people, seem to use the form ~(wu)rrara 
'two' and for non-human nouns, the form yirrara. 
e.g. 3-46 (MT) 
(a) ~(wu)rrara 
two (hum) 
jupojirringa 
wallaby 
'Two wallabies' 
(b) ~(wu)rrara men 
two (hum) men 
'Two men' 
(c) yirrara pijipiji 
two (non-hum) 
'Two fish' 
f ish ( TT: (m) ) 
(d) yirrara kiripuka 
two (non-hum) crab (TT: (f» 
'Two crabs' 
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However, since there is so little data on this it is 
not really conclusive whether young people, particularly 
children, do make a distinction between human and non-human 
forms for the numeral 'two'. With regard to the numeral 
'three' it is even more inconclusive, since for the few 
examples of 'three' there are a number of variant forms 
given, such as: the TT masculine and plural forms: 
yirrajirrima, ~(wu)rrajirrima; forms based on the numeral 
'two', such as yirrara ajirrima'; shortened forms such as 
yajirrima. From these variations, many of which seem to be 
individualistic, a clear pattern of the forms used in MT 
cannot be seen. 
English Joans for the numbers 1 to 3 are common in MT, 
as well as for the higher numbers. 
e.g. 3-47 (MT) 
(a) wan kiripuka (GP431-PJ12) 
one crab(f) 
'One crab' 
(b) yiya ap tu foti tu ka naki 155 
-
I up to forty two on this 
, I am up to forty two on th is,' 
( talking about a number-to-number drawing) 
3.3 PRONOMINALS 
Included under pronominals ar e: personal pronouns 
(normal, e mphatic, possessive, alte rna t e, reflexive and 
reciprocal), impersonal (interrogative, indefinite, and 
negat ive), demonstratives and definitives. 
Pronominals, like nominals, are unmarked for case, 
except that there is a set of possessive pronouns 
(see 3. 3 . 2. 3, p 170) • 
3.3. 1 NORMAL PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
3.3.1.1 NORMAL PERSONAL PRONOUN S IN TT 
In TT the personal pronouns are 'based o n a two 
dimensional scheme, one dimension being inc lu sion or 
exclusion of speaker and the other inclus i on or exclusion of 
hearer' (Os., p 54). This type of system is commo n to many 
of the prefixing languages of northern Australia. Following 
McKay 's scheme the personal pronouns can be arranged as 
'minimal' versus 'augmented' , where the minimal categories 
are: 
1 [+ speaker, - addressee] , I ' 
1/2 [+ speaker, + addressee] 'you(sg) and I' 
2 [- speaker, + addressee] 'you (sg) , 
3 [- speaker, - addressee] 'he/she' 
If one or more persons is added to each of those in the 
mi nimal set above, an augmented set is formed, so that the 
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minimal set can be regarded as '-other' and the augmented (45) 
set as '+ other' (See Dixon , 1980, pp 351-352). 
In Tiwi there is an additional distinction of gender 
f or the third minimal pronouns , but like nominals, this 
gender distinction is neutralised in the plural form. In 
general, the third person augmented pronouns (and also 
demonstratives and definitives) are only used for humans, 
though there are some cases where it is used to refer to 
animals or birds. 
The normal or unmarked personal pronouns are shown in 
Tab le 3.7. 
TABLE 3.7 NORMAL PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN TT 
Minimal Augmen t e d 
1 ngiya 'I' ngawa [' we (excl) , 
1/2 muwa 'you(sg) & I' 'we (incl) , 
2 nginja 'you (sg) , n uwa 'you (pI) , 
3 m ngarra 'he' 
3 f nyirra 'she' wuta 'they' 
Osborne has a distinction between the first and 
firs t/second augmented fo rms, giving the latter, i.e. 'we 
(incl)' as ngagha (my orthography). However, Godfrey has not 
come across this distinction in her work at Nguiu, and I 
have not noted it in my own field work. This could be "due to 
di a l ect differences, since most of Osborne's work was done 
at Snake Bay and Godfrey's and mine has been done at Nguiu 
and Garden Point respectively. It could mean the beginning 
of the change to a singular-plural system, which is carried 
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further by young people. In TT there is still a distinction 
between ' we (incl)' and 'we (excl)' in the subject person 
marked o n the verb (see 4.2.3.1, p 24'3). 
e.g. 3-48 (TT ) 
(a) ngawa pumpuni ngi - mpi - ri-muwu 
we good we(excl}-np-cv- live 
'We (excl) like him,' 
(b) ngawa pumpuni nga - ri 
-
muwu 
we good we(incl} :np-cv-live 
'We (incl) like him,' 
These pronouns may occur as subject, object or any 
other nominal argument of the clause. The use of pronouns 
within the clause is generally not simply for anaphoric 
reference, particularly when they occur as arguments which 
are cross-referenced to the verb, since the verbal prefixes 
themselves have anaphoric reference or personal pronominal 
refe rence. The use of pronouns is tied up with other 
discourse considerations as well as that of anaphoric 
reference, such as topicalisation or change of topic. These 
are discussed briefly in 6.8.1, p46o,but a detailed discussion 
of these is outside the scope of the thesis. 
There is no case marking on pronouns and often the only 
way to determine the function and role of a pronoun in a 
clause is by consideration of persons marked on the verb. 
EVen then , it is not always possible to tell without 
resorting to semantic or other considerations (see 
example 3-49c). In some cases the person (subject, object or 
indirect object marked on the verb may be clarified by the 
USe of a free pronoun (as in example 3-49b), since a number 
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of the personal prefixes on the verb are homophonous. 
e.g. 3-49 (TT) 
(a) ngarra a - wun - takirayi (GBQ2.13-DK) 
he he:np-them-give 
'He gives to them,' (the thing given is not specified 
in this case) 
(b) ngawa murrintawi pi - rri - mani - mingirrilipigha 
us(aug) whitemen they:p- p -G'US(min) } - teach 
us(incl) 
ou (pI) 
'The whitemen taught us! 
(c) karri ngawa ngi - mpi - ngan - tumor - anyimi 
when we ,we (exclH - np - {YOU (Pl)} - leave - cpve 
tyou(pl) J us(incl) 
us(min) 
(46) 
'When we leave you completely.' 
(d) wuta nga rna jawulighi 
them we(incl)-them(rO)-con.m- fall 
'We fall with them! 
These pronouns may also occur as possessors, but when 
used in this way they seem to be mainly indicating 
inalienable possession. It has already been pointed out in 
3.2 .5, (p 146) tha t these pronouns, or a shortened form of 
them , are prefixed to kin terms to form kin nouns. 
In the case of inalienable possession it is also 
Possi ble to regard the pronoun as prefixed to the following 
noun . However, the pronoun is not obligatory and the word 
possessed may occur alone (see also 5.1.2, p 3~9). 
e . g • 3 - 5 0 ( TT ) 
yirrikipayi ngarra tuwara or yirrikipayi tuwara 
crocodile his tail crocodile tail 
'The crocodile's tail' (Os., p 74) 
3.3.1.2 NORMAL PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN MT 
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In the young people's speech there are a number of 
phonological changes in the various forms, most of which are 
t he regular changes which occur in other words as well. The 
changes which affect the pronouns are: 
(i) the loss of initial Ingl, which has become ¢ before 
lal, I yl before Iii and Iwl before lui 
(see 2.3.6,p '8); 
( ii) the loss . of obligatory prenasalised stops, which have 
become optional, and are interpreted as non-nasalised 
stops, lSI; (see 2.3.3, p 5+); 
(i ii) change of InYI to Ithl (see 2.3.7, P 60); 
(iv) change of intervocalic It I to Irrl (see 2.3,5, p 56). 
These changes are not absolute but are prevalent. The 
TT for ms are retained by some young people, even fairly 
you ng children, in their more formal Tiwi speech. A further 
change which occurs in CT, or in the speech of older people 
spe a king to younger children, is the loss of the initial 
syl lable from the forms for 'I' and 'you(sg) '. 
The changes in the pronouns are: 
ngiya > yiya > ya 'I' 
ng i nja > yitha > tha 'you (sg) , 
ngar ra > arra 'he' 
nyir ra > thirra 'she' 
nga wa > awa 'we' 
wu t a > wurra 'they' 
Besides these phonological changes the system has 
become a singular-plural system, with the loss of muwa 
'we(min)', i.e. 'you(sg) and I', by most young people. 
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There is also the corresponding loss of distinction in the 
personal prefixes on the 'verb (see 4.2.3.2, p 279). There are 
a few examples of the use of muwa as a possessive prefix 
to a kin term, mainly by children over 12 years. (~)awa 
i s used widely to cover all cases of 'we', replacing the two 
TT forms muwa and ngawa. 
e .g. 3-51 (MT) 
Konjen, awa marri? (GP66l-MDl 2) 
Constance, we 
fiksim, 
fix O.K.? 
'Constance, we'll fix it, O.K.? 
In young people's speech there is a greater use of 
pronouns. This would be expected in children's Tiwi or more 
casual MT particularly, where there is normally no verbal 
inflection and hence no personal anaphoric reference marked 
on t he verb. In more formal MT the subject pronoun may be 
omit ted, since the subject person is marked on the verb. 
However, since the object person is no longer marked on the 
verb (see 4.2.4.Z / P 2~, an object pronoun (or definitive or 
demonstrative) needs to be included in the clause. When the 
objec t is third person and can be understood from the 
context it may be omitted in MT. This and word order is 
disc ussed more in 6.8.2, p46J. 
e.g . 3-52 (MT - more forma l ) 
(a) yi 
- pakirayi ~ thurra 
he:p 
- give me book 
'He gave me a book.' 
( b) (~) shutim yinti - ri - mi ka pirripirri 
we shoot we:p - cv - do at bird 
'We shot at some birds.' 
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(c) (awa) fayntim yintirimi kiripuka kiyi kilim 
we find we:did crab then kill 
yintirimi 
we:did 
'We found a crab then we killed it.' 
e.g. 3-53 (CT and casual MT) 
(a) arra klamap tawa (PW4) 
he climb:up tower 
'He is climbing the tower.' 
(b) arra shutim awa shotkan (GP312-MP9) 
he shoot us shotgun 
'He is shooting (at) us with a shotgun! 
The use of these normal pronouns as possessors is 
extended by young people beyond the case of inalienable 
possession, or at least these cases seem more common than in 
the speech of older people. 
e.g. 3-54 (MT) 
(a) awa yintu - wapa awa kiripuka 
--
we we:p - eat our crab 
'We ate our crab(s). ' 
( b ) :iitha luk :iitha ~ (GPI280-EP20) 
you(sg) look your(sg) book 
'You look at your book.' 
3.3.2 MARKED PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
There are a number of different types of personal 
pronouns which are marked by either a prefix or a suffix, 
such as emphatic, possessive or reflexive pronouns. It is 
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not easy to distinguish the criteria for the use of each of 
these types and only a brief discussion of some of the ways in 
which each is used is included. Most of the suffixes or 
prefixes are used with other words or in other ways, some 
of these being discussed elsewhere in the thesis. 
3 .3.2.1 EMPHATIC PRONOUNS 
In TT these pronouns are for med by the addition of one 
of the suffixes, -ila or -awa (both of which are used 
elsewhere, see 3.6, p 2in, or in one case a combination of 
both. with the addition of the suffixes there are some 
changes to the stem, most of which can be explained, such as 
a r egular morphophonemic change involving the dropping of 
the final stem vowel preceding a vowel initial suffix 
(se e 2.9, P I O~ and Os., p 22). 
e.g . 3-55 (TT) 
nginja + -ila ~ nginjila 
you(sg) emph you(sg ) :emph 
Table 3.8 gives a comparison of the nor mal and e mphatic 
personal pronouns. The choice of suffix may be seen to be 
phonologically determined in most cases, the suffix -awa 
Occ urring when the final consonant of the stem is an 
alveolar, and the suffix -ila occurring when the fi nal 
consonant of the stem is any other consonant. Another 
explanation is that the suffix -awa occurs for third 
(47) 
person and -ila for other persons. 
Osborne says that these emphatic forms are used with a 
somewhat similar function to the English forms 'myself', 
, 
YOurself', etc. (Os., p 55). This is true to a certain 
TABLE 3.8 1 63 NORMAL AND EMPHATIC PRONOUNS IN TT 
Minimal Augmented 
Normal Emphatic Normal Emphatic 
1 ngiya ngilawa (48) 
ngawa ngawila 
1/2 muwa muwila 
2 nginja nginjila nuwa nuwila 
(49) 
3 m ngarra ngatawa 
wuta wutawa 
3 f nyirra nyitawa 
extent but their semantic range is rather differe nt from the 
Engli sh emphatic pronouns. Godfrey says that with the use of 
these there is often conveyed the sense of 'power', 
particularly with the third person minimal for ms; for 
instance, ngatawa mapurtiti is often used to mean 'the 
powerful spirit', meaning 'Satan'. She suggests that 
origina lly there were two sets of emphatic pronouns, one 
with the suffix -awa, possibly with the meaning of 'power' 
or 'importance' and the other with the suffix -ila, with the 
sense of 'exclusion of others'. These two sets have amal-
gamated into the one set but the two meanings are retained, 
sometime s with one meaning in focus and sometimes with the 
other . In some cases the meanings seem to be related. This 
seems a feasible suggestion because, although the form wutila 
does not occur alone as an emphatic pronoun for third person 
augmented, it does occur as the base for other pronouns 
bUil t on the emphatic pronoun, such as the reflexive, 
~utilam iya, 'themselves' (see 3.3.2.4, p174). Some examples 
of the use of these pronouns are given below and the two 
senses discussed above can be seen in some of them, while in 
others their use seems to be for emphasis only. 164 
e • 9 • 3 - 5 6 ( TT ) 
(a) yipungimirni kuwamini ngatawa wunarntani (FP4.2-RA) 
he:would:dress:up he:emph man:who:lost:child 
'The bereaved man (alone J would dress up (for the 
thimselfl 
ceremony). ' 
(b) kapi ngawila pirrimantamangi 
who(pl) us:emph they:looked:after:us(incl) 
(FPll.6-RA) 
'Those who looked after us, ourselves' 
(c) pajungoni pirikirimani nyitawa manjanga 
dead/die they:would:make her:emph stick (HCW2.6-E:) 
'They would kill it with the big stick! 
The addition of other suffixes and clitics are 
discussed in later sections, such as in the following 
sUb-sections on marked personal pronouns and in Section 
3.6, P 2.17) on clitics in general. 
These pronouns are often used with a preposition, 
(50) 
kangi or ka. Godfrey says that a regular language 
helpe r (a man of about 50) sometimes wrote kangi as in 
kangi ngatawa (prep + he:emph) but that recently he has 
written kangatawa, which is how younger people say it. It 
seems then that kangi has become ka before an 
(51) 
initial/ng/ (cf. 2.3.10, p 66). Such a construction is 
used as a locative, often with the emphatic pronoun used in 
a possessive sense (on its own or with a noun meaning 
'house' or 'home ') . In these latter cases it seems to mean 
'one's own home or camp', which has the sense of ' e xclusion '. 
e.g. 3-5 7 (TT ) 1 6 5 
(a) y i n ipakupawurli kangatawa (japuja) 
he :came :back t o:h is : emph home 
'He c ame bac k t o his (own ) home! 
(b ) yimuwu kangi nyitawa 
he:sat prep her:emph 
'He sat wi th her (in her own camp?).' 
In the speech of the young people it is only in this 
type of construction in which I have fo u nd the emphatic 
pronouns of TT , though the preposition is a l ways ka and 
never kangi. This preposition is also used with nor mal 
personal pronouns, but there is so little data containing 
either of these constructions that it is not clear whether 
ther e is a semantic distinction in their use. There appears 
to be no example where ka plus a nor mal pronoun means 'to 
someone's place', unless it precedes a possessed nou n 
mean ing 'home ' (as in example 3-5 8d ) . In gene r al, it seems 
that there may be a distinct i on between ka plus a normal 
prono u n and ka plus an emphatic pronoun, with the former 
one meaning 'to/at someone' (as in e.g. 3-58a) and the 
latte r meaning 'to/at someone's place' (as in e.g. 3-58b), 
though perhaps this second one can also mean 'to/at 
(52) 
someo ne' , with an e mphatic sense (as in 3-58c) . 
In all cases the construction see ms to be regarded as a 
single word, since the /ng/ is retained and in general .the 
init ial /ng/ of pronouns (and other words) is lost 
(see 3.3.1.2 , p 1'59) . The /i/ of the suffix -ila is in 
gene ral given as /u/ (as it also is by most older people), 
bei ng assimilated to the preceding /w/ . 
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e . g. 3-58 (MT) 
(a) Prentin kam yimi kangawa (GP30-DB12) 
Brendon come he:did to:us 
'Brendon came to us.' 
(53) 
(b) wurra pukup awuli kang awula (GP248-BB8) 
they they:go:back to:our:emph 
'They went back to our place! 
(c) tha luk kangawula (GP825-FP6) 
you(sg) look at:us:emph 
'You look at us .' 
(d) anturiyi kangiya thaputha 
we:went to: my home 
'We went to my place! 
For emphasis, the young people see m to use a for m of 
the pos sess i ve pronou n (the feminine for m), which is based 
on the TT emphatic prono uns (see 3.3.2.3, p 17 0). Fo r 
exclus iveness the reflexive pronoun is used, 
(see 3.3.2.4, P IrH. 
e • g • 3 - 5 9 ( MT ) 
angilawa ferst 
I:emph first 
'I am first.' 
3.3.2 .2 ALTERNATE PRONOUNS 
I n TT the pronouns which I am calling 'alternate 
pronouns' are for med by the addition of the suffix -(~)tuwu 
to th e normal personal pronouns or sometimes to the e mphatic 
Personal pronoun. The suffix -(~)tuwu is perhaps best 
regar d e d as a clitic, in that it can occur on other words, 
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but there seem to be very few occurrences of it other than 
(54) 
on pronouns. For this reason I am treating the pronouns with 
this suffix as types of marked personal pronouns. Since all 
the pronominal forms to which the suffix is added are a-final 
I am treating the suffix as -tuwu, though as a clitic 
occurring on other words its form c a n be seen to be -atuwu 
(se e examples in note 54). 
Osborne calls this -tuwu a clitic meaning 'too', in his 
dict ionary (Os., p 136), but he does not discuss it within 
the text of his book. It does seem to have the sense 
of 'too' or 'as well' or the sense of 'in turn', though 
it cannot always be translated simply by these words. An 
alter nate pronoun often occurs initially or near the 
beginning of a clause or sentence, in which case it normally 
(55) 
seems to indicate a change of theme though often the 
action of the verb is the same as in the preced i ng clause or 
sente nce. The use of these pronouns in a clause is discourse-
related, but then the use of normal personal pronouns versus 
the lack of them is also related to the discourse structure, 
a deta i led discussion of which is too great for the scope of 
this thesis (see also 6.8.1, p 460). 
e.g . 3-60 (TT) 
(a) Karluwu yi - rna - ngan - takirayi kunawini 
not he:p-sbve-us(DO)- give money 
Partuwa, ng:arra - tuwu nginaki yoni ngini 
that's:over he -too/in:turn this(m) other(m) who(m) 
ngarra minimarti ..• 
he generous(m) 
'He won't give us money ... Then there's this other 
one, who is generous ... ' (GBQl.lO-DK) 
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(b) Kutupi ngi - ri - mi maringarruwu. Nyirra - tuwu 
jump I - cv - do other:side she -in:turn 
awungarruwu ji - pakupawurli 
over:there she- go:back 
'I jumped down on the other side. As for her, she 
went back over there.' (CBC2.8-RA) 
There are one or two examples in TT of this suffix 
occurring on emphatic pronoun forms, or normal personal 
pronoun forms with the suffix -ila, such as: 
( i ) ngarrila (ngarra + -ila) + -tuwu --1 ngarrilatuwu 'he:too' 
(ii) wutila (wuta + -ila) + -tuwu --} wutilatuwu 'they: too , (56) 
e.g . 3-61 (TT) 
(a ) n9.atawa - tuwu Japarra (57) yu - watu - wuriyi 
(1.99.4-JW40) 
he:emph - too Japarra he:p-morn-go 
'Japarra, too, went out in the morning. , 
(b) wutila - tuwu yingompa pinuwajimumarri (JD4.ll-RA) 
they:emph-too others they:tried:to:get:water 
'Others, too, tried to get water' or 'In turn others 
tried to get water'. 
This kind of pronoun is used quite extensively in MT. 
It i s not clear whether it is used in the same way as in TT, 
though it generally seems to be so. There are a nu mber of 
examples where the form used is similar to that in example 
3-61 (b). However, the form is no longer based on the TT 
empha tic pronoun form with the suffix -ila but is a re~ 
analysis, consisting of the normal personal pronoun plus 
the suffix -la (with the final vowel of the pronoun 
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retained) and the suffix -tuwu. From the data there does 
not appear to be any difference in meaning in the use of the 
two forms, but on further investigation one may be found. In 
most cases they seem to be used interchangeably. It may be 
that the suffix -la has the sense of exclusion as the TT 
suffix -ila on pronouns may have, or a s one of the 
meani ngs of the clitic -(i)la has (see example 3-62(c) and 
3.6 p 2'7>. 
e.g. 3-62 (MT) 
(a) nyirra - tuwu anginaki maratinga 
she -in:turn this(f) ship (f) 
'As for this, this is a ship' or 'This in turn is a ship' 
(Said while pointing to a picture of a ship, in the 
process of talking about pictures in a book.) 
(b) ngarra - tuwu, tha - rringani •.. (GPI937-LB33) 
he - too your (sg)-father 
'As for him, your father 
(Said after talking about other members of the family.) 
(c) waya ~ - tuwu 
now I - too 
'Now it's my turn' 
(d) Kanis, tha la tuwu 
Aquinas you(sg)-only?-too 
, Aquina~, it's your turn' or ' Aquinas, it's just 
your turn(?)' 
(e) kiyi wurra - la - tuwu poyis, kiyi arra lernim 
then they -only?-too boys then he teach 
tu kakijuwi -lao 
to small(pl) -only 
'Then, as for them, the boys, he taught them, just 
the little ones.' (GPII-DBI2) 
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(f) anturiyi with fata ..• kiyi karri kam pak yintirimi 
we:went with Father •• then when come back we:did 
~ - la - tuwu, awa shutim ka (pert) pirripirri 
we - only?-in:turn, we shoot at bird bird 
'We went with Father ••• then when we came back, we 
shot at some birds (jus t us (kids) and not Father?) , 
(GP39-DB12) 
This last example does seem to convey the sense of 
exclusion, where the awa 'we' in the last clause does not 
include all the participants in the awa of the preceding 
clauses . 
3.3. 2.3 POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS 
The possessive pronouns in TT are formed by the 
addit ion of the prefixes ngini- (m), (~)angi- (f) and 
kapi - (pI), to the emphatic pronoun forms. When the feminine 
form is added to ng-initial stems the ngi- of the prefix is 
dropped, so that (~)angi- + ngilawa becomes (~)angilawa 
'my/mi ne (f) '. Normally the initial /ng/ of the feminine form 
is also dropped, except perhaps by some people in formal or 
precise speech. 
The prefixes are also used alone as relative pronouns 
(see 5.1.1, P and the possessive pronouns are probably 
derived from relative clauses, 
i.e. nginingilawa < ngini- + ngilawa 
my/mine(m) which(m) me 
'That which is mine' or 'that which is to me' 
The forms of the possessive pronoun can be seen by 
comparing the emphatic forms in Table 3.8 and adding the 
(58) 
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above prefixes. The feminine forms affected by the deletion 
of ngi are: angilawa 'mine(f) " anginjila 
'yours (sg) (f)', angatawa 'his(f)' and angawila 
'ours(f) '. The gender of the form agrees with the thing 
possessed (see 5.1.2, P 359) • 
The possessive pronouns may be used as modifiers of 
nouns (see 5.2, p 37~), in which case Osborne says the 
difference in meaning between these and the normal pronouns 
as possessor 'can be suggested by the difference between 
Engl1' sh "my" and "my own"', (Os p 55) l' f 
., , .e. one 0 
emphasis. They may also occur alone (as can all noun 
modif iers, see 3.2, p I l g, and 5.1.2, p 359). 
e. g • 3 - 6 3 (TT) 
(a) ta - yakur1uwunyi a1awura ngini - nginjila 
imp(sg) - see boss(m) which(m) -you (sg) 
'See your boss!' (AEV1. 2-0K) 
(b) pili nyirra - tuwu a - mpu - ngupu - pu -
because she 
- too she- np - us(I 0) - ? -
(59) 
rrajiyangirri ngangi - nyitawa 
force which(f) - her:emph 
'Because she forces hers (i.e. her law) on us! ' 
(FP7.4-RA) 
There are some examples of a possessive pronoun being 
composed of the prefixes given above and the nor mal personal 
pronoun. I am not sure if there is any difference . in 
mean ing. It may be that it is just a matter of degree 
(60) 
or emphasis . These, too, are probably derived from 
relative clauses. 
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e.g. 3-64 (TT) 
(a) ngini wuta murrintawi languwiji (VWRT2.4-DK) 
which(m)-their white:men language 
'Theirs, the whitemen's language! 
(b ) Japarra kunji yi kirim - ani yirrimputara angi -
Japarra close he:p - make - p:rep mouth which(f)-
nyirra 
her 
'Japarra kept her mouth closed (with his ha nd) . ' 
(1. 98-JW40) 
There are several examples of possessive pronouns in 
the speech of young people, though most of these are 
femin ine forms. There are no examples of plural forms of 
the possessive pronou n, and only two examples of a masculine 
form . TT feminine for ms or for ms derived from them are used 
as general possessive pronouns, possessing masculine and 
(61) 
plura l nou ns also. Most of the examples contain forms 
meani ng 'my', 'your(sg) " 'our' or 'his' which in TT simply 
have the prefix ~- (reduced from angi- before initial 
I ng/ ). In the few examples of other possessive pronouns in 
MT the prefix has also been red uced to a-, i.e. TT: 
anginyirra > MT: anyirra 'her'. This form and the form 
angar ra 'his', which occurs as an alternative to 
(62) 
~ngatawa (or ang a rrawa), are the only examples of 
possessive forms based on the normal pronoun. The other 
POSse ssive forms in MT are based on the emphatic forms. The 
for m for 'you(sg)' has a further reduction of ~- to 
~- , i.e. TT: anginjila (angi- + nginjila) > MT: 
.~ (or athila) (wi th sound changes, see 2.3.3, p 54-
I 
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and 2.3.7, p 6 0 }. The forms in the data are: angilawa (or 
reduced to angila) 'my'; ajila/athila (or athala by 
some young children) 'your (sg) '; angawula 'our'; 
angarra/angatawa/angarrawa!.angarra/angatawa/angarrawa 
(63) 
'his' and anyirra 'her'. 
e .g. 3-65 (MT) 
(a) angilawa pulagumoka (GP752-AWlO) 
my dog (f) 
(b ) ang a tawa Mal i k i j ukor r inga 
his Malcolm mussel(f) 
'Malcolm's mussel.' 
(c) angilawa yikiti 
my food(m) 
(64) 
(d ) angilawa ya - rringani 
my my - father 
'My father' 
There are two examples of the use of a masculine form 
wh ich are used as in TT, though with the initial /ng/ as 
/y/. 
e. g. 3-66 (MT) 
(65) 
(a ) awa tok yiningawula 
we talk our(m) 
'We'll talk our (lang u age~' 
(b ) yininginjila yimora, tha 
(GP670-MD12) 
apim arikulani 
your(m) vagina you(sg) have big(m) 
'You have a big vagina! (swearing) (GP1460-LW7) 
The first example is by a girl whose understanding of 
TT was quite good, coming from a family which encouraged the 
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use o f TT , and so she is probably using the form here as in 
formal Tiwi speech. Regarding the second example, I doubt 
whether the se ven year o ld speaker would be aware of the 
correc t TT form of the masculine p r onoun , but because this 
is a common swearing expression which she has probably heard 
being used , she has reproduced the correct TT possessive 
pronoun. 
3.3.2.4 REFLEXIVE, RECIPROCAL AND COLLECTIVE PRONOUNS 
In TT the reflexive and reciprocal pronouns are formed 
by the addition of the suffixes, -amiya and -ajirri 
respectively, to the emphatic pronouns. These suffixes may 
also occur on verbs (see 4.2.8, p 298) and on the adverb, 
(66) 
wangata 'alone'. It is not always clear what are the 
criteria in TT for the occurrences of these suffixes on the 
different parts of speech. The semantic notions covered by 
these suffixes are wider than just 'reflexive' and 
'reciprocal' but I have retained these terms, following 
Osborne , since it is difficult to find a term which conveys 
the wider sense. In a seminar at A.N.U., Frances Morphy, in 
discussing the same phenomenon with the so-called 
reflexive/reciprocal suffix in YOI9U, suggested that the 
overall semantic notion was 'engaged in an activity alone' 
when used with one participant, and 'engaged in an activity 
jOintly ' when used with more than one participant. These 
meanings would respectively fit the uses of the reflexive 
and reciprocal suffixes in TT, though not with a one-to-one 
correspondence since the reflexive suffix can be used when 
there is more than one participant. 
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When a purely reflexive or reciprocal sense is intended 
(67) 
the suffixes seem to be added to the verb in TT. 
e.g. 3-67 (TT) 
(a) ngi 
- ri - pirn - amiya (Os., P 44) 
I 
- cv - hit - reflex 
, I hit myse If.' 
(68) (b) pi ri - pirn 
- ajirr 
- a n i 
they:p- cv - hit - recip - p:hab 
'They used to hit themselves! 
In the TT data I have found no examples of reciprocal 
pronouns, but Godfrey has given an example of muwilajirri 
'(let's settle it) between you and me'. 
There are examples of reflexive prorx)Uns in IT, in whi ch case 
they do not refer to objects of reflexive verbs, but 
(69) 
normally have a sense of 'for oneself' or 'by oneself'. 
e.g. 3-68 (TT) 
(a) ngataw - amiya a - papurti (GBQ2.2-DK) 
he:emph- reflex he:np-go:up 
'He goes up (to the bush) for himself'. 
(b) ngi - pawumi ngilaw - amiya (Os. , P 56) 
I - cook me:emph- reflex 
'I'll cook my own.' (or 'I'll cook for myself (?).') 
Reflexive pronouns are used quite extensively in MT • 
. (70) 
They may have the sense of 'by oneself', and are 'also 
(71) 
extended to cover the objects of reflexive verbs. There 
are also some examples of a reciprocal pronoun, which has 
the function of a reciprocal object or means 'together'. 
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The forms of these pronouns in MT are different from the TT 
cons truction, with the emphatic pronoun plus the suffixes 
-amiya 'reflexive' and -ajirri 'reciprocal', being 
reanalysed as the normal pronoun plus the suffixes -lamiya 
and -lajirri. Alternately this may be analysed as the 
normal pronoun plus an emphatic suffix la- plus the 
reflexive or reciprocal suffix (c f. the alternate pronoun 
in MT, p /68). In general, the full form of the normal 
pronoun is retained in MT when it is prefixed to some other 
for m (cf. kin nouns, 3.2.5, p /4b, and alternate pronouns , 
3. 3.2.2, p Ih3). As in TT, the reflexive suffix may occur 
when there is one or more than one participant, but the 
reciprocal only occurs on plural pronouns. 
e.g . 3-69 (MT) 
(a) awa 
we 
pley 
play 
ka 01 kamp 
at old camp 
yintirimi awa - lamiya (or awa - la - miya) 
we:did we - reflex we - e mph - reflex 
'We played by ourselves at the old camp! (GP680-JP9) 
(b) wokapat arra - lamiya (or arra - la - miya) 
walk he - reflex 
'He walked about by himselE' 
he - emph - reflex 
(GP83-DB12) 
(c ) wurra meykim wuta - lamiyg (or wuta - la - miya ) 
they 
tray 
dry 
make they - reflex 
'They dried themselves! 
they - emp - reflex 
(NG220-SKlO) 
(72) (d) yi - pini ata - lamiya (or ata - la - miya) 
he:p -hit he - reflex he:emph-emph-reflex 
o from kuwani? 
or from who? 
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'Did he hit himself or who (did)? (GP641-MPII) 
(e) tuli pirimi wuta - lajirr i (or wuta - la - jirri) 
spear they:did they - recip they - emph - reflex 
'They speared each other.' 
(f) wurra - lajirri (or wurra - la - jirri) 
they - recip they - emph - recip 
arikulapi pirimi 
big (pI) they: were 
'They grew up together,' 
The collective pronouns (so called by Osborne, Os., 
p 56) are formed by the emphatic augmented forms prefixed by 
ngining a ji-, which elsewhere is used as a manner preposition 
'like ' (see 5.2.3, p 3Sl) • These pronouns then are: 
nginingajingawila 'all of us', nginingajinuwila 'all of 
you ', nginingajiwutawa 'all of them'. These pronouns are 
included in this section because they seem to be related 
semant ically, if not in form, to the use of the com-
(73) 
pletive verbal suffix -anyimi, which is of the same order 
as the verbal reflexive and reciprocal suffixes 
(see 4.2.8, P 29~. These pronouns do not occur in MT. 
3.3.3 IMPERSONAL PRONOUNS 
The impersonal pronouns comprise the interrogatives, 
indefinite and negative pronouns. The latter two sets are 
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built upon the interrogatives, which in turn are built upon 
the stem kuwa- for humans and kami- for non-humans. 
In TT, the human forms are marked for gender or number, 
while the non-human forms are marked for gender, as for 
human versus non-human nouns. The interrogative pronouns 
are: 
Masculine Feminine Plural 
kuwani kuwanga kuwapi 'who?' 
kamini kamunga 'which, what?' 
Most of the forms of the interrogative pronouns are 
found in the MT data, though there are very few examples of 
the feminine non-human form. In all styles the -ni of the 
ma sculine forms is elided preceding a n-initial word, and 
the final vowel in all forms is elided preceding a 
vowel-initial word. 
e.g. 3-70 (TT/MT) 
(a) kuwan (j) awarra? 
who(m) that(m) 
'Who is that (man)?' 
(74) 
(b) kuwang(a) anaki? 
who (f) this(f) 
'Who is this (woman)?' 
(c) kami (ni) naki? 
what(m) this 
'What is this?' 
In MT the form kamini is often used for another TT 
pronoun (or proform), which generally means 'what?' or 
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'how?' , viz. awungana. In general, this form is being 
lost in the speech of young people, except in the general 
'greeting' question ('What's up?, 'How are you? or 'What are 
you doing?') in which case it is usually changed to awana, 
(76) 
through a regular sound change (see 2.3.4, p 55). 
e.g. 3-71 (TT) 
awungana a - wuji - rrupujinga - rna? (OP1) 
what he:np-dur - talk 
-do 
'What is he saying?' 
e.g. 3-72 (MT) 
arra kamini sey? (GP1066-boy) 
he what say 
'What is he saying?' or 'What did he say?' 
The indefinite pronouns are formed by prefixing arrami, 
which alone means 'perhaps' or 'maybe', to the interrogative 
pronouns . The Iii of the prefix becomes lui before the Ikl 
of the stems. 
In general, both in TT and MT these pronouns mean 
'someone ' or 'something'. The non-human form seems also 
t o mean 'thing' in some cases. In MT they are often 
used in the same way as the English 'anyone' or 
(77) 
'anything '. In MT the only forms found are the 
masculine human form and the forms for both genders in the 
(78) 
non-human forms. These forms are often shortened to 
amukuwani (or amukoni) 'someone' (or even arrakuwani) 
(79) 
and amukamini (m), amukamunga (f), 'something', 'thing'. 
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e.g. 3-73 (TT) 
(a) ••• pili arramukamini yi - rri - ngin - ja - pirni 
because something(m) he -irreal-you(sg)-emph-catch 
'(Don't roam away) because something might catch you~ 
(b) awungarruwu arramukamunga 
over:there something (f) 
'Some feminine thing (is sitt ing) over there'. 
e.g. 3-74 (MT) 
(a) tha luk arrakamunga, thirra mup awarra 
you(sg) look something(f) she move here ( ?) 
'You look, something moved here ( ?) • , (MW5) 
(b ) thirra apim pik arramukamu nga 
she have big something (f) 
'She has something big ,' or 'She has a big thing " 
(c) arrakuwani wantim keyk? 
'Does anyone want some cake?' 
(d) awa ketim naki amukamini 
'We got this big thing'. 
Another type of indefinite pronoun in TT, with the 
for ms nimini(m) and nimunga(f) , means something like 'what's 
hi s name?' or 'what 's it called?' (occuring when people 
cannot recall the name of someone or something). 
e. g. 3-75 (TT) 
pi rripakirayi nimini, Maliwarniyuwa (BMA4.9-DK) 
t hey:gave: (her): what's:his: Maliwarniyuwa 
to: him name 
'They gave her to, what's his name, (to) Maliwarniyuwa.' 
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There are no examples of these forms occurring on their 
own in MT but there are some examples of the for ms 
niminaki and niminayi derived from the TT forms nim i ni plus 
t he demonstratives (ngi)naki 'this(m)' and (ngi)nayi (80) --
'that(m) '. These are used as the TT for ms given above, 
bu t there does not seem to be any clear distinction in MT 
be tween the two forms (cf. demonst rat ives, 3.3.4.1, p l ':il). 
e. g. 3-76 (MT) 
(a ) awa fayntim niminaki, yingoti 
we find what's:it: bush:honey 
called 
'We found, (what's it called?) bush honey.' 
(b ) korila yi - pini awarra niminayi, awarra men 
gorilla he:p -hit the(m) what's:it the( m) man 
called 
'The gorilla hit the, (what's it called?) the ma n.' 
(GP486- RJ12) 
In some cases they seem to be used meaning 'somethi ng' 
or 'some sort of' where the name is not known. 
e. g. 3-77 (MT) 
(a ) wurra luk ran fo niminaki 
'They looked around for something' 
(b ) yi pakirayi niminaki yikiti 
he:p- give some:sort:of food 
'He gav e h im s ome sor t of f ood.' 
(81) 
Negative pronouns are formed by prefixing karri 
t o the interrogative forms. In MT the human plural ' 
f orm karrikuwapi (or karrikopi) is generalised to mean 
' no one' and the masculine non-human form is generalised 
to mean 'nothing'. 
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e.g. 3-78 (MT) 
(a) awa luk yintirimi karrikuwaEi (MP9) 
we see we:did nobody 
'We didn ' t see anyone.' 
( b) karrikamini mutika awarri (PP 23) 
nothing car then 
'There weren't any cars then'. 
3. 3.4 DEMONSTRATIVES AND DEFINITIVES 
There are two sets of pronouns in TT which Osborne 
calls demonstratives, and which can generally be translated 
in to English as 'th is' or 'that'. I am calli ng one set 
'demonstratives' since t hey are deictic, giving the 
location and identification of persons and objects in a 
spatiotemporal context, in relation to the speaker or 
addr essee. The second set is unmarked for proximi t y to the 
speake r a nd the membe rs a re ma i n l y a na phor i c. I am 
calling t hese 'defin it ives'. 
3.3 .4.1 DEMONSTRATIVES 
In TT there are three demonstrative stems which 
indicate proximity to the speaker and/or addressee: -na{n}k i 
' close to the speaker', -niyi 'close to the addressee' and 
{82} 
-nayi 'distant f r om the speaker and addressee.' Each 
of the stems is prefixed by the forms ngini-{m}, which 
becomes ngi- before the initial /n/ of the stems, 
{83} 
(~)angi-{f), and kaEi- or ngamEi-{pl}. {cf possessive 
pronouns. } The masculine forms are often reduced even 
fur ther to just the stems na{n}ki, niyi, and nayi. These 
red uced forms may be used more generally to mean 'this/that 
( 84) 
Place/thing' • 
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The demonstratives may occur modifying a noun or on 
their own as pronouns. 
e.g. 3-79 (TT ) 
(a) anginanki pilimunga 
(b) 
this(f) road (f) 
'This road' 
(ngi)na y i 
this(dist:m) 
kijini 
boy 
'That boy over there' 
(c) nginja aWarra a - wu - rra - marr i 
you(sg) that(def:m) he:np-obl-emph-con. m -
miringarra nginayi (BMA3.8-DK) 
live that(dist:m) 
'That one (from over there) should marry you! 
(d ) yikoni awarra kumu rrupuni 
fire(m) that(def: m) that(near: 
you:m) 
'That fire near you is smoky~ 
(e ) awarra naki ngini 
this(def:m) t h is (d em : m) which(m) 
ngi - mpi - ri - wa - yalangimi 
I - np:f - cv - words load 
'This which I am recording again 
s moky 
(GPI784-MA) 
tuwawanga 
again 
In MT there are a number of examples of the 
demonstratives with stems na(~)ki and nayi. There are a 
few example~ of the stem niyi, but it is difficult to tell 
i n most cases without knowing the non-linguistic context, 
whether it is used in the same way as in TT. Older young 
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people seem to use it in this way (as in example 3-80a), but 
when it is used by children it seems to be used as an 
alternative to nayi (as in example 3-80b). 
e.g. 3-80 (MT) 
(a) tha luk niyi (GP1285-EP20) 
'You look near you~ 
(85) 
( b) kiyi niyi pu rru wuriyi kapuliyama 
then there/ they:p- p go far:out:sea 
'Then they went far out to sea! (GP138-DB 12) 
There are some examples by older young people of the TT 
form s of the masculine and feminine demonstratives, but, in 
general, the unmarked form consisting of just the stem 
occu rs for the masculine and the feminine prefix is reduced 
to a-. 
e.g . 3-81 (MT) 
(a) nak i kijini 
this(m) boy 
( b) anaki kijinga (GPl136-FWI3) 
this (f) girl 
(c) kaEinaki kakijuwi (GP194-DB12) 
these children 
In general, distinctions in gender and nu mber in the 
demonstrative forms are only given when they refer to humans 
(or some animals), as is the case with nouns 
(see 3.2.3, P 134) • Wi th other nouns the unmar ked masculine 
form s naki and nayi are used, though some older young 
people may be aware of the appropriate TT gender for some 
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items and use the appropriate TT demonstrative, particularly 
in formal ~peech 
e.g. 
(a) 
(b) 
3-82 (MT) 
naki kiripuka 
this crab(f) 
nayi wununga 
that possum(f) 
Children (some even as old as 12 years) seem to extend 
(86) 
these unmarked forms to refer to female humans. 
e .g. 3-83 (MT) 
(a) naki athirra yipalinya 
this this:def(f) woman 
'This woman' (GP89-DB12) 
(b ) tha naw naki Papara 
you(sg) know this Barbara 
'You know this Barbara ,' (GP692-CP8) 
In the data of the young people's speech there is a 
greater proportion of demonstratives than in the TT data. 
One reason for this is that the young people's data consist s 
of more examples of spontaneous, normal speech, compared to 
the TT data of stories. Another reason is that children, in 
te lling stories (whether their own experience or something 
else, such as telling about a movie), put themselves into 
the situation, telling it as if they themselves were there 
in the situation at the time of telling. They may even 
ex t end this to the hearer, assuming that what is known to 
the speaker may also be known to the addressee. 
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3.3.4.2 DEFINITIVES 
The definitives may be used alone as pronouns or 
modifying a noun. In this latter case they can often be 
translated by ' the', since they refer to a known and 
definite entity. When they occur as pronouns they can often 
only be translated as 'that one/thing (that we know or we 
, 
have talked about). These definit ive s themselves do not 
indicate distance, but they may occur together with a 
demonstrative when the distance relative to the speaker 
(87 ) 
and/or hearer is also relevant. 
The TT forms of the definitive are: awarra(m}, 
awunyirra(f}, and awuta(pl}. These appear to be formed from 
the third person pronouns, prefixed by the anaphoric 
pref ix awu-, but with some morphophonological changes, 
(88) 
such as: awu- + ngarra 'he' (awungarra)~ awarra(m}i 
awu- + nyirra 'she' ~ awunyirra/awinyirra (f) i 
(opt ional assimilation to the following /ny/) awu- + wuta 
'they'~ awuta (elision of similar syllables, 
see 2.3.10, P ). 
e • 9 • 3 - 84 ( TT ) 
(a) nginaki ngini ngarra jirti a - ri - miringarra 
this(m} who(m} he bad(m} he:np- cv-sit 
Api nga pakurluwunyi awarra (GBQl. 4-DK) 
well we(incl}-look:at that:one(m} (def) 
'This man who hates us well we look at that one~ 
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(b) Kapijani ngangi yi marri -muwu, nyirra awinyirra 
K. who (f) he:p - con.m live she that:one(f) (def) 
arikulanga (BMA4.l0-RA) 
big ( f ) 
'The woman who Kapijani married was an adult~ 
It is not always clear from tex ts why these definitives 
are used, as in some cases there appears to be no previous 
reference, but in a number of stories for which I have the 
transcription apparently reference was made to whatever is 
being talked about before the actual story was taped. In 
other cases there is no previous mention of a participant 
bu t it is assumed the participant is known to the hearer as 
well as the speaker, so that the definitives are not simply 
anaphoric, with reference to the actual text or discourse , 
bu t with reference to the extra-linguistic knowledge shared 
by the speaker and hearer. 
In MT the definitives seem to be used in much t he same 
way as in TT, though, like the demonstratives, they occur 
mor e commonly. This is to be expected, particularly in the 
speech of children, who tend to make more assumptions about 
the shared knowledge of the speaker and hearer. 
The feminine form of the definitive is more common in 
MT than the feminine form of the demonstrative (in 
comparison with the corresponding masculine forms). This 
may be because the masculine and feminine forms of the 
definitive are more distinctive phonologically than are the 
masculine and feminine forms of the demonstrative. With 
nouns for humans and dogs the masculine, feminine or plural 
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forms of the definitives are used according to the gender or 
number of the noun, as for TT, though some younger children 
in the study have not developed the correct use of these. 
In the speech of most young people the feminine and 
plural definitive forms are changed from the traditional 
forms, particularly in casual speech. In formal speech some 
young people gave the traditional forms. These changes are: 
awinyirra a(n)jirra or a(n)thirra 'that one (f) , (see 2.3.7, p 60 ) 
and awuta awurra' those ones' (see 2. 3 . 5, P f,-6) • 
e g. 3-85 (TT) 
(a) awarra arikulani tini 
that(m) big(m) man 
'That big man' 
(b) athirra murrukupora 
that(f) girl 
(c) awurra wawurruwi 
those men 
'They are men! 
(GP512-RJ12) 
(GP1555-EP20) 
The masculine form is often also changed from awarra 
to arra but this seems to be mainly in children's speech, 
even though in some cases the children are as old as 12 
years. 
e .g. 3-86 (CT) 
arra janimani 
that(m) Chinese man 
'That Chinese man' 
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The form arra, which is used instead of awarra(m) is 
the same as the changed form of the masculine singular 
pronoun 'he'. This means that in some children's speech the 
definitive and pronoun fall together, at least in the 
masculine form. This may be extended to feminine and plural 
f orms by some children, though in the cases like those in 
example 3-86, these forms may perhap s be regarded as 
p ronouns in apposition to the noun rather than as def i nitive 
(89) 
modifying the noun. 
e .g. 3-87 
(a ) thirra wununga 
fthat (fn possum 
lshe J 
'That possum' or 'She, possum' 
(b ) wurra Papara mop 
[ thoSe] they 
Barbara mob 
'Those of Barbara's mob' or 'They, Barbara's mob' 
The older children nor mally retain separate for ms for 
the definitives and the third person pronouns, for t he 
fem inine and plural. The changed plural for m awu rra, whic h 
seems common even with older children, is diffic ult to 
dis tinguish from the masculine form awarra, except in 
precise speech, which may be one reason why the mas c ul i ne 
for m has become arra even though it is the same as t he 
pronoun. The distinction between 'he' and 'that o ne (m)' is 
possibly not seen as so important as the distinction between 
'that one(m)' and 'those'. 
With nouns other than human nouns, older young people 
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normally use the appropriate form of the definitive to 
coincide with the TT gender of the noun. However, because 
of the loss of gender distinctions for most non-human nouns, 
particularly loan nouns (see 3.2.3, p 1 3 ~), there are 
examples of both the masculine and feminine definitive forms 
occurring with the same nouns, even in the speech of the one 
ind iv idual. 
e .g. 3-88 (MT/CT) 
arra jeyn or anthirra jeyn (DB12) 
that(m} chain that(f} chain 
Another form for 'those' see ms to be comi ng into being 
(90) 
i n MT, viz., kapawurra (kapi + awurra). It is not 
clear from the examples whether it is being used deictically 
or anaphorically. 
e .g. 3-89 (MT) 
(a ) kaEawurra Fonta mop (GP858-JJ6 ) 
those Fonda mob 
'Those in Fonda's mob' 
( b ) kaEawurra ami (GP177-DB 1 2) 
those ar my 
'Those soldiers' 
As in TT, the definitives and de monstratives ma y occur 
together. 
e. g. 3-90 (MT) 
(a) kuwapi awurra kaEinaki? (GP1603-EP20) 
who (pI) these (def) these(dem} 
'Who are these people?' 
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(b) athirra anayi murrakupora 
that(f) (def) that(f) (dem) teenage:girl 
'That teenage girl' 
3.4 PREDICATIVES 
This term, from Osborne (Os., p 59), is used for a 
s mall class of words which only occur within the predicate 
of non-verbal clauses or stative verbal clauses, as 
(91) 
c omplemen ts (see 6.5, P 4 50.; and 6.4, p 447) . These words 
have adjective-like meanings but do not modify a noun 
at tributively. They are invariable in form and do not agree 
i n number or gender with the noun to which t hey refer. Some 
o f these are: aliranga 'shy', 'ashamed', yikonari 'hot', 
(92 ) 
paruwani 'hungry', kiyana 'ripe, cooked'. These 
predicatives may also occur as complements in 
semi-transitive clauses as in example 3-91a. These c l au s es 
ar e not discussed in the thesis (see 6.4, p 447> . 
e .g. 3-91 (TT) 
(a ) yikonari ta kirimi 
hot sg:imp - make 
'Make it hot ,' 
(b ) ngiya paruwani 
I hungry 
'I am hung ry.' 
In MT some of these predicatives are retained 
though sometimes with a changed form, such as 
j anawuti (or thanawuti) for januwurti 'tired'. This 
c lass has not been expanded by loan words, since the loan 
adjectives generally can occur as adjectives, i.e. as 
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modifying a noun attributively. There are one or two loan 
adjectives in the data which occur only as complements, such 
as tet 'dead' and tray 'dry', but presumably with more data 
these would also appear as adjectives. 
e. g. 3-92 (MT) 
(a) yiya thanawuti 
I tired 
, I am tired~ (GP739-AWlO) 
(b ) awa-naruwi Earuwani naki yikiti (GP226-PP23) 
our-mothers hungry this food 
'Our mothers were hungry for this food! 
In TT some adjectival qualities are encoded in verbal 
form s which are now frozen, though they show gender 
differences. These forms occur predicatively. 
e.g . 3-93 (TT) 
(a) yuwurumi (yi + - (w) ur imi) 'ha rd (m) , 
he:p be:hard 
juwurumi (j i- + -(w)urumi 'hard(f)' 
(b) yiporimi (yi- + -Corimi) 'dea f (m) , 
he:p be:deaf 
jiporimi (ji- + -Corimi) 'deaf( f) , 
(93) 
(c) yir ikupurani (yi- + r i- + kupuranj i) 
he:p cv be:good 
'good 1ooking(m)' 
jikupuranji (ji- + -kupuranji) 
she:p be:good? 'good looking(f) , 
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3.5 O~HER WORD CLASSES 
There are other word classes which are separated on 
semantic and syntactic grounds, with no morphological bases 
for distinguising them. Some of these classes are: 
conjunctions and introducers, prepositions and inter-
jections. These classes are not discussed in detail in this 
chapter, but some are dealt with in appropriate sections in 
later chapters. Conjunctions are of two types, those 
joining phrases (discussed in 5.1.3, p 3~ and those joining 
clauses within sentences. Introducers are those words which 
introduce sentences. Neither clause conjunctions nor 
(94) 
introducers are discussed in the thesis. In TT there are 
very few prepositions and their function is mainly 
relat ing locative phrases to a clause. In MT the class of 
prepositions is expanded by the introduction of some loan 
prepos itions and their functions are expanded to include 
grammat ical relations other than locative. Both TT and MT 
prepositions are discussed in appropriate sections in 
Chapters 5 (Phrases) and 6 (Clauses). 
Interjections are a small class of words which can 
OCcur alone as a complete utterance, or can occur in the 
outer periphery of a sentence as an attention getter. These 
are basically the same in MT as in TT, with some difference s 
resu lting from regular sound changes. Some of these are: 
!uwa (often heard as [kWA] or [kwp]) 'yes', karluwu (MT: 
~) 'no', pirri 'go away!', aya 'hey (to man)', agha 'hey 
(to woman)' (MT: aa or .ah), awi 'hey (to more than one)', 
~rarna (MT: arrana) 'be careful!' 
Classes which are closely related to each other, in 
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that they mOdify the clause or verb in some way, are: 
temporals, adverbs, particles and locatives. Each of these 
classes has proforms, which are related to the definitives, 
and which have anaphoric reference. These proforms have the 
prefix awu-, so that, awungarri means 'at that time', 
awungani means 'like that' or 'in that way'. There are 
thre e locative proforms, awungar ra 'this place', 
awungaji 'that place where you are' and awungarruwu 
'that place over there'. 
3.5 .1 LOCATIVES 
The situation with regard to the locative forms in TT 
is somewhat confused, probably due to the differences 
between what are regarded as the 'proper' use of the ter ms 
and their actual use. There are two types of locatives, one 
type in which the relative distance from the speaker and/or 
addr essee is important, and other positional locatives which 
give the position relative to some other object, such as 
yila ruwu 'inside'. 
With regard to the 'distance' locatives there are 
different sets. The set upon which the anaphoric locative 
proforms are built have three points of reference, as with 
demonstratives (see 3.3.4.1, p {'8:<,): ngarra 'here (where the 
spea ker is) " ngaji 'there (where the addressee is)' and 
~ar ruwu 'there (where someone else is, at a relative 
dist ance) , • These meanings apply also to the anaphoric 
forms, but in both cases, particularly in the anaphoric 
forms, the meaning of the second has been extended to mean 
, to/at that place/thing/person' (where the place or person 
is in focus rather than the distance as with the third 
form) • 
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In English there is 'a very close connexion between the 
deictic function of the demonstratives, 'this' and 'that'; 
and the locative adverbs, 'here' and 'there' (Lyons, 
1977(b), p 276). Presumably this is true of other languages 
as well. The basic for ms in TT are normally given in reply 
to the question, 'Where (is something/someone)? ' and mean 
(95) 
'here (or there) it is'. 
e.g . 3-94 (TT) 
(a ) ngaji yingarti kuwunawin-ana? 
there (where you are) plenty money 
'Do you have lots of money?' 
(b) ••. Tupawalingapi awungaji natinga (CWD2.11-DK) 
Tupawalingapi at:that:place one (f) 
'Waya awungarra nga mpi ri 
now at:this:place we(incl)-np cv 
ki yamuku rughi 
eve together - put 
'(We'd arrive at) Tupawalingapi. At that place (we'd sleep) 
one (night). (We'd say), "Now we'll make camp here 
(c) Maluwu Nyirra awungarruwu Maluwu ji 
Maluwu she over:there(dist) Maluwu she:p -
ni - r i mi 
dir - cv go 
'Maluwu .•. She came from over there, from Maluwu! 
(BMA4. 7-DK) 
In the speech of young people there are some examples 
of ngarra (or the changed form arra) meaning 'here' but 
" , 
. .. , 
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there are no examples of ngaji (or aji) and only one or two 
of ngarruwu (or arruwu) which seems to have lost the 
implication of distance and appears to mean simply 'there' 
compared to 'here' (see example 3-95b). 
e.g. 3-95 (MT) 
(a) arra yingati tinki (GP62l-BTll) 
--
here plenty dinghy 
'Here there are a lot of d ingh ies.' 
(b ) arruwu rijinga 
there sugar:glider 
'There's a sugar glider.' (said while looking at a book) 
The anaphoric prolocatives are also used in MT, though 
in many cases, particularly with younger speakers, the 
wung within the traditional forms is reduced to /w/, viz., 
awu ngarra > awarra, awungaji > awaji, and awungarruwu > 
awa rruwu. In MT these prolocatives appear to be used in 
much the same way as in TT. 
e.g . 3-96 (MT) 
(a) yiya awarra tamu 
I here sit 
, I am sitting here.' 
( b) Wali Jon ajirri 
Ronald John don't 
'Ronald John, don't 
(c) kiyi kapi yawulama 
then prep jungle 
go 
(GP701-AWlO) 
payipayi awaji (GP195-JT13) 
sleep there 
to sleep there.' 
ji majirripi awaji 
she:p - sleep there 
'Then in the jungle she went to sleep there/at that 
place,' 
(GP475-RJl2) 
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(d) Yi mi naki tharrukarri awarruwu ka prij 
he:p - go this short:cut over:there to bridge 
'He took this shortcut over there to the bridge! 
(GP489-RJ12) 
In some cases awarra is used as 'at this place', not 
referring to closeness to the spea kers, but seemingly in 
rela tion to the participants in t he story and in relation 
to their horne, or perhaps in relation to t he no rmal place of 
activity of the participants in the story. 
e.g . 3-97 (MT) 
ka ~; kiyi awarra peta y i - mi 
to cave then here better he:p- be 
to the cave'; then here, he became betteL' 
(GP45 8-RJ1 2) 
(The 'cave' in this story is 'home', compa r ed to t h e 
'jungle' in examp le 3-96c; in the same s t ory the 'bridge' 
in e xample s 3-96d is awa r r uwu, it see ms, becau s e it is a 
long way from where the ac t or in this sen t ence startsl 
In TT the unmarked de mo ns trative stems are also used in 
a l ocative se nse, where 'place' is understood 
(see also 3.3.4.1, p /82 ). 
e.g . 3-98 (TT) 
(a) muwa waya yiku rri kirimpika naki 
you:and:I now fo u r crab this(place) 
'You and I now have four crabs here.' 
(b ) niyi yinkitayi nga rr i ja 
that (place) close we(incl)-irreal-emph-
yangurlimay ana? 
walk Q 
'Is that place (that you spoke of) close enough 
for us to walk to?' 
(PR33.8) 
(MGD) 
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~his occurs in MT to a certain extent, though in 
some cases the preposition, ka, is also used before the 
demonstrative. The form, niyi, is not used in this sense in 
the MT data (see also Locative, 6.2.3.1, p415). 
e. g. 3-99 (MT) 
(a) nginja kam naki 
you{sg) come here/this place 
'You come here.' 
(b ) kapinayi shak nayi (GP875-JP9) 
those shark there/that place 
'Those sharks were there .' 
(c ) anturiyi ka nayi 
we:went to that{place) 
'We went to that place.' 
Other TT locatives in which relative distance is 
encoded are na{~)kitawu 'there (dist) " kitawu 'there 
(mid-dist) '. These meanings are given by Godfrey since my 
dat a on these is limited. 
e.g . 3-100 (TT) 
(a) ngu mpu wuriyi nankitawu kuta Marrika 
(b) 
you{pl)- np go 
'Maybe you will go over 
nyirra kitawu ji 
over:there maybe America 
there, to America! 
(FP8.7-RA ) 
(96) 
ni pirrortighi 
her there he:her:p-loc - father 
'He fathered her over there.' (BMA5.1-DK) 
There are two other forms which are related to these, 
viz ., na(~)kitagha and kitagha, which in ge neral both seem 
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to mean 'towards here' but it is not quite clear what the 
exact meanings are in the data I have available, as not all 
the examples seem to fit the meanings given by Godfrey for 
TT. One reason for this is probably because the for ms and 
t heir meanings are changing and this change is apparent in 
older people's speech as we ll as that of the younger ones'. 
For na(~)kitagha Godfrey gives one of the meanings as 
'thi s side of where you are (but where the addressee is at 
a d istance)', so that strictly na(n)kitagha i mplies 
'towards the speaker but still at a distance', whereas 
kitagha strictly means 'towards the speaker (but where 
the addressee is not at a distance)'. Godfrey goes on to say 
tha t kitagha does not seem to be used much and 
na(~)kitagha is used for both. In most cases it seems to 
be u s e d meaning 'towards here', 'this way' or 'up to here 
(on body) " but there are some cases where it simply seems 
to mean 'here', with no movement involved, as i n 
(97) 
example 3-101c. 
e.g . 3-101 (TT) 
(a) ap i kularlagh a a wa ni rna nankitawu 
well search:for he: np-frust-Ioc do over:there 
Api yoni a - ri - mi, "Karluwu, nankitag ha" 
so other( m) he:np-cv-say no this:way 
'Well he looked around over there (but couldn't 
find it). So the other one said, "No, this way".' 
(b ) nankitagha kangi nga - ri - wawuta 
up:to:here where we(incl)-cv-chew 
'(The pain comes) up to here, where we chew.' 
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(c) nyirra ji yi - miringarra nankitagha 
she she:p - cv - live here 
'She lived here.' (BMAl. 5-DK) 
In MT , the TT forms kitawu and na(~)kitawu seem 
to be used interchangeably, with the latter more common. 
However , the for ms are genera lly changed to: ku taw u and 
nak itawu, nakutawu or nakurrawu (I t I > I rr/, 
see 2. 3. 5, P 56 ). kutawu seems to be used only by older 
chi ldren and young people. 
e.g. 3-102 (MT) 
(a ) kapi awurra a mi kuwatu, Tawin 
prep those ar my over:there Darwin 
to the soldiers over there in Darwin! 
(GPI845-PP23) 
(b) pu nuriyi nak u rrawu 
they:p-come over:there 
'They came over there .' 
(speaking about a place dis t ant fro m 
where t h e speaker is when speaking) 
There are only a few examples of kitagha (or the 
changed form kitaa/kitah) and these are only by older you ng 
people. In general, the TT form na(n)kitagha, has changed 
to nakitaa or nakitah (see 2.3.2, p SZ) and this is used to 
COver both traditional terms, as it was mentioned was the case 
with older speakers as well. In general it seems to mean 'to 
here' • 
e. g. 3-103 (MT ) 
(a ) tamuwu 
{
kitah } 
nankitah 
' (Come and) sit here! r 
(GPI876-MP22) 
(GPI491-EP20) 
(b) tha putim nakitah 
you(sg) put to:here 
'Put it here!' 
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There are not many examples of nakitah/nakitaa and the 
anaphoric locative, awarra ' here'. Awarra is often used 
to mean 'here', whether movement is involved or not. Younger 
children often seem to use the English loan iya, though 
olde r children generally confine this to their English. 
e.g. 3-104 (MT) 
tha pringim 
you (sg) bring 
pilankiti awarra 
blanket here 
'You bring a blanket here~ 
e.g . 3-105 (CT) 
tha weyti, anapa, anapa iya 
you (sg) wait wait wait here 
'You wait, wait here!' 
(GPl186-boy) 
The changes in these locatives can be summarised as in 
Table 3.9. Only the locational components of t he meanings 
are given in the table. 
In TT the r e are also a nu mber of other locatives which 
are positional loca t ives, such as yilaruwu 'inside', 
yintaghi 'behind (but this side in relation to speaker) " 
yintuwu 'behind (but other side in relation to speaker) " 
~ur iyuwu 'above', maringarra 'one side (of) " maringarraghi 
'th is side (in relation to speaker)' and maringarruwu 'other 
side (in relation to speaker) " and a number of others. 
TABLE 3.9 CHANGES IN TIWI LOCATIVE WORDS 
ngarra} 
naki 
ngaj i } 
niyi 
nga~ ruwu } 
nayl 
'here (close to speaker)' 
' there (close t o addressee )' 
'there (far from speaker 
and addressee) , 
Anaphoric forms: 
MT 
{
arra 
naki 
png). arruwu 
\naYl 
'there' 
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awungarra (naki) ' here (close to speaker)' awarra (naki) 
awungaji 
awungarruwu 
{
' there 
'there 
(associated With} 
addressee) , 
(when place in 
focus) , 
'there (when distance in 
awaji 
focus) , awarruwu 
Othe r locatives, with distance: 
kitawu 
na( n)kitawu 
kitagha 
na(n )kitagha 
'there (mid-distant)'} 
'there (distant)' 
'closer to speaker' } 
(from mid-distance) 
(from distance) 
nakutawu/nakurrawu 
'there (dist)' 
nak i tah/ naki taa 
'to here' 
These positional locatives may occur alone or with a 
preposi tional phrase (see 5.2.1, p 379) . 
e.g . 3-106 (TT) 
(a) ngi nti pawurinji yilaruwu 
we(excl)-p go: in inside 
'We went inside ( the club house) , 
(b) ji pawuriji yilaruwu kapi yangamini 
she:p- go: in inside prep hole 
'She went into the hole' 
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(c) Japarra yi papurti kuriyuwu (2.1.4-JW40) 
Japarra he:p - go:up above 
'Japarra went up above (into sky)" 
(d) ngawurtupuwamughi kuriyuwu ngampi purinjirringa 
we:put:up above prep tree/pole 
'We put ( them) up on top o f the pole,' (HMG5.3) 
Some of these positional locatives are retained in MT, 
though it would seem others are not. The ones which 
are retained are: kuriyuwu (or kuruwu) 'above', yilaruwu 
'inside', yikltayi (TT: yinkitayi) 'close (to)'. As in 
TT these may be used alone or with a preposit i o na l phrase. 
e.g. 3-107 (MT) 
(a) papi arimi kuriyuwu 
come:out he:does above 
'It (wheat) comes out at the top! 
(b) thirra ko yilaruwu 
she go inside 
'She is going inside! 
(c) j i pawuriji yilaruwu kapi shop 
she:p- go in inside prep shop 
'She went into the shop! 
(d) yimi arra Japurra yikitayi 
he:went that( m) Japurra close 
'Japurra went close,' 
(GPl205-child) 
(e) tamu jimi yikitayi ka purijirringa 
sit she:did close prep tree 
'She sat close to the tree.' 
There are a few examples of a preposition being used 
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before these positional locatives, but, since these are 
mainly by younger children, it is probably an indication of 
over-correction in their language acquisition. 
e.g. 3-108 (CT) 
wurra klamap kapi kuruwu (GP1614-MW5) 
they climb:up prep above 
'They are climbing up (on top?).' 
There are a number of cases of borrowing of English 
directional post-positional adverbs. Where 'up', 'out', 
' down ' etc. occur with English verbs these are normally 
re tained when borrowed into Tiwi, such as in klamap 'climb 
up ', potan/fotan 'fall down'. When these occur with 
tr ansitive verbs they occur following the transitive suffix 
-im , and so could perhaps be regarded as separate words. 
However, they very rarely occur not associated with the verb 
and in most cases there is no corresponding loan verb 
wi thout the directional post-position. For these reasons 
they are considered as part of the verb, e.g. prekimap 
'br eak (up) " tikimat/teykimat 'take out'. 
There are some cases of an English 'd irectional' adverb 
behaving as a locative in MT, though not many. 
e. g. 3-109 (MT) 
putim yimi yikara tan (GP455-RJ12) 
put he:did hand down 
'He put his hand down! 
Some other English locatives are borrowed, but again 
not many. 
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e.g. 3-110 (MT) 
(a) yu wuriyi ontop/antap 
he:p - go on:top 
'He went on top (of the building).' 
(b) nuwa pokayini atsayt (GP1539-EP20) 
you (pI) play outside 
'You play outside! 
3.5.2 TEMPORALS 
Some of the temporals in TT, indicating the time 
setting of actions or events, are: parlingarri 'long ago' 
(98) 
(remote past), puniyarri 'long ago' (recent past), 
japini 'evening', japinari 'morning', awurlanari 'after-
noon', ningani 'today', pangarri 'tomorrow'. 
Most of these temporals are used by young people with 
the same meanings as in TT, though with regular sound 
changes discussed in Chapter 2. In some cases English loans 
are used by some young people, even where there is a TT 
equivalent, particularly in their less formal Tiwi speech, 
such as tumorra instead of pangarri 'tomorrow', moning 
instead of japinari 'morning', and aftanun instead of 
awurlanari (MT: awulanari) 'afternoon'. Sometimes both may 
be used by the one speaker in the same discourse. 
e.g. 3-111 (MT) 
japinari, erli moning 
morning early morning 
'In the morning, when it was early 
The meaning of tumorra is extended beyond the English 
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definition to also mean 'the next day', in which case it 
may be used with a past tense. (99) 
e. g. 3-112 (MT) 
tumorra wokapat yintir imi (GP374-MP9) 
next:day walk:about we:did 
'The next day we walked about! 
Temporal words relating to the changed culture and for 
whic h there is no TT equivalent are common in the speech of 
both young and old. Most of these have been borrowed. Some 
of these are: wiki(i) 'week', manj/mant (MT: manth/mant) 
(TOO) 
'mon th'; names of days of the week, such as warniyati 
(MT: waniyati) 'Friday', jurra 'Sunday' (also 'paper, 
(101) 
book , church, school wee k ' ) , wan i j i (Yi) (MT: 
wenes tey) 'Wednesday', jarritiyi (MT: satutey) 
'Saturday'. The days of the week are normally preceded by 
the temporal a:mjLmction karri, 'when', giving a temporal 
phrase (or non-verbal temporal clause). This applies in all 
varieties (cf. 5.2.2 p3~ and 6.2.3.2 p 4/6 ). 
) 
e.g. 3-113 (TT/LTT) 
(MT) 
'On Saturday' 
karri Jarritiyi 
karri Satuteyi 
when Saturday 
(Lit. 'when (it is/was) Saturday') 
The TT anaphoric protemporal awungarri, 'then at that 
time' is rarely used, in this way in MT, and apparently only 
by older young people. 
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e.g. 3-114 (TT) 
api karri tuwawanga kuwayi arim - apa, (C12.4-RA) 
well when again call:out it:does-focus, 
awungarr i tuwawanga kalikali 
at: that:time again run ••• 
'Well when (the siren) goes aga in /then, (at that time)/ 
run 
e.g . 3-115 (MT) 
karrikamini 
nothing 
mutika 
car 
awungarri 
[ at: that: timeJ then 
'(When our parents were children) there were no motor 
cars at(that time]' 
lthen 
In TT this form is also used as the temporal 
inter rogative 'when?' It is only in this way that 
younger children appear to use the form (generally changed 
to awarri). 
e.g. 3-116 (TT/MT) 
awungarri yu - wuriyi? 
when? he:p - go 
'When did he go?' 
e.g. (3-117) (MT) 
awarri wurra yujim (GP615-MPll) 
when? they use 
'When do they use (it)?' 
In TT there are two other words which are used with a 
temporal sense. Since some of the uses of these two words 
are merging in MT, their use in TT is discussed first 
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and then how their use in MT differs. The two words 
are waya and nguyi. way a can be used where it seems to have 
a strictly temporal sense 'now' (either right now or now 
compared to an earlier time). 
e. g. 3-118 (TT) 
(a) waya kiyana 
now cooked 
'It's cooked now' 
(b) waya ningani karluwunara nga - ri - wa -
now today not:much we(incl)-cv-words-
pungintayi ngirramini 
think:about story 
'Now, today, we don't think about the stories 
much! (JDS.l) 
waya can be used with the past tense and also with 
the non-past referring to a future time. In these cases the 
action or event in the clause containing waya seems to be a 
natu ral succession to what has gone before. 
e.g . 3-119 (TT) 
(a) ngawa waya arnuka karrikuwani (FP3.10-RA) 
we then/now not nobody(m) 
yi - rri - marri - miringarra tayikuwanga 
he:p-irreal-con.m- live many(f) 
ngintuwu parlingarri 
like long:ago 
'(He tried to throw out all our customs) then 
nobody married lot of wives like (they used to) 
long ago.' 
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(b) api nuwa waya awungarri karri ngini 
well you (pI) then at:that!ti me when that 
ngu mpu - wuriyi nankitawu kuta Marrika 
you(pl)- np - go over:there maybe America 
(FP8.7-RA) 
'(You will spread out to all different places) well 
then, at that time, when you wi ll perhaps go to America, 
(then you will find a fellow countryman who has 
already gone).' 
nguyi means 'in the future' when used with a n~n-past 
tense, and 'later' when used with a past tense. The 
difference betwee n the use of waya and nguyi in the past is 
that nguyi denotes only a succession in time, not as a 
natu ral consequence of a previous action or event, which 
( 102) 
waya indicates. 
e.g. 3-120 (TT) (past) 
ngawa pakinya japuja yi - rna Wurankuwu 
we first camp he:p-became Wurankuwu 
api ng:uyi ngi nti - parimunga Tumorripi 
well later we(excl)-p - camp Tumorripi 
'First we made camp at Wuru n kuwu and later we 
camped at Tumor r ipi ~ 
e.g. 3-121 (future) 
kuta kamini a - wuni- pi rriti ng:uyi 
maybe what?he:np-dist:time-dist:time-stand future 
'I don't know what will happen in the future.' 
(FPI.I-RA) 
Even for older speakers ng:uyi [rywi:] is being re-
placed by wiyi [wi:]. 
(MGD) 
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e.g. 3-122 (TT/LTT) 
~iyi mutika ji ja pirni nginja moringa 
future car she irreal: 
- hit your(sg) daughter 
emph 
'A car might hit your daughter in the 
(MGD) 
future.' 
In MT way a and wiyi are used as in TT with the 
non-past, meaning respectively 'now' and 'in the 
(103) 
future '. Wiyi seems to be used meaning 'will', par-
ticular ly in children's speech. 
e.g. 3-123 (MT) waya: 
(a) jalatuwu tok waya (GP69l-AWlO) 
you:in:turn talk now 
'It's your turn to talk now.' 
(b) ngarra pajuwani waya, Pishop Kijel 
he dead now Bishop Gsell 
'He's dead now, Bishop Gsell.' 
e.g. 3-124 wiyi (can be translated as 'will'): 
(a) (MT/LTT) 
ngiya wiyi awungarra ngu - nuriyi pangarri 
I future here I come tomorrow 
'I'll come here tomorro~' 
(b) (CT) 
arra wiyi kilim awani 
he will hit like:that 
'He will hit you like that.' 
(Said with suitable accompanying action.) 
The: use of wiyi meaning 'later' with past tense appears 
to have been lost in the speech of young people, 
Particularly children. way a is used with the past tense in 
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MT but it seems to be used to indicate sequence in time, 
no t necessarily natural sequence as it does in TT. The 
TT use o f waya, indicating natural sequence (both with past 
and future sense) , has generally been lost in MT, though 
(104) 
it is retained in some cases. However, the TT use 
of nguyi with the past tense, meaning 'then, later' has 
bee n taken over by waya. 
e.g. 3-125 (MT) 
(a) natural sequence: Konsen jimi 
Constance she:said 
"Kayi, Tekla, awa ko wayan jimi. Kiyi Jaklin 
hey! Thecla we go now she:said then Jacque line 
thirra-tuwu askim jimi "Kon s en, 
she-in:turn then ask she:did Constance 
awa stop awa rra (GP5 73-TP 9) 
we stop here 
'Constance said, "Hey, Thecla, let's go now" she said. 
And Jacquel ine in turn then said, "Co nstance, let's 
stay here ... ".' 
(b) time sequ e nce: kiyi awa amom yikirri 
then we eat food 
(GP392-JVIO) 
kiyi awa ko wa ya ka pas, awa ko ken thaputha 
the n we go later prep bus we go again home 
'Then we ate some food . . . then later we got on the bus 
and went home again~ 
This change can be summarised as in Table 3.10. 
Table 3.10 CHANGES I N TWO TIWI TEMPORALS 21 2 
TT MT 
'now' (non-past) 'now' (non-past) ~waya 
'then' (past or /' 
non-past 
/ inatural sequence) 
{
'then, later'/ 
( past) 
'then, later' (past) 
(time/natura l 
seque nce) 
nguyi 
'in future' -----wiyi 
(non-past) 
3. 5.3 ADVERBS AND PARTICLES 
'in fut ure, will' 
(non-past) 
It is difficult to tell the difference between adverbs 
and particles in some cases. I am calling adverbs those 
words which seem to be closely associated with the action of 
the verb, modifying it in some way, typically indicating 
man ner or aspect, such as mamana 'slowly', mirarra, murruka 
'qu ickly', kiyija 'a little bit', yingarti 'a lot', 
~(~)karrana 'hard, vigorously'. 
Particles are those words which seem to function more 
at sentence level, providing 'logical/modal-type 
qUa lification of a complete clause' (Dixon, 1980, p 284). 
Some of these in TT are: arrami, arramukuta, arramingaji 
'maybe, perhaps', ~(~)ka, karluwu (Iwaidja loan) 'not', 
~(~)wanga 'again', ninganuwanga 'still', wiyarri 
, a 1 so , too'. 
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Examples of adverbs in TT 
e.g. 3-126 (TT) 
(a) waya ningan apa kiyija ngi mpi 
now today 
- focus little:bit we(excl)-np 
ni ji pakupawurli 
dir - dur - go:back (FP6.5-RA) 
'Today we are coming back (to them) a little bit.' 
(i. e. to the old ways) 
(b) mirarra a ri mi (2.2.3-JW40) 
quickly he:p - cv go 
'He goes quickl~' 
Examples of particlesin TT 
e.g. 3-127 (TT) 
(a) arramukuta pi ni ri - k - apa yinkiti 
perhaps they:p- loc - cv - eve- eat food 
'Perhaps they ate some food over there in the 
evening.' (TNg4c. 4-DT) 
(b) yuwurrara ngawa-rringanuwi awungaji wiyarri 
two our fathers there also 
'Two of our fathers were there also.' (TNg3b.4-DT) 
(c) tuwawanga ngi nti wat - ingilipangu 
again we(excl)- p 
- morn - sleep 
rramilipur - ani 
get:up - p:hab 
'Again we would get up while others were aslee~! 
(CWD2.8-DK) 
Most of the TT adverbs and particles seem to be used by 
the young people in much the same way as in TT, though with 
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phonological changes, such as arramukuta > amukuta, 
arrakuta, or arramukurra, 'perhaps' (cf. indefinite pronouns, 
3.3.3, Pill ) ; arnuka, > anuka 'not', karluwu > kaluwu/ 
~ 'no t '. 
e.g. 3-1 28 (MT) - adverbs 
(a) tamuwu murruka (GP1508-EP20) 
sit! quickly 
'Sit down quickl~' 
(b ) nayi tini kali makarrana 
that man run hard 
'That man ran hard! 
(MT) - particles e.g . 3-129 
(a) pu wuriyi yawulama tuwanga 
they:p -go jungle again 
'They went to the jungle again! 
(b) arrami ngiya ku Tawin 
maybe I go Darwin 
'Maybe I'll go to Darwin! 
(GP464-RJ12) 
(c) arramukurra kirritawuni awaji yilaruwu 
maybe bread there inside 
'Maybe there will be bread in it ( the plane),' 
(9.93-DB12) 
The TT anaphoric pro-adverb awungani 'like that' 
becomes awani in MT. 
e.g. 3-130 (TT) 
ngawa jirti ngi mpi - ri - miringarra awungani 
We bad we(excl ) -np - cv - live like:that 
'We don't like that (sort of thing I've talked about).' 
(AEV3.11-DK) 
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nuwa tuwim awani ka priskul 0 kalu? 
you(pl ) do like:that at preschool or not 
'Do you do that (like in the picture) at preschool 
or not?' (GPl134-BT13) 
The negative, anuka (TT: arnu(n)ka) is still used by 
some older young people but in general the Iwaidja loan 
word kaluwu/kalu (TT: karluwu) is more common, the 
second pronunciation of the latter being more common (i.e. 
/ / 
[kl\lu ] ver sus [kl\lu:] (see 2.6.3, P 100, and also example 
3-131) • 
e.g. 3-132 (MT) 
(a) ngarra anuka a wutimati moliki (PP23) 
he not he:np - want bathe 
'He doesn't want to have a bath.' 
(b) ngiya kaluwu wantim nuwa nimarra (1. 55-MP22) 
I not want you (pI) talk 
, I don't want you to talk.' 
There are some examples of the use of the English loa n 
kan 'can't' in MT, i. e. mainly by children. 
-
e . g • 3 -13 3 (MT ) 
tha kan shutim yiya (GP164-DB12) 
'You can 't shoot me.' 
There are some English loans which are difficult to fit 
into anyone class. They generally seem to be adverbs or 
part icles, though some seem to have a temporal or locative 
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sense. It is difficult to te ll the exac t mean i ng of some 
of these as there are very few examples i n the data a nd 
mo re investigation needs to be done on how they are used . 
Some o f these are : 
( i ) wantaym 'once, at one go', 'immediately' 
e.g . 3-134 (MT) 
(a) Fonta kiyi wantaym wapmirra naki 
F. urn once? spear this 
'Fonda speared it once/at once/in one go.' 
(GP522-ST9) 
(b) wantaym yingati arripleyn 
at:once plenty plane 
'All at once there were a lot of planes! 
(ii ) rathruwu (right through) 'a long time', 'all the 
time ', 'completely', 'a lot', 'a long way'. 
e.g. 3-135 (MT) 
(a) weyt yintirimi rathruwu kiyi ful warra 
wait we:did all:the:time then full water 
'We waited all the time until high tide' 
(GP34l-JVT10) 
(b) pla t yimi rathruwu 
blood he:d i d a:lot 
'He bled a lot.' (GP255-JT13) 
(ii i) wulikitha or alikitha 'all' or 'completely'. This 
seems to be used quite often where the verbal s u ffix 
-any imi ( 4.2.7 , P 237) might be used in TT , or where the 
col lective pronouns (3.j.2 . 4, p 177 ) might be used. 
e.g. 3-136 {MT } 
{a} wulikitha kam pirimi 
'They all came.' 
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{b} awa wuli k itha kakijuwi kiyi anturiyi moliki 
we all children then we:went swim 
'All of us children went swimming' {GPlO9-CA14} 
{c} jipilim yimi alikitha kuku ni 
spill he:did all water 
'He spilt all the water.' {GP1840-PP23} 
wulikija is also commonly used by older people in 
place of the verbal suffix, -anyimi 'all, completely'. 
e.g. 3-137 {LTT} 
yi rna japirraya ngarra - mirampi 
he:p - with - go:down his - children 
'He took all his children down~ 
wulikija 
all 
{iv} There are some other English loan words in MT 
which are closely associated with the verb and which give 
some aspect which is indicated within the TT verb by a 
verba l prefix. These are discussed in 4.3.3) P 340, 
3.6 CLITICS AND GENERAL SUFFIXES 
In TT there are a number of clitics and general 
suffi xes (i.e. suffixes which may occur on words belonging 
to more than one class). Only a few of these are discussed 
nere . 
The clitics are those which have a specific syntactic 
funct ion and which may occur on any word regardl e ss of 
class . Some of these are: -ana, the question clitic, 
which is discussed in Chapter 6 (6.7.1, P45] ) i -~a focus 
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mark e r (not discussed in the thesis); -awu and -awi 
which seem to be added to the end of a sentence and to have 
s ome sort of emotive meaning like 'woe!' and -ayi which is 
often added when calling out to someone. In MT there are no 
clear examples of any of these but the question clitic 
(s ee 6.7.2, P4~9), and some examples of the emotive clitics. 
Some of the general suff ixe s which add a dimension of 
meaning to a word and may change the word class are: -kimi 
'for the purpose of' or 'causing to', e.g. milamporakimi 
(mil ampora 'foot' + -kimi) 'for the purpose of feet', 
i.e . 'shoe'; pajungonikimi (pajungoni 'die' + -kimi) 
'causing to die', Le. 'deadly'; -nara 'close(?)', e.g. 
karluwunara 'not much' (karluwu 'not'~ pangarrinara 
'soon' (pangarri 'tomorrow'). There do not appear to be 
many of these suffixes which are productive in MT, except 
the suffix -la 'repetitive' and -ama 'intensity' (TT: 
-~(wa)mini(m), -a(wa) ma(f)). These are discussed here as 
they occur in TT, with changes in the MT. 
(i ) -lao This particular suffix appears to be able to be 
added to nouns, adverbs, free verb for ms, inflected verb 
forms, predicatives and possibly other types. It has the 
sense of 'only' or 0 f 'repet i t ion' (of a par t icu lar action ), 
or 'continuity' (of a particular state or action). These 
meanings are all probably tied together (loosely) by the 
sense of 'exclusiveness'. This suffix seems to be related to 
the emphatic pronoun suffix -ila, which may have originally 
had this sense of exclusiveness (see 3.3.2.1 p 162). However, 
the suffix can be added in turn to an emphatic pronoun 
(p robably a later development) to give an added sense of 
exclusiveness, as in example 3-138a. This suffix is used 
quite freely in MT, though there are no examples of it 
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on emphati c pronouns (since the emphatic pronoun is not 
in 9 e n era 1 u se in MT, see 3. 3 • 2 • 1 P 16 5) • 
e.g. 3-13 8 (TT ) 
(a) ngilawa-la ng i - rr - a ji - kuruwarni 
I:emph-excl I - P - lim - greet 
'I am the only one doing the greeting! 
(b) nginja pariwani - la 
you(sg) hungry - excl/rep 
'You are always hungr~' 
(c) pirri - la ti pa 
go(? ) - rep irreal-emph 
(imp:po1ite) 
yangiragha - la 
- speak 
(AEV3-DK) 
(GP1637-MA) 
(106 ) 
-rep 
'Please keep talking! (9.30-RA) 
e.g . 3-139 (MT) 
(a) karr ikamini ja1iwarra waruwaru - la wuta 
(h) 
nothing trousers naked - excl they 
'They didn't have any trousers ... they were only 
always 
naked.' (GP1871-PP23) 
awarra malakaninga sakim yimi athirra majipani 
that(m) young:man suck he:did that(f) blood 
tuwanga awani - la (GP4 7 2-RJ12) 
again like:that-rep 
'The young man sucked the blood of the girl and he 
kept doing it.' 
(107) 
(c) 1ak kapawurra wiyuwu - la 
like those Nguiu - excl 
'Like those who [come fromJNguiU! 
lbelong to 
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(ii) -(aw)amini(m), -(~)ama(f) 'intensifier'. These 
suffixes are mainly added to nouns but there are examples of 
them being added to other word classes. When it is added to 
nouns it often changes the meaning completely, i.e. giving 
the resulting form a special meaning or even changing the 
par t of speech. 
e.g. 3-140 (TT) 
(a) malamporamini(m), malamporama(f), (malampora 'foot') 
'big foot'; the feminine form also has the special 
meaning 'tractor'. 
(b) purnikapawama (purnikapa 'meat') 'fat' 
(c) pili nginta wupung awama (WHl. 4-DK) 
because emph! grass(f) - intens 
(d) wingawama(f) (winga 'sea') 'rough sea' 
(e) kirpirlawama 'far out at sea' (kipirla 'open sea') 
In MT the form used is always the feminine form 
-~, except in words which have the 'frozen' masculine 
form , such as japin(aw)ami ni(m) (japini 'evening') 'night'. 
e.g. 3-141 
(a) yikal - ama 
leg - intens 
'Fat leg' 
(b) kupil - ama 
at;sea- intens 
'Far out to sea' 
(108) 
(c) karrampi - yama 
far 
-
intens 
'Very far' 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
The words classified as definitives and demonstratives 
may also occur in an attributive noun phrase 
(see 5 . 1.1, p .=)sc?, but in general they behave more as 
pronominals and so are listed under pronominals 
(see 3.3.4 , P / g .l.) . 
Regarding the lac k o f agreement see 3.3.4.1, p/~and 
5. 1. 1, P 3 tj o. 
There are possessive pronouns (see 3.3.2.3, PlIo). 
This is regarded as a noun rather than an adjective as 
it does not appear to be able to modify a noun 
attributively (see 3.2.4, pI 4~). 
Demonstratives and definitives may occur with proper 
nouns (see 5.1.1, p35C). 
In most cases, my classification of nouns is derived 
from these sources. 
yiminga or pukuyi 'sun' is feminine, but I do not know 
of any myths in which it figures. It may be feminine 
in contrast to the moon. 
(8) Osborne has 'bark apron' punkarti as masculine, but 
possibly this is because it is a small piece of bark 
compared to the paper bark tree punkaringa (f) 
(see also discussion Appendix 1). 
(9) See 3. 2. 3, P IJ4-'f. 
(10) Osborne appears to have done most of his work at Snake 
Bay and Garden Point, where it appears the language 
deterioration may be more advanced than at Nguiu. 
(11) It would seem from the compar ison of masculine and 
feminine forms that -ti occurs with stems which have 
an underlying rr (i.e-.-/r/) finally, and -rti with 
stems that have an underlying r (i.e. /r/) 
(see Lee, n. d.lb) . 
(12) Osborne notes that human nouns are used in the 
singular when the whole class is referred to rather 
than specific members (Os., p 53) (cf also e.g. 
3-1(b». 
(13) There is also a plural form with a reduplicative 
prefix, Ca-, mamanta. (See following pages.) 
(14) An exception to this is the plural of aliyinga 'girl 
at puberty', which is alalingiyuwi. 
(15 ) 
(16 ) 
This is the meaning that older people give to this 
form, but the verb stern does not seem to be used 
elsewhere. 
It is not certain what the ji- refers t o here. 
(See 4 . 2. 2.1 (c ) , P 26/, for further discussion of 
th is. ) . 
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(17) pura(n)ji stands on it s own meaning 'good' though it 
seems to be mainly used as a free verb with an 
auxiliary with the stem, -muwu, to mean 'like' (see 
example 3-3). I have not come across minangu else-
where, though I do have an example of a verb stem, 
-minaghi, of which I am not sure of the exact meaning, 
but which has to do with dancing. For the connection 
between / ngj and / gh/ , (see 2.2.6, P 46). 
(18) I think this is an Iwaidja loan. 
(19) I am not sure if these c an occur attributively. 
There is no plural form as there are no 'red people'. 
The masculine form is only used when being precise. 
(Godfrey's language notes). 
(20) These nouns can also refer to animals, at least some 
animals, but I am not sure if they can be used 
attributively, such as arini pUlangumoni 'a pugil-
istic dog' or whether they have to be used predi-
cativelyor in a relative clause (see 5.1.1, p 350). 
(21) When speaking with father McGrath, the priest who had 
lived at Nguiu for a number of years and knew the 
language well, he commented that one of the changes 
he had noted in the speech of Tiwis who had visited him, 
was the increased use of these words (particularly 
tayikuwapi to mean 'all') compared to the use of the 
completive verbal suffix -anyimi (see 4.2.8, p29~). 
(22) Godfrey has commented that some men have said that 
yingompa refers to people while yingampa to non-humans 
but that they themselves often interchange them. If 
there is such a distinction I think it has probably 
been lost in general. 
(23) These are formed by the prefix tayi- (of which there 
seems to be no other example) and the interrogative 
pronoun forms (see 3.3.3, p 177 ). 
(24) The children who are going through the bilingual 
education programme at St. Therese School probably 
know a good many more TT words than children of the 
same ages at Garden Point and Snake Bay, but from my 
data and observation they do not seem to use them in 
their natural speech in any greater degree. 
(25) The figures are similar (but not the same) as those 
used by Jean Berko in testing the production of 
English plurals (Berko, 1958). The test is only 
rough and no firm conclusions have been draw~ from 
it. The production of the masculine form was not 
tested. 
(26 ) cf. tarni(n)kini (m), tarni(n)ka or tarni(n)kinga (f), 
tarni(n)kuwi 'flying fox'. 
(27 ) cf. mapurtiti (m), mapurtirringa (f), mapurtirruwi 
(pI) , 'spir it, ghost'. 
(28) 
(3 0 ) 
(31) 
(32) 
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cf. minumarti em), minumaringa (f), minumaruwi (pI) 
'generous person'. 
It may be that my [t] was heard as [t], and that, in 
turn, I misheard the woman's [t] as [t], so that the 
forms she actually gave were kapatinga, kapatuwi, 
which fit in with a fairly regular TT correspondence 
It seems that the correspondence, -ti(m), 
-irringa(f) and -irruwi(pl} is stilr-a productive 
one, though this may only have occurred for item 3 
because the form given for the masculine figure is 
not only morphologically like but also phonologically 
like mapurtiti 'ghost{m)', which takes this 
correspondence (see note 2 ). 
The letters refer to the letters on Table 3.4, i.e. 
with regard to the expected results. Where there 
are no letters, it means the form is different from 
one expected from TT analogies. The numbers refer 
to the number of children giving this particular 
form. The number of children tested altogether was 
76, with ages ranging from 6, 7 to 16 (with one 
19-year-old). 
The remarks made in note (29) about my [t] possibly 
being heard as [t], also apply here. Some younger 
children certainly seem to have heard it as [t] since 
the forms they gave were ones in which It I > Ir/, 
e.g. kaparringa (the~e children also gave waparringa) 
(see It I > If I - 2 .. 5, p 5b). 
They both gave tangakanga for the feminine, but then 
the feminine form of 'many', tayikuwanga, is not 
generally used by children (see 3.2.4, p 142). 
(33) In general the children from Snake Bay did not produce 
as great a proportion of appropriate forms as did 
those from Garden Point, which ties in with my general 
impression that the speech of children and young people 
from Snake Bav was closer to English. 
(34) This is possibly due to lack of data. 
(35) Regarding the disagreement of the demonstrative 
nay i (see 3.3.4. Z, P I f64) • 
(36) The reason why -rringani 'father' cannot stand alone 
is clear, in that rr does not occur word initially, 
but this does not apply to other stems. 
(37) There may be more, which have been coined or 
introduced, but I do not know them. The only numerals 
I have heard older people using for other numbers 
.are English loans. 
(38) Osborne's forms are given in my orthography. 
(39) Presumably the compound forms can vary as do 1, 2 and 
3, but I am not sure if the various forms are used in 
actual speech. 
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(40 ) Th e f orms given in the second column of Table 3 . 6 are 
mai n l y from a sheet used in the school programme , but 
some a r e also given by a fifty y ear o ld man at Nguiu . 
(41) Spencer h a s some of Osborne ' s forms , including the ones 
f or numerals 6 t o 9 (Spencer , 1 914). 
(42) Th is f orm i s u s ed only in c ompo und s o r as an in-
corp o ra ted f orm in a verb ( see 4.2.2. 1 (b ), p ..z~-4) • 
(43) These forms are used in the school programme more 
tha n the compound forms because they are only one word . 
(44) Spencer has warnuta irara (though he has wamuta for 
' hand') so the first word is probably misheard , but he 
has it as two distinct words (Spencer , 1914 , p465). 
(45) There is no ' unit augmented' form as in some 
languages ( see Dixon , 1980 , p352) . 
(46) Other possible r eadings of this clause are : 'when we 
all leave you(pl) , or ' when we leave you all ' but the 
real wo rld considerations will not allow 'when . 
you (pl ) leave us(incl) ' . 
(47) Neither of these explanations gives any indication 
why the form for first person minimal is different, 
possibly taking both suffixes . 
(48) Although Osborne has a distinction in the normal 
forms between ' we(excl) ' and ' we(incl) ', he has no 
such distinction in the emphatic forms . 
(49) The original forms may have had /t/ which has 
become /rr/ , as has occurred more recently in CT . 
(50) These prepositions are discussed in more detail in 
5.2 . 4 , P 383, and 6 . 2 . 2, P402.. 
(51) Younger people also use ka in other situations (see 
5.2 . 4 , p3 ~3 , and 6 . 2 . 2, p40Z) but I do not think 
older people do normally. Although Osborne has it 
listed as one of the prepositions and has an example 
of its occurrence elsewhere (Os ., p76) the word it 
Occurs before seems to have originally beer/ngrinitial. 
(52) I am not sure if this example is typical of MT, 
though it probably is . 
(53) This seems to be an individualistic attempt to 
produce a TT verb form, ~-rru-pakupawurli (theY : 9-
p-go : back ) ' they went back ' . 
(54) The only examples I have of -(a)tuwu occurring on 
other words come from Godfrey ' s language notes . 
There do not appear to be any in the tex ts Osborne 
gives . Some of the examples Osborne gives are : 
(i) niyi kam - atuwu 'How does that come about?' 
that why? - too (what you said) 
(ii) pili ngaw - atuwu jan - atuwu 
because we - too tired - too 
"Because we are tired too.' 
(iii) kama niyi pokayin - atuwu 
why? that laugh - too 
' Why are you laughing?' 
There are no examples of this in my data of young 
people's speed}. 
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(55) I am only using the term 'theme' in a rough sense (as 
osborne does, Os., p62) to mean 'what is being 
talked about'. 
(56) See the preceding sub-section 3.3.2.1, p/b2, for 
these alternative forms for the emphatic pronouns. 
(57) I am not sure why this form of the emphatic pronoun 
is used here rather than the form ngarrila, which 
seems to be used more commonly as the base for the 
alternate pronoun. It may be that the 'power' 
meaning suggested by Godfrey (3.3.4.1,p ,~~ ) is being 
retained here, since Japarra is one of the powerful 
mythical figures. 
(58) These prefixes also occur on the demonstratives 
(see 3.3.4. 1, P 181.) • 
(59) I am not sure who 'she ' is but 'she' seems to refer 
to the ' church or perhaps Mary. 
(60) In my data most cases of possessor marked by a 
normal pronoun alone (i.e. without the prefix) seem 
to be used to refer to inalienable possession, 
though Osborne notes other cases (Os., p55). It may 
be that other " non-emphatic cases may require the 
prefixed normal pronouns, though these too may be 
used for inalienable possession (e.g. 3-64b). 
(61) There are no MT examples in my data of possessed 
plural nouns, but this is probably because most 
nouns (other than kin nouns) are inanimate and 
therefore not pluarlised (see 3.2.3, p 134). 
(62) This is a regular sound change, t> rr 
2.3.5, P S'b ) . 
(see 
. (63) There are no examples in the data for 'your(pl)' 
or 'their'. 
(64 ) 
(65) 
This is a kin noun which may have a possessive 
pronoun as well as' a possessive prefix (see 
5 . 1. 2, P 369 ) . 
The word languwiji is commonly used by older 
people and is given as masculine (see e.g. 3-64a) 
and other words meaning 'ta lk ' or 'language' are 
also given as masculine. 
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(66) When the reciprocal suffix occurs on the adverb, 
wangata , 'alone' the resulting word means 'separately' 
though it seems to occur only where there is more 
than one participant , and they are engaged in the 
same activity (but nnt togerher) . 
(67) On the verb they can also have other senses 
covered by the general meanings given above (see 
4 • 2 • 8 , p.2 .93) • 
(68 ) With these suffixes the preceding final stem 
vowel is deleted and the final vowel of the suffix 
is deleted when it is followed by a vowel initial 
suffix (see 2.8, p 100). 
(69 ) It is perhaps the benefactive sense which is 
dominant in the use of these pronouns compared to 
the use of the emphatic pronouns. 
(7~ There is no use of the emphatic pronoun giving this 
sense as there is in TT, cf. note (69), and 
3. 3 . 2 . 1, P 16 <. • 
(71) There are one or two examples of the reciprocal, but 
not the reflexive suffix, on verbs (see 4.2.8, P <9~ ). 
(72) This seems to be formed from the TT emphatic form. 
(7~ This is also used on adjectives (and perhaps other 
parts of speech), 
e. g. ngawa jajiruw - anyimi ngi - nti - ri - m-anyimi 
we bad(pl) - cpve we (excl)-p-cv-be-cpve 
' Now we have become completely bad! (JDS.3) 
(7 4) The TT form is ang inak i bu t th is is often reduced, 
even by older people, to anaki (see 3.3.4.1, p,S).). 
(75 ) This is formed by the suffixing of the question 
clitic, -ana (see 3.6, p 2 , n to the manner proform 
awungani TTIke that' (3.S.~, P212.). 
Other interrogative words are used in much 
way as in TT, with sound changes in some. 
kama ' why?', maka 'where?', awungarri 
-(->-awan·i) 'when?' 
(77 ) I am not sure if this meaning occurs in TT. 
the same 
These are 
(78 ) There are not enough examples where the context is 
clear to determine whether one form is taking over 
from the other. 
(79) This shortening of arrami to amu also occurs in the 
speech of some older people but I do not know how 
general it is. 
(80) 
( 81) 
I have no examples of these contractions in my TT 
data, but Godfrey has given as the full TT forms: 
nimini nginaki and nimini nginayi. 
Alone this is a temporal conjunction meaning 'when' 
(see 5.2.2, P 379). (See also 6.6.1, p454 and 
6 • 6 . 2, P 45:» • 
(82 ) Osborne has given only the first and last forms. 
These meanings are given by Godfrey who has studied 
these in some detail. I have only a few examples, 
particularly of niyi , as these pronouns occur 
more in normal speech than in texts. The distances 
are relative; in sending a taped message to a 
friend in Darwin the form niyi was given by a woman 
to refer to Darwin, although it was far from the 
speaker it was close to the addressee, i.e. 'the 
place where you are'. 
(83 ) Godfrey gives the plural forms as containing the 
prefix ngi- before the stem, i.e . the plurals are 
built on the masculine form. 
(84 ) Godfrey says that niyi and nayi can respectively 
mean 'that which you are ta lking about' and 'that 
which they are talking about'; 
e . g. niyi karrampana ? 'Is that place you're t -alking 
(85 ) This 
sea' 
(see 
that far:Q about far away?' 
word comes from the TT word kupila 'middle of 
+ the suffix -(aw)ama 'intensity' (f) 
3.6, P2J7). ---
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(86) In some cases it is difficult to tell if a for m is 
masculine or feminine as a preceding word ends with 
lal, which is lost before an initial vowel, i.e. 
kuwanganaki kijinga could be kuwanga naki kijinga? 
or kuwanga anaki kijinga? 'Who is this girl?' 
(87) In a discourse, a demonstrative is often used with a 
definitive to distinguish participants, the stem 
-naki is used to refer to a recently mentioned parti-
cipant compared to an earlier one, and -nayi is 
used for a participant mentioned earlier. 
(88 ) The process also occurs in the young people's speech 
(see 2.3.4). The prefix awu- occurs as an anaphoric 
prefix on other proforms,-and the reason for the 
masculine definitive becoming awarra and not remaining 
awungarra can be seen when comparing one of the 
locative proforms, awungarra 'here'. It would seem 
that the masculine definitive has been reduced in 
order to avoid confusion with this locative -
(see 3.5.1, P 194 ) • 
(89 ) In TT the de fini ti ves and th ird per son pronouns often 
seem to be used in the same way, as in examples (i) 
and (ii), but in other cases they are clearly distinct 
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as they are used together, as in examples (iii). A 
consideration of the discourse structure and the 
reasons for the uses of the definitives and pronouns 
is outside the scope of this thesis 
( i ) ngarra Kapijani (ii) awarra Kapijani 
he K. that(m) K. 
(iii) ngarra awarra Kapijani 
he that(m) K. 
(90) kapi is used as a plural relative pronoun 
(5.1.1, p~'iO) and a a s plural prefix on possessive 
pronouns (3.3.2.3, P IJO ) and de monstratives. 
( 91 ) Other parts of speech may occu r as complements. 
(9 2) There are also a number of adjective-like nou ns refer-
ring to human propensity which are inflected for 
gender or number but which nor mally occur only predi-
catively (see 3.2.2, P I~9 ) oras a nominal 
arg umen t of a clau s e . 
(93 ) This verb stem has been lost elsewhere but puranji 
can occur on its own as a word (see example 3-14 and 
note 17) or in a predicative, kurr upuranji 'tasty'. 
(94 ) See Godfrey, 1980 for some of these in TT. 
(95 ) 
(96 ) 
(97 ) 
( 98 ) 
(99 ) 
The meanings in the examples have been given mainly 
by Godfrey in private communication. 
This is the only example of kitawu in t h e TT data 
considered, and it is not clear that it has fH~ 
meaning 'mid-distant', since the anaphoric form 
used to refer to the same place, later in the 
discourse, is the 'distant' one, viz., awungarruwu. 
It may be that this speaker (in his forties) is 
using it with the same me a ning as na (~)kitawu, 
as younger speakers do. 
Godfrey gives awungarra naki as the equivalent ter m 
to kitawu etc., meaning 'here', but it is not clear 
what the difference is between this and the simple 
anaphoric term awungarra, except that this is more 
specific, meaning 'here, at this (place) '. 
(See discussion in 5.2 . 2, (> 379). 
These see m to be the general meanings of these two 
terms but it does not seem to be as simple as this. 
However, lack of data and time do not allow detailed 
investigation at this stage. 
I am not sure if pangarri can be used in TT with 
this meaning of 'next day', though I think it can. 
(10 0) I am not sure of the derivation of this. 
(101) 
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Osborne has this originally as 'paper' from the Malay 
or Macassarese surat (through Iwaidja). It is still 
used for 'paper' and extended to the other meanings. 
However, some of these meanings are generally given 
by other loan words, at least by younger speakers, 
s u c has j uk urI i (MT : j uk u 1 ( i) I sku 1 ) , s c h 001 ' , 
wik(i) 'week', MT: ~(jJ 'book'. 
(102) These comments on waya and nguyi come from discussions 
with Godfrey, from her wider knowledge of TT. 
(103) In both TT and MT waya can be used alone as an 
aspectual particle, or in c ombination with other 
particles or clitics (see 3.5.3, pl l -<) and 3.6, P-<'7 ). 
(10 4) This function seems to be encoded in MT by the 
use of api kiyi which also occurs in TT as ~ 
(nin)kiyi 'so then'. I am not sure at this stage what 
may be the difference in TT between this and the 
use of waya. 
(105 ) See GodfreY,1980 for a discussion of this. 
(10 6) The only other use of pirri which I know is as an 
interjection, meaning 'go away'. 
(1 07) This is a common use in TT as well and the suffix 
occurs on a number of totem names and regional groups 
(see Os., pp 167-168). 
The final Iii of the stem is retained a nd not 
(10 8) dropped as in TT, so the suffix takes a Iy/. 
CHAPTE R 4 : VERBAL CONSTRUCTIONS 
1 INTRODUCTION 4. 
There are two types of verbal constructions in TT: 
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(i ) an independent inflected verb form, composed of a theme 
structure and at least one or two prefixes, marking 
subject person and tense or mood . (1) The nucleus consist~ 2) 
of an obligatory verb stem, which carrie s the basic 
verbal meaning, optionally preceded by one or two 
incorpora ted for ms giving additional nominal, verbal, 
sta tive or qualitative meanings . There may also be other 
aff ixes marking such things as object person, mood , aspect, 
emphasi s, and location (see 4.2 and Table 4.3, P .(37), 
e. 9 • 4 -1 (TT) 
a mpi - nu - wati - rna - jirrakirninga - miringarra 
she - np - loc- morn -with- light - sit 
'She (the sun) 
the mor ning.' 
is sitting over there with a light in 
(IS DM 1.9) 
(ii) a verbal complex (or periphrastic verb) consisting of 
a free form verb which is uninflected (see Table 3.1, p /15), (3) 
followe d by an inflected auxiliary verb, which may basically 
carry the same inflections as the independent inflected 
( 4 ) 
verb. There are only three main auxiliary verb stems 
(see 4.3.2.1, P j,35). 
e • 9 • 4 - 2 ( TT ) 
papi a mpi - nu - wati rna - jirrakirningi - mi 
come:out she-np -dir - morn - with- light - do 
'She is coming out over there in the morning with a light: 
(ISDM 1.9) 
The choice of verbal construction is lexically 
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governed. The class of TT free verb forms is relatively 
smal l (only about 40 words in my corpus). Osborne calls 
the se 'verbal nouns'. However, in general, these forms 
occur only in this type of construction, though they often 
(5 ) 
occur alone in spontaneous speech. This class of free verb 
forms is extended by th~ use o f a small number of English 
loan verbs in TT or LTT (Less Tradit ional Tiwi). 
e . 9 • 4 - 3 ( TT ) 
Ei raya la ngi - mpi - ripu warla mi 
pray - rep we - np - them(IO) -spirit - do 
'We j ust pray for the dead.' (FP 3.1) 
I t is in the verbal structures that the greatest change 
can be seen in Tiwi, and this change influences the 
syntac tical structures (see Chapter 6 ). The complexity of 
t he ver b has been lost in the speech of young people, though 
some af fixes and common stems are retained in MT (or perhaps 
t he LTT style of young people). The second type of verbal 
construction is the normal type in MT, with the class of 
fr ee f orm verbs being extended by a large number of English 
loan .verbs and also by the use of some common TT singular 
impera tive forms as free verb forms (see example 4-4(a), a nd 
also 4.3.1.2, pJ21). As with the independent inflected verb 
fo rms retained in MT, the auxiliary has also lost the 
comple xity of the TT forms. 
e. g . 4-4 (MT) 
(a) tamu i!. - mi 
sit she:p..:. do 
(imp) 
'She sat' 
(TT sg. imp: ta - muwu (imp(sg) + sit) 'sit!') 
(b) payiti Ei ri - mi 
fight they:p -cv - do 
'They fought' 
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In Children's Tiw~ and also in casual M~ free verb 
( 6) 
form s are used without inflected TT-derived auxiliaries. 
Olde r people also use this style of speech with children. 
Befor e excessive influence fr om English there was probab l y 
a baby talk Tiwi with the singu lar imperative for ms us ed as 
free form verbs (as they still are with some more commo n 
verbs ). However, these days baby talk Tiwi contains many 
(7) 
loan verbs. Some young children (of about 6 or 7 years), 
however, know and are able to produce some for ms of the 
auxil iary and even some for ms of t he indepe nde nt inflected 
verb . The range of lang uage known and prod uced by children 
can be seen by the range of responses given for sets of 
pictures used to elicit vocabulary and expressions from 
them . Some ve rbal forms were e lic ited by usi ng a ser i es of 
(8) 
pictu res of people performing various actions. The variety 
of responses given for two of t hese items are shown in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The respo nses are arranged roughly in 
~rder , from those closest to the TT forms to those closer to 
Engli sh forms. These two tables represent the types of 
respon ses for each item. The ages of the children tested 
ranged from 3 or 4 year s (not many) to 16 years. The figures 
in th e columns represent the number of children giving that 
particular response at each of the three settlements, Garden 
Point (GP), Nguiu (NG) and Snake Bay (SB) • . The age range of 
t he children giving each response is noted in parenthesis for 
each item. For instance, from Table 4.1, four children from 
12 years to 14 years gave the TT form dITlpiri.m3.jirri pi for 'she 
is sleeping/lying down'. 
_...:T:.;A.:.:B=-'L=I:: __ 4_._1 ___ R_F._S_r_O_~l S E S T O TF.ST I'I' E~ l \ 
p ict II re sho wn I.oma n s l.:!ep i ng 
TT f orm : a - mpi - ri 
-t~ j ~ r ri Pi 1 or 
mll.l 
she- np - c v - sleep/lie:do·.,·n 
~ - ~Ei -
she- np 
-
ji ~ 
dur - cv -
(~~ ; ~ r r ip JI a) 
L!1'tll 
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sleep/l ie :down 
' she fSleep~ , ' s he iSel~ePing } , lies c Olom IYl ng c!own 
Form Differe nces from TT 
amp i j ing imil i as '1''1' 
aJ'1pirima j i r rip i as TT 
j i ( y i ) rna j i r rip i as TT but past subj. ji-
ar..pi j ikimi1 i cv: ~- > ki-* 
ampijikimajirripi cv: ngi-) ki-* 
ampijir.!ajirripi cv: ngi- > 0* 
an:pij akimaj irr ipi cv : ngi- > ki- ·, / i/ > / a/ 
ar.lpij irrangimi1i change of verb stem , 
-ni1i > -Ca ngimi1i 
(class 1) (class 2) 
awunji ngimili TT forr.! b u t nasc. subj. 
maji rripi TT ~s. as fr e e form v e rb 
payipayi/peyipeyi old Eng. loan as fr e e verb 
L1mpi jikimi + aux .: cv: ~-> ki-* 
payipayi ji(yi)~i as above but p a s t fo rm of aux. 
. . 
peyipeyi [pElp6 1 1 L13 above b u t no aux .· 
payipayi [p" ip ,,1) 
( thirra) awutha masc. for m of TT vs -Iw)ija 
(or 1(0) peyipeyi (c) 'about to go ' or ' go now ' 
jilip 
sh1ip 
Slip 
Si liping 
i s s liping 
is 1<0 p a yipa yi 
1<0 slip 
new 
new 
n e w 
n e w 
Eng . l o an (TT 
Eng. loan 
Eng . loan ,,, i th 
Eng. loan 
Total number of children : 
* i nd i cates gener~l change 
p hono l. ) 
Eng. p hono1 . 
GP NG 58 
I (14) (b) 1 (10) 
4 (12-14) 
1 ( 12) 
30(4-16) 
4 ( 3-8) 
1 (11) 
1 (4) 
1 (8) 
43 
2 18-12) 
1 (16) 
2 (8-9) 
1 (15) 
1 (8) 
3 ( 9-10) 
1 (11) 
21(3-15) 
5 (5-9) 
1 (6) 
39 
1 (12) 
1 (9) 
2 (12-13) 
12(7-14) 
1 (7) 
1 (4) 
1 (4) 
2 (5) 
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(a) I am not aware of any difference in me aning in t he stems . 
(b) The numbers re?resent the number of children giving t hat response and the 
nunbers in parentheses represe nt the. r~ nge of ages of those children . 
(e ) A number of other re spo~se s had t h e free form pronoun , ' ny i rra or thirra 'she' 
bu t some y oung childrE! n gave the ma s culine form , arr~ 'he'. 
pictu re sh ol',on: boy f n lli ng fr om tr ~ ~ 
TT f orm : Yi. - r~l<~u ra j q or 
lE.a wurl ighi J 
~ - wu l a ntirr uwu or 
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ht!:p- fall he:p- fall fall he:p - do 
'he is falli ng ' (Lit: 'he f el l' or 'he has fallen') 
Form 
yipak upuraji 
yipakilpu raji 
apaku?u raj i 
yipilantirruwu 
yipakur a j i 
takupuraji 
t akapuril j i 
takapu r a ji y im i 
tai<upaji } 
takupi ji 
popuwa 
pakupura ji 
yirrikip j i 
pota n yimi 
potan awujiki mi 
potan/polt a n 
potan i 
fotan/ fol tan 
POlopa 
fol 
potan kow i ng 
Diffe r ences fr om TT GP 
as TT 2 (12) 
cha nge in stem vo · .... el, /u/ > /a/ 
3S TT b u t non-past form 
cha ng e of vs cla s s: 
-(w)ulant i rr uwu (1 or 3?) 
) -Cilantirruwu (2) 
(see 4.2.2.1(a» 
c h a nge in v,s. for m 
-Cilxupu raji) -Cak u raji 
i mp form of TT vb as free verb 
for m* (b) 
as a bove b u t with vowel change 
as above bu t wi th p a st a ux. 
i mp form with c hange in st e m 
as TT fr~e vb bu t r.o a ux. 
TT vs with /u/ > /a/ , a s free 
for m verb 
ind ividual try at TT form 
Eng. loan with pa st aux . 
Eng . l o an with no n-past aux . 
(cf Table 4 . 1.) 
Eng . loan but no aux.* 
ne wer Eng . loan 
new Eng . loan ' fall over ') 
new Eng . l oa n 
Eng. loan with Eng. aux. 
Total n umbe r of ch i ldren: 
1 (14) 
1 (12) 
4 (7-9) 
4 (11-13) 
1 (10) 
2 (10-11) 
16 i4-16) 
2 (6-9) 
4 (5-12) 
1 (4) 
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* indicat e s g e n e ral change 
NG 
7 (9-16) 
10 (8-16) 
1 (15) 
1 (9) 
3 (7-9) 
1 (10) 
1 (5) 
1 (9) 
1 (13) 
4 (7-8) 
3 (5-7) 
1 (8) 
34 
(a ) I am not aware of any differe nce in meaning in the for~s. 
S8 
1 (12) 
1 (9) 
1 ( 5) 
2(8-12) 
1 (11 ) 
1 (9) 
5 (9- 13) 
1 (9) 
1 (7) 
1 (7) 
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(h) The ~c tual singular TT imper il ti ve f o rm is taY il k upuraji (0 (subj . ) + 
~- (cmph./imp. ) + -Cak upuraji 'fa ll ') but in MT t h ese i mpe ra t ive for ms with 
class 2 v e rb s t ms a rc no r ma lly r educ e d (sec 4.2.7, p 
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The test is classed as for mal elicitatio n bec ause t he 
responses were elicited in a for mal situation (nor mally at 
school). I have found that in spontaneous speech even fewer 
form s approximating TT forms are used, with children using 
mor e English loan verbs for free verb forms (normally 
without an auxiliary) than in for mally elicited material. 
From the tables it can be see n that the majority of children 
gave the forms with a free verb f orm , an English loan verb 
( 9 ) 
in most cases. 
Children from Nguiu tended to give more TT for ms, or 
approximations of TT forms, than did children from Garden 
Point or Snake Bay, and at a younger age. This v.ould seem to 
be an effect of the bilingual program. The tables give some 
idea of the variation in the verbal forms of the whole range 
of language and the difficulty in deter mining what is 
typical of each age group, and the general trend of changes. 
4.2 THE INFLECTED VERB 
There are a nu mber of gra mmatical relations and 
concepts ex pr e ssed in the TT ve r b . The basic one s 
are: subject person, object or indirect object person, 
tense, aspect, mood, voice, time of day, emphasis, position 
(in space or ti.Ire) /direction. These basi c ones are discussed 
briefly here and some of the changes in MT, with a more 
detai led discussion in the ensuing sub-sections. Throughout 
t his section the discussion deals with the inflected verb in 
general, both the independent and the auxiliary fo~ms. The 
analysis of the TT verb fairly closely follows that of 
Osborne (Os., Chapter 3), but with some modifications and 
changes in terminology. 
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All verbs are obligatorily marked for subject person 
and nu mber (and gender for third person singular) and for 
t ense or mood. Transitive verbs are obligatorily marked for 
di r ect object person and number (and gender do third person 
si ngular). The prefixes which indicate person and number in 
TT f ollow a minimal-augmented system, as for the personal 
pronouns ; indicating inclus ion o r excl usion of the 
(10 ) 
speaker and addressee (see 3.3. 1 . 1, p 155 ). 
In MT the system has ~hanged to indicate a singular-
plura l distinction, as in English. 
All other categories in the TT verb are optionally 
marked. The brief discussion of the various categories and 
relations given below show only the basic meanings of some 
of the morphemes in the verb. The basic order of the 
possible morphemes in the TT verb is shown in 
Table 4.3 (p 137), which represe n ts a conflation of the verb 
s truc ture in general and does not show the maximum expansion 
of anyone verb. This is because there are a number of 
morphemes shown on the table which cannot co-occur, such as 
(11) 
the two prefixes indicating time of day. 
4.2. 1 OVERVIEW OF GRAMY~TlCAL CATEGORIES ~~RKED ON VERB 
(i) Subject and tense (columns 1 and 2, 
Table 4.3, p..23 7, Table 4.4, p:) 3 g) • In TTJ these are 
generally given by two separate prefixes which occur 
i nit ially and second in the verb but which are closely tied 
t oge ther, being interdependent. In some cases they are 
fUsed, as in example 4-5(d) (see 4.2.3.1, P 3'<7)· There are 
(12 ) 
two tenses, non-past" an past, which in indicative verbs 
are marked by the prefixes mpi- or ¢ 'non-past' and rri- or 
(13 ) 
(!l)!i.- 'past'. 
TABLE 4.3 ORDER OF POSSIBLE MORPHEMES IN THE INFLECTED TT VERB 
I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
6Ubj"t tense lcx:- rrood 1 rrood 2 tesrp 1 00/10 asp 1 stance errph- con- tesrp 2 concan- nut - voice 
ative a tic nective itative \ c.u~ 
(min- [~-} (wu)ni- rra- [C~- } (w) ati- direct (wu) ji-{~] ca- r-} ki - rra(rri)- ~ 1 or - (am)ishi aug.) (i) sub- 'in the object durat- crrph- 'in 2 Cl- ~- concan- CQusat-junc- i~- norn- lve atic the itave incorp- i ve (see noo- 'dist- tive irq' or ~- (be- orated 15 even- marker past ant or I10I"l- fore irq' forms ) -anyimi 
I Table ('"'- -} (ii) (w)a- (C • in- past 'away (e • class 1 (+ or - o::rrplet-+ verb habit- forms or 4.5) (nJti- n, direct fran p, jilngi) - ive direct- frus- ual stems, stem 
trat- (n)t object carrp' rr, , in/on') -(am)iya past ional ive 6r t, tesrp 2, n, i:~} reflex-'to (see 'dist- j) con. m; i vc I, wu- Table ant in in serre here' - j) 
-aj irri 
oblig- titre ' cases) 
(iii) 4.8) incep- recip-atien-
tive [CirrayC!1. ~-
'dist- al (before toea 1 
ant in miji- rraya-:J class ' l 
tine ' 
'walk-
ccmron & 3 
activ- Irq forms or 
ity alorq' ste;\S in 6CITe 
cases) 
4.2.3 .1 4.2.5.1 4.2l0l 4.2.4.1 4.2.5.1 4.2.2 .1 4.2.2.1 4.2.2.1 4.2.8 
4.2.:'.1 4.2J0l 4.2.6 4.2,9.1 4.2.7 (a) 4.2.6 (c) 4.2.2.1 
(a, b) 
---- --- -----
asp: aspect I aug.: augrrented; roo. m.1 concanitative marker/ min. I mi.ni.mal/ 6Ubj: subject; tesrp: tenporal; 0: zero norpherre; { J indicates allarorphs of the satre norphelre. 
16 17 
asp 2 asp 3 
-ami - t~1 -fromi] 
rrove- repet-
rrent itive 
-amiji or 
'on 
past 
the habit-
way' 
ual 
4.2.9 
4.2.9. 
--
18 
lcx:-
ative 
[:} 
(as for 
locative 
prefix, 
but 
with 
iJrper-
ative) 
4.2.5.1 
~ 
w 
~ 
TABLE 4 . 4 ORDER OF POSSIBLE MORPHEMES IN THE INFLECTED VERB IN MT 
1 , 2 3 4 5 8 10 11 14 15 16 17 
5ubject- (locative) (mood 1) (mood 2) a s p e ct emphatic con- nucleu~ (voice) (aspect (aspect 
tense 1 nective 2) 3) 
(sing- (wu) ni- ma- ~i-} (wu) ji- Ca- ri- verb -ajirri -ami -ani 
plural) ( i) subjunc- ti- durat- emphatic (before stem recip- durat- past 
\ (see direct- I .. ive irrealis ive ( future?) class 1 (no rocal ive or habitual 
Table ional imperat- verb incorp- b egin- or 
4.7 ) 'to (w)a- ive in some orated . ing repet-
here' frust- case s) forms) itive 
( ii ) rative ld-
(locat- (before 
ive) class 1 
'distant' , 3 
ste ms in 
some 
cases) 
4.2.3.2 4.2.10.2 4.2.9.2 4.2.2.2 4.2. B 4.2.9 
4.2.3.2 4.2.10.2 4.2.7 4.2.2 . 2 J 4.2.9.2 
- -- -- - - -- - -
~- -
- -
NB (1) The columns with headings in parentheses are found only in the data given by older young people and is 
mainly in the more formally elicited material . Most of these are probably more typical of an LTT style than MT . 
(2) The numbers at the tops o f the columns refer to the numbers of the columns in Table 4.3 for TT. 
N 
W 
co 
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(a) ~- rri - pangurlimayi 
I p - walk 
, I walked' 
(14) 
(b) ngi nti - pangurlimayi 
we(excl)-p - walk 
'We (excl) walked' 
(c) ~ rr i - pangurlimayi 
we(i ncl)-p - walk 
' We (i nc 1) walked' 
(d) Yi pangurlimayi 
he:p - walk 
' He walked' 
In MT , subject and tense are still marked on the verb 
by the initial one or two prefixes, but with some variation 
due to phonological changes (such as ng > y, 
see 2.3.6, p 5~) , or to the change in the person-number 
system . 
e.g. 4-6 (MT) 
(a) wokapat 
walk 
(15) 
Yi - [rril 
r i \ 
- ./ 
I 
'I walked' 
- mi 
- do 
(b) wokapat Yi nti - ri - ml 
wa lk we - p - cv - do 
' We walked' 
(c) wok apat Yi - mi 
walk he:p - do 
' He wa lked ' 
(ii) Direct Object (column 7, Table 4.3, p2 3 7). This is 
obligatorily marked on transitive verb stems 
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(see 6.2.1.1, p39~ for a discussion of the direct object as 
a grammatical relation). For all persons, except third 
s ingular, the direct object is marked by a direct object 
pref ix (see Table 4.8, p ~ 86 ). Third person singular direct 
objects are indicated in the sub jec t-tense prefixes, in 
which the gender of the object is"also distinguished 
(see 4.2.3.1, P 2 73). 
e. g • 4 -7 (TT) 
(a) ngi - rri min jakurluwunyi 
I P - you(sg) - see 
'I saw you' 
(b) ~ rri pakurluwunyi 
I p:him - see 
'I saw him' 
(c) ng i nti paku rluwunyi 
I - p:her - see 
'I saw her' 
In MT, the direct object is no longer marked on the 
ver b, and, in general, the direct object has to be indicated 
by an overt form (see also 6.2.2.2 (ii), PLf o9 ). 
e.g . 4-8 
(a) 
see I 
'I saw you' 
mi yitha 
do you{sg) 
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( b) lukim yi mi arra/thirra 
see I do him/her 
'I saw him/her' 
(ii i) Indirect Object (co lumn 7, Table 4.3, P .l3 7). An 
i ndirect object may be marked o n the verb, except where 
there is a direct object prefix (see Table 4.3, pJ3 7), 
ind icating mainly a benefactive or purpose, but also 
expressing other oblique relationships (see 4.2.4, P~S5, 
and 6. 2 . 1. 1 ( iii), p 390) • 
e • g • 4 - 9 ( TT ) 
(a) y i mi kirimi 
he:p- me(IO)- make 
'He made it for me' 
(b) yi mirri kirimi 
he:p- her(IO) - make 
'He made it for her' 
Again, these prefixes are not retained in MT, and the 
re l ationships expressed by them are generally shown by an 
overt prepositional phrase (see 6.2.2.2, p 407 ). 
(iv ) Concomitative (column 13, Table 4.3, p 237)' This 
is a nominal argument, the prese nce of which is signalled 
by the use of a verbal prefix, ma(rri}-, which expresses 
a r elationship of accompaniment or, when occurring with 
the form ji(ngi)-, of conveyance or vehicle (see 4 ·.2.2.l(c), 
P ;2.0 /, and 6.2.1.2 (ii), p 4oo ). 
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e. g · 4-10 (TT) 
(a) yi marri k ij uriyi 
he:p - con.m - stick - go 
'He took a stick' ( Lit: ' he we n t wit has tic k ' ) 
(b) yi rna jing - uriyi kapala 
he:p- con.m - i n - go boat 
'He went in a boat' 
This concomitative marke r is not r etained in MT in wh i ch 
semant ic roles of accompan imen t and conveyance are expressed 
by pr epositional phrases (see 6.2.2.2 (ii), P409, and 
(iii ), P 4-11 ) • 
(v) Aspect (columns 8, 16, 17, Table 4.3, p 237' and 
Table 4.4, P.23S). The basic aspects are: 'durative' (or 
repet itive in a limited space of time), marked by the prefix 
(wu) (n)ji-; 'inceptive', by t he prefix Yi- or wi- and 
the suffix -ami or -mami; 'move ment' by the suffix 
-ami or -mami; and habitual (or repetitive in an 
(16) 
unlim ited space of time) by the prefix (~) (~)ii- for 
non-past and the suffix - ani/-mini for past. These may 
O~cu r alone or in combination with each other and/or the 
h ' f' C (17) ( 4 2 9 3 I) emp a t lC pre lX ~- see. . , p o . 
e.g. 4-11 (TT) 
(a) yoyi a wuji ngi - mi 
dance he:np- dur cv - do 
'He is dancing' (or 'he habitually dances' ) 
(b) yoyi a m ami 
dance he:np-icve - do - mv ' 
'He is about to dance' 
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(c) yoyi a ngi m-ami 
dance he:np- dur cv - do- mv 
'He is moving about dancing' 
(d) yoyi yi - m ani 
dance he:p -do - p:hab 
'He used to da nce ' 
In MT, the durative prefix is retai ne d with that basic 
meaning , though the connective fo l lowing it is changed 
phonologically from ngi- to ki- (see 4.2.2.2, p Z&qand 
4.2 .9 .2, P 304- ) The inceptive aspect is usually given by the 
aspect word sat or stat preceding the free form verb (see 
4.3.3 , P 340) . The others are retained in the s peech of some 
of the older young people, but are not general (see 4.2.9,2) 
p 304- ) • 
e.g. 4-12 (MT) 
yoyi a wuji - ki - mi 
dance he:p - d ur - cv - do 
'He is dancing' 
(v i) Mood (column 4 and 5, Table 4.3, P 2.3}.J and 
Table 4.4, p ~3S). The basic moods are: indicative 
(unmar ked), imperative/obligational , frustrative, 
sUbjunct ive and irrealis. The mood prefixes can be divided 
into two groups, according to their order in the verb 
(see Table 4.3) and their mutual exclusiveness: Mood 1 
prefixes are! wu-/¢ 'obligational/ imperative', (~)~­
'frustrative', and ma- 'subjunctive'; the Mood 2 prefix is 
(18 ) £i- 'irrealis'. Mood 1 prefixes may occur alone or in 
Combination with the Mood 2 prefix and/or the emphatic 
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prefix, Ca-. In general, the mood prefixes (except the 
fr ustrative prefix) do not co-occur with the aspect affixes. 
e.g. 4-13 (TT) 
(a) yoyi yi wa ri - mi 
dance he:p -frust - cv - do 
'He tried to dance' 
(b) yoyi a wu rra - mi 
dance he:np-obl - emph - do 
'He should dance' 
(c) yoyi a rna rri ~ - ami 
dance he:np-sbve- irreal- emph- do 
'He should have danced' 
(d) arnuka yoyi yi rri ami 
not dance he:p - irreal- emph - do 
'He didn't dance' 
(e) yoyi ta ami 
dance imp:emph - do 
'Dance!' (you (sg) ) 
The young people do not usually retain the mood 
pref ixes, though some older young people use some forms (in 
the ir LTT sytle, not in MT). The frustrative prefix is being 
rep laced by the aspect word tra or tray, occuring before 
the free verb form in MT (see 4.3.3, P 340) • 
(vii) Voice (column 15, Table 4.3, p ~37 and 
Table 4.4, pJ~8). Voice is used here in the sense of 
, l' sh' be the " --...:I th ct' (19) express1ng a re ation l p tween particlpants ~~ e a lon, 
and is used to denote the suffixes -(am)iya 'reflexive', 
-ajirri 'reciprocal', -(am)ighi 'causative' and 
-anyimi 
'completive' (see 4.2.8, p 29<3 ). 
e.g. 4-14 (TT) 
( a ) yi pirn - amiya 
he:p - hit - reflex 
, He hit him s elf " 
(b) pi ri pirn - ajirri 
they:p-cv hit - recip 
'They hit each other,' 
(c) yi mini - muw - amishi 
he:p 
- me{DO) -sit- caus 
'He caused me to sit' 
. 
(d) pi ri - pirn - anyimi 
they:p-cv - kill - cpve 
'They killed all of them: (Os., p 45) 
In general, the young people do not use these verbal 
voice suffixes. For reflexive and reciprocal senses the 
ref lexive and reciprocal pronouns are usually used 
(se e 3.3.2.4, P '74 ). See also 4.2.8, p ..l.98 for further 
discussion. 
(vii i) Position (columns 3, 9 and 18, Table 4.3, P237 and 
.J 
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Tab le 4.4, p ~3~). Position in time and space may be marked 
by either the locative prefix (wu)ni- or the 'stance' 
prefix Ci{nsi)-. The basic meaning is locative, (wu)ni- 'at 
a distance' and Ci{nsi)- 'out bush' or 'away from camp', 
with the prefix {~)ni- also having a directional meaning 
'to here' with verbs of motion. 
e.g. 4-15 
(a) 
(TT) 
pi ni 
they:p-loc -
ri - muwu 
cv · - sit 
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' They sat down (at some distance~' (Os., p 45) 
(b ) ngi nti pungi muwu 
we{excl)- p - o ut :bush - sit 
'We sat down out bu sh ! 
(c) ngi ntu - nu - wuriyi 
we{excl)-p - dir - go 
'We ca me (here),' 
Only the prefix {wu)ni- is retained in MT, with the 
bas ic meanings of 'at a distance' and 'to here' 
(se e 4.2.5, p.29 3 ). 
(i x) Time of day (columns 6 and 12, Table 4.3, P<3 7) 
Time of day is expressed by the two prefixes (~)ati- 'in 
the morning' and ki- 'in the evening' (see 4.2.7. P2.96). 
T~ese are not re t a ined in MT . 
(x) Emphasis (column 10, Table 4.3, p 2 3 7 , and 
Table 4.4, p..?38). As well as occurring with variOJs m::x:xj and 
aspect affixes to give additional meanings (see 4.2.9 
and 4.2.10), the prefix Ca-, may occur in indicative verbs 
wi th the basic function of emphasis. It is retained as such 
i n the speech of some older young people (see 4.2.7, p ~ 96). 
Table 4.3 gives the basic order of the possible 
morphemes in the TT verb. The table does not show the 
various co-occurrence restrictions, some of which have 
been indicated in the preceding overview, and others will be 
d iscussed in the appropriate sections following. Similarly 
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there are some permutations of morphemes which are not shown 
on the table, some of which are mentioned where relevant in 
the following pages. The headings for the columns and the 
glosses given for some of the morphemes are only very 
general , giving the basic meaning. (See Osborne, Chapter 2, 
for a detailed discussion of most of the morphophonological 
variations .) 
There are no verbs which contain all the orders of 
mor phemes shown in Table 4.3 as there are some co-occurrence 
restrictions. The morphemes given in a particular column 
are mutually exclusive with other rrorpherres in that column. (20) 
For instance, both connectives ri- and ngi- do not occur 
before a class 1 stem simultaneously. The occurrence of 
either connective depends upon the preceding morpheme 
(se e 4.2.2.1(a), P )49). Some examples of a nurrber of rrorpherres 
co-occurring are: 
e • g • 4 -1 6 ( TT ) 
(a ) yoyi ngi mp a ripu ji ng 
dance you(pl)- np - frust- them(IO)-dur/hab-cv 
- arIa - m - mv 
- spirit-do - mv 
'You move around dancing for the dead (people) 
in vain.' (FP2.8-RA) 
(b ) ngajiti nyi mp a - nguwun - ta 
don't you(sg) - np - frust- us(DO) -emph 
yakurluwunyi 
- look:at 
'Don't look at us:' (AEV 1.12-DK) 
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(c) kalikali nga rru - wunji - rringi -
run we(incl)- p dur - away 
makirringi - mi 
fright 
- do 
'We were running out there in our fright: (CI) 
(d ) yu wuji - ngi - pirn amiy am - ani 
he:p - dur - cv - hit ref lex-mv - p;hab 
'He was going abo u t hitting himself: 
(e ) morliki nga rna wun - ta m a mighi 
bathe we(incl)-sbve - them - e mph - do caus 
(DO) 
'We should cause them to bathe! (TNg-4f-DT) 
The order of the morphemes retained in the speech of 
you ng people, though with cha nged for ms in some cases, is 
give n in Table 4.4 (cf. Table 4.3). 
4.2 .2 VERB NUCLEUS (column 14, Table 4.3, p 23 7 , and 
Table 4.4, p 2 .3~) 
4.2.2.1 TRADI TIONAL TIWI 
In TTl the nucleus of the verb consists of a main verb 
(21) 
stem and possibly one or two incorporated forms. The 
incorporated forms are included as part of the nucleus 
because they always occur i mmediately befor e the main verb 
stem and they may be divided into the seme phonological 
classes as the verb stems (see p :'/-'50) • Also, in many instances 
incorporated for ms and verb stems have become 'frozen' to 
for m new verb stems. For example, in some cases the 
incorporated form wa- 'words' or 'talk' can be separated 
from the following verb stem as in wa- . 'words' + 
-fa ngirri 'send' ~) -wayangirri 'send a message'. However, 
. in other cases such as the stem -wayorri, 'ask', it is 
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obviuus that the wa means 'words' but there appears to be 
no verb stem -Corri which occurs on its own (though there 
probably w~s at one stage). 
(a) Main verb stems 
The class of verb stems is an open class of at least 
50 0 forms. Within the cla ss there is a two-dimensional 
division into sub-classes. One d ivision is on the basis of 
the type of subject-tense prefixes taken by the verb stems and/or 
the occurrence of direct object prefixes within the verb, 
(22) 
i.e . basically transitive versus non-transitive. Tran-
sitive verb stems take a direct object prefix for all 
per sons except a third singular direct object, in which case 
ther e is no separate direct object prefix but the gender of 
(23) 
the direct object is marked on the subject-tense prefix. 
For all other direct object persons the subject-tense 
pref ixes on the verb are the same as the majority of non-
transitive verbs. A small class of about 20-30 verb stems, 
labe lled 'feminine' verbs, always take the sarre subject-tense 
pre fixes as transitive verbs with a third minimal feminine 
obj ect, regardless of whether there is such an 'object' or 
(24) 
whe ther an 'object' is masculine or feminine. All the 
other verb stems, and transitive verb stems with a direct 
obj ect which is not third person singular; take another set 
of prefixes (general subject-tense prefixes) (see 4.2.3.1, 
p :L7.3, and Table 4.5, P 275). These prefixes often overlap 
with the 'transit i ve' or 'feminine' prefixes. 
e. g. 4-17 (TT) 
(a) tr vb stem (3rd sg masc dir obj): 
ngi - rri pakurluwunyi kirijini 
I - p:him - see boy 
'I saw a boy' 
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(b) tr vb stem (3rd sg fern dir obj): 
ngi - nti pakurluwunyi kirijinga 
I 
-p:her - see girl 
, I saw a girl' 
• 
(c) fern vb stem (masc (25) secondary obj) 
ngi - ntu - pu mu ti yi koni 
I - p(f)- light fi re(m ) 
, I lit the fire' 
(d) itr vb stem 
ngi - rri - pang u r l i mayi 
I p - walk 
'I walked 'O' -
Cutting across the division of transitive, feminine a nd 
general non-transitive verb stems is a non-seman t ic 
div ision into classes on a p honological basis. Class 1 
ver b stems are consona n t-initia l , Class 2 verb s t e ms are 
al so consonant-initial but with a variable consonant 
depending on the morphe me , and Class 3 verb ste ms are 
vowel-initial. Class 1 verb stems begin with only the 
per ipheral consonants, p, m, k and w. These stems take a 
connective (or class marker) ri-, immediately prece ding the 
stern, and following certa in morphemes~such as; most of the 
subject-tense prefixes, (~)~- 'frustrative', (~)ati- 'in 
the morning' and (wu)ni- 'locative/ direction'. Following 
th e subject-tense prefix ji- 'she:p' or 'you(sg) :p' the 
connective is Yi-. Following some other prefixes, such as 
(~)ii)- 'durative' and some incorporated forms the 
~onnective is ~-. 
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e.g· 4-18 (TT) 
(a) a mp - ati ri - muwu 
she - np - morn - cv - sit 
'She [i~ sitting] in the morning.' 
SItS 
( b) a mpi - ji - ngi - muwu 
she - np 
- dur - cv - sit 
'She is si tting ,' 
(c) ji 
-Yi - muwu 
she:p 
- cv - sit 
'She sat' 
Class 2 verb stems take the variable consonants, p, 
t, j or rr, depending upon the preceding morpheme. For 
instance , following the subject-tense prefixes in indi-
(26) 
cative verbs the consonant is/pf, while following the 
durat ive prefix (wu)ji- the consonant is rr. 
(See 4.2.9.1, P '30/). 
y, 
Other environments affecting the stern consonant will be 
be me ntioned where relevant in other sections. These stems 
behave like the prefixes Ci- 'irrealis ', Ci(ngi)- ' out bush' 
and Ca- 'emphatic ' and in the word list in Appendix 1, the 
stems are given as C-initial . 
e.g. 4-19 (TT) 
(a) yi pangurlimayi 
he:p - walk 
'He walked.' 
(b) a wuji rrangurlimayi 
he:np - dur - walk 
'He is walking: 
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Class 3 verb stems are regarded as vowel-initia l , as 
Osborne regards them (his class IIa, Os., pp 30-31). In many 
environments these stems take an initial /w/ following a 
vowel final morpheme, and in this regard are similar to what 
Osborne calls 'w morphemes' taking 'w-insertion' 
(Os., p 23). (See example 4-2 0 (a).) In other cases t he 
vO',yel is retained and the final vowe l of the preceding prefiy 
dropped (a regular rrorphophonologi cal process; see 2.9, pJ 07 , also 
4- 20{b», and in still other cases the final vowel of t he 
prefix is retained and the initial vowel of the ste m is 
dropped (example 4-20{c». This last phenomenon occ urs only 
when the initial vowel is not /a/. With some a-initial stems 
preceded by an a-final prefix both vowels are retained 
(example 4-20(d». 
e. g • 4 - 2 0 (TT) 
(a) yu watu - wapa (vs: -apa 'eat') 
he:p - morn - eat 
'He ate (it) in the morning: 
(b) a mp - ~ 
she - np - eat 
'She eats (it).' 'She/he leaves her! 
(c) ngajiti nyu wunu - wa ja 
don't you (pI) 
-dist: - frust -emph 
in:time 
'Don't leave them in the future: 
(d) t.a 
imp:emph-eat 
(sg) 
'Ea t! ' 
I [ tlV\pa] 
- mori 
(vs: -umor i) 
- leave 
(FP8.12-RA) 
(27) 
Godfrey considers this class as w-initial, but there 
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are a number of w-initial class 1 sterns. To avoid confusion 
with these I am calling the forms which do not behave as 
class 1 sterns (i.e. not taking the connective ri-) as 
vowel-ini tial. 
There are a number of irregularities manifested by some 
ve rb sterns belonging to this c las s. One such irregularit y i s 
the metathesis of the final vowel of the prefix Ca- with 
the initial vowel of the verb stern -uriyi 'go' (and possibly 
some others), with a /w/ inserted. 
e .g. 4-20a (TT) 
ta + -ur iy i -----} tuwar iy i 
imp:emph go 
(sg) 'go! ' 
There are a few verb ste rns which behave like an 
a-initial class 3 verb ste rn following the prefix Ca-, but 
wh ich elsewhere behave as an i-initial or u-initial class 3 
stern or, in some cases, as a class 1 stern. 
e. g. 4-21 (TT) 
( a) ngi 
- ri 
- mi (Class 1) 
I - cv - say 
, I say' or ' I said' 
( b) ngi - rr i - E2. - ami 
I - past- emph - say 
, I said' 
The connective ngi-, which occurs before class 1 verb 
sterns also occurs before class 3 verb sterns, but with the 
vOwel dropped. 
e . g • 4 - 2 2 ( TT ) 
a mpi - ji - ~ _ ~ 
she - np - dur- cv - eat 
'She is eating.' 
(b) Incorporated forms 
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Within the theme structure there may be incorporated 
forms which convey nominal concepts, such as 'meat', 
'wallaby', 'water', or body parts; verbal concepts such as 
'cry', 'run'; stative concepts, such as 'hungry', 'sleeping', 
'frightened'; and some miscellaneous concepts, such as 'with 
nothing', 'everything'. These incorporated forms are divided 
i nto three phonological classes on the same basis as the 
verb stems, so that there are class 1 forms (consonant-
-initial), class 2 forms (variable consonant-initial) and 
class 3 forms (vowel-initial, with initial /w/ in some 
cases). 
As Osborne points out, the number of incorporated forms 
is small compared to the nu mber of free forms, there being 
about 100-150 incorporated forms. Normally, the nominal 
i ncorporated forms are general in meaning. There may be a 
number of free forms referring to the different species 
covered by the one incorporated form, or free form synonyms 
covering the one Object or animal referred to by one 
i ncorporated form. 
e . g. 4-22 (TT) 
I ncorporated form: majunguwuli(ngi) - 'dog' 
Free forms: pulangumo-ni(m), -ka(f), -wi(pl) 
wank-ini(m), -a(f), -uwi(pl) 
kitarringa-ni(m), -ka(f), -wi(pl) 
pamilampunyi-ni(m), -ka(f), -wi(pl) 
'dog' 
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Other incorporated for ms are very specific, 
differentiating, for instance, between cooked and 
raw meat, dead or alive animals, etc. 
e . g • 4 - 2 3 ( TT ) 
paningi- 'raw meat/ f ish' 
kunti(ngi)- 'cooked mea t/fi sh' 
There do not seem to be incorporated for ms which refer 
t o humans or human characteristics, though the for m 
paningi-, given in example 4-23 has been extended to mean 
' white person'. 
e .g. 4-24 (TT) 
yi paningi miringarra (FP1.7-RA) 
he:p white:man - live 
'The white man lived (here).' 
Unlike some other prefixing languages of northern 
Au stralia and other languages in the world (such as Eskimo 
and Greenlandic) which have nominal incorporation in the 
vp. rb, the incorporated forms are normally not cognate 
wi th ,corresponding free forms (Dixon, 1980, pp 436-437; 
(28) 
Capell, 1967, pp 49-50; Saddock,1980). 
For a list of some of the forms, see Osborne 
(as., pp 48-50). There are a few forms which are cognate 
wi th free forms, though sometimes there is a meaning change 
as in example 4-25(b). In a few cases verbal inco~porated 
f orms are cognate with main verb sterns, as in exanple 4-15(a). 
I n still other cases incorporated forms are part of other 
compound words, as in examples 4-25 (c)-(e). 
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e.g. 4-25 (TT) 
incorporated form free fonn verb stem or cCITpJurrl 
(a) makirri(ngi)-
'be frightened' 
(b) wulinji(ngi)-
'thirsty' 
(c) kiri-
'hand' 
(d) mili-
'foot' 
(e) mangi-
'water' 
-makirri 
'be frightened' 
wUlinjirri 
'dry place' 
kirikurti 
'thumb' 
milikurti 
'big toe' 
mangupuranji 
'good-tasting water 
The incorporated for ms have reference to various 
grammatical relations within the clause, sometimes being 
cross-referenced to a free form in the clause expressing the 
same relationship. At other times they are the only 
reference to a particular relation. The verb is like a 
'min i-clause', as most of the grammatical relations which 
are usually syntactic functions can also be expre ssed in 
the verb. These gra mmatical relations are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 6 with regard to clauses, but examples of 
some of the different ways in which incorpJrated forms are 
used are given here. 
~ 'of incorporated nominal forms 
(1 ) Associated with the subject of non-transitive verbs 
(se e also example 4-24). 
e. g. 4-26 (TT) 
, I (a) waya Yi pa nganti - yipaya 
now he:p - emp.h - rain finish 
'The rain has finished now.' 
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I (b) ngarratuwu yu i I warla - yapipirraya Purrukuparli 
he:in:turn he:p - spirit - go:down P 
'Purrukuparli in his turn went down as a spirit! 
(2.1 ~) 
(ii) Associated with the direct object of a transitive 
ve r b (s e e 4. 2 . 2 . 1 (a}, p 249) : 
e . g • 4 - 2 7 ( TT ) 
(a) pi t 'r-1:-----l -·1 " wu lyonJl rrorlimpirr ani 
they:p-p:her - dead:wallaby-carry:on:shoulders-p:hab 
'They would carry the wallaby on their shoulders: 
(HeW 2.4) 
(b) ngarra - mirani yu i warla pungintay ·- ani 
his son he:him:p- spirit- think:of - p:hab 
'He would think of his son's spirit~ (FP4.6-RA) 
(iii ) Associated with the secondary object of a ditran-
(29) 
sitive or semi-transitive verb. 
e.g. 4-28 (TT) 
(a) semi-transitive: 
pi ri unyaw - ani 
they:p-cv - stick throw - p:hab 
'They would throw the stick: 
(b) ditransitive: 
yi min tati - rrakirayi 
he:p -me (DO) - axe - give 
(NgY 1) 
'He gave me an axe: (9.3l-RA) 
(iv ) Associated with the indirect object (the irrlirect object 
being the nominal argument which is marked on the verb by the 
indirect object prefix, and which usually encodes 'benefactive', 
(30) 
recipient, goal or addressee'). (See ·4.2.3,· .273 , and 
6.2.1.1 (iii), P?96, for a fuller discussion of the nominal 
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ar gument called i nd i r ect object). 
e . 9 • 4 - 2 9 ( TT ) 
I I (a) piraya - la ngi mpi ripu warla - mi 
pray 
-rep we(excl)- np - them(IO) - spirit - do 
'We pray for the dead : (FP3.1-~) 
r I (b ) kularlagha pojimo li nt iya p i rri mirri 
search:for wallaby they :p - p 
- her(IO) -
piyontingi rna mini 
live:wallaby - do p:hab 
'They would search for wallaby: (HeWl. 2) 
(v) As a concanitative , which is defined as a no minal 
arg ument which has close connection with the subject or 
dir ect object, normally with the se nse of 'accompanime n t'. 
The incorporated form as a concomitative is indica t ed by t he 
pre sence of a concomitative marker ma(rri)- on the verb. 
(See (c), p ~61, e.g. 4-18.) 
e • 9 • 4 - 3 0 ( TT ) 
(a ) connected with the subject: 
nga 
(31) 
ri - marri - kiyawulingi 
we(incl)-cv - con.m - crab 
'We take t h e crabs up (to the bush).' 
(b ) connected with the direct object: 
papurti 
go:up 
(TNg 5c-SM) 
yu wu n i marri wa - yangirri 
he:p -them(DO)- con.m - words - send 
'He sent them with a message! 
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(vi) As a Locative. 
e . 9 • 4 - 31 ( TT ) 
ngi - rru - wanti papurti (MGD) 
I - p - water - go:up 
'I got out of the water (onto dry land)' 
Use s of verbal and other incorporated forms 
In most cases the verbal incorporated form see ms to 
apply to the subject, but not always. It sometimes applies 
to the same participant as the direct object, as in examp le 
4-3 2(a), and sometimes to others who are not referred to 
elsewhere in the clause or discourse, as in example 4-32{b). 
In some cases the sense is only clear from the context. 
e. g. 4 - 32 (TT) 
(a ) ngin ta ngirlipangi - rramangi (MGD) 
me{DO)- e mph - sleep 
(imp) 
- look:after 
'Look after me while I am sleepi ng ' 
(b) ng i nti wati ngirlipangi rramilipur - ani 
we{excl)- p - morn - sleep 
- get:up -p:hab 
'We would get up while (others) were sleeping' 
(CWO l.ll-DK) 
(c) mu ri - ki ngirlimpang i rrangurlimanyi 
you & I-cv-eve sleep -walk 
'You and I walk in our sleep' (MGD) 
(d) ka rr i ngawa nga mi rra-warrijingi - muwu 
when we we(incl)-him{IO)- emph-hungry - live 
'When we go hun.gry for him (God).' (MGD) 
These verbal and other types of incorporated forms do 
not , in general, have a corresponding external form in the 
clause with which they are cross-referenced; but they do 
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seem to have some kind of function which is related to the 
types of constituents found in the clause, such as 
temporal (see examples 4-32 (a) to (c)) or manner (see 
example 4-32 (d)), 
There are some other types of incorporated forms which 
are like nominal incorpor ated forms, but they do not refer 
to a specific thing or animal. One of these is wamini-, 
meaning 'without something' and another is 
(32) 
wunjirriki- 'everything' or 'a lot of things'. Both of 
these can occur alone in a verb (with the item referred to 
understood from the context) or cross-referenced with a 
nominal constituent of the clause. 
e.g . 4-33 (TT) 
(a) pi ri wamini kuruwurli (MGD) 
they:p-cv - without: be:cranky 
something 
'They were cranky without (beer) , 
(b) ng i ntu wamini - yakupawurli karrikamini 
we(excl)-p 
jipojirringa 
'wallaby 
without: - go:back 
something 
'We went back without any wallaby' 
nothing(m) 
(WH3. a-DK) 
(c) yu wa ri - wunjirrik - unyawa - mini 
he:p- frust- cv -[everything) - throw 
lots ) 
-p:hab 
'He used to try to throw everything (the customs) away' 
(GP2.4-RA) 
(d) yu wuni - ' jirriki - rrortighi tayikuwapi 
he:p - them(DO)- lots - father many (pI) 
'He fathered many children' (BMA3.ll-DK) 
(e) wu ri 
they:np-cv 
(33) 
fmangi{ -
tkupu J 
wamini 
,beer ] - without: -
ttobacco something 
'They live without}beer 2.' 
(tobacco) 
muwu 
live 
wamini could be regarded as a special type of 
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concomitative, meaning 'with nothing '. It is not clear why 
wamini- should occur closest to the verb stem, parti-
cularly if it is to be regarded as a 'negative' 
counterpart to the concomitative marker ma(rri)-, which 
always occurs immediately before to the first incorporated 
form , and only immediately before the verb stem if there is 
no incorporated form (see following pages). 
There may be two incorporated forms in the verb. In 
general, the for m which is more 'nuclear' (Le. associated 
with some role or function required by the semantics of the 
ver b stem) is closest to the verb stem. 
e. g. 4-34 (TT) 
(a ) nga mpi ri - kiji - maripi rrituwa 
we(incl)-np: - cv - stick - chest - slit:open 
her (DO) 
'We slit the chest (of the goose(f)) with a stick! 
(NgYl) 
(b) yi mini ngilimpangi yalipi rrankina 
he:p - me(DO)- sleep - meat - steal 
'He stole my meat: (Os., p 47) 
(c) The concomitative marker (column 13, Table 4.3, p2~1)· 
Although the concomitative marker is not included in 
the nucleus structure in Table 4.3, a discussion of it is 
relevant at this point. It behaves like a class 1 
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incorporated form in that it takes the connective ri- (or 
Yl-) following certain morphemes (see p 25~. 
The main purpose of the concomitative marker would seem 
to be to indicate the presence of another nominal argument 
in the deep structure of the clause, one that is not 
normally implied by the semantics of the verb. The 
concomitative marker is used in two ways: 
(i) 'Accompaniment.' In these cases, where the nominal 
argument implied is in close association with one of the 
participants normally in a sense of 'accanpanirrent', the forms 
of the concomitative marker are: ma- preceding class 2 verb 
s t ems and incorporated forms" with the variable consonant of a 
class 2 stem or form being i, and rrarri- preceding class 1 and 3 
stems or forms, with the final i being dropped before class 
3 stems and forms (a regular morphophonemic process -
see 2.9, p '07) ). The nominal argument to which the concanitative 
marker makes reference may occur as an incoIpJrated form (see (b) 
(v)", P 2. 5 7 ), or as an over t nominal phr a"se in the clause, or 
both. (34) There are some cases where the concomitative 
market has no overt referent, either in the verb or the 
clause, but the referent can be implied from the 
context, as in example 4-35 (d) (which may be an LTT 
example) . 
e.g. 4-35 (TT) 
(a) arnuka karrikuwani yi rr i marri -
not nobody he(p)-irreal con.m -
miringarra tayikuwanga 
live many(f) 
'Nobody marries a lot of wives: (FP3.10-RA) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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ji yi rna jangu rrurlighi nyirra morti 
she:p- cv - con.m - baby growl her - son 
'She protected her baby son' (Lit: she 'growled with 
her baby son (at them, the kids who were trying to play 
wi th her, a cow) , .) 
kali pi rr i yi - marru wa m 
run they:p- p icve -con.m - words- do 
- am - ani 
-
mv - p:hab 
'They began to run around with 
pi - ri - rna - jawurinji 
they:p - cv - con.m - go.in 
(CIL 4-RA) 
the news.' 
kapi ampurikuluwurri 
prep car/vehicle 
'They took (them, i. e. school boys) in a truck.' (Tng 4c) 
(ii ) 'Conveyance.' In this case, the concomitative marker 
occur s as ma - followed by the form ji(ngi)-. This 
indica tes a nominal argument which has the sense of 
'conveyance' or 'vehicle', and refers to something which the 
subjec t or object may be 'in' or 'on' (normally) or it may 
refer to something which is 'on' the subject o r object 
(se e also 6.2.1.2 (ii), p40~ . This nominal argument may be 
ove rtly present in the clause or there may be no overt 
reference to the item and it ahs to be implied from 
the context (or from knowledge of the real world), as in 
examples 4-36 (a, b). It would seem that the form ji(ngi)-
may have originally been an incorporated form Ci(ngi)- with 
(C = j, following ma-). Osborne has it " as meaning 'tree, 
-(35) 
log , dugout canoe', but the meaning has been extended to 
mea n any conveyance, " etc. In general, there is no other 
incorporated form in the verb which refers to the means of 
conveyance, though there would seem to be one in example 
4- 36 (c). This is possibly a late developrent after the fonn 
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Ci(ngi)- lost its status as an incorporated form. The 
- (36) 
~- '(motor, wheeled) vehicle (?)' may be put in to 
make the distinction between a modern vehicle with wheels 
and a boat. 
The form Ci(ngi)- behaves like a number of 
incorporated forms in that, before class 1 and 3 verb stems 
or incorporated forms there is a connective, ~(i)-, while 
before class 2 forms this is omitted and the variable 
consonant of the class 2 form is rr (or in some cases 
(37) 
y) • 
e.g. 4-36 (TT) 
(a) ta rna jingi mang - ini (MGD) 
emph- con.m- in:something- water - hold 
'Hold the water (it's in a container~' 
(b) jarrikarlani mu wati - pa rna 
turtle you:&:I - morn - emph - con.m -in:something 
-rrapipirraya 
-go:down 
'Let's you and I go down in the morning for 
turtle (in a boat),' (JD1.5-RA) 
(c) a wunu wati yi rna jingi 
he:np- dir morn - icve - con.m - in:something 
-kili ja 
-vehicle-go 
'He is coming along in the morning in car/tractor/ 
truck/bike/etc .. ' 
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(d) a mpu wuji - ki - rna jingi 
she - np dur - eve- con.m - in:someth ing 
-mangi rrawulari tanki (MGD) 
- water - climb tank 
'The water always goes up into the tank at n i ght: 
(e ) a ri rna 
-yaki l i nga 
he:np-cv - con.m - on:someth i ng - climb 
'He is climbing on (a tree).' (7 .1. 4-JW40) 
Godfrey says that the for m given in (e) is not a TT 
form used for a person climbing a tree bu t is used (nor ma l ly 
wit h the C = rr a nd not y as in the examp l e) one used a vi ne 
i s climbing a tree. However, this was given in reference to a 
pic ture of a boy climbing a tree and so some i ndivid ual s u se 
it f or people. It may be a less tradit ional f orm , bu t th e 
dif fere nce between this and t he nor ma l fo rm : 
a wuji - rrakil inga (purinjirri nga), 
he:np- dur - climb tree 
' he i s c limbing (a t r ee) .' 
may be the same as the difference which exists in English 
be tween ' he is c limbing a tree ' and ' he is climbing on a 
t ree '. (NB only part of the tree is v isible in the picture) 
Where bo th acc ompaniment a nd conveyance a re implied 
it would seem that the former has precedence (as can be seen 
in example 4-37), where there is no ji(ngi-). However, this 
may be a less traditional form, particularly since the 
conveyance is marked overtly in the clause by a pre-
positional phrase, which is common in MT (see 6.2.2.2 (iii), 
P 4 11). The example was given by a woman in her late 
for ties. 
e.g. 4-37 (LTT?) 
pi ri - rna jawurinji kapi a mp u rikuluwurri 
they:p - cv - con.m - go:in 
'They took ( them) in a truck: 
prep car/truck 
(TNg 4c) 
4.2. 2 .2 VE RB UC LEUS IN MODERN TIWI 
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In Modern Tiwi, the n ucleu s structure consists 
basically of just a verb stem ( t ho ugh there are a few 
e xamples of the use of an incorporated for m, in the LTT of 
older young people). However, there is on ly o ne for m which 
is used with any regularity in MT and that is t he for m 
makirri(ngi)- 'be frightened', often used withou t the 
ng i- (where it would be included in TT). Younger people 
and children often use the for m makirri as a free ver b 
fo rm, but this possibly comes from the verb stem - ma k irri 
(see example 4-25(a». 
e. g. 4-38 (MT but also TT) 
kalikali a mpi - ri makirringi - mi (MW25) 
run she - np - cv - frightened - do 
'She is running because she is frightened' 
The only regular use of the concomitative marker in the 
speech of the young people is with the verb stem -uriyi 
'go'. In TT marri- + -uriyi is marruriyi, meaning 'go 
wi th/take' (wh i ch in fast speech may be reduced to marriyi, 
bu t which in slow precise speech retains the two rhotics) . 
I n the speech of young people this has become a fused verb 
stem, -marriyi, meaning 'take', even in precise speech. 
e. g. 4-39 (MT ) 
pi ri - marriyi 
they:p - cv - take 
'They took (him'" 
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Only about 10 to 20 of the more common verb sterns are 
used by young people compared to the several hundred in TT. 
The number known and used varies from speaker to speaker. 
Some of the common sterns used (with regular sound changes) 
are: -uriyi 'go', -pini 'hit, kill' (TT -pirni,/c;/>jcj 
see 2.3.1, p 51 ), -Cakir ay i 'give', -Cangulimayi or 
- Cawulimayi 'walk' (TT: -Cangu rlimayi, /c;:./ > IC/' 
2.3.1, P 'SI, ng > w, 2.3.6, p 58), -kirimi 'make', -mi 
'do, say, go, be'. This last stern is also used as the stem of 
th e auxiliary verb with free form verbs in general 
(see 4.3.2, p 335) • Some of these sterns may occur only in 
the LTT production of some young people. 
There are a number of differences in the forms of the 
stems (and affixes) in the speech of children, particularly 
with younger children. A number of these cases seem to be 
due to the child not having yet developed either 
the TT forms or the relatively stable changed MT forms, 
used by older young people. 
Since there are so few examples in the MT data of 
independent inflected verbs, it is not easy to determine 
whether there are the same phonological classes of verb 
sterns as in TT. It seems in general that these three 
classes are retained, at least in the speech of older young 
people (at least in their LTT styles), though the 
characteristics of these classes may vary in some cases. 
Class 1 verb sterns, like TT class 1 verb stems, are 
Consonant-initial. 'Following a subject-tense prefix (except 
li- 'he:past' and ji- 'she:you(sg):past') there may 
be a connective, ri-, as in TT (see p J50), but it is 
often omitted even by older young people, so that it 
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would seem to be optional in MT (or in young people's LTT). 
The connective Yi- following the prefix ji- 'she/you (sg) : 
past' has in general been lost from the speech of young 
people, except in the case of the more fornal speech of older 
young people. 
e.g . 4-40 (MT) 
(a) a mpi - (ri) - kuruwala/kuwala 
she- np cv - sing 
(TT: a mpi ri - kuruwala) 
'She is singing: 
(b) kalikali ji mi 
fun she:p - do 
(TT: kalikali ji - Yi - mi) 
cv 
'She ran: 
There are a few examples of ri- being replaced by Yi. 
e.g. 4-41 (MT) 
ngi - Yi - pini pUlangumoni thapini 
I 
- cv - hit 
(TT: ngi - ri - pirni) 
cv 
dog(m) 
'I hit the dog yesterday.' 
yesterday 
(9.12-MD12) 
In M~ the connective ri- and the past tense prefix 
EEi- may be falling together in the speech of some young 
people (but not in the speech of all as ri- is retained in 
non-past forms by some, as in example 4-40(a)}. In TT the 
past tense form rr i-' is omitted before the connective r i-
(see 4.2.'.3.1, P:J-;4). In MT either the ri- or rri- occur. 
This may depend upon the speakers (see also 2.3.8, p b3 ). 
e.g. 4-42 (MT) 
pi ri/rri - mi 
they:p- cv/p -do 
'They did,' 
(TT: pi rim i) 
Class 2 verb stems (and the emphatic prefix, Ca-) 
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have a variable consonant, but because of the limited number 
of prefixes which occur in MT there is not the wide variety 
of morphological environments producing all the variants 
found in TT. The consonants which have been found to occur 
in MT are £, rr and t. t occurs on the otherwise un-
marked singular imperative form, which in many cases is 
also used as a free verb (wi th or without an auxiliary) in MI' 
(see also 4.2.6, p295,and 4.3.1.2, P3-'7). £ occurs 
following sUbject-tense prefixes and the directional prefix 
(as in TT) and .£..£ occurs following the durative prefix, (wu) ji-
(as in TT; see 4.2.9.2, p 304). 
e.g . 4-43 (NT) 
(a) takuluwuni 
see/look 
'Look! ' 
(b) yi pakupuraji 
he:p - fall 
(TT: ta yakurluwinyi) 
emph:imp - see/look 
(as TT) 
(see Table 4.2, p 234 ) 
'He fell! or 'He has fallen! 
(c) ngi - ni - paputi 
I - dir - go:up 
, I came up,' 
(d) a wuji rrakalinga 
he:np- dur climb 
'He is climbing,' 
(TT: ngi - rri - ni - papurti) 
I - P - loc - go: up 
(2.7.5-MW25) 
{TT: a - wuji - rrakilinga 
he:np- dur - climb 
(2 . 2 5 .1l-'IMlS ) 
It is within the class 2 verb stems that the greatest 
number of varintions are found in the data on the young 
people 's speech. Only some of the older young people 
have hold of some of the morphophonological rules 
and can apply them . The variants given by children are 
so different from each other that no generalisations 
can be made (see also Table 4.2 , P :.l. 34) . For instance, 
for a picture of a girl walking, the expected TT form 
would be: 
ampangurlimayi or 
a- + mpi- + -Car.gurlimayi 
she + np + walk 
'Sh e walks' or 
ampijirrangurli mayi 
a- + mpi- + (wu) ji- + -cangurlimayi 
she + np + dur + walk 
'She is walking' 
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A nu mber of children gave approximations to the TT form 
(none of which could be said to be an accepted MT form), 
such as: a mpijingulimayi , ampitangulimayi, a mpungul i may i, 
ampir riyulimayi, atawulimayi , jirrawulimayi . The generations 
of some of these for ms cou ld be explained, such as: 
ampitangulimayi as a- 'she' + mpi- 'non-past' + tanguli mayi, 
the MT free form verb, for me d from the imperative; 
atawulimayi could be a- 'he/she' + changed free verb form 
tawul imayi. It seems that some children (even as old as 12 
and 13 know and use certain traditional forms but are unable 
to generate new for ms acceptable in either TT or MT. While 
the stem -Cangulimayi or -Cawulimayi is known and may be 
used by some young people, at least in their more formal 
Tiwi speech (an LTT style), it is more ccrnron for the English 
loan wokapat (plus o.r minus an auxi1.iary) to be used 
(see 4.3.1.2, p 32.7, example 4-128 (b)). 
There are a few examples of class 3 verb stems being 
used by young people, the most common being -uriyi 'go', 
(38) 
-ija 'about to go, is going, will go' and -~ 'eat'. 
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These seem to be used much the same as they are ' TT ' ln , l.e. 
with a / w/ inserted in some -places and with the initial 
vowel of the stem or the final vowel of a prefix being 
omitted, ( Initial stem vowel /a/ is never omitted, as is 
also the case in TT.) However, these processes do not 
seem to be always applied in the same places with the same 
prefixes and stems as in TT. 
e.g. 4-44 (MT) 
(a) yu wapa (as TT) 
he:p - eat 
'He ate (i t).' 
(39) 
(b) yi n uriyi (TT: yi - nu - wuriyi) 
he:p - dir - go 
'He came: 
In the speech of many young people a connective, ki-
(or ku- before /w/) occurs before some stems. It does not 
seem to be general but it is common. It occurs fairly 
generally with the durative prefix, (wu)ji), before class 1 
and Glass 3 verb stems in place of the TT connective ngi-, 
which occurs in these situations. This may be derived from 
the 'evening' prefix, ki-, but the meaning of 'evening' has 
been lost in MT. In TT, before k-initial verb stems and 
before the 'evening' prefix there is no connective ngi-
(see 4. 2. 1. 1 (a), p ..<.49) • 
e.g. 4-45 (TT) 
(a) a wuji - ngi - pirni 
he:him-dur - cv - hit 
:np 
'He is hitting him! 
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- ki pirni 
he:np- dur 
- eve 
- hit 
'He is hitting him in the evening' 
e.g. 4-46 (MT) 
a wuji ki - pini 
he:np- dur cv - hit 
'He is hitting (h im) , 
The connective ki- in MT also occurs as an optional 
connective before the stem even without a preceding 
durative prefix. It may be regarded by some young people as 
part of certain stems, but it seems to be optional, and is 
no t used generally by others as part of those stems. 
e. g. 4-47 (MT) 
(a) awa yi - nti ki - muwu awarra 
( b) 
we we - p - cv - sit 
'We sat here' 
yu ku - wapa awarra 
he:p - cv - eat that(m) 
here 
(cf. example 4-44(a» 
'He ate that' (GP468-RJ12) 
There are some examples of verb stems being assigned to 
di fferent classes from TT, though these may be individual 
'errors ' in some cases. 
e. g. 4-48 (MT) 
(a ) a mpi - ru - wawurrini 
she - np - cv - cut (class 1) 
'It (tractor) cuts it: 
(TT: ampawurrini 
vs: -awurrini class 3) 
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(b) pi rri - ku - punyawu (TT: purr uwunyawa) 
they:p- p 
- cv - throw (cl. 1) vs: -unyawu , class 3} 
'They threw it: ( G P 4 6 8 - RJ 12 ) 
(c) ngajirri nyi mp a ri - kutipi (class 1) 
don't you (pI) - np - frust - cv - misbehave 
'Don't be naughty!' (TT: vs: -ukuru(n)tipi, class 3) 
In MT, there is generally no division between 
transitive, non-transitive and f~minine verb stems as 
i n TT (s ee 4.2.2.1(a), p )49). (40) There are no direct object 
prefixes used in MT, though certain older young people 
may use some in their more formal style of Tiwi (i.e. an 
LTT styl~. Similarly, when the direct object is third 
per son singular, a different set of subject-tense prefixes 
is used from that in TT. The subject-tense prefixes are 
discu ssed fur ther in 4.2.3.2,' P 279. 
4. 2.3 SUBJECT-TENSE PREFIXES (columns 1 and 2, Table 4.3, 
P..2?7, and Table 4.4, p')3&') 
4.2.3.1 TRADITIONAL TIWI 
As shown in Table 4.3, the subject-tense prefixes 
reflect the minimal-augmented system of the personal 
pronouns (indicating inclusion or exclusion of the speaker 
and addressee , see 3.3.1.1, P 15'5'). The two sets of 
pref ixes are discussed toge ther as they are closely bound, 
the allomorphs of the tense prefixes depending upon the 
subject person, and the allomorphs of the subject prefixes 
depend ing upon the tense of the verb. In s:::me cases there is 
a fused morpheme indicating subject person and tense (and in 
the case of transitive verbs, direct object as well), such 
as Yi- 'he:past' (in non-transitive verbs) and 
. 'he/she:him:past' (in transitive verbs). It is only in the 
indicative and interrogative that the 'tense' morphemes 
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actually indicate tense, the tenses indicated being 'past' 
and 'non-past'. 
This distinction is lost when there ar e 
subjunctive/irrealis or imperative, past and non-past 
meanings in these ca~.es not necessarily being conveyed by 
the 'tense' prefixes (see 4.2.9.1, PJo~ for a further 
discussion of this). 
It was indicated in Section 4.2.2.I(a) (p149) that when 
t here is a third person minimal direct object the 
s ubject-t~nse prefixes are different from those for other 
direct objects and for most non-transitive verbs. These 
s ubject-tense prefixes also indicate the gender of the 
o bject , while in the case of a third minimal subject the 
gender distinction of the subject is neutralised. Another 
small class of non-transitive verb stems takes the same 
prefixes as transitive verb stems with a feminine third 
minimal direct object. The sets of sUbject-tense prefixes 
a re shown in Table 4.5. 
In Table 4.5, the parentheses around the past 
prefix rri- indicate that the rri- is o~i tted immediately 
be fore the connective ri- which occurs before a class 
1 verb stem or incorporated form in some cases (see 
4.2.2.1 (a), p ) 49). The rri- occurs where it is separated 
from the connective by another morpheme. Before some 
morphemes the Iii is dropped. 
~ .g. 4-49 (TT) 
(a) ngi - rr - ati ri - muwu 
I p - morn - cv - sit 
'I sat in the morning: 
TABLE 4 . 5 SUBJECT TE SE PREFIXES I TT 
General 
Non-past 
Minimal 
1 
1& 2 
2 
3 m 
3 f 
ngi-
mu-
nyi-mpi-
a-
a-mpi-
Augme nted 
1 ngi - mpi-
1&2 
2 
3 
nga -
ngi-mpi-
wu- 10 
Past 
Minimal 
1 
1&2 
2 
3 m 
3 f 
ngi-(rri)-
mu-(rri)-
ji-
yi-
ji-
Augmented 
1 
1&2 
2 
3 
ngi-nti-
nga- (rri ) -
ngi-nti-
pi- (rri ) -
Transitive 
3 sg m obj . 
ngi-
mu-
nyi-
a-
a-
ngi-
nga-
nyi-
wu- leD 
ngi-(rri)-
mu-(rri)-
nyi-(rri)-
ngi-(rri)-
nga-(rri)-
nyi-(rri)-
pi-(rri)-
3 sg f obj. 
ngi-mpi-
mu-mpi-
nyi-mpi-
a-mpi-
a-mpi-
ngi-mpi-
nga-mpi-
nyi-mpi-
wu-mpi-
ngi-nti-
mu-nti-
nyi-nti-
ji-
ngi-nti-
nga-nti-
nyi-nti-
pi-ti-
Feminine 
ngi-mpi-
mu-mpi-
nyi-mpi-
a-mpi-
a-mpi-
ngi-mpi-
nga-mpi-
nyi-mpi-
wu-mpi-
ngi-nti-
mu-nti-
nyi-nti-
ji-
ngi-nti-
nga-nti-
nyi-nti-
pi-ti-
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(b) ~ - ri - muwu 
I - cv - sit 
'I sit' or 'I sat' 
Also, rri- does not occur before the locative prefix 
e . g • 4 - 5 0 ( TT ) 
ngi - ni - pakupawurli 
I - dir - go:back 
(41) 
'I carne back' 
The prefix wu- 'they:np' is elided before some 
morphemes , mainly before w-initial morphemes, but there are 
some examples of it happening before a t-initial morpheme. 
It seems that in both cases the wu- may be included in 
careful precise speech, but not always. 
e . g • 4 - 51 ( TT ) 
(a) yoyi wuji - ngi - mi 
dance they:np - dur cv - do 
'They are dancin~' 
(42) 
(b) ti muji ngi - muwu (MGD) 
they:np-(irreal}-com.act - cv - sit 
'They are sitting doing something together! 
The prefix wu- 'they:non-past' is fused with immed-
iately following morphemes which begin with ma- , 
producing Imol 
e.g 4-51 (TT) 
wu mani wani --;>/~oniwani/ I [m "'bnt. wAn i] 
they:np-us(incl}- help 
(DO) 
'They he lp us.' 
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The prefix mpi- 'non-past: (f)' is fused with p-initial 
morphemes which immediately follow, but it retains the 
pre-nasalisation. 
The high vowel, I i i , in the various subject-tense 
prefixes, becomes lui when influenced by a succeeding Iwl or 
Ing/. In other cases the vowe l is dropped before certain 
morphemes. Some examples of the use of subject- tense 
prefixes in TT are given in Table 4.6. 
The subject prefixes for positive imperatives are: ¢ 
'you(sg)' and nyi- 'you(pl) '. There are no tense prefixes 
i n these forms. The subject-'tense' prefixes for other 
moods are discussed briefly in the appropriate sub-
s ections, though a detailed study is outside the scope of 
t he thesis. 
The present tense prefix ~-, described by Osborne 
(Os., pp 37, 44), is treated differently in th i s analysis, 
being included as part of the locative prefix (wu)ni-
(see 4.2.5. , p~ g~), or as a separate 'obligational' prefix 
(see 4. 2. 10. 1 ( iii), p :3 d ) • 
The non-past subject-tense prefixes in indicative verbs 
may be used for 'present habitual', 'present continuous' or 
(43) 
' future', depending upon the context. The past subject-
tense prefixes may be used for 'simple past' or 
perfective. 
e.g. 4-52 (TT) 
( a) ng i pangurlimayi 
I (np) - walk 
'I walk', 'I am walking', or 'I will walk' 
Table 4 . 6 
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Some examples of subject-tense prefixes in indicative verbs 
in TT 
Non-past 
Non-transitive 
Class 1 verb stem : -muwu 'sit ' (ri- and Yi- are connectives , see 
4 . 2 . 2. 1{a). p249) 
ngi-ri-muwu 
a-ri-muwu 
a-mpi - ri -muwu 
ngi-ri-muwu 
yi-muwu 
j i-yi-muwu 
Class 2 verb stem : -Cangurlimayi 'walk' 
ngi-pangurlimayi 
a-pangurlimayi 
a-mpangurlimayi 
ngi-rri-pangurlimayi 
yi-pangurlimayi 
j i-pangurlimayi 
Class 3 verb stem : - apa ' eat' 
ngu-wapa 
a-wapa 
a-mp-apa 
Transitive 
ngu- rru-wa pa 
yu-wapa 
ju-wapa 
Class 1 b . . 'h;t, k;ll' ver stem: -p~rnl ~ ~ 
ngi-ri-pirni 
ngi-mpi-ri-pirni 
a-mini-pirni 
a-mpi-ngini-pirni 
a-ri-pirni 
a-mpi-ri-pirni 
ngi-ri-pirni 
ngi-nti-ri-pirni 
yi-mini-pirni 
ji-mini-pirni 
yi-pirni 
ji-yi-pirni 
Class 2 verb stem: - Camangi ' look after ' 
ngi-pamangi 
ngi-mpamangi 
a-min-tamangi 
a-mpi-ngin-tamangi 
ngi-rri-pamangi 
ngi-nti-pamangi 
yi - min-tamangi 
j i-min-tamangi 
I sit/sat 
he sits/sat 
she sits/sat 
I walk/walked 
he walks/walked 
she walks/walked 
I eat/ate 
he eats/ate 
she eats/ate 
I hit him 
I hit he r 
he hits/hit me 
she hits/hit me 
{:~e} hits/hit him 
{ he} hits/hit her she 
I look/looked after him 
I look/looke~ after her 
he looks/looked after me 
she l ooks/looked after me 
(b) ~ 
I 
rri 
p 
pangurlimayi 
walk 
'I walked' or 'I have walked' 
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Other examples of the use of the subject-tense prefixes 
are given in Table 4.6. 
4.2.3.2 SUBJECT-TENSE PREFIXES IN MT 
Within the speech of young people there are many 
d ifferences in the subject-tense p refixes. Sane of these are 
du e to sound changes discussed in chapter 2, such as the 
loss of initial Ing/. Many of the differences in children's 
speech) are individualistic due to lack of acquisition of an 
acceptable MT form. However, there are a nu mber of general 
changes which indicate changes in the syste m. As has been 
pointed out in 4.2.2.2 tp ~ 6b) the distinction between 
tr ansitive and non-transitive (and feminine) verb ste rns has 
bee n lost. There is still a syntactic and se mantic 
dis tinction between transit ive and intransitive verbs, but 
th is is not marked morphologically on the inflected verb 
(see 6.3.2.2, p443, and 4.2.3.2, P1J9)· 
Also, as in the personal pronouns (see 3.3.1.1, PIS!», 
the person-number system is being chanqed from minimal-
augmented to sinqular-plural. Some of the older younq 
people know and use the subiect-tense prefix, mu- 'you(sg) 
and I' (mainly in their LTT production), but there are 
not many examples in the corpus of my MT data. There are 
more examples of the prefix nga- but it is no longer used 
t o mean 'we ( incl}' as distinct from 'we(excl} '. In general, 
nga- or the changed form, a-, is ~sed for 'we' for 
non-past. It was occasionally given with the past tense 
prefix rri- (or the connective ri- before class 1 stem~, 
though the more common prefixes for 'we:past' were 
ngi-nti- or Yi-nti-. The subject-tense prefixes 
generally used in MT are given in Table 4.7. 
TABLE 4.7 SUBJECT-TENSE PREFIXES IN MT 
non-past 
Singular 
1 D:i-} 
CYi 1 
ni- J 
2 
3 m a-
3f a- mpi-
Plur al 
1 
2 
3 
(44) 
mpi 
mpi-
[ n~i-J 
Y1-
(n i) ] 
(nt i) 
ji-
yi-
ji-
a
nga
-} nti- or 
ngi 1 
. nti-
Y1-
p~-] 
P1-
(rri-) 
ti-
The variation of the high vowel Iii to lui before Iw/ 
(as in TT) is not shown in the table, but is apparent 
in a number of the examples. 
e.g . 4-53 (MT) 
(a) [~u1- witha 
I go(non-past) 
'I'm going.' 
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(rri-) 
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(b) - rr - uriyi 
I P - go(past) 
'I went' 
e . 9 • 4 - 5 4 (MT ) 
(a) kalikali ii mi 
run she:p - do 
'She ran.' 
(b) ii pini pUlangumoni 
she:p - hit dog(m) 
'She hit the dog: 
e • 9 • 4 - 5 5 (MT ) 
maka ni itha 
where you(sg)-np - go(non-past) 
'Where are you going?' 
e.g . 4-56 (MT) 
(45) 
- rri/ri - pini nti - (ri) - pini 
we 
- p/cv - hit we p cv hit 
'We hit him/her/it! 
With the stern -uriyi 'go(past) , the form anturiyi is 
used for 'we went' (both inclusive and/or exclusive). The Tl'TT 
form s are: ngintuwuriyi (ngi- 'we(excl)' + nti- 'past' + 
-ur iyi 'go') 'we(excl) went', ngarruwuriyi (~- 'we(incl)' 
+ rri- 'past' + -uriyi 'go') 'we(incl) went' (see Tables 4.5 
(46) 
and 4.6). 
There are a number of examples which do not conform to 
the pre fixes given in Table 4. 7 nor to the T"I' pattern. Sore 
of these are given by older young people but they do not 
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appear to be general. 
e.g. 4-57 (MT) 
(a) nuwa nu witha (Normal MT: {~Ii1- mp - itha) 
you(pl)you(pl)?-go (non-past) 
'You(pl) are going! 
(b) nuwa moliki wuji - ki mi 
you(pl)-swim you(pl)- np dur - cv - do 
'You are swimming! 
(Normal MT: t~Ii} - mpi - ji - ki - mi) 
The examples of inflected verbs in MT, both independent 
and auxiliary verbs, are found mainly in the formally 
elicited material and the stories given in "language'. There 
are very few examples in the spontaneous speech samples. 
Since the tense used in the stories is mainly past tense, 
not much can be said about the acquisition of the non-past 
subject-tense prefixes, as there are so few example s over 
all. It is only in the more formal language of older young 
people that the non-past forms occur, either as inflected 
independent verbs or as inflected auxiliary verbs (see 
4.3 .2, P 33; ). In casual Modern Tiwi and also in Childre n 's 
T iw i, tense is generally unmar ked (though a tense/aspect v.Drd )rd 
pin may be used with a free form verb, see 4.3.3, p 340 ). 
Often a free form verb is used for both non-past and past, 
sometimes with a temporal word if the context does not make 
the tim~ setting clear. This is in line with what Lyons 
says that not all languages have 'tense' but it is probably 
true to say that all languages have various particles of 
time which "provide means when necessary of drawing deictic 
temporal distinctions." (Lyons, 1977b, p 679). 
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According to Foss a nd Hakes, the developrrent of the child ' s 
concept of tense or time is a relatively late. They say: 
'children need to be able to decenter attention 
from their own immediate (Le. present situat ion). 
i.e. distinguishing between the -then" and ft now " 
requires being able to focus on the relationship 
between what happened earlier and the present. 
The ability to engage in this kind of decentering 
develops only slowly , ove r a period of years.' 
(Foss and Hakes, 197 8 , p 276). 
It would seem that when t his distinction between 
non-past and past is recognis e d, the use of the tense/aspect 
worq ~ is developed. Later, in more formal speech (i.e. 
closer to the TT model), a past form consisting of subject-
t ense past prefix with a Tiwi stern is developed (either as a 
co mmon independent ve rb, cf. 4.2.2.2, P 266, or as an 
auxiliary verb, cf. 4.3.2.2, p 3.39). 
with regard to the past tense prefixes, there 
i s clear evidence that the for ms Yi- (TT/MT: 'he:past') and 
ji- (TT/MT: 'she:past') are acquired before other past tense 
s ubject prefixes. There are some examples of these forms in 
t he speech of young children, particularly ji-, which is 
(47) 
often generalised to mean any person. 
e.g. 4-58 (CT) 
(a) ~ ~- wuriyi nakurrawu (Ng 34 5-CP 7) 
I p - go there 
'I went over there' 
(b) amom ji - mi 
eat p - do 
'I/we ate' 
(c) ya-yuwuni i! - pini kiripuka 
rny-older:brother p - ~it/kill crab 
'My older brother killed a crab' (GP199 8-CB9) 
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usually, by 9 or 10 years o ld , these third singular 
forms are used correctly (and possibly some others as well) 
and in MT these and the non-past forms for third person are 
stable. However, as will be seen from Table 4.7, other 
forms are not as stable and there are variant forms for 
other persons. This may be due to the fact that in TT the 
forms for the first and second persons are homophonous 
(see Table 4.5, p 2 /~. For instance, ~- mpi- can 
mean 'we(excl) :non-pas t' or 'you(pl): non-past'; or with a 
transi tive verb with a third singular feminine direct 
object: 'we (excl)/you(pl)/I:her:non-past'. 
As yet, there do not seem to be any overall rules for 
the choice of one variant over another, though some 
individuals may have rules for their own choice of prefixes; 
for instance, ngi- rri- versus ngi- nti- for 'I:past'.Such a 
rule may be that rri- occurs with class 2 verb stems and 
nti - with class 1 and 3 verb stems. This rule seems to be 
applied by one 10-year-old girl, though it is not a general 
ru le. The examples in 4-59 are all from this 10-year-old 
girl. 
e.g . 4-59 (MT) 
(a) ngiya ngi-nti-ri-pini 
(b) ngiya ngi-ntu-wunyayi 
(class 1) 
(class 3) 
'I hit him' 
'I found him' 
(c) ngiya ngi-rri-pakulwuni (class 2) 'I saw him' 
(d) ngiya ngi-ntu-wunyawu yiloya (class 3) 
'I threw the ball' 
(e) ngiya ngi-ntu-wuriyi (class 3) 'I went' 
A more common rule seems to be the use of ngi/Yi - rri 
for 'I:past' and ngi-/Yi- nti- for 'we:past', but again 
this is not general. 
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4.2.4 DIRECT AND INDIRECT OBJECT PREFIXES (column 7, Table 
4.3, P 237) 
4.2.4.1 TRADITIONAL TIWI 
As discussed in 4.2.2.1, the occurrence of the direct 
object (DO) prefixes in TT is the main criterion for 
distinguishing transitive from non-transitive verb sterns. 
The DO and 10 prefixes are mutually exclusive, the latter 
pref ixes normally occurring in non-transitive verbs. An 10 
prefix may occur in a transi tive verb only when the DO is 
(48) 
third person singular. 
e.g. 4-60 
ngarra ii rupu rrangiparighi 
he ~~e}: her:p - them(IO) - wake:up:caus 
' He woke her up for them' 
The nominal arguments to which the 10 prefixes refer 
cover a much wider range of meanings than those normally 
covered by the term. The most general sense is benefactive, 
but there are other ways in which they are used, as can be 
seen by examples 4-62 (b,c) (see also 6.2.1.1 (iii), p39b). 
Conversely , they do not occur with ditransitive verbs as 
indirect objects in English do (see note (52) and also 
6.3.2 .1, P427). The DO and 10 prefixes are given in 
Table 4.8, with most of the variants in parentheses. The 
variant forms occur in different morphological and 
grammatical environments. In general, the initial ~ becomes 
~ following the tense prefix mpi-, the frustrative prefix 
(49\ 
(~)a-, and the sUbjunctive prefix ma-, as well as 
init ially (i.e. in a singular imperative verb, where the DO 
pref ix occurs first). There are a number of irregularities 
with the third person 10 prefixes, but a lengthy discussion 
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TABLE 4. 8 DIRECT AM D r Nj)I~Ec.."" c>g:T~1 PREFI XES IN TT 
Direct Object 
Minimal 
1 mini- (min- , ngini- , ngin-) 
1/2 mani - (man- , ngani -, ngan- ) 
2 minyi- (miny- , nginyi-, nginy-) 
3 m ¢ 
3 f ¢ 
Augmented 
1 muwuni- (muwun-, nguwuni-, 
nguwun-) 
1/2 mani- (man-, ngani- , ngan-) 
2 mani- (man- , ngani-, ngan-) 
3 wuni- (wun-) 
Indirect Object 
mi- (ngi-) 
ma- (nga-) 
minji- (nginji-) 
mi- (ni-, anti-, 
(n)ti-) 
mirri- (mirr-, 
ngirr-, ngirr-, 
mi(n)-, ngi(n)-) 
mupi- (mup-, 
ngupi- , ngup-) 
ma- (nga-) 
miki- (niki-) 
ripi- (pi-, wupi-) 
of these and the variations for other prefixes is outside 
the scope of the thesis. For a fairly detailed account of 
(50) 
the variations see Osborne (Os. , p 27) . The final vowel 
of the DO prefix is dropped preceding c lass 2 and 3 verb 
stems and incorporated forms and before the emphatic prefix 
Ca-. I n general , t he final vowel o f the 10 prefix is 
dropped before class 3 forms but is retained before class 2 forms 
and the ~hatic prefix. The variable consonant of the class 2 fonns 
and the emphatic prefix is a stop following a 00 prefix. The stop is 
assimilated t o the point of articulation o f the final nasal 
of the prefix, producing a prenasalised stop (as in examples 
4- 61 (a , b )). Fo llowing an 10 prefix , this consonant becomes 
rr (see example 4-62 (b)). 
e.g. 4-61 (TT) direct objects 
(51) 
(a) taringa a - mpi - ni - miny ~ - ki yarri 
snake she - np - loc- you(sg) (DO)-emph - scare 
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'A snake scares you there' (FP10.3-RA) 
(b) karluwu yi rna 
(52) 
!akirayi kuwinawini 
not he(p)- sbve - us( DO) - give money 
'He won't give us any money' (GBQ2.l0-DK) 
e.g. 4-62 (TT) indirect objects 
(a) piraya - la ngi mpi - ripu warla - mi 
pray - rep we(excl)- np - them(IO) - spirit-do 
'We pray for the dead' (FP3.l-RA) 
(b) ngarra awarra yi mupi - rrupujinga - mi 
he tha t (m) he:p - us( I O) - talk - do 
(excl) 
'He said that to us' (FP2.5-RA) 
(c) pokayini ngi ntu - wa ngirri - majil - apa ... 
play we(excl)- p - frust - her(IO) - do - focus 
'We tried to play with her (but with no success) ... ' 
(CBC1.10-RA) 
There are some verbs which always take an 10 prefix, 
such as;-kirima 'do to someone', the verbs meaning 'to 
die' (in which case the 10 is the person dying and the 
subject is an impersonal feminine subject prefix), and verbs 
of 'spearing' (which are fe minine verbs and the 10 prefix 
refers to the person or animal speared). 
e.g. 4-63 (TT) 
(a) awungana ji rna ki - kirima (MGD) 
what? you(sg) (p)-sbve -them(~O)-eve- do:to 
'What would you do to them tonight?' 
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(b) a - mpi ripi - rrarawami (FP2.8-RA) 
(c) 
she - np - them(IO) 
- die 
'They die' 
pi ti mirri kupur - ani " kurl'''l (53) awll1YllTa ll1Jl a 
they:p-p:f - her(IO) - spear - p:hab that (f) spear 
'They would spear her (wallaby) with the wallaby spear' 
(HCWl.3) 
4.2.4.2 DIRECT AND INDRECT OBJECT AND PREFIXES IN MT 
There are very few examples of either DO or 10 prefixes 
in the speech of young people. Certain older young people 
seem to know and be able to use some forms of them, but in 
general they do not occur in the normal speech of young 
people. All the examp les given below are from the formally 
elicited materials or from some formal written material 
(54) 
(i.e. from LTT styles). These prefixes are not included 
in Table 4.4 as they are not considered as typical of MT , 
and are even less common than those included in parentheses 
in Table 4.4. 
e.g. 4-64 (LTT) 
(a) a wun tamangi yanamurli (as TT) 
he:np-them(DO)-look:after animal 
'He looks after animals' (SCl.8-TM18) 
(b) ngiya pi rr i-min - tiyarra ngini yoyi tami (as 'IT) 
me they: p - p - me (DO) - te 11 that dance do (inp) 
'They told me to dance' (9.107-LB33) 
In at least one case an 10 prefix is used for a DO. 
e.g. 4-65 (LTT) 
ngi - minji pirni (TT: ngi - minyi - pirni) 
I - you(IO/DO?) - hit you (sg) (DO) 
'I will hit you' (9.106-LB33) 
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There are a few examples of one of the verb ste ms 
meaning 'to die' but the 10 prefix is either omitted or 
there is a fixed 10 form, mirri 'her(IO)' and a 
sUbject-tense prefix referring to the person dying (cf. the 
TT fOnTI , as in example 4-63 (a). Both examples in 4-66 are 
given by the same person (aged 21 years). 
e.g. 4-66 (LTT) 
(a) karr i ngiya a - mpi - rrarawa mi 
when I she- np - die 
'When I die' (2.9.6.-PP21) 
( b) karri yi mirri - kura 
he:p her(IO?)- die 
'When he died' 
karri ji mirr i kura 
she:p - her(IO?) - die 
'When she died' (2.9.7-PP21) 
4.2.5 LOCATIVE AND STANCE AFFIXES (columns 3, 9 and 18, 
Table 4.3, P237, and Table 4.4, p23S) 
4.2.5.1 TRADITIONAL TIWI 
In TT, there are two types of locative prefixes. It is 
difficult to determine t h e precise distinction in their 
use in some cases, but basically the prefix (wu)ni- seems 
generally to mean 'distance' and the prefixes Ci-(ngi-) 
to mean 'away from camp (or the normal sphere of 
activities(?» '. These are only very general meanings and 
the distance implied is only relative. Some of the 
difficulty in determining the use and meaning may be because 
these are changing, but it is difficult t o sort out from the 
data what may be 'really traditional' meanings and what may 
be innovative ones. Again, this is outside the scope of the 
thesis. Both prefixes can refer to 'distance' in time as 
well as space. 
e.g. 4-67 (TT) 
(a) kapi nuwa yintaghi ngi mpi ni 
who(pl) you (pI) later you(pl)- np - dist:time 
man tumori 
- uS(DO)- leave 
'You who will leave us in the future' 
(b) yipala awarra pi pungi wa yampunya 
promise: that(m)-they:p-away:time-words - follow 
arrangement 
'They made that promise/arrangement a long time ago' 
(BMA3.4) 
The two prefixes do not usually co-occur. They may, 
however, but it is not clear why. 
e.g. 4-68 (TT) 
kuta kamini a wuni 
(55) 
rriti 
maybe what? he:np - dist:time-away:time - stand 
'I don't know what will happen in the future' 
(FPI.I-RA) 
(a) The prefix, (wu)ni-
The form wuni- is used with the non-past and the form 
ni- is used with the past. wuni- normally becomes ni-
following the non-past prefix mpi-, but it may remain as 
the full form in slow precise speech. The past tense form 
!£i- does not occur when there is a locative, ni-. Besides 
the time sense discussed earlier, there are two basic 
meanings for this prefix, 'locative' ( in the distance) and 
'directional' (to here from a relative distance). 
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e.g. 4-69 (TT) 'at a distance' 
(a) pi ni pirrortighi (BMA-DK) 
they:p-loc - father 
'They fathered him over there' 
(i.e. a man and his brother) 
(b) a wuni - ri - mili 
he:np - loc - cv - sleep 
'He will sleep over there' 
-e.~.. 4-70 (TT) 'directional' 
(a) karri yinkitayi a mpi ni - wij - apa ... 
when close she: - np dir - go - focus 
'When she comes close' (C12.2-RA) 
(b) kali yi ni - ri - mi 
run he:p - dir - cv - do 
'He ran here' 
(b) The stance prefix Ci(ngi)=. The most common 
variant of C is /p/ (and /i/--~/u/), but it becomes /rr/ 
following the durative prefix (~)ii- (as in example 
4-71(d». The for m Ci(ngi)- occurs before class 1 and 3 
verb stems and incorporated forms, though before class 3 
forms the final vowel of the prefix is dropped 
(cf. connective ngi-, 4.2.2.l(a), p249). The form Ci-
occurs before class 2 incorporated forms, verb stems and 
the emphatic prefix Ca-, with the second C becoming /rr/. 
Following the direct object and indirect object prefixes, 
(56) 
the form is just ngi-. 
The most common meaning is 'out bush~ or 'away from 
camp'. Osborne gives the basic meaning as 'standing up', but 
this seems rather to be an extension of the meaning (see 
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Os., P 46). It is not always clear what the meaning is but 
in some cases it seems to mean 'extending over a large 
area'. Some examples of the use of the prefix are given 
below. 
e.g. 4-71 
(a) ng i rri - Ei. rrakurluwunyi ani 
we(excl)- p - away - see 
- p:hab 
'We would see it (the bush place) , (CWO 4.1) 
(b) awunganila yinkitila ngi rri - pungi 
like:that:rep food:rep we(excl) - p - away 
- pirn - ani 
- hit - p:hab 
'We would keep catching food in the bush' (CWO 2.12) 
(c) yi mini miji 
he:p - me(OO) - away - run:over 
'He ran over me out bush' 
(d) kalikali nga rru - wuji - rringi - makirringi - mi 
run we(incl)- p - dur - away 
- fright 
- do 
'We were running in fright (allover the place) , 
Anothe r pre fix re la ted to th is one (in order and 
perhaps in sense) is the prefix Cirraya-, the C having the 
same variants as the C of Ci(ngi)-. Following the durative 
prefix the initial Ci is dropped. This prefix generally 
means 'walking along' (mainly in travelling away from camp). 
There are very few good examples in the data and the various 
forms and meanings are not clear. Osborne gives a brief 
discussion (Os., p 46). 
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ngi pirraya mangapa (MGD) 
I - walking:along - drink 
'I'll drink while I'm walking along' 
along the way 
(c) The locative suffix -wa . This occurs instead of 
the locative prefix (wu)ni-, on posi tive imperative and hor-
tatory (or obligational) verbs, with the same senses as the 
locative prefix (see 4.2.5, p 299). A stem-final high 
vowel becomes /u/ before the /w/. Following a stem-final 
/a/, the suffix becomes -~. This variant also occurs 
following the stem -uriyi 'go'. 
e.g. 4-73 
(a) nyi rramang amiya - pa 
you (pI) - look:after- reflex -loc 
(imp) 
'Look after yourselves over there' 
(b) ta yapipirray - amighu - wa 
imp:emph - go:down - caus 
- loc 
'Cause him/her to go down over there' 
4.2.5.2 LOCATIVE AND STANCE PREFIXES IN MT 
(MGD) 
The stance prefix does not occur in the speech of young 
people. Examples of the locative prefix (wu)ni - have 
only the locative and directional senses (not the sense of 
distance in time) . There are not many examples of this 
prefix and most of these occur in the LTT style of older 
young people (as example 4-74(c)) (none in the speech of 
children under about 12). The pr€fix combined with the stem 
-uriyi 'go' seems to have become a frozen stem, -nuriyi 
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'come' in the speech of many young people, being the only 
way in which they use it (as in example 4-74(d)). The form 
ni- is often used for the non-past form (instead of the TT 
non-past form, (wu)ni-). 
e.g. 4-74 (MT) 
(a) nyirra ji ni - ri mi fr om Wiyuwu 
she she:p - dir - cv go from Nguiu 
'She ca me from Nguiu' 
( b) yitha awarri ji nu - wuriyi (9.62-DMI4) 
you(sg) when you(sg)-dir - go 
'When did you come? ' 
(c) ngarra wiyi awuriyi a ni - ri - mangapa 
he will he:go he:pp - loc - cv - drink 
winga kapi klap 
beer prep club 
(9.102-PP21) 
'He goes to drink beer over there at the club' 
(d) yi nuriyi from Putawani 
he:p - come from Darwin 
'He came from Darwin' 
There is at least one example of a boy using li-
instead of ni-. I have not come across any rrore exarrples of 
this, though the re is some al terna tion of Inl and 11/ in the 
speech of older people in TT (see 2.2.6, p 46). 
e.g. 4-75 (MT) 
arra arripleyn a Ii k - itha 
he plane he:np - dir - cv - go:non-past 
'The plane is coming' 
The only example of the locative suffix in MI' is in the 
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word tuwaripa (ta- 'emph:imp' + -uriyi 'go' + -pa 'come 
here!' (as in TT», though the free form verb kali is more 
commonly used. 
4.2.6 TEMPORAL PREFIXES (columns 6 and 12, Table 4.3, 
p 237, and Table 4.4, P 238) 
There are two temporal prefixes in TT, (~)ati-, 
meaning 'in the morning' and ki- ' in the evening/ 
night'. The different positions in the verb (see 
Table 4.3) are probably due to their having arisen in 
(57) 
different ways. (~)ati- behaves like class 3 forms in 
some ways in that it someti~es has a /w/ inserted and at 
other times the final vowel of the preceding prefix is 
dropped_ There mayor may not be temporal words external to 
the verb as well as the temporal prefixes. 
e.g. 4-76 
(a) pi 
- rr - ati - pangupari (JD 1.3-DK) 
they:p- p - morn - wake:up 
'They woke up in the morning' 
(b) ng i nti - ri - ki - yawuriji 
we(excl)-p - cv - eve - go:in 
'We went inside in the evening.' 
Neither of these prefixes is used in MT with these 
temporal meanings. As mentioned in 4.2.2.2 (p 266) the 
prefix ki- is used as an optional connective or as part of 
the stem in the speech of some young people. In general, the 
prefix (w)ati- is lost from MT, though some older young 
people did give it in some elicited expressions (but it 
seemed to have more the meaning of 'future'). 
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4.2.7 EMPHATIC PREFIX (column la, Table 4.3, p 2~7 ' and 
Table 4.4, p 23~) 
The prefix Ca- can Occur with all moods. Osborne gives 
the meaning as 'future' or 'imperative'. However, future 
time is also covered by non-past sUbject-tense prefixes and 
the pre f ix Ca- can also be used with past tense. It generally 
seems to be used for emphasis. The combination of this 
prefix with the various mood or a spect prefixes is discussed 
in the appropriate sUb-sections. The initial consonant 
varies, depending upon the preceding prefix and mood 
(see Os., p 28). It seems to vary in the same way as the 
variable consonant of class 2 forms. 
e.g. 4-77 (TT) 
(a) jikipirti yi miny ~ - pirni 
sneeze/cold he:p - you(sg) - emph - hit 
'You sneezed' (see note 51, p 
(b) mu apa (WH-DK) 
you:&:I-emph- eat 
'You and I will eat' 
The prefix Ca-, normally also occurs in imperative and 
hortative verbs, but not necessarily (cf. example 
4-97, P 31~). It is always present in a singular imperative, 
at least when there is no other verbal prefix in the verb. It 
seems the nucleus structure cannot stand alone and the minimal 
imperative subject prefix is ¢' so the Ca- must occur. When 
the Ca- occurs initially in such a verb, the variable 
consonant is /t/. It is also /t/ when the mood is 
non-indicative and there are no preceding mood prefixes 
(or the preceding mood prefixes are ¢, see example 4-78(c». 
It is /rr/ in augmented imperative forms and in hortative 
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verbs, following the obligational prefix wu- as in examples 
4-78 (b) and (c). 
e.g. 4-78 (TT) 
(a) ta yakupawurli 
emph:imp- go:back 
'(you(sg» go back!' 
(b) kalikali nyi rra - makirringi - mi 
run you(pl):- emph - fright 
imp 
'you(pl) run in fright!' 
(c) kuwan i a ta 
-yalikinga? 
who( m) he:np-emph (irreal) - climb 
'Whoever can climb it?' 
(d) nginja awarra a - wu rra 
you(sg) that(m) he:np-obl- emph 
- miringarra 
- live 
- do 
(CIl.9-RA) 
(MGD) 
marri 
con.m 
'That man should marry you' (BMA3.8-DK) 
There are a few examples of this prefix in MT used in 
(58 ) 
indicative verbs, in all cases being ~-. It is used in 
both past and non-past and in each case is used for enphasis. 
e.g. 4-79 (MT) 
(a) ngiya ngu ~ 
(59) 
- wariyi shop anapini 
I I:np - emph - go shop soon 
, I will go to the shop soon' (9.14-PP23) 
(b) kam pak yi ~- mi 
corne back he:p - emph- do 
'He carne back' (GP 9 2-DB 12) 
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There are a number of examples of the form, ta-, 
. ... . (60) -
occurrIng InItIally In an imperative verb, generally 
without any other verbal prefix. This form Occurs for 
all imperatives, both singular and plural. Before class 
2 stems with initial Ca , the Ca of the stem (normally 
~ in TT) and the prefix ta- amalgamate, becomi ng a 
single ta-, as in example 4-80( b). 
e.g. 4-80 (MT) 
(a) ta viti 
imp - stand 
'Stand!' 
(b) takuluwuni (ta- + -Cakuluwuni, TT: tayakurluwinyi) 
'Look! ' imp- + look (at) 
4.2.8 VOICE SUFFIXES (column 15, Table 4.3, p 2~7 , and 
Table 4.4, p 2Yi?) 
There are four first order suffixes in TT (i.e. 
occurring immediately following the verb stem) which are 
mutually exclusive. They are grouped together as 'voice' 
suffixes, because each basically has an effect upon 
the relationship between the subject and/or object 
participants and the verb stem. These are: -amiya 
'reflexive', -ajirri 'reciprocal', -amighi 'causative' and 
anyimi 'completive '. The causative and reflexive suffixes 
have a shortened form -(i)ghi on some verbs, e.g. ~ipa 
'to get up (itr) " -Camarnipaghi 'to lift' or 'cause to 
(6l) 
get up'. See also 3.3.2.4, (p ' 74 ) with regard to the 
reflexive and rec iprocal suff ixes on pronouns. The causative 
suffix transforms a non-transitive verb stem to a transitive one. 
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one. In all case s the final stem vowel i s elided with 
the addition of these suffixe s. 
e.g. 4-81 (TT) 
(a) ngi - ri - pirn - amiya 
I 
- cv - hit reflex 
'I hit myself' 
(b) pi ri - pirn ajirri - an i 
(c) 
they:p- cv -{rkill - recip - p:hab 
. hit 
'They used to(kill one another' 
lhit 
kuwayi nga wu - rra ngantingi - m - ajirri 
call we(incl) - obl- emph - mangroves do - recip 
'We should callout to each other in the mangroves' 
(NgYI) 
(d) pi ti ri - muw amighi (MGD) 
they:p-p:her(DO)-cV - sit - caus 
'They caused her to sit' 
(62) 
(e) yu wa - ri - wunjirrik - unyaw - anyimi 
he:p- frust- cv - ever y thing- throw - cpve 
'He tried unsuccessfully to throw everything 
ou t conpletely . (9. 43-RA) 
In my MT corpus there are very few examples of any of 
these suffixes, the only ones for which there are examples 
being -ajirri (or -athirri) 'reciprocal' and -anyimi 
'completive' (only one example). In some cases there are 
different morphophonological processes used (such 9S the 
retention of the final stem vowel, as in example 4-82(b)). 
There are also some differences from TT in their uses, such 
as the addition of the reciprocal suffix on to the vern stem 
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-Capijingi, which in TT only takes a . plural subject-tense 
prefix and means in itself 'meet each other', (as in example 
4-82(c» i or the addition of the reciprocal suffix to a free 
verb form (as in example 4-83). 
e.g. 4-82 (MT or LTT?) (in flected verbs) 
pi (63) (a) rru 
- wuriy 
- anyimi maminikuwi plakiji 
they:p 
- p - go 
- cpve women blackies 
'All the women and blackies went (to the bush)' 
( b) wuji ki - pini - yajirri 
they:dur- cv - hit - recip 
'They are hitting each other' 
(c) pu rri - papijing - ajirri 
they:p - p 
- meet 
- recip 
'They met each other' 
e.g. 4-83 (MT) (free form verb) 
wurra 
they 
'They are 
(pujim - ajirri 
lkikim - ajirri 
{
push 
- recip 
kick 
pushing each other' 
kicking 
(GPI857-PP23) 
(Test I-g) 
The function of the reflexive verbal suffix of TT seems 
to have been taken over by the reflexive pronoun in MT 
(see 3.3.2.4, p/74 ), the TT completive suffix by the 
quantifying adjective tayikuwapi (see 3.2.4, P 14-5) or the 
adverb raythrru (see 3.5.3, p 211 ) , and the TT" causative 
suffix by the free verb form meykim. 
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4.2.9 ASPECT AFFIXES (columns 8, 16, 17, Table 4.3, p 2 3 7 
I and Table 4.4, p ~~~) 
4.2.9.1 TRADITIONAL TIWI 
(64) 
In TT the aspect prefixes are: (~)ji- 'durative' 
and wi- or Yi- 'inceptive'. The aspect suffixes are: {-ami} 
'movement' and {-ani} 'past habitual' or 'past repetitive'. 
These may occur alone or in combination with each other, 
giving various meanings. The aspect prefixes do not 
co-occur, but each may Occur with one or both of the 
suffixes. It is outside the scope of the thesis to go into 
all the ways in which these affixes are used; for instance, 
the durative prefix can generally be translated as 'is/was 
doing' etc., but not in all cases. In the non-past it can 
also mean habitually or for a long time. Further 
investigation of these aspects needs to be carried out. 
Some examples of the durative prefix and/or the movement 
and past habitual suffixes are given here. There are 
various morphophonemic variations (see Os., pp 27-28, 
32-33). The prefix (wu)ji- takes a connective, ~(i)-
before classes I and 3 verb stems and incorporated forms 
(except when the stem of form is k-initial~-
e.g. 4-84 (TT) 
(a) a wuji - kurungumi 
he:np - dur - dig 
'He is digging (right now) , 
(b) wuni watu - wunji - rrangiragha (CII.3) 
they:np:loc - morn - dur - speak 
'They always speak over there in the morning' 
(referring to news on the radio from Darwin) 
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(c) nga wunji - rrapunya - mami (65) 
we(incl) - dur - follow mv 
' We always follow that one (wherever he goes) , 
(GBQ3.12-0K) 
(d) pi rri - mini wuji - ngi - pirni 
they:p - p - me(OO) - d ur - cv - hit 
'They were hitting me' (9.40-0K) 
(e) pi (66) tu wuji - ki - yanga 
-mi n i 
they:p 
- p:f - dur - eve - play:guitars-rep 
'They were playing guitars in the evening' or 
' They kept playing guitars all evening (?) , (TNg 4e) 
( f) awunganila a mpi - ni - rna jirrakirningi 
like:that she - np - loc - con.m - light 
- m - ami 
-do - mv 
'She moves over there with a light' (SOt-H. 2) 
(g) kularlagha a (67 ) mpi - ji ng i ki 
search:for she - np - dur - away(?)-eve 
- rna - mami 
- do - mv (NgYI) 
'She moves around at night searching for (food)' 
(h) pakinya yoyi pi rru - wuji - ngi - m 
first dance they:p - p dur - cv - do 
- am - ani 
- mv - hab 
'First they would dance for awhile at one place 
and then move to another place' (?) (FP: 5.5) 
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(i) Saturday nga 
ngi - miringarra 
we(incl) - dur cv - sit (MGD) 
'On Saturday we will sit for a long time (fishing)' 
Osborne gives the two forms wi- and Yi- as two 
different prefixes meaning 'beginning' and 'inceptive' 
respectively. However, from t he TT data I have available it 
would seem tha t these can be regarded as var ian ts of the one 
morpheme 'inceptive'. Yi- occurs before class 1 and 3 verb 
stems and incorporated forms, the evening prefix ki-, and 
the concomitative marker ma(rri)-, or following the 
prefix mpi- 'non-past'. wi- occurs before class 2 verb 
stems and incorporated forms or the emphatic prefix Ca- (in 
either case, the variable consonant is /j/). With the 
emphatic prefix the meaning is generally 'in turn'. When the 
inceptive prefix occurs without the emphatic prefix it often 
co-occurs with the movement suffix -ami, as in example 
4-85(c). An ordering of morphophonological rules is: 
(i) yi-~ wi- / _ Ca- 'emph 
vs 2 (C-initial) 
(ii) C ) j / wi-_ 'inceptive' 
(iii) wi ~ ¢ / mpi- -- 'non-past' (as in e.g. 4-85 (a» 
e . g • 4 - 8 5 ( TT ) 
(a) tuwawanga a mpi rna 
again she np - icve:emph-con.m 
jirrakirningi - mi 
(68) 
light 
- do 
'Again she (the sun) in turn sets out with a light' 
(IISDMl.9) 
(b) tuwawanga ngi ntu (69) wi - jang ur l i mayi 
again we(excl) - p - icve - walk 
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'We started walking again' (Zoo 7.S-0K) 
(c) wu rna jurunigh ija 
they:np-icve-con.m- g rave:post - go(now) 
'They are about to take the g rave posts' 
(d) awungarruwu ngirramini a yu wamparr - a mi 
over:there story 
(dist:in:time) he:np- icve - finish - mv 
'That story (of long ago) is about to finish' 
(JOS.2-0K) 
(e) awunganila pi rri Yi - m - a m - ani 
like:that they:p - p icve - do - mv - p:hab 
'They would keep on moving a nd starting again' (?) 
(FPS.9-RA) 
4.2.9.2 ASPECT AFFIXES IN MT 
There are examples of all of the TT aspect affixes in 
the speech of older you ng people, though the use of them is 
not very common and they probably occur in their LIT style. 
In general, the form of the durative prefix is 
unchang ed from TT in the speech of older young people, 
though the connective ngi-, which in TT occurs preceding 
class I verb stems and incor porated for ms, has in general 
become ki- in MT (see also 4.2.2.2, p 2 71 ). The meaning of 
the prefix is limited to 'continuous' or 'repetitive' in 
both past and non-past verbs. Most of the examples· which 
Occur in MT are in the non-past but there are a few, given 
~y older young people in the past, co-occuring with -ani 
(as in example 4-86(d) ) . 
e.g. 4-86 (MT/LTT? ) 3 05 
(a) a mpi 
she - np 
ii:. - kuruwala 
dur - sing 
(as TT - no connective 
before k-initial stems) 
'She is singing' 
(70) 
(b) 
- ku - warri 
they:np:dur-cv - fight 
'They are fighting' 
(c) a wuji - rrakilinga 
he:np- dur - climb 
'He is climt,ing' 
(TT: ngi- > MT: ki- or 
~ku- before /w/)-
(7.77-KAll) 
-
(as TT, C of class 2 
stem becomes /rr/) 
(d) ngi - rru - wuji - ki - pirn - ani 
I p - dur - cv - hit - rep 
'I was hitting (him)' or 'I kept hitting (him) I (?) 
(9.68-LB33) 
There are some examples of children younger than 12 
years using the durative prefix. In some cases it is used 
as by the older young people (as in examples 4-86(a-c», but 
in other cases there were individual variations, probably 
due to the lack of acquisition of acceptable TT or MT forms. 
Some of the variations were given by older young people (as 
in examples 4-87(b,c». These individual variations have 
connectives which do not occur following wuji- in TT and 
normally in MT, as in examples 4-87(a, b) or have dropped 
the wu where it is not dropped in TT, or normally in MT, 
as in examples 4-87(c). 
e.g. 4-87 
(a) a wuji - ri - muwu 
he:np - dur - cv - sit 
'He is sitting' 
(TT: awujingimuwu 
MT: awujikimuwu) 
(JP9 ) 
(b) kalikali a wuji 
run he:np - dur 
'He is running' 
(c) kalikali a nji 
run he:np - dur 
'He is running' 
- ri 
- cv 
- ki -
- cv 
-
- mi 
- do 
mi 
do 
(TT: awuj ing imi 
MT: awujikimi) 
(3.22-RWI9) 
(TT : a w u j in g i m i 
MT: awujikimi) 
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There are just about three or f our examples of the 
incept ive pre fix. It is not clear whether they are used with 
the sense of an action beginning, or with the sense of 'in 
turn' (the TT sense of wi- 'inceptive' plus Ca- 'emphatic'). 
In example 4-88(a, b) this latter sense seems to be 
indicated, eve n though the Ca- is not included in the second 
example. The examples are from written captions for a 
series of pictures in a book showing a girl looking at 
various animals (a different animal on each page). In 
example 4-88(c) the prefix occurs with the movement suffix 
with the sense of 'is about to' or 'is beginning to', as in 
TT. The examples of this prefix are so few that I suspect it 
is not generally used in MT but is typical of a style closer 
to TT. 
time. ) 
(The person who wrote these was 18 years at the 
e . g. 4-88 (LTT? ) 
(a) a mpi - ~ 
she - np - dur 
(71) 
rrakuluwunyi kapi naki kawarri 
look:at prep this goanna 
'Now she is looking at this goanna' 
(b) a mpi - iakuluwunyi jarrakalani 
she - np - dui:look:at turtle 
'Now she is looking at the turtle (in turn) , 
(c) a wu iakiray - ami naki jurrumumi 
he:np-icve give 
- mv this(m) torch 
anaki kijinga 
th is (f) g i r 1 
' He is about to give this torch to this girl ' 
(9.37-PP23) 
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There are some examples of the movement suffix, -ami, 
used alone o r co-occurring with the durative prefix wuji-. 
In genera~ it seems to be used to mean 'present continuous' 
and in just one case is used to mean 'about to' (example 
4-89(a)). There are no examples of its use by children 
younger than about 12 years. 
e.g. 4-89 (MT} 
(a) ngiya moliki ngi - ri - m ami ngiya - morti 
I bath I - cv - do - mv my - son 
'I am about to bathe my son. ' (72) 
( b) karrim a mpi - ki - m ami 
cut she - np - cv - do - mv 
'She is cutting wood' 
(c) a wuji - kiyarr - ami ngarra - poka 
he:np - dur - scare - mv his - sister 
'He is scaring his sister' 
Again, there are only a few examples of the suffix, 
-ani ' past habitual', given by older young people (over 12 
years), and it is generally used with this sense. 
e.g. 4-90 (MT) 
( a ) ngiya pongipongi ngi - ri - m - ani 
I smoke I - cv - do - p:hab 
, I used to smoke ' 
(b ) yujim pi ri - m ani numoriyaka (MD12) 
use they:p - cv - do - p:hab spear 
' They used to use spears ' 
There are no examples of -ani used with any other 
J08 
aspect affixes, except the few examples with the durative 
prefix mentioned earlier (see p 30 +). One of these 
examples is given by a ten-year old girl, but 
although it is used with past tense, the sense seems to be 
'present continuous~ as she is describing a picture of 
children playing. 
e.g. 4-91 
pokayini pi ri - m ani kapi jukuli 
play 
they:p - cv - do -(p) :hab(?) prep school 
'They are playing at school' (?) 
4.2.10 MOOD (columns 4 and 5, Table 4.3, p 2~7' and 
Table 4.4, p;; ~ g ) 
4.2.10.1 TRADITIONAL TIWI 
There are two series of mood prefixes in TT. Eachmxd 
prefix may OCCur alone or in combination with a prefix of 
the other series and/or with the emphatic prefix Ca-. 
Again, a detailed study of the forms and meanings for the 
various moods is outside the scope of the thesis and only 
Some of the very basic ones are given. Associated with the 
use of the mood prefixes are some permutations of the order 
of morphemes (differing from the order shown in Table 4.3). 
These are not commented upon except where they may Occur in 
examples. Only some of the mood prefixes occur in ~ ~ 
of young people and these will be discussed where 
appropriate . 
( i ) C i - 'i r rea 1 is' (Mood 2) 
The term 'irrealis' applied to this prefix is only a 
ve ry general one. In most cases where this prefix is used, 
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the event to which the verb refers has not actually 
(73) 
taken place. The consonant has the var iants rr,~, (n) t, !, 
the form depending upon the preceding morpheme and in some 
cases whether the subject or object is feminine (or whether 
the verb stern is a feminine verb stem, see 4.2.1.1(a), 
P 249 ) . (7 4 ) h 1 d T ere a so n ee s to be posited a zero 
morpheme in this position , since i n some case s there is 
no overt realisation of the morpheme but the succee d i ng 
morpheme s, such as the emph a tic prefix, Ca-, behave as i -
there is such an "irrealis" morpheme. Fol l owing the 
irrealis prefix, when it occurs on its own withou t a 
preced i ng mood 1 prefix, the realisat i on of Ca- is ~-, 
as in example 4-92 (c,d). (75) 
. 
Following the prefix ji- 'she(p)' there is no overt 
realisation of Ci-, but the realisation of Ca- is ~- when 
the sense is irrealis, as in example 4-92(d) (compared to 
~- in the indicative). Some examples of the use of this 
prefix, with and without the e mphatic prefix, are given 
below. One difference between these uses is that, when there 
is a negative, the sense of the form without the emphatic is 
a general negation (i.e. habitual), while with the emphat i c 
it is negating a specific event (cf. examples 4-92(a, b)i 
see also Os., p 44). 
e.g. 4-92 (TT) 
(a) karluwu awungani yi rri mi (Sml.l2) 
not like:that he(p) - irreal - be 
'He wasn't like that.' 
(b ) karrikamini yi rri ~ nyayi (9.5l-JW) 
nothing(m) he (p) - irreal- emph - find 
anything. 
, (on that occasion) 'He didn't find 
(c) ng i - nti 
I - her:p 
~ - pirni 
- emph- hit 
(irreal) 
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(MGD) 
'I would have hit her' (but I couldn't find her 
on that occasion) 
(76) 
(d) ngarra karluwu ji kuruwala (Os., p 87) 
he not he:f - emph -
( irreal) 
'He didn't sing' 
sing 
(e) ngawa arnuka ngi ni kirimi jiringa 
we not we(excl) - irreal - make 
'We don't make things badly' 
bad (f) 
(PJ3.4-DK) 
(f) ngarra arnuka a - mungurumi (no connective ri before 
(77) 
stem as in indicative) 
he not he:np - know 
'He doesn't know' 
(g) ngini nginja wangatamiya ji ~ - muwu 
if you(sg) alone:reflex you(sg) - emph - live 
nyi ti iarimunga 
you(sg)-irreal:f- move 
(np) 
yoni murrukupuni 
different country 
(MGD) 
'If you lived alone would you move to another place?' 
Some examples of this prefix in combination with Mood 1 
prefixes are given in the sub-section discussing the Mood 1 
prefixes. 
(ii) (~)a - 'frustrative' (Mood 1) 
This is generally used to imply either that an action 
is attempted without success, or that the action was done 
'to no avail' or 'not with the desired or expected result'. 
The prefix may occur alone or with the emphatic prefix, Ca-. 
When the anphatic · prefix (or a class 2 vern stern or incorp::>ratro 
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form) occurs i mmedi a tely following (~)~-, the va riable c on -
sonant is j. The difference may be, as Godfrey suggests, 
that {w)a- alone (or with the connective ri- preceding 
class I stems) refers to action done to no avail, and t h e 
form with the emphatic refers to action attempted but not 
(78) 
completed. However, I a m not convi nced from the examples I 
have that the dichotomy is as ne at as this (cf. examples 
in 4-93). 
e.g. 4-93 (TT) 
(a) ngu wa - jamarnipa (9.30-RA) 
I - frust - get:up 
'I try to get up' 
(b) nginingawila ngi rr a ri -
our (m) we(excl) - p - frust - cv -
wunjirriki - ni 
everything - keep 
'We tried to keep all of ours (customs)' 
(FPI.IO-RA) 
(c) ng i - r r a ~ - ningurumogh - ani 
I p frust - e mph - hold:back - rep 
awarra jikipurti 
that{m) sneeze 
'I kept trying to hold back the sneeze, but 
without success' (WH-DK) 
There does not seem to be any difference in meaning in 
the forms in example 4-94, except one of emphasi~. 
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e.g. 4-94 (TT) 
(a) 
pokayini ngi ntu wa - ngin ta maj ila. 
play we (excl) - p - frust- her(IO) - emph - do 
(b) 
pokayini ngi 
(79) 
- ntu - wa - ngirri - majil - apa 
her(IO) focus 
'We tried to play with her' (9.41 -DK) 
The frustrative prefix, nor mally with the emphatic 
prefix as well, occurs in negative imperatives or 
exhortations. 
e.g. 4-95 (TT) 
(a) ngaj it i ngi mp a ri - mangapa 
don't you (pI) - np - frust - cv - drink 
'Don't drink it! ' (9.41-DK) 
( b) ngajiti nyi mpi - nu wa ~ 
don't you(sg)- np - dir - frust - emph -
marr - uriyi (MGD) 
con.m - go 
'Don't bring it! ' 
(c) ngajiti jajiruwi nga wa ~ ama 
don't bad(pl) we(incl)-frust- emph - be 
'Don't let's be bad! I (IBGl.l) 
(~)a- may also occur, either alone or with Ca-, in positive 
imperatives meaning 'try' and also in the protasis of a 
conditional sentence (nor mally as a warning, as in example 
4-96 (b) ) • 
e.g. 4-96 (TT) (80) 
(a) yala ny a ngin ta pirni 
? you(pl)-frust- me(DO) - emph - hit 
'Try and hit me!' 
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(b) ngini jirti nyi mp a ri - muw - ajirri 
if bad you(pl) - np - frust - cv - live - recip 
'If you hate one another ... ' (5m2.3) 
(iii) wu- 'obligational' (Mood 1) 
The obligational prefix occurs with non-past subject 
prefixes, other than second person, giving a hortatory 
sense. These are closely rela ted to imperatives (with 
second person subject). 
(1) wu- may occur alone, though this is not very common . 
These forms are similar to plural imperative forms 
without the emphatic prefix. The imperatives can be 
regarded as having an obligational morpheme which is a 
zero morpheme, 0. 
e.g. 4-97 (TT) 
(a) nuwa waya awungaji tangarima a wu rna 
you (pI) now there camp he:np - obI - become 
'You should make a camp there' 
(b) nyi rramang amiya pa 
you(pl)-look:after -reflex - loc 
:imp 
'Look after yourselves over there' 
(TI3.10) 
(MGD) 
(2) wu- may occur with the emphatic prefix Ca- , which when 
it immediately follows has the realisation rra-. This is 
equivalent to the imperatives with the emphatic (see exarrples· 
4-78 (a , d) I P 297)' 
(3) wu- may occur with both the emphatic prefix . and also 
the irrealis prefix Ci-. There are also equivalent fODnS in 
the imperatives. These seem to be a more polite way of 
asking people to do things or exhorting people. 
e.g. 4-98 (TT) 
(a) wak nga wu Ii 
work we (inc 1) - obI - irreal-
'We should work' 
(b) ti ~ muwu 
(¢)imp-irreal - e mph - sit 
'Sit down, please! ' 
(c) ny i Ii - ~ muwu 
you(pl)- obI -emph - sit 
:imp 
'You(pl) sit down (please) l' 
(iv) ma- 'subjunctive' (Mood 1) 
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~ ami 
emph - do 
(VWRTl.l) 
This prefix may occur alone, with the irrealis prefix 
Ci- and/or with the emphatic prefix Ca-. The study of 
the use of these different forms in all their intricacies is 
beyond the scope of the thes is. Some of the ccmron cases are 
given below. 
(a) ma- alone. 
e.g. 4-99 (TT) 
(a) nuwa arnuka ngi - nti ni rna tangiragha (8i) 
you (pI) not you(pl)- (p) -dist:time-sbve - speak 
'(If you lean towards the whiteman's ways) you v.a1't talk 
(our language) in the future' (FP9.8) 
(b) kuwani ji rna ngin takirtirruwa 
who(m) he:f:(p)-sbve - me(DO) - carry:on:shoulders 
'Who would carry me on his shoulders?' (MGD) 
(b ) ~- plus emphatic prefix Ca- (when this immediately 
follows ma- it has the realisation ta- ) . 
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e.g. 4-100 (TT) 
(a) yinkiti nga rna wun ta yakirayi 
food we (incl) 
- sbve - them emph give 
'We 
(00) 
should give them food' (TNg4. f. 3) 
( b) naki nga rna ta muwu 
here I sbve - emph - sit 
'I would (like to) sit here' (MGO) 
(c) karluwu yi rna ngan - ta - yakirayi kuwinawini 1 i 
not he(p) sbve us(OO) 
- emph - give money(m} 
'He won't give us money' (GBQ2.l0-0K) 
(c) ma- plus the irrealis prefix Ci- (and no e mphatic 
prefix) with the sense of 'unfulfilled' or contra fact. 
Ci- irrealis has the variants rri- (general); (~}ti­
(when feminine subject, ob ject or verb stem) . 
e.g. 4-101 (TT) 
(a) (ngini nyi rna ti min ta 
if you(sg) - sbve -irreal:f-me(DO)-emph -
yakirayi wurrukoti), api ng u - rna rri min(y) 
give money(f) then I - sbve -irreal(m)-you(sg) 
(00) 
jati rrakirayi yikoni 
wood give fire 
'(If you had given me money) then I would have 
given you firewood' (MGO) 
(b) a rna ti mani pirni wunijaka 
he(np)-sbve -irreal:f-us(DO) - hit wind(f) 
'The wind almost hit us' (CII.I-RA) 
(d) ma- plus Ci- 'irrealis' plus the emphatic Ca-. 
Immediately following ma- + Ci-, Ca- has the realisation 
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~-. This sequence of morphemes also basically means 
'unfulfilled' or 'contrafactual' (perhaps a little stronger 
than the forms without the emphatic? - see also the protasis 
in example 4-101(a». 
e.g. 4-102 (TT) 
(a) ngini yimpanga a rna rri muwu 
if alive he(np) -sbve - irreal - emph - live 
(82) 
ngini a rna ni min ta - yarringa 
that he(np)- sbve loc - me(DO) e mph answer 
'If he had been alive he would have answered me 
from over there' (MGD) 
(b) karluwu ngu rna rri ani 
not I(np) - sbve - irreal - emph - hold 
awarra jikipirti 
that(m) sneeze(m) 
'I couldn't hold that sneeze' 
4.2.10.2 MOOD PREFIXES IN MODERN TIWI 
There are very few examples of the mood prefixes in the 
MT corpus and most of these can be regarded as 
an LTT style. Within the data there are not many cases where 
non-indicative moods are used (except for imperative, 
see 4.2.7, p296) and interrogatives (see 6.7.2, p 459). 
(i) Negative 
In MT the negative is simply marked by the negative 
particle kaluwu or kalu (TT: karluwu) or perhaps anuka (TT: 
arnuka), and a verbal form which is the same as the 
indicative (see also 6.8.2, p 463). 
e.g. 4-103 (MT) 
(a) arra kalu 
he not 
'He didn't 
( b) ngiya anuka ngu 
I not I 
pilipim 
believe/obey 
obey him' 
- wutimarti 
- wa n t 
'I don't want beer' 
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yi mi (GP315-BB8) 
he:p- do 
mirripaka (9.107-LB33) 
beer 
There is only one example (given by a woman in her 
thirties) of the irrealis prefix Ci-, and the e mphatic 
prefix Ca- in the negative sense. 
e.g. 4-104 (LTT? ) 
nyirra anuka kuwa ji ~ rna (Ci- -?¢ / jl--
she not yes she:p - emph - say 'she(p)') 
'She didn't say "yes"' or 'She didn't agree' 
This use of the prefixes may be more generally known, 
but it would seem to be only by older young people. 
For another use of the irrealis prefix by young people, 
see (iv) below. 
(ii) Frustrative 
Except for one example given by a twelve-year-old girl, 
who comes from a family keen on preserving traditional ways 
and language, the few examples in the speech of young people 
of the frustrative prefix wa- was given by people in the 
late teens or in their twenties or thirties. It is used with 
the same senses as in TT, i.e. 'trying to do somefhing (but 
not succeeding)' or 'doing something and it having no 
effect', or 'doing something and not having the expected 
result' • 
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e.g. 4-105 (MT/LTT? ) 
(a) ngiya tayinti ngi - rr - a ri - mi (9.90.5-PP23) 
( b) 
I stand I 
- p -frust - cv - do 
'I tried to stand' 
kulalaa ngi ntu wa - r i - mi wununga (as TI) 
search:for we(excl)- p - frust - cv - do possum 
'We searched for possum but didn't find anything' 
(GP476-CP19) 
(c) pi rru wa pakina (TT: pu-rr-a-jakinya) 
they:p - p frust - steal 
'They tried to steal (water)' 
In the speech of younger people the function of wa- is 
taken over by the English loan word tra or tray, which 
occurs immediately prior to the verb, either the single 
inflected verb stem or the free verb form 
(see Section 4.3.3, p 340). 
For other examples of wa- in young people's speech, see 
under (iii) (imperatives) and (iv). 
(iii) Imperatives 
There is only one example of a morphologically marked 
plural imperative, given by a speaker in his twenties. 
e.g. 4-106 (LTT) 
nyi rra - muwu nginingaji naki (1.51.1-MP22) 
you(pl)-emph- sit like this 
'You mob sit like this!' 
In general, the singular imperative form is used for 
both singular and plurals (see 4.2.7, p 196). 
The negative imperative is normally given by young 
people by the i mperative form of the negative particle 
{~)ajiti or (~)ajirri and a free form verb. 
e.g. 4-107 (MT) 
ngajirri payiti or ajirri payiti 
'Don't fight' 
There are only a few example s of the negative 
imperative being formed as in TT, and these are by older 
young people in for mal situations. There are 
morphophonological changes in some forms. 
e.g. 4-108 (LTT) 
(a) ngaj i ti ni a jakuluwunyi 
don't you{sg) - np - frust - see/look 
(TT: nyi-~-~-iakurluwunyi) 
'Don't look' (TM18 ) 
(b) ngajiti ni ~ a ~ -~ 
-
don't you{sg)- np - frust- emph -eat 
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(TT: ste m remains -apa, i.e. nyi-mp-a-~-~) 
'Don't eat!' 
There are one or two examp les of an imperative with the 
prefix Ci-, which in TT is ti-, initially. However, in MT 
this seems to have become ji-, probably mistaken by young 
people as being the same as the second person minimal past 
prefix ii.-. 
It is not clear from the few examples in the data 
whether these are us"ed as more 'poli te comma nds , as in TT, or 
whether they are stronger commands. I am not sure if they 
are used as plural imperatives. They do not seem to be, but 
it is difficult to tell because in most cases they are taken 
from tapes of conversation and it cannot be determined whom 
the speaker is addressing. 
e.g. 4-109 (MT) 
(a) .ii wariyi 
pa- + -uriyi 
you(sg) - emph/imp - go 
(p) (?) 
'You go!' 
(TT: t i wariyi 
irreal - emph - go 
o - you (sg) ) 
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(b) .ii marriyi ('IT: ti - ~ - marr - uriyi· ur iyi 
you(sg)-emph - take 
(p) (?) irreal-emph -con. m. - go 
'Take it!' 
¢ - you(sg) 
Few examples of the obligational mood occur in the data 
of the young people's speech. These have a first & second 
person subject, which is not general in MT and can be 
translated as 'let's you and I ... ' as it often is in TT. 
There are only a few examples of wu-li-~ (not wu-rra-). 
These are considered as LTT, not MT. 
e.g. 4-110 (LTT) 
kali, mu wu Ii pa yikiti 
come:here you:&:I - obI - irreal- emph - eat food 
'Come here! Let's you and I eat some food' 
(iv) Other Moods 
Again, there are only a few examples of other mood 
prefixes in MT, given only by older young people. Some of 
these are shown below. (a) ma- 'subjunctive' + Ci-
'irrealis' to show past contrafact (as in TT). 
go 
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e.g. 4-111 (LTT) 
(a) ngiya ngu rna rri riyi Jiliyarti 
I I - sbve - irreal - go Darwin 
, I would have gone to Darwin (bu t ... ) , 
(9.86.1-AP28) 
(b) ngiya ngu - rr a - timarti ngarra ngini japini 
I I - p - frust - want he that yesterday 
a rna nu wuriyi 
he - sbve - loc:irreal - go 
'I wanted him to come yesterday (but he didn't)' 
(7.63.2-LB33) 
(c) ngiya ngu tu jiyarra japini a rna 
I I - p.f(?) - tell yesterday she- sbve-
nti pawumi 
(83) 
yinkiti 
irreal.f(?)-cook food 
(7.63.7-LB33) 
'I told her yesterday to cook some food (but 
she didn't(?))' 
(b) (~)~- 'frustrative' as a hypothetical future 
conditional, implying a warning (as TT, see example 
4-96(b), p 313). 
e.g. 4-112 (LTT) 
ngini ngi mp a ri mi awungani ngi 
if you(sg)- n.p.- frust - cv do like:that I 
(84) 
minji - pirni 
you - hit 
'If you do that I will hit you' (9.106.2-LB330) 
(c) Ci- 'irrealis' and optional Ca- 'emphatic' as 
hypothetical conditional (cf. example 4-92g, P 3 10). 
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e.g. 4-113 (LTT) 
ngini kunawini ngi -rri ani yingarti 
I money I -irreal- emph - have plenty 
ng i - rr i ~ - wuriyi Jiliyarti 
I - irreal - emph - go Darwin 
'If I had a lot of money I wou ld go to Darwin' 
(9.l02.3-PP23) 
However, the speaker who gave this last example appears 
to extend this use to other conditionals which in 'IT 'nDuld have 
wa- in the protasis, and indicative non-past in the apdosis 
(cf. e.g. 4-112). 
e.g. 4-114 (LTT) 
ngini awungani nyi mpi - r i - mi 
if like:that you(sg)- n.p. - cv - do 
\ngi - rril (pirni 
lngi - rriJ- ja -lwarri nginja 
you(sg) 
(hit 
I -irreal -emph-tfight 
'If you do that I will hit you' 
fight (9. 103. 5-PP23) 
The ~s of examples above are not very general in 
the speech of young people, particularly of those who are 
less than twenty. For conditional sentences there is 
normally no special marking on the verb, even by older young 
people. 
e.g. 4-115 (MT) 
ngini ngiya ngu - wuni yingarti wurrukoti 
if I I - have plenty money 
api ngu mpu - wariyi Putawini 
well I - n.p.emph- go Darwin 
' If I had lots of money I would go to Darwin! 
9.105.7-LB33) 
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There may no t even be an inflected verb in some cases. 
e.g. 4-116 (CasMT) 
ngini ngiya apim kunawini ngiya ku Tawin 
if I have money I go Darwin 
'I f I had money I would go to Darwin; (9.935-RB20) 
Within the speech of the younger people and children 
there are not many examples of moods other than indicative. 
This is possibly due to the type of data ; the stories are 
mainly narrative, which are mostly in the indicative mood. 
4.2.11 SUMMARY OF THE CHANGES IN THE INFLECTED VERB 
Many of the examples of the use of TT prefixes in the 
speech of young people are restricted to the more formal 
code of some older young people (an LTT style), and are not 
in the speech of young people generally. In Table 4 . 4 ~se 
are shown in parentheses (or the heading of the column they 
appear in is in parentheses). The only affixes which ~ to 
occur with any regularity on the inflected verb in MT are: 
subject-tense prefixes, the locative/directional prefix, 
the durative prefix, the emphatic prefix and the cormectives 
ri- and ki-. The subject-tense prefixes are changed from 
a minimal-augmented system to a singular-plural system. The 
nucleus structure o f the verb is reduced t o a main verb stem, 
which may be changed phonologically from the TT form. 
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4.3 VERBAL COMPLEXES 
The verbal complex consists of a free verb form 
carrying the basic verbal meaning and an auxiliary, which 
may be inflected in the same way as the independent 
inflected verb. In TT this construction is not as ~n as , 
the independent verb. However, it is typical of rrore fornal 
MT, with the inflection on the auxiliary much reduced, as 
seen in the previous section. 
It is the extensive use of the verbal complex 
construction (or just the free form verb alone) which I am 
(8S) 
claiming as the main defining characteristic of MT. In 
more casual MT the auxiliary is commonly omitted, in which 
case there is normally an overt subject and, where 
necessary, a direct object. This is discussed in rrore detail 
in 6.3, P 
Children's Tiwi is similar to casual MT in that there 
is usually no inflected auxiliary. As discussed in 
4.2.3.2 (p 421f), children do not seem to acquire the 
appropriate MT subject-tense prefixes until 9-10 years old. 
The verbal complexes are similar to the predicates of 
stative verbal clauses. The differences between them are 
discussed in 6.4, P447~ In this section the constructions 
with free form verbs are considered, not those with other 
(86) 
parts of speech. 
4.3.1 FREE FORM VERBS 
4.3.1.1 TRADITIONAL TIWI 
In TT, the class of free verbs is a relatively small, 
but potentially open, class consisting of about forty words 
in my corpus. These are not 'free' in the sense that they 
can stand alone, since they need an auxiliary verb with 
them, except in some special cases and in cases of e lllps is . 
They are 'free' in the sense that they are not bound to the 
auxiliary and do not take any inflection, the inflections 
occurring on the auxiliary. Osborne calls this class of 
words 'verbal nouns' (Os., p 58), but most of them can only 
occur in this way, closely associated with a verb and in 
most cases being 'active' in meaning (see section 
4.3.2, p ,regarding the stem of the auxiliary). 
e.g. 4-117 (TT) 
(a) ~ ji - yi - mi 
arrive she.p - cv - do 
'She arrived' 
(b) kularlagha ngi nti - ri - rna wuninga 
hunt we(excl) - p - cv - do possum 
'We hunted for possum' 
(c) kaparli yi - kirimi 
miss he.p - do 
'He missed' 
In TT there are some examples of free verbs occurring 
alone: following a verb of 'going' or where the free verb 
has previously been used with an auxiliary (i.e. a type of 
ellipsis) . 
e.g. 
(a) 
4-118 (TT) 
ngawurliyi 
let's:go 
kularlagha yinkiti 
hunt food 
'Let's go and h.un t for food' 
(Pr 3.17) 
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(b) 
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wurrinjila yi - rna rnariny i ap i n ink iyi 
sniff:around he:p-do bandicoot well then 
wurrinjila kangi yangarnini 
(Pr 4.12) 
sniff:around prep hole 
'He sniffed around for a bandicoot ... so then he sniffed 
at a hole' 
In spontaneous speech there are many more examples of 
a free verb used without an auxiliary, particularly in 
speaking to children. Some are used in an imperative sense, 
such as ani, which is used as a free verb meaning 'to give' 
and used alone meaning 'give me!'; kali(kali) as a free 
verb with an auxiliary means 'run', and kali used alone in 
an imperative sense 'com~ here! '. Other free verbs are also 
used alone in an imperative sense without the imperative 
auxiliary tami (ta- + - mil 'do!' as in examples 4-119 (b). 
There are other examples, particularly in speaking to 
children or young people, where the free for m is used alone 
as an indicative verb (example 4-119(c». 
e.g. 4-119 (TT/LTT/CasTT) 
(a) nuwa ~ ningani, marri? (GP1706-MA40) 
you (pI) dance today how:about:it? 
'Well, are you mob dancing today?' 
(spoken by an older woman to a group of children) 
(b) kutupi, ngini jijawurlighi (GP1669-JP40) 
jump that you:might:fall 
'Jump or you might fall' 
(c) wantayim julup awarra Nyingani (SB243-HC40) 
at:once dive that N. 
'Nyingani dived at once' 
(in a story to a group of school children) 
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(d) Papara, kali (GP 
'Barbara, come here!' 
Within the data given by older people, there are some 
examples of English loan verbs, which behave as these free 
verbs, taking an auxiliary verb stem, -mi (see next 
section). Osborne mentio ns these but does not describe them 
as part of the traditional lang uag e . However, these are a 
part of the language spoken by older people today and t here 
are some occurrences even in some fairly for mal TT tex ts . 
e.g. 4-120 (TT) 
(a) piraya - la ngi mpi ripu warla mi 
pray - rep we(excl)- n.p - them(IO) - spirit do 
'We pray(/keep praying) for the dead' (FP3.1) 
(87) 
(b) wak ngi wu Ii pa - ami 
work we(incl)- obI - irreal- emph - do 
'We should work' 
4.3.1.2 MODERN TIWI 
The class of free verbs in MT is a large open class. It 
is hard to determine just how many free verbs there are, as 
just about any English verb seems to be able to be 
incorporated into the Tiwi of young people. Sometimes the 
meaning of the verb is different from its English meaning; 
for example, kilim means either 'kill' or 'hit', luk means 
(88) 
either 'look' or 'see'. 
Where there is an existing free verb in TT this seems 
to be used rather than an English loan verb in many cases. 
In some instances the form may be changed from the TT form. 
Sometimes this is due to a regular sound change, or one 
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which is fairly general, such as t > rr between vowels 
(see 2.4.8, P ), as in kurrup (from TT kutupi 'jump '). 
Some speakers tend to drop the final vowel of the free verb. 
So, throughout the range of young people's speech the four 
forms of kutupi may be found: kutupi, kutup, kurrupi, 
kurrup. 
Other changes may be more individualistic, being used 
only by a few children, such as kakali 'run' (TT: kal ikali) 
or kalakali. 
Examples of free verbs (from TT) used in MT: 
e.g. 4-121 (MT) 
(a) kurrithakayi ~ pi 
- ri - mi (GP1901-PP23) 
Japa nese arrive they.p - cv - do 
'The Japanese arrived' 
(b) awa moliki yi nti - ri - mi (TT: mo r 1 i k i ) 
we swim we.p p - cv - do 
'We swam' (GP219-JT16) 
(c) kali yi mi awarra malakaninga 
--
(as TT) 
run he.p do that(m) young:man 
'That young man ran' (GP47l-RJ12) 
Some of the English loan verbs used in MT are 'old' 
loans, in that they are well accepted into the language and 
follow the TT phonological pattern. Many of these probably 
corne from contact with Pidgin English such as payipayi 'sleep', 
payiti 'fight', kirayi 'cry', tapi/sapi 'know' (from 
(89) 
savvy). These older loa n s are also used by older people 
in their less traditional styles of Tiwi and in some cases 
in a type of pidgin English which is sometimes used 
(see 1.6, P and 7.4.2, P ) . 
e.g. 4-122 (MT) 
(a) wurra p~xi~ayi pi- ri- mi 
they sleep they:p- cv -
'They slept' 
(b) kapinaki kaluwu payiti 
these.ones not fight 
'These ones aren't fighting' 
(c) ngarra karluwu . ?api 
(EP20-GP1542) 
yingarti 
he not know lots 
'He doesn't know much' (LB33-GP2005) 
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To these 'older' English loan verbs are added newer 
ones, often with a pronunciation more closely approximating 
Australian English, such as fayt 'fight', naw 'know', 
pringim 'bring'. 
e.g. 4-123 (MT) 
(a) awa ~ yi - nti - r i - mi 
we play we - p - cv - do 
'We played' 
(b) ja naw naki 
'You know this' 
(c) shutim ji mi yiya ka 
shoot she:p - do me prep 
'She shot me in the hand' 
yikara 
hand 
(DB12-GP67) 
There is a distinction made in the English , loans 
(both older and newer loans) between transitive and in-
transitive, which seems to follow the English distinction 
rather than the Tiwi. As in many English-based pidgins and 
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creoles, such as Ngukurr-Bamyili Creole (Sandefur, 1979, 
p 114), Cape York Creole (Crowley and Rigsby, 1979, p 188) 
and New Guinea Pidgin or Tok Pisin (Muhlhausler, 1974, p 55), 
transitive verbs generally have the suffix -im (which 
occurs whether 'him' is the object or not). 
e.g. 4-124 (MT) 
(a) stop yimi King Kong 
stop he:did K. K. 
'King Kong stopped' 
(b) awa stopim anjirra ka 
'We stopped that car' 
(c) wurra ajikim awa manko 
'They asked us for mangoes' 
The English loan verb, luk, may be translated by either 
'see', in which case it behaves like a transitive verb (but 
without the -im) or by 'look', in which case it behaves like 
an intransitive verb. 
e.g. 4-125 
(a) luk 
see 
(MT) 
pi ri - mi yingati tiwi 
they.p- cv - do plenty men 
'They saw a lot of men' 
(b) luk pi - ri - mi ka telupijin 
'They looked at television' 
(GP145-DB12) 
(GP149-DB12) 
Another form of free form verb found in MT is 
from the minimal imperative form of the TT inflected verb. 
This is the least marked form of the verb, having no subject 
prefix, but with the emphatic prefix Ca-, with the form ta-
(see Section 4.2.7, pJ 6). This would probably be the most 
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common form that young children hear older people using to 
them. 
In speaking to children, adults also often use the 
imperative form of a verb as a free form verb, with or 
without an auxiliary. It has probably always been used this 
way as a baby talk form, though these days English loan 
verbs are used in baby talk as well. This is discussed 
further in 8.3.3.3, p 561ff. 
e.g. 4-126 (MT) 
(a) tamu ji mi 
sit she.p - do 
'She sat' 
(b) tawunjali yi - mi 
'He stopped' 
(c) nyirra tayinti 
she stand 
'She is standing' 
(d) wurra takalinga 
they climb 
'They are climbing' 
(TT: tamuwu) (GP506-RJ12) 
(GP104-DB12) 
(TT Imp: ta- + -yi(n)ti 
(TT Imp: ta- + -yakilinga 
-cf. 4.2. 7, p.2 96 ) 
Some English loan verbs such as ko or ku 'go' and kam 
never seem to occur with an auxiliary, when used on their 
own, though they do so when they are combined with an 
English particle, such as ~ 'back'. 
e • g • 4 -12 7 (MT ) 
(a) wurra ko ka push 
'They went to the bush' 
(b ) ko ~ yi - nti - ri - mi 
go back we - p - cv - do 
'We went back' 
(GP38l-MP9 ) 
(GP368-MP9) 
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I am not sure why this happens. It may be that in the 
contexts in which the more formal style of language occurs, 
i.e. with the use of auxiliaries, the more formal style for 
'go' is also used, i.e. the TT verb stem -uriyi 'go' and 
the directional prefix ni- plus -uriyi for 'come'. 
There are a number of English loan verbs which have an 
English particle closely associa ted with them (see also 
4.3.3, p34q. These are treated as single words even 
though the suffix -im normally occurs between the stem and 
the postposition. Most of these do not have an equivalent 
borrowed form without the particle. Also, the particle 
cannot be separated from the verb by any other clause 
constituent as it can in English. This infixing of -im 
seems to follow the pattern of Australian Creoles rather 
than that of New Guinea Pidgin whe r e the -im occurs either 
finally or in both positions (cf. Sandefur, 1979 p 11, 
Crowley & Rigsby, 1979, p 190 with MUhlhausler, 
1974, pp 55-56). 
e.g. 4-128 (MT) 
(a) arra karrimap yi - mi arra - mirani 
(b) 
he carry he:p - do his - son 
'He carried his son' 
tumora wokapat yi - nti - ri - mi 
next:day walk(about) we - p - cv - do 
'We walked about the next day' 
There are some examples of other free verbs, used 
without an auxiliary, most examples of which have come from 
younger children, though a few were given by older young poople. 
These forms are from TT verb stems or incorporated forms, 
hut without any inflection. 
e.g. 4-129 (MT or CT?) 
(90) 
( a ) a r r a k una n i po j in i (GP) 
he pretend urine 
'He is pretending to urinate' 
(from TT vs 1: 
(see 2.3.7, p 
-kinyani 'pretend, deceive' ny > n 
; Os., P 125, NgNg p 13) 
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( b) arra pakupuraji (from TT vs 2: -Cakupura(~)ii 
'fall) 
he fall 
'He is falling' 
(c) jirra awulimayi (Test 1. 35-8) 
she walk 
'She is walking' 
{from TT vs 2: -Cangurlimayi 'walk', with loss of 
initial consonant of stem, and sound change ng > w, 
see 2.3.6, p 
(d) arra kalikali pili makirri 
he run because frightened 
'He is running because he is frightened' 
(from TT: -makirri 'be frightened') 
(vs or inc. form) 
The free verb in example 4-129(a) is used generally but 
the forms in (b), (c) and (d) are not very common (at least 
I do not have examples other than the ones given), but there 
are other instances of the same thing happening with some 
other verb stems. 
In TT, or perhaps a less traditional style than TT, 
there are examples of some other parts of speech ,being used 
as free verbs. 
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e.g. 4-130 (TT/LTT) 
(a) jurra yi - kirimi 
paper he.p - do/make 
'He wrote' (JW40) 
(b) kunji yi - kirimi 
door he.p - make 
'He closed it' 
In both these examples a loan noun is used as a free 
verb. jurra (from Iwaidja) is still used as 'church', 
'school', 'paper' and 'week', and kunji (from Hindi) 
(91) 
meaning 'door'. This second example is used by young 
people as well as others. The Tiwi words for 'urine' and 
'faeces' seem to be used more as free verbs in children's 
speech. 
e.g. 4-131 (MT/CT) 
(a) arra ki(~)thirri 
'He is defaecating' 
(b) ~ kinani pojini 
(from TT: kinyirri 'faeces'; 
see Section 2.3.7, ny j/th) 
(GP198-JT16) 
(TT: pojini 'urine') 
'You're pretending to pee' (GPl048-BTll) 
English loans, other than verbs, are sometimes used 
with a verbal se nse. 
e.g. 4-132 (MT/CT) 
(a) (ng}ajirri ampak(i) 
don't humbug 
'Don't fool around'/'Don't tease' 
(b) arra ampak Lina (GP1258) 
'He is teasing Lina' 
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4.3.2 AUXILIARY VERBS 
4.3.2.1 TRADITIONAL TIWI 
The number of verb stems which occur as auxiliary verb 
stems is limited, the main ones being -mi, -rna and -kirimi. 
Each of these can occur as main verb stems where they 
generally have the following meanings: -mi 'be', 'say' or 
'go', -rna 'become/be' and -k ir i mi 'make'. Most of these verb 
stems occur in verbal stative c l auses (see 6.4, p417). 
e.g. 4-133 (TT) -mi 
(a) ngini yikonari a ri mangi mi 
which hot he.p - cv - water - be 
'Which is hot water' (CI 3.10) 
( b) ngarra awarra yi - mi 
he that he.p - say 
'He said " " , 
(FP 2.10) 
(c) awungani - la pi ri - yi - m - am - ani 
like:that - rep they.p-cv - icve - do- mv - hab 
'They would keep moving around doing that' (FP5.9) 
(d) pi ti - ri - pirntangaya winyiwinyinga 
e.g. 
they:p-p:f - cv - hear snake 
ji ni yi - rn - am - ani 
she:p - dir - icve - go- rnv - rep 
'They heard a snake coming' 
4-134 (TT) -rna 
ngi mpi ni ri - rna 
you(pl)-n.p - dist(tirne) - cv - become 
'(Maybe) you will become priests' 
pirijuwi 
priests 
(FP7.6) 
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e.g. 4-135 (TT) -kirimi 
yimarlini nga ri - kirimi (HMG 3 . 8) 
basket we(incl) - cv - make 
'We make baskets (to put on top of grave post)' 
Each stem, when used in an independent verb, is 
non-transitive occurring in a n intransitive, semi-transitive 
or stative verbal clause (see 6 .3 , p4<Z, and 6.4, p 447)· When 
these are used as auxiliary stems they are also, in general, 
in non-transitive clauses, even when the sense may be 
transitive. 
e.g. 4-136 (TT) 
(a) kunji yi kirim - ani yirrimputara anginyirra 
close he.p - do - rep mouth her 
(cf. tr subj prefix: ii.- , see Table 4. 5, P 
'He kept her mouth closed (wi th his hand) , (JW40) 
(b) ngiya nanginta pi ri - mi (no 00 prefix) 
me ask they.p - cv - do 
'They asked me' (JW40 ) 
In most cases, the choice of auxiliary verb stem with 
each free verb seems to be arbitrary, i.e. there does not 
appear to be any semantic reason why one free verb takes one 
stem and another free verb takes another stem. There 
probably was a semantic reason at one time. Perhaps each 
free verb could occur as another part of speech before, but 
has come to be used only in this type of construction now, 
in which each auxiliary stem is simply translatable as 'do'. 
The most common auxiliary verb stem is -mi. 
Some of the free verb forms which occur with the 
various auxiliary ste ms are: 
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(* following a form indicates 
that it, or a phonologically changed form, is also used in 
MT) • 
(i) -mi 
kalikali* 'run' kutupi* 'j ump' 
morliki* 'swim' papi* 'corne out, 
arrive' 
ngirringirri 'shine' nanginta 'ask' 
purnangi 'vomit' yoyi* 'dance' 
nimarra* 'talk' kaparli 'miss, fail 
to hit' 
(i i) -rna 
kularlagha* 'hunt, search for' 
mitaya* 'steal' 
wurrinjila 'sniff around (for food) , 
(iii) -kirimi 
jilamara* 'paint' kitarranga 'carryon shoulders' 
ku(n)ji* 'close' yirrungurni 'roast in hot ashes' 
There are a few examples of some free verbs taking 
auxiliaries with stems other than those above, such as: 
(i) wuli(n)jini and pokayini, both meaning 'laugh' or 
'play' take -unga 'grab'. 
I 
e.g. 4-137 (TT) 
wulinjini ju wunga 
laugh she.p - do 
'She laughed' 
(ii) puranji or ~(-~)puni, both meaning 'good~ and jirti 
'bad' take either of the stems -muwu or -miringarra, 
(which in independent verbs mean 'sit' or 'live') to mean 
'like' and 'hate' respectively. 
e.g. 4-138 (TT) 
(a) ngawa pumpuni nga ri - miringarra 
we like(good) we(incl) - cv - sit/live 
'We like (him)' 
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(b) ngiya jirti ngi - ri - muwu mamurruntawi yinkiti 
I bad I 
- cv - live whitemen food 
'I don't like whiteman 's food' 
(iii) -Ei. This stem does not occur as an independent verb 
stem and there are very few occurrences of it as an 
auxiliary verb stem. It may occur as an auxiliary verb stem 
with the concomitative marker marri- when the con-
comitative refers to a small animal of some kind, as in 
example 4-139{b). 
e.g. 4-139 (TT) 
(a) 
( b) 
Eurli yi Ei (MGD) 
hurt he:p - do/be 
'He got hurt' 
~ yi marri -Ei marinyi 
arrive he:p - con.m - do{small animal) bandicoot 
'He arrived with a bandicoot' (MGD) 
In general, when an English loan is used the verb stem 
of the auxiliary is normally -mi (see examples 4-120), 
though there are some exceptions. 
e.g. 4-140 (TT) 
mirrikuli yi kirimi 
miracles he:p - make/do 
'He did miracles' 
(MGD) 
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4.3.2.2 AUXILIARY VERBS IN MT 
In young people's formal speech (an LTT style) there 
are a few examples of the use of a TT auxiliary stem, other 
than -mi, such as some individuals' use of -rna with 
k u 1 a 1 a h / k u 1 a 1 a a 'h un t, sea r c h for J ( TT : k u 1 a rIa g h a) . 
These are usually used only by older young people. 
e.g. 4-141 
(a) wuta puranji wu ri - muwu kirritawini 
they like they.np - cv - sit/live bread 
'They like bread' (cf. e.g. 4-138(a» (1.59.2-MP22) 
(b) pili kunji pi- ri - kirimi 
because close they.p- cv - do 
'Because it was shut' (Lit: they had closed it) 
(cf. e.g. 4-136(a» (9.90.4-PP23) 
It is more general for all auxiliary stems to be 
changed to -mi. 
e.g. 4-142 (MT) 
(a) mitaya pi ri - mi 
steal they:p - cv - do 
'They stole (water)' (GP1832-PP23) 
(b) kulalaa ngi - tu wa ri - mi wununga (TT: -rna) 
hunt we p - frust - cv - do possum 
'We hunted in vain for possum' (GP1475-CP19) 
(c) nyirra pokayini a mpi - ji - ngi - mi (TT: -unga} 
she laugh she n.p - dur - cv - do 
'She is laughing' (9.37.6-PP23) 
The auxiliary verb stem used with other free verbs, 
i.e. English loan verbs or free verbs from imperative forms 
is always -mi. 
e . g. 4-143 (MT) 
(a ) porn pi ri - mi Dawin 
bomb they : p- cv - do Darwin 
' They bombed Darwin' 
(b) takatapurri a wuji - ngi - mi 
hold:in:arms he:np - dur - cv - do 
(imp. free vb) 
'He is holding (the dog) in his arms' 
4.3.3 EXPANDED VERBAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN MT 
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(GP 
(2.26.6-TM18) 
Since the auxiliaries and independent verbs in MT have 
lost much of the complexity of the TT inflected verb, the 
meanings expressed by the lost verbal affixes need to be 
conveyed in some other way. The meanings expressed by some 
mood and aspect affixes are given by aspect words borrowed 
from English (or perhaps from Creole). 
Two words which commonly occur are: sat/stat ' start 
to', replacing the TT inceptive prefix (see 4.2.9.1, p 30\) 
and tra/tray 'try to', replacing the TT frustrative prefix 
(see 4.2.10.1, p 30S). These words occur before an 
inflected independent verb or before the free verb form 
(92) 
(either alone or in a verbal complex). 
e.g. 4-144 (MT) 
(a) sat pastimap yimi nayi Jipin 
start bust:up he:did that Stephen 
' He started to bash Stephen up' 
(b ) thirra tray juwuriyi kirrim jimi warra 
she try she:went get she:did water 
' She tried to go and get (him) some water' 
(GP95-DB12 ) 
(c) arra tra luk aran kapi awurra 
he try look around prep those 
(93) 
yingapa men 
other men 
'He looked around in vain for those other men' 
(GP451-RJ12) 
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Another aspect or tense word, pin 'past~ occurs only 
before a free form verb without an auxiliary, since tense 
is marked on the auxiliary. This is used quite commonly in 
(94) 
Children's Tiwi and in casual Modern Tiwi. 
e.g. 4-145 (MT) 
thirra pin kipim yiya 
she past give me 
'She gave (it) to me' (GP1431-LW7) 
These aspect words (and others) are used in creole 
languages in Australia. In Ngukurr-Bamyili Creole they 
appear to be used in the same way, i.e. preceding the verb 
(Sandefur, 1979, P 127 ff). In Cape York Creole bin 
otcurs preceding the verb but trai is a postsentence 
modifier and sat/stat is not mentioned (Crowley and 
Rigsby, 1979, pp 191, 193). 
NOTES ON CHAPTER 4 
(1) These are generally separate prefixes but are sometimes 
fused (see 4.2.3.1, p~ 73). 
(2 ) This term comes from Capell (1967, p45). Osborne 
uses the term 'theme structure'. 
(3 ) These may take nominal inflections such as -la 
'repetitive' (see example 4-3 ) . 
( 4 ) These constructions aie in general non-transitive and 
so do not have direct object marked. 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9 ) 
(10) 
(11 ) 
(12 ) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16 ) 
(17) 
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The verbal complex is similar to the predicate of a 
statlve verbal clause, in which other parts of speech 
function as a complement to a verb of 'being', or 
'making to be' (the same stems as the auxiliary verbs), 
but there are a number of points of difference, dis-
cussed in detail in 6.4, p 447). 
The aspect words, sat/stat 'start to', tra/tray 'try 
to' and pin 'past' can also be regarded as auxili-
ar ies. These are discussed in 4.3.3, (p 340) • 
Adults often speak to children, even young children, in 
a simple or pidgin English , often switching from baby 
talk Tiwi to this English. This type of variation and 
code-switching is discussed more in 8.3.2.2, p 535f). 
Some pictures depicted males, some females and some a 
group of people. 
It is probable that more children are able to give and 
use an auxiliary form than the ones who actually gave 
one. In many cases the simplest form was probably 
given, much as an English speaking child might answer 
the question 'What is he doing?' with 'running'. 
The terms 'singular' and 'plural' are generally used 
when referring to third person (and sometimes second 
person). The gender distinction is masculine versus 
feminine, as for nominals and pronominals 
(see 3.2.1, P1l9, and 3.3.1.1, pI5S), and only applies 
for third singular. 
Some of the basic morphophonological variations are 
also given on the table. (See Osborne, Chapter 2). 
Osbor ne gives a third distinction of a marked future 
tense, but I am considering his 'future' prefix as an 
emphatic prefix (see 4.2.7, p 29b). 
These SUbject-tense prefi~es also indicate person 
and gender of third singular objects 
(see 4.2.3.1, p173). 
The gloss 'we (excl)' refers to the augmented first 
person (- addressee), 'we (incl)' to augmented first & 
second person (+ addressee) and 'you:and:I' or 'we 
(min)' to the minimal first & second perscn (+ ad-
dressee) • 
See 4.2.2.2, p 2~6 regarding these two morphemes. , 
An unmarked non-past form can also be used 'for 
habitual. The prefix (~)ji- appears to be used only 
only when the repetitive aspect is stressed. 
The consonant varies depending upon the preceding 
morpheme. 
(1 e) 
(19 ) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
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Like the emphatic prefix Ca- the consonant varies 
depending upon the preceding morpheme. 
Nida, 1974, P 168. 
There are some infrequent forms not covered by the 
morphemes in the table such as (w)a{n)ji- 'limita-
tion' (possibly (w) a- 'fr ustrative T plus Ci- 'irre-
alis'). --
Capell uses the term 'nucleus ', though he only 
mentions cases where the incorporated form is the 
grammatical object. He apparently has no examples in 
his data of incorporated form s as other qrammatical 
relations (Capell, 1967, P 49). Os}:x)rne uses the tenn ' 
'theme structure' but includes in this the concomita-
tive marker ma{rri)-, which he simply translates as 
'with' (Osborne, pp 46-47). 
'Non-transitive ' covers stems which syntactically 
and/or semantically can be classed as 'intransitive', 
'semi-transitive' and 'stative'. These categories are 
discussed more fully in Chapter 6, about clauses and 
simple sentences (see 6.3, p41L). 
The gender of a third minimal subject is neutralised 
in this case (see 4.2.3.1, P273, and Table 4.5, p 27S). 
These verb stems are not regarded as transitive since 
they do not take a direct object prefix for other per-
sons and where there is a masculine object there is no 
agreement on the verb. In many cases these are 
classed as semi-transitive (see 6.1.1, p~<jj''B;and 
6.3.2.1, p4l7), as in example 4-l7(c~, and in other 
cases as intransitive, as -kuruwala 'sing' is nOrm:l.lly. 
See 6.2.1.2 (i), p 399. 
Before this /p/ the /i/ of the tense prefix ~- is 
dropped and the /mp/ of the prefix and the /p/ of the 
stem becomes amalgamated (as also happens with the /p/ 
of the emphatic prefix, Ca-), e.g. a- 'she' + 
mpi- 'np' + -pangurlimayr--7 ampangurlimayi. 
These are listed as w-initial in 'Nginingawila 
Ngapangiragha' (see bibliography). 
According to Capell, some 'glossemes [incororated 
forms] of the Tiwi type are found' in Anindilyakwa 
(Capell, 1967, p 50). 
These are discussed more fully in Chapter 6 in rela-
tion to clau ses , but brIefly, a secondarv obiec t is 
defined as a nominal argu ment required by the sanantics 
of the verb stem, but which is not marked on the verb, 
except sometimes as an incorporated form as in these 
examples. 
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(3C) with some verbs the recipient and addressee are marked 
by the direct object prefix, as in example 4-28b. See 
also ditransitive clauses, 6.3.2.1 (P+27). 
(31) This incorporated form is actually 'cooked crab' 
(according to Osborne and also to some older 
informants of Godfrey's) but it seems to be used 
inter-changeably with the form piyawalingi- 'raw 
crab'. 
(32) This appears to behave as a class 1 form sometimes (or 
maybe with some spea ke rs) as in example 4-33(c) with 
the connective, ri-, and as class 3 at other times, 
with the loss of~he ini tial syllable, as in example 
4-33 (d) . 
(33) The meaning of the form, mangi-, 'water' has been ex-
tended to cover 'beer'. Osborne has the form, k~pi­
as 'coo ked shellfish, tobacco, gun'. It is diffIcult 
to determine how the last two meanings have been de-
rived from the first. It may be that there was 
another meaning from which these two meanings were 
derived but which has been lost~ 
(34) There are some cases given by Godfrey where the nomi-
nal argument referred to by the concomitative marker 
occurs as a direct object prefix with a transitive 
verb stem or an indirect object prefix with a non-
transitive verb stem, though this does not seem usual 
and needs more investigation before it can be a:mrrented 
upon. 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
I can find no clear examples where Ci(~)- is used 
meaning 'tree, log, canoe', without a preceding ma-. 
The only other example I have of this form used in 
this way is in the verbal form which is used to mean 
'(motor) vehicle'; see example 4-35(d). Osborne gives 
kili- as meaning 'eye' and this has possibly been 
extended to mean 'car, etc.' referring to the wheels 
or headlamps . 
The occurrence of rr or y normally seems to depend 
upon what precedesthe class 2 form (Os., p 32) but it 
may also depend upon the speaker, it seems (cf example 
4-36(e) with (b». This fluctuation is probably 
indicative of LTT. 
I am not sure if this last meaning occurs in TT, where 
it refers to the future which is not the immediate 
future, but in MT ngu-wuja 'I am going' can refer to 
'tomorrow' as well as right now. 
This has become a frozen stem, -nuriyi 'come', in 
the speech of most young people (see 4.2.4.2, p 288 ). 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
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The only examples of feminine verb stems in the MT 
data are ones which take a prefix which is the same 
for non-transitive and feminine TT (such as with a 
feminine subject), so it is difficult to tell whe ther 
feminine verb stems are treated differently in MT from 
TT, e.g. MT: a - mpi - kuruwala 'She is singing' 
(see Table 4.5, p 27~1. 
The form for the non-past is: ~-wuni-pakupawurli 
'I come back' (see 4.2.5. I P'<~9). 
The prefix, ti-, fits in with the 'irrealis' prefix , 
Ci-, taking similar morphophonological variation of 
the C, but the meaning cannot be given as 'irrealis', 
though it is not clear wha t meaning can be assigned. 
(See 4.2.9.1, p 301). 
Osborne says there is a future tense marked by the 
prefix, Ca-. However, I am regarding this as 
'emphatiC', as it can also occur with past tense (see 
4.2.2.2,p 266). When occurring with non-past the sense 
does seem to be a 'definite future' sense. The dura-
tive prefix, (wu).ii- and the past habitual suffix, 
-ani are used when the continuous and habitual 
aspects are stressed (see 4.2.9.1, p301). 
The vowels of mpi- and nti- are dropped before some 
class 3 verb stems , as in examples 4-55(a). 
The object is given externally to the verb or is 
clear from context. 
Godfrey says she has noticed a number of young people 
(but it seems generally older than the age group 
studied here) using nganturiyi for 'we(incl) went'. 
Most verb forms used by young ch ildren are tminflectedi 
(except for the transitive marker, -lin) (see Table 1.1.). 
A greater proportion of inflected verb fonns (including 
auxiliary verbs in verbal complexes, see 4.3) ffi3.y have 
been f o und if I had been able to collect stories and 
more formal data. However, I found this difficult to 
do with children younger than 8 or 9. 
I am not sure how a benefactive sense might be given 
with a transitive verb with a direct object prefix. 
It may perhaps occur as an unmarked Nominal Phrase or 
pronoun in the clause. I have no data on this. 
This may also be the case with the other mood pre-
fixes, but I have no data for them. 
Osborne does not account for all the possipilities, 
probably because they did not come up in his data, 
such as niki- 'you(pl) (IO)' following certain 
phonemes-.--
.. --.~. ~~--------------------------------........................................ ~ 
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(51) In the orthography the y is not nor mally written, but 
it is retained here to show that the nasal is the 
laminal nasal, compared to the alveolar in min(i)-
'me(DO) '. (The hyphens show the morphe me breaks, not 
the syllable breaks. 
(52) Ditransitive verbs take the recipient (or in some 
cases the source, as with the verb stem -Cakinya 
'steal from') as the DO (see also 6.3.2.1, p427). 
(53) The 'spear' may be r ega rded as a feminine object bu t 
the fe minine form of the subject-tense prefixes is 
used regardless of whether the free from no un used 
for 'spear' is feminine or not. 
(54) These latter are from Tiwi translations of English 
school readers. 
(55) The context does not imply 'away fro m ca mp' or 'dis-
tance in space'. 
(56) I am not sure what happens when t h is occurs before a 
class 2 form or Ca-, as I have no examples. 
(57) The prefix ki-, in general, occurs i mmediately prior 
to the nucleusstructure and behaves like a class 1 form 
in that it takes the connective ri- as a class 1 
form does. My hypothesis is tha~the e v ening prefix, 
ki-, is possibly derived from the incorporated for m, 
ki-, meaning 'fire'; the connection being the time 
when the fires are nor mally lit. The morning prefix 
is possibly deriv ed from the frustrati ve prefix, 
(w)a- followed by the Mood 2 prefix, Ci-, though 
the-connection between the m is harder~o see. These 
do not appear to co-occ u r with t he morning prefix, at 
least in the data I have . The prefix, (w)ati- has 
another meaning not descr i bed by Osborne-viz. 
'everywhere'. 
e.g. pi - rr ati pakilira 
they:p - p - every:where- spread:ou t 
'They have all spread out' or 'They have spread ou t 
allover' . 
(58) This is as in TT, since the examples of the Ca- in 
the indicative verbs in MT are following morph e mes 
which in TT produce the variant /p/ for C. 
(59) This is a normal TT morphophonological process with 
the stem -uriyi 'go', i.e. with the metathesis of the 
vowels of the prefix and stem (see 4.2.2.l(a), p24 9). 
(60) These verbal forms also occur as free form verbs in MT 
(see 4.3.1.2, PJ17)' 
(61) The forms without the causative suffix appear to have 
been lost in some cases. 
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(62) This suffix s e e ms to refer, not to a c ompleted action, 
as is obvious from this example, but to the totality 
of the scope of the action, affecting 'all of the 
subject' or 'all of the object'. 
(63) 'Blackies' is the term that was used by the nuns for 
the girls in the dormitory at Nguiu. 
(64) This prefix has optional prenasalisation of the stop. 
The wu- is elided following some prefixes. 
(65) Following a stem fina l /a/ -ami becomes -mami and -ani 
becomes -mini, except fo r t he verb stem, -apa, in which 
case the forms are respec tively -kami and -kani with 
the fi nal stem vowel becoming /u/~ith some speaker s 
this see ms to be being regularised, to - ma mi and 
-mini. 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
. (74) 
(75) 
(76) 
The original meaning of this verb stem see ms to be 
lost. 
I am not sure what this ~ lS, as there is nor ma l ly 
no connective, ngi, before the evening prefix, ki-, 
and the prefix, Cingi- 'away from ca mp' is nor mally 
rri ngi- following the durative prefix. 
If this Ca- was a normal emphatic use the form would 
be ~-, wh ich would be a malgamated wi th the ·preced ing 
prefix, mpi, becoming mpa- (see no te (26) p 343) . 
It is not clear whether there is any distinction 
between the use of the inceptive prefix in the past 
with or without the e mphatic prefix, Ca- (cf the 
previous example). --
The non-past wu- 'they' is fused with this and some 
other prefixes.-
In these examples the wi- ~ ¢ following mpi-
mo1iki is not normally used transitively. 
The one use where it does not appear to be irrea1is is 
in the form Cimuji- 'performing a co)~on activity' 
(see example 4-51, p and note (42). 
Osborne treats these differently, combining some forms 
with the past tense prefix, rri- (Os., p 44) and 
some forms with his 'connective-emphatic' (Os., p 28). 
In non-past forms (or forms with non-past subject-
'tense' prefixes), the form of Ca- seems to be ta-. 
The subject-'tense' prefix is ji- (and hence the 
irrea1is prefix is ¢) rather tnan Yi- (+ rri-) because 
-kuruwa1a) is a feminine verb stem 
(see 4.2.Z.l(a) p :24.9 and 4.2.3.1, Table 4.5, p ::Z7~). 
I 
(77) I am not sure what the difference is between the use 
of ni- and ¢; both seem to be used for general non-
past negatives. 
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(7 8) Godfrey actually gives wari- as having the first 
meaning suggested , but it seems to me that ri- is 
only a class marker or connective with class 1 forms. 
There are a number of examples of (w)a- occurring 
before c lass 2 forms (without an intervening Ca-; 
see example 4-93(a). I do not have any examples pre-
ceding a class 3 torm. 
(79 ) The different forms for ' he r(IO)' are due to the dif-
ferent morphemes following ( s ee 4.2.4.1, p 2g5). 
(80) The subject prefix nyi- loses its vowel. I am not 
sure what yala means, but apparently it always 
occurs with these forms (private communication from 
Godfrey) • 
( 81) The variable C of class 2 stems is /t/, immediately 
following ma-~ cf with the form of Ca- in (b). 
(82) These forms behave similarly to the past tense forms, 
rri- and (n)ti-, in that this latter is related to 
feminine subjects, objects or verb stems. The loca-
tive prefix, ni- occurs following the irrealis pre-
fix and as with the past tense form, rri-, the 
irrealis form, rri-, is deleted before-ni-. 
(83) The TT form would be ngu - ntu - wa jiyarra 
I - p:fem - frust- tell 
ngini yinkiti a -rna - rri -pawumi 
that food he:she (np)-sove-Trreal (m)-cook 
(84) The Indirect Object form of the prefix for ' you(sg)' 
is used here, instead of the TT DO prefix minyi-
(see 4.2.4, P2~S'). 
(85) My hypothesis is that MT is a distinct code from TT, 
being an expanded style of Children's Tiwi. This is 
discussed further in Chapter 7, p 
(86) The auxiliary verb stems in both types of construc-
tions are the same (cf 4.3.2, P33~ and 6.4, Pi 4 7)· 
( 87) 
(8 8) 
Although there is a TT verb stem, Camurrumi, whi:h is 
given as 'work' the meaning of this a~d the EnglIsh 
loan wak may be different; the EnglIsh loan pos-sibl~ onl~ refers to the whiteman's type of work. 
These words are used with these meanings in Ngukurr-
Bamyili Creole (and possibly other creoles) but the TT 
equivalent verb stems also have the same range of 
meanings (Sandefur, 1979b). 
(89) See Chapter 8 note (3) , p578. 
(90) This is also used as a free verb in a verbal complex 
in TT or in LTT. 
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(91) Osborne gives this as being from Hindi, via Malay, via 
Iwaidja. I am not sure where he gets his information, 
but it is interesting to note that in my data of 
Bhojpuri (a dialect of Hindi) I have kunji meaning 
, key' . 
(92 ) sat/stat can occur as a free verb with an auxiliary in 
MT but this does no t seem common. 
e.g. api sat yimi karri .•. 
well start he:did when ••. 
'Well, it started when • 
finish normally occurs as a free verb with an auxili-
ary followed by another free verb for m. 
e.g. karri finish pirimi moliki 
when finish they:did swim 
'When they had finished swi mm ing' 
(93) tra/tray seems to have the connotations of the TT 
frustrative prefix (rather than the English meaning 
of 'try'), viz., 'attempt to do' or 'to do but fail' 
or 'to do without success'. 
(94) pin is also quite common in TE (Tiwi-English). 
(See Table 1.1, p 23 ). 
